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Welcome to the Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium and Regional Small Business Summit sponsored by Lockheed

Martin, PRE-CAPP, National Nuclear Security Administration, U.S. Economic Development Administration, Horizon City

Economic Development Corporation, The City of El Paso, El Paso Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, & Mike Loya Center for

Innovation & Commerce. The goal of this symposium is to provide a formal setting for interactions among academic,

government, industrial professionals, and regional small businesses.
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INVITED SPEAKERS

President & Chief Executive Officer

United Launch Alliance

Small Business Innovation & Technology Partnerships  

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Chief Executive Officer

Deason  Research LLC

Liquid Propulsion Engineer

Engine Component Development & Technology Branch

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Director of Technical Operations, THAAD

Space Systems Company

Lockheed Martin Corporation

Executive Director

Horizon City Economic Development Corp.

Director of Economic and International Development

City of El Paso

Branch Chief, Component Design and Technology Branch

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

A. James Clark Professor of Engineering

The George Washington University

Project Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)

U.S. Department of Energy

Chemical Engineer

Honeywell FM&T

Sr. Manager, Test Operations at the West Texas Launch Site

Blue Origin

Crosscutting Technology Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)

U.S. Department of Energy

Eduardo Seyffert

Michael Keidar

Briggs White

Gregg Jones

Salvatore 'Tory' Bruno

Ida Sanchez
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Nick Gonzales
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Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium and Regional Small Business Summit 2019

Tuesday, 26 March LOCATION El Paso Marriott

7:00 AM  - 7:45 AM

REGISTRATION Ballroom Foyer BREAKFAST Junior Ballroom

7:45 AM  - 8:15 AM Grand Ballroom

WELCOME

Associate Vice President for Strategic Initiatives

The University of Texas at El Paso

County Judge 

El Paso County 

Donald "Dee" Margo Mayor (Invited)

City of El Paso 

8:15 AM  - 9:00 AM Moderator: Ahsan Choudhuri Grand Ballroom

KEYNOTE 

THE FRONTIERS OF AEROSPACE & LM 6 STEPS FOR SBIR ENGAGEMENT

Director of Technical Operations, THAAD

Space Systems Company

Lockheed Martin Corporation

9:00 AM  - 9:45 AM Moderator: Michael Hernandez Grand Ballroom

SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH (SBIR) AND SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (STTR) SESSION

Small Business Innovation & Technology Partnerships  

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

THE SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH & SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM AT THE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Project Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)

U.S. Department of Energy

9:45 AM  - 10:30 AM Moderator: Luz Bugarin Grand Ballroom

SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH (SBIR) AND SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (STTR) SESSION

WRITING COMPETITIVE SBIR PROPOSALS

Chief Executive Officer

Deason  Research LLC

10:30 AM  - 11:30 AM Moderator: Jack Chessa Grand Ballroom

PANEL: REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Director of Economic and International Development

City of El Paso

Executive Director

Horizon City Economic Development Corp.

11:30 AM  - 12:00 PM Moderator: Joel Quintana Grand Ballroom

INVITED SPEAKER

PLASMA-BASED MICROPROPULSION FOR CUBESATS

A. James Clark Professor of Engineering

The George Washington University

Douglas Deason

Jessica Herrera

Michael Hernandez

Michael Keidar

 Regional Small Business Summit 2019

Ahsan Choudhuri

Ricardo Samaniego

Nick Gonzales

Mark Davidson

Maria Reidpath
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11:30 AM  - 12:00PM Executive Board Room

GUEST EXECUTIVE MEETING (INVITATION ONLY) Briggs White & Roberto Osegueda

12:00 PM  - 1:00 PM Ballroom Foyer

SMALL BUSINESS SHOWCASE EVENT

12:00 PM  - 1:00 PM Junior Ballroom

LUNCH

1:00 PM  - 5:15 PM

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO - RESEARCH FACILITY TOURS (INVITATION ONLY)

Wednesday, 27 March LOCATION El Paso Marriott

7:00 AM  - 7:50 AM

REGISTRATION Ballroom Foyer BREAKFAST Junior Ballroom

7:50 AM  - 8:00 AM Grand Ballroom

OPENING NOTES

President

The University of Texas at El Paso

8:00 AM  - 9:00 AM Moderator: Ahsan Choudhuri Grand Ballroom

KEYNOTE 

FOSSIL ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES – TRENDS AND EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES

Crosscutting Technology Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)

U.S. Department of Energy

9:00 AM  - 10:00 AM

PARALLEL TECHNICAL SESSIONS

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  I Moderator: Cesar Terrazas, UTEP Bluebonnet

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  II Moderator: David Espalin, UTEP Mockingbird

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE I - ITAR Moderator: Jason Adams, UTEP Southwest Boardroom

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE II Moderator: Chance Garcia, NASA MSFC Salon H

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE III Moderator: Arifur Khan, UTEP Salon I

ENERGY I Moderator: Angel Flores-Abad, UTEP Salon J

10:00 AM  - 10:15 AM

BREAK

10:15 AM  - 11:15 AM Moderator: Ahsan Choudhuri Grand Ballroom

KEYNOTE 

IT IS A GREAT TIME TO BE A ROCKET ENGINEER

Branch Chief, Component Design and Technology Branch

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Gregg Jones

Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium

Diana Natalicio

Briggs White

Transportation will be provided
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Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium and Regional Small Business Summit 2019

11:15 AM  - 12:00 PM

STUDENT SESSIONS

ENERGY STUDENT SESSION WITH BRIGGS WHITE Mockingbird

Moderator: Jason Adams

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE STUDENT SESSION WITH NICK GONZALES Bluebonnet

Moderator: Justin Vanhoose

12:00 PM  - 1:00 PM Junior Ballroom

LUNCH

1:00 PM  - 2:00 PM Moderator: Ahsan Choudhuri Grand Ballroom

KEYNOTE 

President & Chief Executive Officer

United Launch Alliance

2:00 PM  - 2:45 PM Moderator: Jason Adams Mockingbird

INVITED SPEAKER - NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY ADMINISTRATION | KANSAS CITY NATIONAL SECURITY CAMPUS

LIFE AFTER UTEP

Chemical Engineer

Honeywell FM&T

2:00 PM  - 2:45 PM Moderator: Justin Vanhoose Bluebonnet

INVITED SPEAKER - NASA MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

NASA MSFC ADDITIVE MANUFACTURED DEMONSTRATOR ENGINE (AMDE) THRUST CHAMBER ASSEMBLY HOTFIRE PROGRAM

Liquid Propulsion Engineer

Engine Component Development & Technology Branch

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

2:45 PM  - 3:30 PM Moderator: Justin Vanhoose Bluebonnet

INVITED SPEAKER - BLUE ORIGIN

BLUE ORIGIN OVERVIEW

Sr. Manager, Test Operations at the West Texas Launch Site

Blue Origin

3:30 PM  - 3:45 PM

BREAK

3:45 PM  - 5:45 PM

PARALLEL TECHNICAL SESSIONS 

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  III Moderator: Omar Cedillos, UTEP Bluebonnet

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE IV Moderator: Deepak Tosh, UTEP Mockingbird

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE V Moderator: Joel Quintana, UTEP Southwest Boardroom

ENERGY II Moderator: Md Mahamudur Rahman, UTEP Salon H

ENERGY III Moderator: Methaq S. Abed, UTEP Salon I

ENERGY IV Moderator: Hossein Mallahzadeh, UTEP Salon J

5:45 PM  - 7:00 PM Junior Ballroom

DINNER & CLOSING REMARKS

Associate Vice President for Strategic Initiatives

The University of Texas at El Paso

Ahsan Choudhuri

Eduardo Seyffert

Salvatore 'Tory' Bruno

Ida Sanchez

Chance Garcia
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Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium and Regional Small Business Summit 2019

Salvatore T. "Tory" Bruno 

President & Chief Executive Officer 

United Launch Alliance

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Salvatore T. "Tory" Bruno is the president and chief executive officer for United Launch Alliance (ULA). In this role, Bruno

serves as the principal strategic leader of the organization and oversees all business management and operations.  

Prior to joining ULA, he served as the vice president and general manager of Lockheed Martin Strategic and Missile Defense

Systems. The business is a leading provider of ballistic missile and ballistic missile defense systems, supporting U.S.

Department of Defense customers, as well as the U.K. Royal Navy and Ministry of Defense. Programs included the Navy’s

Trident II D5 Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM), the Air Force’s Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) Reentry Systems, and the

Missile Defense Agency’s Terminal High Area Altitude Defense (THAAD), Targets and Countermeasures and Common

Exoatmospheric Kill Vehicle (EKV) Concept Definition. He also managed the corporation’s responsibilities in Atomic

Weapons Establishment (AWE) Management Limited, a joint venture that produces and safely maintains the U.K.’s nuclear

weapons. He is a former member of the board of directors of Lockheed Martin U.K. Ltd.

Bruno joined Lockheed Martin in 1984. He previously served as vice president and general manager of FBM and ICBM, as

vice president of the THAAD Missile, as vice president of Engineering, as chief engineer for Strategic Missile Programs, as

program manager for FBM Rocket Propulsion and in engineering positions involving design and analysis for control systems

of rockets and hypersonic reentry vehicles. He holds several patents.

He holds a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from the California Polytechnic State University, in San Luis Obispo,

California, and has completed graduate courses and management programs at Harvard University, Santa Clara University,

the Wye River Institute, San Jose State University and the Defense Acquisition University.

Bruno is serving as a member of the National Space Council Users’ Advisory Group chaired by Vice President Pence. In

addition, he is an American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Fellow, a companion of the Naval Order of the

United States, a member of the Navy League and a former member of the Board of Directors of the Silicon Valley

Leadership Group. He served on the National Blue Ribbon Panel for Bettering Engineering & Science Education and as

Chairman of the Diversity Council of Lockheed Martin Space Systems.

He is the author of two books that explore the organization of the medieval Knights Templar from the perspective of

modern business management: “Templar Organization: The Management of Warrior Monasticism” and “Templar

Incorporated.” He is a recipient of the Order of Merit of the Sovereign Military Order of the Temple of Jerusalem.
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Nick Gonzales

Director Technical Operations, THAAD

Lockheed Martin, Space Systems Company 

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Nick Gonzales serves as Director of Technical Operations THAAD, at Lockheed Martin (LM) Space Systems Company (SSC).

Prior to his role, he has served in various positions including the FBM Director of Programs and Director of Systems

Engineering (SE) for Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company where he was chartered with pioneering the continued

development of Lockheed Martin’s world class SE organization.

Lockheed Martin has participated extensively in the development of our Nations Missile Defense endeavor and Mr.

Gonzales most recently lead the design of Lockheed Martin’s offering for the next generation interceptor kill vehicle. The

purpose of this kill vehicle was to enhance homeland defense against missile attack. When the Government decided they

would assemble the best industry had to offer into a cohesive design, Mr. Gonzales served as the LM representative to that

industry team.

Prior to embarking on the design of Nations next generation kill vehicle for homeland defense, Mr. Gonzales dedicated a

large portion of his career to developing and fielding the THAAD interceptor. He started this effort in the systems test group

where he set up the launch control room for implementation of countdown go/no-go operations and managed the $90M

development of the production test equipment used to ATP the missile rounds. He served as the manager of systems

integration when the focus was on getting the interceptor qualified for flight. Mr. Gonzales transitioned to CSE during the

flight test program, focusing on flight test mission success and on resolving issues discovered during flight operations.

Finally, he served as the Director and CE of the THAAD interceptor, driving hard to obtain the approval of the United States

Government to release the interceptor to the war fighters in order to defend our troops, friends, and allies in their theater of

operation. Under his leadership, the THAAD missile team has provided the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) and the Nation

with a missile system that has demonstrated groundbreaking capability and reliably achieving a perfect mission success

record. Mr. Gonzales has actively participated in and led the development efforts associated with Missile Systems, Missile

Software, Missile Structure/Propulsion Elements and all Test Equipment.

Mr. Gonzales has over 30 years of successful hands on engineering experience and has held leadership positions in

Engineering and Program Management. He received his bachelors of science in mechanical engineering from San Jose

State University with a minor in electronics. He is a recipient of the prestigious Lockheed Martin NOVA award and has

received various other recognition awards from the corporation.
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Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium and Regional Small Business Summit 2019

Gregg Jones 

Branch Chief of Components Design and Technology

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Gregg Jones has over 30 years’ experience designing, analyzing and building rocket engines. He has worked on the Space

Shuttle Main Engine, the RL10, the J-2X, and many other engines and he has three patents for rocket combustion chambers.

Mr. Jones currently leads NASA Marshall’s Combustion Devices and Turbomachinery Branch where their focus is on

developing new rocket manufacturing methods including 3-D printed copper chambers, blown powder regeneratively

cooled nozzles, carbon-carbon nozzle extensions and 3-D printed turbomachinery and also on developing new lander and

in–space engines to help return astronauts to the moon.
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Briggs White

Crosscutting Technology Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) 

U.S. Department of Energy

Dr. Briggs White is an experienced engineering management professional with a demonstrated history of working in the

research industry.

Currently, Dr. White is serving as Crosscutting Technology Manager at NETL managing a portfolio of approximately 100

research projects and annual appropriations of $55 million. The program serves to accelerate R&D progress and develop

concepts and technologies that enable improvements in fossil-based power generation. The program's scope includes

sensors and controls, cybersecurity, modeling and simulation, high-performance materials, innovative combustion concepts,

and water management. He has also served as the Chief of Staff for NETL’s Science and Technology directorate – reporting

directly to NETL’s Chief Research Officer, as well as Chief of Staff for the Technology Development and Integration Center,

NETL’s project management organization. 

He holds degrees in Materials Science & Engineering from Alfred University (BS), the University of Florida (MS, PhD), and the

Univ. of Rome (PhD) with an emphasis on solid-state high-temperature electrochemical devices.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Mark Davidson

Small Business Innovation & Technology Partnerships

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

Mark Davidson is a member of the California Institute of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory office of the Small Business

Innovation and Technology Partnerships Office and NASA’s Western Water Applications program office. Mark has held

positions as the Corporate Treasurer and Head of Investor Relations at major aerospace parts distribution company and as

the Corporate Director of Business Strategy at Northrop Grumman Corporation where he was responsible for evolving the

company's portfolio strategy associated with all defense electronics including space, air, ground and maritime domains and

naval systems including navigation, ship, weapons and engineering control. In this function he also participated in M&A,

Joint Venture, divestitures and spin-off activities. He served as a Presidential appointee as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of

the Navy for Reserve Affairs and is a retired Navy Captain. Mark holds an MBA from the U.S.C. Marshall School of Business,

a Diploma from the U.S. Navy War College Command & Staff program, and a BA in Physical Geography from U.C.L.A.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Maria Reidpath

Project Manager 

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) 

U.S. Department of Energy  

Maria Reidpath is a Project Manager in the Enabling Technologies and Partnerships team at the U.S. Department of Energy’s

(DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL). She also serves as the NETL Coordinator for the Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Program. As Project Manager, Mrs. Reidpath

manages extramural research projects in Crosscutting Technology areas such as Sensors and Controls, Advanced

Manufacturing, Water Management, and High Performance Materials. As Coordinator for SBIR-STTR, Mrs. Reidpath serves

as the point of contact with DOE’s SBIR Office and the Office of Fossil Energy in the administration of all activities related to

topic development, application and selection process, and the awarding of SBIR-STTR grants. Mrs. Reidpath holds a B.S.

degree in Industrial Engineering from West Virginia University.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Douglas Deason

CEO 

Deason Research LLC

Dr. Deason is CEO of Deason Research LLC, engaged in management of technology and innovation, particularly focusing

on initiating and maturing research and development programs in the federal enterprise. He has a 40-year career in

research and development. He has served as a senior manager/director in the Department of Defense overseeing small

business, university and industrial research portfolios with a budget of over $140M annually. He is a frequently requested

speaker at national and regional conferences in areas such as proposal writing, the SBIR/STTR program, working with prime

contractors, and maturing technology through federal funding, as well as missile defense, nanotechnology, and advanced

materials for challenging applications. He holds a Ph.D. in Materials Science and Engineering from the University of

California, Berkeley.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Michael Keidar

A. James Clark Professor of Engineering

The George Washington University

Michael Keidar is A. James Clark Professor of Engineering. His research concerns advanced spacecraft propulsion, plasma-

based nanotechnology, and plasma medicine. He has authored over 260 journal articles and author of textbook “Plasma

Engineering: from Aerospace and Nano and Bio technology” (Elsevier, March 2013). He received 2017 Davidson award in

plasma physics. In 2016 he received AIAA Engineer of the Year award for his work on micropropulsion resulted in successful

launch of nanosatellite with thrusters developed by his laboratory. Physics of Plasmas selects 2001 paper on Hall thruster as

one of its most cited papers in the 50 years of its publishing. He is one of pioneers of plasma medicine. His research led to

development of the cold plasma scalpel, which is used to treat cancer. Many of his papers have been featured on the cover

of high impact journals and his research has been covered by various media outlets. Prof. Keidar serves as an AIP Advances

academic editor, Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions in Radiation and Plasma Medical Sciences and member of editorial

board of half dozen of journals. He is Fellow of American Physical Society and Associate Fellow of American Institute of

Astronautics and Aeronautics.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Eduardo Seyffert

Sr. Manager, Test Operations at the West Texas Launch Site

Blue Origin                       

Eduardo Seyffert is a Sr. Manager in Test Operations at Blue Origin’s West Texas Launch Site. He currently manages the BE-

4 liquid rocket engine test stand, and has been helping with BE-3 engine testing and New Shepard launch and landing

operations since 2014.. He has an MS in aeronautical and astronautical engineering from Purdue University, and a BS in the

same from MIT. Originally from El Paso, Eddie is excited to contribute to this year’s symposium highlighting the region’s

burgeoning aerospace future.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Ida Sanchez

Chemical Engineer

Honeywell FM&T 

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Ida Sanchez received a Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering at the University of Texas at El Paso.

She has experience in physical metallurgical engineering, focusing on carbon steels and stainless steels. Ida researched

polymeric wear analysis, fracture surface characterization, electroless nanowire deposition, and polymer matrix composites

at UTD and UTEP. She also evaluated process quality control at ArcelorMittal. In 2015, she transitioned to Honeywell FM&T

and is currently focusing on research and development of metal powder for additive manufacturing.
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Chance Garcia

Liquid Propulsion Engineer 

Engine Component Development & Technology Branch

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Chance P. Garcia is an engineer at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in the component technology design and

development branch of the propulsion department. He hired into NASA in June 2013 after receiving his PhD from the

University of Texas at El Paso. Currently he is working on additive manufactured rocket engine components as well support

for the SLS core engines. Dr. Garcia has worked on several propulsion test programs, component development using new

manufacturing techniques, and has experience with oxygen/hydrogen, oxygen/RP-1, oxygen/methane, methane, and

hydrogen peroxide propulsion systems. He was also part of the first U.S. team to successfully hot fire a U.S. designed

Oxygen Rich / RP-1 Staged Combustion system at Marshall Space Flight Center. Currently his focus is working to

interconnect new additive manufacturing technologies into propulsion components such as injectors, thrust chambers, and

nozzles.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
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Tuesday, 26 March LOCATION El Paso Marriott

8:15 AM  - 9:00 AM Moderator: Ahsan Choudhuri Grand Ballroom

KEYNOTE 

THE FRONTIERS OF AEROSPACE & LM 6 STEPS FOR SBIR ENGAGEMENT

Director of Technical Operations, THAAD

Space Systems Company

Lockheed Martin Corporation

9:00 AM  - 9:45 AM Moderator: Michael Hernandez Grand Ballroom

SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH (SBIR) AND SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (STTR) SESSION

Small Business Innovation & Technology Partnerships  

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

THE SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH & SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM AT THE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Project Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)

U.S. Department of Energy

9:45 AM  - 10:30 AM Moderator: Luz Bugarin Grand Ballroom

SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH (SBIR) AND SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (STTR) SESSION

WRITING COMPETITIVE SBIR PROPOSALS

Chief Executive Officer

Deason Research LLC

10:30 AM  - 11:30 AM Moderator: Jack Chessa Grand Ballroom

PANEL: REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Director of Economic and International Development

City of El Paso

Executive Director

Horizon City Economic Development Corp.

11:30 AM  - 12:00 PM Moderator: Joel Quintana Grand Ballroom

INVITED SPEAKER

PLASMA-BASED MICROPROPULSION FOR CUBESATS

A. James Clark Professor of Engineering

The George Washington University

12:00 PM  - 1:00 PM Ballroom Foyer

SMALL BUSINESS SHOWCASE EVENT

12:00 PM  - 1:00 PM Junior Ballroom

LUNCH

1:00 PM  - 5:15 PM

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO - RESEARCH FACILITY TOURS (INVITATION ONLY)

Transportation will be provided

Mark Davidson

Maria Reidpath

Douglas Deason

Jessica Herrera

Michael Hernandez

Michael Keidar

 Regional Small Business Summit 2019

Nick Gonzales
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Wednesday, 27 March LOCATION El Paso Marriott

7:00 AM  - 7:50 AM

REGISTRATION Ballroom Foyer BREAKFAST Junior Ballroom

7:50 AM  - 8:00 AM Grand Ballroom

OPENING NOTES

President

The University of Texas at El Paso

8:00 AM  - 9:00 AM Moderator: Ahsan Choudhuri Grand Ballroom

KEYNOTE 

FOSSIL ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES – TRENDS AND EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES

Crosscutting Technology Manager

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)

U.S. Department of Energy

9:00 AM  - 10:00 AM

PARALLEL TECHNICAL SESSIONS

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  I Moderator: Cesar Terrazas, UTEP Bluebonnet

9:00 AM  - 9:20 AM

Presenter: Eduardo Meraz Trejo, UTEP

9:20 AM 9:40 AM

Presenter: Fernando Rodriguez Lorenzana, UTEP

9:40 AM 10:00 AM

Presenter: Alfonso Fernandez, UTEP

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  II Moderator: David Espalin, UTEP Mockingbird

9:00 AM  - 9:20 AM

Presenter: Scott Wilkins & Nathaniel Jurado, UTEP

9:20 AM 9:40 AM

Presenter: Hunter Taylor, UTEP

9:40 AM 10:00 AM

Presenter: Andres Navarro, UTEP

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE I - ITAR Moderator: Jason Adams, UTEP Southwest Boardroom

9:00 AM  - 9:20 AM

Presenter: Raul Cuevas, UTEP

9:20 AM 9:40 AM

Presenter: Jonathan Valenzuela Brok, UTEP

9:40 AM 10:00 AM

Presenter: Catalina Young, FIU

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE II Moderator: Chance Garcia, NASA MSFC Salon H

9:00 AM  - 9:20 AM

Presenter: Adrian Welsh & Gerardo Ramirez Marquez, UTEP

9:20 AM 9:40 AM

Presenter: Raymundo Rojo, UTEP

9:40 AM 10:00 AM

Presenter: Corey Hansen, UTEP

Orbital Factory X Design and Testing of a 1N Green Propellant Thruster

Spark Plasma Sintered Aluminum Oxide Filter for Hot Gas Applications

Design and Testing of a 500 lbf Liquid Oxygen/Liquid Methane Engine

Software Development and Implementation of the tRIAC Data Acquisition and Control System

Initialization and Troubleshooting of the MICIT System for LO2/LCH4 Engine Testing

Thermal Characterization of Abs/Carbon Fiber and Abs/Glass Fiber Composites Used in Large Area 

In-situ Process Monitoring for Laser Powder Bed Fusion Additive Manufacturing

Initial Investigation of Additive Manufacturing with TZM and Tungsten Powders for Aerospace 

Materials Designed and Optimized for Additive Manufacturing, Kicking Off the Next Generation of 

Selective Nitriding of Titanium Substrates Using Open Source Laser Powder Bed Fusion Systems

Testing of Iridium Loaded Alumina Pellets for the Catalytic Decomposition of a Green 

Southwest Emerging Technology Symposium

Diana Natalicio

Briggs White

Thermomechanical Properties of Large Area 3D Printed Parts
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AEROSPACE & DEFENSE III Moderator: Arifur Khan, UTEP Salon I

9:00 AM  - 9:20 AM

Presenter: Peniel Rodriguez & James Susen, UTEP

9:20 AM 9:40 AM

Presenter: Itzel Torres, UTEP

9:40 AM 10:00 AM

Presenter: Rene Valenzuela, UTEP

ENERGY I Moderator: Angel Flores-Abad, UTEP Salon J

9:00 AM  - 9:20 AM

Presenter: Luis A. Chavez, UTEP

9:20 AM 9:40 AM

Presenter: Alejandra Castellano, UTEP

9:40 AM 10:00 AM

Presenter: Eben Escobedo & Paul Perez, UTEP
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A BIO-INSPIRED GUIDANCE METHOD FOR A SOFT LANDING 
ON ASTEROIDS 

 

R. Valenzuela Najera*1, A. Flores-Abad 1, L. Everett 1, A. G. Ortega 1, A. Choudhuri 1 

1 University of Texas at El Paso 

Mechanical Engineering Department, El Paso, TX 79968, USA; 

Achieving a soft landing over the surface of small celestial bodies is an essential maneuver in space to 

advance the status of space exploration, sample collecting and in-situ resource utilization, among other on-orbit 

tasks. Landing on these bodies is challenging due to the reduced-gravity and airless environment. The correct 

planning of execution of the trajectory to land on the surface of the body is of cumbersome importance to 

prevent the vehicle from bouncing up and eventually reach escape velocity. In this paper, a bio-inspired 

trajectory planning method to land on the surface of a Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) with zero relative velocity 

is proposed. The method is based on Tau theory, which has been demonstrated to explain the way that humans 

and some other animals’ approach to different target spots to perform tasks such as landing and grasping. We 

have selected the NEA Apophis asteroid as case study due to its accessibility, small rotational velocity and large 

period of rotation. Two landing scenarios are studied; one considers the case where the satellite is hovering at 

a low altitude; the other corresponds to a landing maneuver right after a deorbiting or breaking phase, which 

will cause residual velocity in the vehicle mainly in the vertical direction. The simulation results show that the 

introduced approach can achieve zero final relative velocity in both cases for different initial condition, which 

is a requirement for a soft landing; besides, different kinematic behaviors can be obtained by modifying the 

single variable, the Tau constant. The particular advantages of the method with respect to a commonly used 

approach are devised and analyzed as well.     

1. Introduction 

Small celestial bodies such as asteroids and comets are of growing attention because they can provide insights of 

the formation and evolution of the solar system. From the numerous small bodies in outer space, Near Earth Objects 

(NEO) are of particular interest due to their accessibility and Earth collision threat. Besides, NEO might poses material 

resources that can help to maintain space exploration sustainable. Landing on NEO to further obtain a sample is a 

challenging task mainly because of the airless and reduced-gravity environment, which may cause uncontrolled 

bounce if the trajectory is not properly planned. Many missions from the different space agencies have been launched 

to land in asteroids and comments, For example, NASA’s Shoemaker [1], JAXA’s Hayabusa [2-3] and Hayabusa2 

[4], and ESA’s Rosetta [5]. However, despite of the fact that Minerva and Philae [6], the corresponding lander modules 

of the missions, touched the surface of the celestial bodies, a firm and stable landing was not achieved due to different 

factors. More recently Hayabusa2 spacecraft has been sent to its journey to the Near Earth Asteroid Ryugu. Hayabusa2 

also features a lander package termed MASCOT. It is planned that, upon arrival at asteroid Ryugu, MASCOT will be 

released in free fall from the main spacecraft. With the objective of successfully landing on a small celestial body, the 

trajectory to follow must be planned properly [7]. To advance towards the correct development of this challenging 

tasks, the community has introduced different methods to guide a spacecraft to achieve a soft landing. In [7-9], the 

authors proposed autonomous guidance methods where the landing process was transformed into the trajectory 

tracking of a curve given by a cubic polynomial. Some optimal trajectories have also been proposed to reduce fuel for 

example [10-11]. Advance closed-loop techniques such as sliding modes [12],[13], fuzzy logic [14] and predictive 

control [15] among others.  

The guidance phase in most of the previous works is based on a splines defined by polynomials.  However, 

polynomials have some drawbacks that may cause landing problems when used to guide of spacecraft for landing 

purposes. For example, a small deviation and/or uncertainty on the initial conditions of the maneuver will result in an 

erroneous calculation of the polynomial parameters and as a result the landing position may not be exactly reach or 

the desired final velocity can be also deviated.   

In this work, we analyze the use of a bio-inspired method based on Tau-theory [16], which explains the way that 

humans and some animals guide their extremities to reach a specific spot. Because humans and animals have improved 

their capabilities through the natural selection process, this approach is worthy of being studied to devise its 
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applicability in the trajectory planning of a spacecraft landing on an asteroid. In Tau theory, it is explained that an 

animal or human naturally approach an object by closing gaps, these can be for example distance and orientation gaps. 

Since the gaps can all be close at the same time, the terminal conditions of the trajectory can be achieved, including 

zero or small relative velocity if desired. One advantage of the method is that with a single coupling constant, the 

kinematic properties of the trajectory can be modified to obtain different performances. To validate the approach, a 

simulation in 3D space will be created to recreate a landing trajectory on Apophis asteroid, which was selected due to 

its accessibility, diameter, large rotational period and small orbit condition code. It is expected that the simulation 

results will reveal the advantages of the method.  The content of this work distributed as follows. Section 2 of this 

paper describes a rigid body kinematic analysis for the spacecraft that intends to perform a descent maneuver respect 

to the asteroid to obtain the motion equations. Section 3 shows the planning of the landing field using the cubic 

polynomial technique and the strategies of the Tau theory in the cases of orbiting and hovering. section 4 based on the 

results obtained in the previous section, shows us the results and simulation of trajectories using the strategies 

mentioned above. A comparative analysis between Cubic Polynomial and Tau theory trajectory generators is shown 

in order to observe advantages from one to the other.  

 

2. Problem Statement 

Consider a spacecraft in orbit or floating above an asteroid at some given initial moment. A descent maneuver is 

required and will be performed at a specific time, and the spacecraft begins to descend. In order to describe the 

kinematics and dynamics of the space vehicle, the reference frames depicted in Fig. 1 are defined. Assume that the 

origin of the coordinate system 𝑂𝑙 − 𝑋𝑙𝑌𝑙𝑍𝑙  is at the selected landing site and that the 𝑍𝑙 − axis matches the vector l 

with origin from the asteroid mass center to the landing point, 𝑋𝑙 − axis and 𝑌𝑙 − axis perpendicular with 𝑍𝑙 − axis 

satisfies a right-handed coordinate system. Furthermore, let the 𝑂𝑎 − 𝑋𝑎𝑌𝑎𝑍𝑎 coordinate system origin be fixed with 

the asteroid mass center.  

 

Fig. 1 Coordinate system definition in a reference frame. 

2.1 Dynamic Model 

A dynamic model [8] for the coordinate spacecraft can be represented by obtaining the landing dynamic equation 

in asteroid center inertial coordinate system, by: 

 

𝑑2𝐑

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐅 + 𝐔 + 𝛅                                                                                  (1) 

where: 

- 𝐑 is the position vector from the target asteroid mass center to the spacecraft,  
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- F is control acceleration, 

- U is the target asteroid gravity potential. 

- 𝛅 is the disturbance caused by solar radiation 

 

To obtain the dynamic equation with respect the landing site coordinate system, relative differentiation is required as: 

 
𝑑𝐑

𝑑𝑡
=  �̇� +  𝝎 × 𝐑                                                                                  (2) 

𝑑2𝐑

𝑑𝑡
=  �̈� +  𝟐𝝎 × �̇� + �̇� ×  𝐑 +  𝝎 × (𝝎 ×  𝑹)                                                  (3) 

then: 

�̈� = 𝐅 + 𝐔 + 𝛅 −  𝟐𝝎 × �̇� + �̇� ×  𝐑 +  𝝎 ×  (𝝎 ×  𝐑)                                            (4) 

 

where 𝝎 is the revolution angular velocity vector of the landing site coordinate system 𝑂𝑙 − 𝑋𝑙𝑌𝑙𝑍𝑙 relative to the 

asteroid center inertial coordinate system. 

 

If the spin axis of the target asteroid 𝑍𝑙  is coincident with the asteroid’s maximum inertia axis l and the target 

asteroid rotates uniformly with the constant rate of revolution 𝝎𝒂. we can simplify the equation letting, 

 

�̇� = 0                                                                                          (5) 

 

the landing dynamic equation in vector format is obtained by: 

 

�̈� = 𝐅 + 𝐔 + 𝛅 −  𝟐𝝎 × �̇� −  𝝎 × (𝝎 ×  𝐑)                                                         (6) 

 

All vectors in Eq. (6) are projected to the three axes of landing site coordinate system (𝛴𝑙), then, the scalar format 

of spacecraft motion equation in (𝛴𝑙) can be obtained 

 

[

�̈� − 2𝝎𝒂 sin 𝜙 �̇� − 𝝎𝑎
2  sin2 𝜙 𝑥 − 𝝎𝑎

2  sin𝜙 𝑧

�̈� + 2𝝎𝒂 sin𝜙 �̇� + 2𝝎𝑎 cos 𝜙 �̇� − 𝝎𝑎
2𝑦

�̈� − 2𝝎𝒂 cos𝜙 �̇� − 𝝎𝑎
2 sin𝜙 cos𝜙 𝑥 − 𝝎𝑎

2 cos2 𝜙𝑧

] =  [

𝑈𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥 + 𝛿𝑥

𝑈𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦 + 𝛿𝑦

𝑈𝑧 + 𝐹𝑧 + 𝛿𝑧

]                                (7) 

 

where: 

- x, y, z are the three components of the spacecraft position vector  

- 𝑈𝑥  , 𝑈𝑦 , 𝑈𝑧 are the components of the gradient of gravitational potential and 

- 𝐹𝑥 , 𝐹𝑦 , 𝐹𝑧 are the components of the control accelerations. 

- 𝛿𝑥  =  𝛿𝑦 = 𝛿𝑧 = 𝛿 are the disturbances caused by solar radiation 

Equation (7) can be simplified and expressed as follows: 

          

[
�̈� 
�̈�
�̈�

] = [

𝑏1�̇�  + 𝑏3𝑥 + 𝑏4𝑧 + 𝑈𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥 + 𝛿

− 𝑏1�̇�  −  𝑏2�̇�  +  𝝎𝑎
2𝑦 + 𝑈𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦 + 𝛿

𝑏2�̇� + 𝑏5𝑥 + 𝑏6𝑧 + 𝑈𝑧 + 𝐹𝑧 + 𝛿

]                                                          (8) 

 

 

where: 

𝑏1 = 2𝝎𝒂 sin 𝜙,         
𝑏2 = 2𝝎𝑎 cos 𝜙,         
𝑏3 = 𝝎𝑎

2 sin2 𝜙,          
𝑏4 = 𝝎𝑎

2 sin 𝜙,            
𝑏5 = 𝝎𝑎

2 sin𝜙 cos𝜙, 
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𝑏6 = 𝝎𝑎
2 cos2 𝜙                                                                                         (9) 

 

Equation (9) is linearized to a first order differential equations system to compute easier the solution, so it yields: 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
�̇�1

�̇�2

�̇�3

�̇�4

�̇�5

�̇�6]
 
 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑥4

𝑥5
𝑥6

𝑏1𝑥5 + 𝑏3𝑥1 + 𝑏4𝑥3 + 𝑈𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥 + 𝛿

−𝑏1 𝑥4 − 𝑏2𝑥6 + 𝜔𝑎
2𝑥2 + 𝑈𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦 + 𝛿

 𝑏2𝑥5 + 𝑏5𝑥1 + 𝑏6𝑥3 + 𝑈𝑧 + 𝐹𝑧 + 𝛿 ]
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             (10) 

 

3. Trajectory Planning 

The trajectory to follow during landing must be planned to achieve a zero or small relative velocity between the 

spacecraft and the asteroid landing point. Although the main objective of this work is to present a trajectory based on 

the time-to-contact principle of the Tau theory, the descent planning in a cubic polynomial form is also shown with 

the purpose of verifying the advantages and / or disadvantages with respect to  the Tau theory-based guidance 

 

3.1 Cubic Polynomial-based Guidance 

The planned landing trajectory is usually defined with a third order polynomial [7]; the cubic spline to satisfy the 

boundary condition is given by: 

 

𝑍(𝑡) =  𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑡 + 𝑎2𝑡
2 + 𝑎3𝑡

3                                                                 (11) 
 

𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3 are the cubic function coefficients. 

 

The desired descent altitude and velocity is defined to satisfy the requirements of soft landing on the asteroid 

surface. Thus, multinomial coefficients are necessary to satisfy the initial and terminal constraints. The boundary 

condition is given by: 

𝑍(0) = 𝑍0 
�̇�(0) =  �̇�0 
𝑍(𝜏) =  𝑍𝑛 
�̇�(𝜏) =  0                                                                                         (12) 

 

where 𝑍(0) and �̇�(0) are the initial position and velocity at the time 0 in the descending plan trajectory, 𝑍(𝜏) and 

�̇�(𝜏) denotes the planned altitude and the altitude change rate at time 𝜏 

 

The planned descent trajectory position can be obtained by using Eq. (12): 

 

𝑍(𝑡) =  𝑍0 + �̇�0𝑡 + (3𝑍𝑛 − 3𝑍0 − 2�̇�0𝜏)(
𝑡

𝜏⁄ )
2
+ (2𝑍0 + �̇�0𝜏 −  3𝑍𝑛)(𝑡 𝜏⁄ )

3
                     (13)  

 

the time derivative of Eq. (13) give us the descent velocity. 

 

�̇�(𝑡) =  �̇�0 + (6𝑍𝑛 − 6𝑍0 − 4�̇�0𝜏)
𝑡

𝜏2⁄ + (6𝑍0 +  3�̇�0𝜏 −  6𝑍𝑛) (𝑡
2

𝜏3⁄ )                             (14) 

 

similarly, the acceleration descent equation can be obtained from Eq. (14) 

 

�̈�(𝑡) = (6𝑍𝑛 − 6𝑍0 − 4�̇�0𝜏)/𝜏
2 + (12𝑍0 +  6�̇�0𝜏 −  12𝑍𝑛) (𝑡 𝜏3⁄ )                                 (15) 

 

Now to plan the desired trajectory we assume an altitude position 𝑍0  = 1450m, 𝑍𝑛 = 0 , 𝑡 = 0: 1200 s, and 𝜏 =
1200 s, we want to prove  Eqns. (13 − 14) at different velocity-values shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1  Velocity-values vz for descending trajectory 

Velocity vz1 vz2 vz3 vz4 vz5 vz6 

Descending (m/s) 3 1 -1 -3 -4 -6 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Descending trajectories a) altitude and b) velocity time history at different vz values. 

 

From Figure 2a and 2b it is clearly seen that the initial velocity of descent of the coordinate altitude z should be in 

accordance with the relation -1 <vz0 <8 to achieve a guided landing to the desired target, more specific -6<vz0<-3 for 

more precision. 

 

3.2 Guidance Tau Theory-based  

Tau theory generalized by Lee [16] was developed from the work on J.J. Gibson  [17] and deals with the guidance 

of body movements of both, humans and animals. In the field of Biology and Psychology, the Tau theory explains 

how animals control their motion using visual feedback for different tasks including landing and perching. Tau theory 

is based on a concept called time-to-contact [18], which is the required time to reach an object if the current velocity 

is maintained. In 1998 Tau theory was extended by Lee introducing coupling-tau [19] which explain the movement 

synchronization closing gaps by means of the variable tau (τ). Some applications of the tau theory in motion control 

have been developed in control robots’ motion [20] and for similar tasks such as perching, docking, braking, or landing 

in unmanned aircraft systems [21 − 24]. This work proposes the use of extended Tau theory to generate a trajectory 

for soft landing on an asteroid. 

 

3.2.1 General Tau Theory 

Since general Tau theory attempts to encompass perceptual and movements systems  it is based on fundamental 

principles to guide movement [19]. 

 

1. The main task in guiding intentional motion is to control the closure of spatial and/or force gaps between effectors 

(or sensory organs) and their goals. 

2. This requires sensing the closures of gaps in sensory  inputs arrays, for example optical (vision), acoustic 

(echolocating bats), force (haptics), electrical (electrolocation fish), and electromagnetic (infrared detection by 

snakes) 

3. The tau (τ) of each spatial and/or force gap (the time-to-closure of the gap at its current closure rate) basically 

what is sensed and controlled constantly to guide the movement”. 

4. A principal method of movement guidance is by coupling the taus of different action-gaps, that is keeping the 

taus in constant ratio during a movement. 
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The general requirement of our work to achieve the landing maneuver is to reach the target point 𝑂𝑙  with zero 

velocity and zero acceleration in the contact from a specific approach O𝑑 at a specific time t. To satisfy this requirement 

it is proposed to close three gaps that can be defined in the motion frame 𝑂𝑑 − 𝑋𝑑 , 𝑌𝑑 , 𝑍𝑑 to the point 𝑂𝑙 − 𝑋𝑙 , 𝑌𝑙 , 𝑍𝑙  as 

shown in Figure 1. The main movement should be performed in direction of Z, that is, we denote (𝜏𝑥 , 𝜏𝑦 , 𝜏𝑧) the taus 

corresponding to the gaps (𝑍𝑥, 𝑍𝑦 , 𝑍𝑧), respectively. 

 

The closure of action-gaps which is the separation between the  animal’s current motion and the goal state to be 

achieved by action. In this way, all movements are made to close an action gap. Tau (τ) of an action gap is the first 

order time to closure of the action gap at a specific rate and can be expressed as : 

 

𝜏(𝑡)  =  
𝑧(𝑡) 

�̇�(𝑡)
                                                                                       (16) 

 

where 𝑧(𝑡) is the motion gap at time 𝑡 and �̇�(𝑡) is the derivative of the motion gap respect the time. 

 

It is important to note that our landing trajectory could be generated after having performed a hovering maneuver 

[25]. In the hovering a spacecraft kept its relative position with respect the asteroid through the frequent application 

of impulse force. Usually there are two types of hovering motion control: near-inertial hovering, where the spacecraft 

remains in a fixed location to the asteroid reference frame; and a body-fixed frame, where the spacecraft is rotating 

with the asteroid in the inertial space [26]. 

 

3.2.2 Case 1. Initial State: Right After Deorbiting (Non-zero initial velocity) 

Assume that the spacecraft has reached a descent position after having been orbiting the asteroid and is ready to 

descend. In this case, it is possible to generate a descending trajectory starting from its position in the coordinate 

system X, Y, Z and its not zero initial velocity in the same coordinate axes and ending the target point with zero final 

velocity using Tau theory by controlling the closure of action gaps. Lee [23] explains that the theory applies to 

approach along any dimension and that the only information necessary for an animal to control a descent action is the 

tau time rate [16], which is given by the constant tau-dot: 

 

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝑘                                                                                          (17) 

 

where k is a constant used by tau to ensure the closing of gaps and achieve stop the motion descent without collision 

at the target point. The k values should remain within the range of  0 < 𝑘 < 0.5 Any other value outside this range 

causes that the landing point is not reached or that it reaches the objective point at an uncontrolled speed generating a 

collision on the target.  

 

The constant tau-dot [18] guidance law states that braking with contact zero velocity can be controlled by 

monitoring the �̇�(𝑡) value and adjusting the deceleration so that �̇�(𝑡) remains constant, positive and less than 0.5.  

Another important tau-guidance law to consider is given by: 

 

𝜏(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑡 + 𝜏0                                                                                     (18) 

 

where 𝑡 = 0 and 𝜏0 correspond to the time and tau, respectively, when the tau-action is initiated, which in turn is 

defined by: 

𝜏0 =
𝑧0

�̇�0

                                                                                            (19) 

 

where,  𝑧0 and �̇�0 are the initial position and velocity of the spacecraft. Combining Eqns. (16), (18) and (19), we can 

solve it for 𝑧(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡) and �̈�(𝑡) to obtain the motion equations. 

𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑧0 (1 + 𝑘𝑡
�̇�0

𝑧0

)

1
𝑘
                                                                            (20) 

�̇�(𝑡) = �̇�0 (1 + 𝑘𝑡
�̇�0

𝑧0

)

1−𝑘
𝑘

                                                                       (21) 
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�̈�(𝑡) =
�̇�0

2

𝑧0

(1 − 𝑘) (1 + 𝑘𝑡
�̇�0

𝑧0

)

1−2𝑘
𝑘

                                                             (22) 

 
From the above equations: “Tau Action Gap”, which describe the movement of an animal moving with an initial 

velocity until reaching a target with a zero speed in one direction and , �̇�, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̈� will become zero at the same finite 

time. Considering 𝑧0  =  5,500 m , �̇�0 = −5.6 m/s  and 𝑡 =  2500 s, the position, velocity and acceleration of an 

action gap were calculated at different values of k using Eqns. (20 − 22) are as shown in Figure 3 as well as shows 

the behavior of the a) position, b) speed and c) acceleration and time history at different values of k, from which it can 

be deduced that a suitable value for our trajectory planning is found at 0 < k < 0.5 

 

Since our trajectory design needs to be performed with movement in the reference frame X, Y, Z, it is necessary to 

expand the closing of action gaps in the three coordinate axes. To achieve a three-dimensional trajectory, it is 

imperative to use the tau-coupling strategy, which establishes that multiple gaps such as controlling the direction and 

speed of approach need to be closed simultaneously synchronizing the closure of an angular space and a space of 

distance. A way to guide the movements and the closing of gaps is by tau-coupling 𝜏𝑥 , 𝜏𝑦 , and 𝜏𝑧 using  the tau-

coupling during the movement, that is: 

 

𝜏𝑥 = 𝑘𝑥,𝑧𝜏𝑧                                                                                          (23)  

𝜏𝑦 = 𝑘𝑦,𝑧𝜏𝑧                                                                                          (24)  

 

where 𝑘𝑥𝑧 and 𝑘𝑦𝑧 and are constants that regulates the kinematics of closure of gap x and y respectively. It can be 

shown if the values of 𝑘𝑥𝑧 and 𝑘𝑦𝑧 are selected between values from 0 to 0.5, then the variables (𝑥, �̇�, �̈�), (𝑦, �̇�, �̈�) and 

(z; �̇�, �̈�) becomes zero at the same time. This condition was presented by Lee [19] in which he mathematically tests 

the synchronization of the guided movements, that is: 

 

𝑥 =  𝐴𝑧1 𝑘𝑥,𝑧⁄                                                                                        (25) 

 

�̇� =
𝐴

𝑘𝑥,𝑧

𝑧
1

𝑘𝑥,𝑧
 − 1

�̇�                                                                                     (26) 

 

�̈� =  
𝐴

𝑘𝑥,𝑧

𝑧
1

𝑘𝑥,𝑧
 − 2

(
1 − 𝑘𝑥,𝑧

𝑘𝑥,𝑧

�̇�2 + 𝑧�̈�)                                                                    (27) 

 

𝐴 =  𝑥0 𝑧0

1 𝑘𝑥,𝑧⁄
⁄                                                                                   (28) 

 

Because the main movements are of descent and these are given in the Z axis and we want to synchronize them 

with X and Y, similarly, the same criterion is applied to determine the position, speed and acceleration in the Y axis 

 

𝑦 =  𝐵𝑧1 𝑘𝑦,𝑧⁄                                                                                        (29) 

�̇� =
𝐵

𝑘𝑦,𝑧

𝑧
1

𝑘𝑦,𝑧
 − 1

�̇�                                                                                    (30) 

 

�̈� =  
𝐵

𝑘𝑦,𝑧

𝑧
1

𝑘𝑦,𝑧
 − 2

(
1 − 𝑘𝑦,𝑧

𝑘𝑦,𝑧

�̇�2 + 𝑧�̈�)                                                                    (31) 

 

𝐵 =  𝑧0 𝑦0

1 𝑘𝑦,𝑧⁄
⁄                                                                                   (32) 
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Fig. 3 Tau Action-Gap, a)Position, b)Velocity, c)Acceleration at different k values 

 

3.2.3 Case 2. Initial State: Hovering  

The Tau theory [19] states that there is more to guidance of movement than the extrinsic variables allow (Tau-

Coupling). This becomes when we consider the problems of timing arrival at a goal and controlling the force and 

momentum at arrival. In the case of landing from near-inertial hovering position, the movement starts at rest, that is 

from zero initial velocity, accelerates and then slows down until the end of the movement reaching the position again 

at zero-speed and zero-acceleration. The movements are intrinsically guided by Tau coupling the gap 𝑧(𝑡) and the 

intrinsically guiding gaps are represented by: 

 

𝜏𝑧(𝑡) =  𝑘𝑧,𝑔𝜏𝑔(𝑡)                                                                               (33) 

 

where  𝑘𝑧,𝑔 is a positive constant value that determines the kinematics of the body in movement and 𝜏𝑔(𝑡) is a function 

of time that specifies the time of the gap to be closed under acceleration conditions, which can be derived from the 

dynamic’s equation of free-fall motion under gravity acceleration g: 
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𝑧𝑔(𝑡) =
1

2
𝑔𝑡𝑔

2 −
1

2
𝑔𝑡2                                                                          (34) 

 

�̇�𝑔(𝑡) = −𝑔𝑡                                                                                  (35) 

 

Lee proposed the following 𝜏𝑔(𝑡) function [19] 

𝜏𝑔(𝑡) =
𝑧𝑔(𝑡)

�̇�𝑔(𝑡)
=

1

2
(𝑡 −

𝑡𝑔
2

𝑡
)                                                                 (36) 

 

where 𝑡𝑔 is the total duration time of the maneuver and 𝑡 runs from 0 to 𝑡𝑔. The tau intrinsic guided law for closing 

gaps in a specified time 𝑡𝑔 for a landing maneuver starting from a stationary state (i.e., �̇�(0)  =  0) is given by: 

 

𝜏𝑧(𝑡) =  𝑘𝑧,𝑔

1

2
(𝑡 −

𝑡𝑔
2

𝑡
)                                                                       (37) 

 

By using Eqn. (37) and substituting in Eqns. (18) and (19) we obtain the first order differential equation: 

 

�̇�(𝑡) +
−1

𝑘𝑧,𝑔
1
2

(𝑡 −
𝑡𝑔
2

𝑡
)

𝑧(𝑡) = 0                                                              (38) 

for which the solution is:  

𝑧(𝑡) =
𝑧0

𝑡𝑔
2 𝑘𝑧,𝑔⁄

(𝑡𝑔
2 − 𝑡2)

1
𝑘𝑧,𝑔                                                                  (39) 

 

�̇�(𝑡) =
−2𝑧0𝑡

𝑘𝑧,𝑔𝑡𝑔
2 𝑘𝑧,𝑔⁄

(𝑡𝑔
2 − 𝑡2)

1
𝑘𝑧,𝑔

 − 1
                                                          (40) 

 

�̈�(𝑡) =
2𝑧0

𝑘𝑧,𝑔𝑡𝑔
2 𝑘𝑧,𝑔⁄

(
2𝑡2

𝑘𝑧,𝑔

− 𝑡2 − 𝑡𝑔
2) (𝑡𝑔

2 − 𝑡2)
1

𝑘𝑧,𝑔
 − 2

                                          (41) 

 

Equations (39 − 41) represents the position, velocity and acceleration (𝑧, �̇�, �̈�) respectively for the guided motion 

closing intrinsic gap. Figure 4 shows  𝑧(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡), �̈�(𝑡) time history at different k values 
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Fig. 4 Intrinsic Tau-Guidance a)Position, b)Velocity, c)Acceleration at different k values 

 

 

For the intrinsic tau strategy, Figure 4 shows us again that the values for the constant k that satisfy the condition 

𝑥 =  0, �̇� = 0, �̈� = 0  at the same time are included in the interval 0 < 𝑘 < 0.5.  

 

More detail about the trend time history and final status after closing an action gap using different values of K in 

the equations of movement for the strategy tau action gap, tau coupling, and intrinsic tau are shown in the work done 

by Zhen Zhang [ 21]. 

 

4 Optimal k values. 

  

 The numerical values that the constant k can take for each of the cases of landing movement 1 and 2 can be 

extracted from Table 2, in which a list of data obtained from analysis of the consequences of the movement at different 

k values is shown for each of the movement strategies of the Tau theory [21]. 

 

Table 2  Motion final status for different k-values 

Tau Action-Gap Coupling-Tau Intrinsic-Tau 
𝒌 value 𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒔 𝒌 value 𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒔 𝒌 value 𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒔 
𝑘 < 0 Gap not close 𝑘𝑧𝑥  < 0 Gap x not close kzg  < 0 Gap not close 

𝑘 = 0 Gap not close 𝑘𝑧𝑥  = 0 Nonsense 𝑘zg  = 0 Nonsense 
0 < 𝑘 < 0.5 Achieve goal 0 < 𝑘𝑧𝑥  ≤ 0.5 Achieve goal 0 < 𝑘 zg < 0.5 Achieve goal 

𝑘 =  0.5 Slight collision 0.5 < 𝑘𝑧𝑥  < 1 Collision 0.5 < 𝑘zg  < 1 Slight collision 

0.5 < 𝑘 < 1 Slight collision 𝑘𝑧𝑥  =  1 Achieve gol 𝑘zg  =  1 Achieve Goal 

𝑘 =  1 Strong collision 𝑘𝑧𝑥  >  1 Strong collision 𝑘zg  >  1 Strong collision 

𝑘 >  1 Strong collision     

 

   However, a more accurate approximation of the ideal value of the constant k can be obtained by optimal 

determination techniques under restrictions defined by the initial conditions of position and speed for the touchdown 

trajectory, 

 The optimal value of the constant k can be calculated by solving  a nonlinear constrained optimization problem 

approach where an objective function and the inequality and equality constraints are required in the form of: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑓(𝑥) s𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐(𝑥)  ≤ 0, 𝑐𝑒𝑞(𝑥)  = 0 for which the problem can be solved by using the function fmincon of 

MATLAB 
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 For case 1 (Initial velocity different zero), the Figure 3a shows that the shape of the curves described by the 

trajectories takes the form of a simple arc, for this reason the objective function is defined by the equation of arc length 

Eqn. (42): 

 

𝐿 =  ∫√1 + [𝑓 ′ (𝑡)]2

𝑏

𝑎

 𝑑𝑡                                                                            (42) 

 

and the non-linear equality constraints are defined by Eqn. (20), in such a way that the problem defined as: 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛     𝑓 =  600 + (876.042 − 876.042 ∗ (1 − 2.73103 ∗ 𝑘𝑧)^(2/𝑘𝑧) − 2392.5 ∗ 𝑘𝑧)/((−2 + 𝑘𝑧) ∗ (−0.366162
+ 𝑘𝑧)) 

 

subject to:  

𝑐𝑒𝑞 =  1450 ∗ (1 + 𝑘𝑧 ∗ 1200 ∗ (−3.3/622))^(1/𝑘𝑧)  
 

and 

  

𝑐 =  0 
 

The above problem solves the optimal value of the constant 𝑘z  =  0.36616. to initial condition given. The values for 

the constants 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘y can be determined in the same way or select an ideal value from Table 2. 

 

For the case 2 (initial velocity equal zero), the same methodology is applied but in this case the shape of the curves of 

Figure 4a have the form of an "S" so that the objective function is defined by the equation of the function "S" given 

by: 

 

f(t)  =  
1

1 +  𝑒−𝑡
                                                                                 (43) 

 

The search for the solution in the optimization problem is defined by: 

 

min      f =  1/(1 + exp(29 ∗ 2^((−8 + 𝑘𝑧g)/𝑘𝑧g) ∗ 25^((−2 + 𝑘𝑧g)/𝑘𝑧g) ∗ (160000 − 1200^2/9)^(1/𝑘𝑧g)));  

 

subject to:  

𝑐𝑒𝑞 = ((1450/(1200^(2/𝑘𝑧g))) ∗ (1200^2 −  1200^2)^(1/𝑥𝑘𝑧g)) 
 

 

and 

  

𝑐 =  0 
 

The value obtained for 𝑘𝑧, was 0.2205 equal for 𝑘x and 𝑘y. 

 

5. Trajectory Generation  

5.1Simulation and Results 

To confirm the validation of Eqns. (13 − 15) for the cubic polynomial model, Eqns. (20 − 22), (25 − 28), and 

(29 − 32)  for coupling-tau strategy, and Eqns. (39 − 41) for intrinsic-tau strategy, initial conditions shown in Table 

2 were defined based on the experimental results shown in Figures (2 − 4), these were obtained by using the 

MATLAB software. 
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Table 3 Initial Conditions for the Simulation Test 

a) Initial condition for Cubic Polynomial landing strategy 

Coordinates X Y Z 

Initial Position m 622 850 1450 

Landing Position m 231.6 86.17 211.7 

Velocity  m/s -0.9 -2.4 -3.3 

b) Initial conditions for Coupling-Tau strategy 

Coordinates X Y Z 

Initial Position m 622 850 1450 

Landing Position m 231.6 86.17 211.7 

Velocity  m/s - - -3.3 

k values 1 1 0.3661 

c) Initial conditions for Intrinsic-Tau strategy 

Coordinates X Y Z 

Initial Position m 622 850 1450 

Landing Position m 231.6 86.17 211.7 

k values 0.35 0.2 0.3 

 

As mentioned before, the landing strategy using the cubic polynomial technique, which is widely used in the design 

of trajectories for space and robot maneuvers is not the main objective of our work, however the analysis of position 

and velocity graphs give us a reference of how the landing-position and landing-velocity trajectories could behave 

using Coupling-Tau and Intrinsic-Tau Strategy. As can be seen in Figure 5 a), b), respectively, the path reaches zero 

position and zero velocity, however, the acceleration does not reach zero, instead it increases and reduces linearly its 

values in the reference axes X, Y and Z until reaching the time τ. 

 

A three-dimensional representation of cubic spline is shown in Figure 5 c). in which we can see how the descent 

trajectory in the space would be. The position and speed in the axes X, Y, Z depend on the initial conditions given in 

the reference frame, note that any change in the initial conditions can generate a different trajectory than what is being 

shown. The trajectory looks like a curved profile on an inclined plane going back a little from the point of descent and 

then correcting the trajectory towards the target point. A three-dimensional elliptic figure has been included to simulate 

the celestial body. 
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Fig. 5 Landing Time-History by using Cubic Polynomial, a)Position, b)Velocity, c)Three-Dimensional 

 

Figure 6 show us the landing a) position, b)velocity and c) acceleration by using the coupling-tau strategy, we can 

see clearly how the motion of Z-axis is coupled with the motion of X and Y-axis to reach zero-position at zero velocity 

and acceleration. Different to the cubic polynomial technique the position, speed and acceleration in the X and Y- axes 

depend on the initial conditions of the Z-axis, any change in initial Z-position or initial Z-velocity or k values can be 

generated a different shape of trajectory curve. As we explain before tau-coupling landing strategy can be used in 

cases when the spacecraft is in a body-fixed frame position rotating with the asteroid (orbiting). 

 

The three-dimensional representation for the landing trajectory using coupling-tau strategy is shown in Figure 6 

d). In this case, notice how the edge of the trajectory curve follows a profile pattern of a plane from the initial position 

to the landing point. With the given k values, it can be seen how the coupling of the movement guided in the three 

axes X, Y and Z corrects its curvilinear movement to a straight line in vertical fall, this is due to the fact that it reached 

zero speed and zero acceleration since before Complete the duration time of the trajectory. 
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Fig. 6 Landing Time History by using Coupling - Tau, a)Position, b)Velocity, c)Acceleration, d)Three-

Dimensional 

 

 

In Figure 7, a trajectory design based on the intrinsic-tau strategy is shown. Unlike the coupling-tau strategy, the 

movements in the coordinate axes X, Y and Z are not coupled, remember that the intrinsic-tau strategy according to 

the laws of motion of the Tau theory is used in cases where the body moves from a fixed position with zero velocity 

towards the target point, which is the case in which our spacecraft is in near-inertial hovering position (hovering). As 

in the previous cases, the trajectory, a) position, b) velocity and c) acceleration time-history are shown, in which it can 

be observed that they reach the target point at zero-velocity and acceleration-zero at the maximum defined time. 

 

 Figure 7 d) shows the trajectory and landing in the three-dimensional space in which the curve shape can be 

observed as a very straight curve the point of descent towards the landing point, as in the coupling-tau strategy, the 

shape of the curve can be modified by adjusting the k values in the range from 0 to 0.5 to reduce the gaps in the guided 

movements, this can be very good in the sense of saving in consumption of fuel and / or energy 
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Fig. 7 Landing Time History by using Intrinsic - Tau, a)Position, b)Velocity, c)Acceleration, d)Three-

Dimensional 

 

A. Comparative Analysis. 

In this section, Tau-guided trajectory is compared with a commonly-used technique such as the cubic polynomial. 

For this purpose, only the case of body-frame fixed position is analyzed since the way of determining differences can 

only be appreciated through changes in speed in the initial conditions. In the first place, taking as a reference the initial 

speed defined in Table 2 a), Figure 8 a) shows, that trajectory patterns at different initial velocities are shown to 

illustrate the effect that would cause an increment in the initial velocity, note that at speeds greater than - 8 m / s (the 

negative sign is only by convention for direction), the trajectory position time-history reaches the zero position from 

before reaching the established descent time, which would cause an imminent collision of the spacecraft against the 

asteroid.  In Figure 8 b) it is confirmed that the trajectory reaches zero-velocity and then continues to accelerate. 

 

 

Fig. 8 Landing Position and Velocity “Cubic Polynomial” z-change speed rate 

 

Now, the same concept of trajectory generation is applied in the z direction with the coupling-tau strategy. Figures 

9 a) and 9 c) show that at any speed variation between -8 m / s and -10 m / s the descending trajectories in X, Y and Z 
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continue to reach zero-position at the same time. Figures 9 b) and 9 d) support the previous statement by achieving 

the zero-velocity synchronously, in both cases no changes or adjustments were made to the values of the constant k. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Z-Landing Position and Velocity “Coupling-Tau” z-change speed rate a)position and b) velocity 

increase of speed from -3.3 m/s to -5.3 m/s at initial k-value, c)position and d)velocity at corrected k-value 

 

If we continue to increase the initial velocities, we can observe that the basic principle of the Tau theory of 

achieving zero-position and zero-velocity at the same time is not fulfilled. 

 

A three-dimensional representation represented in Figure 10 shows a change in the rate of speed to the initial 

conditions established and a), and how the trajectory can be corrected by simply modifying the value of the constant 

k b). 

 

According to the comparison between the cubic polynomial technique and Coupling-tau for the design of the 

landing trajectory of a spaceship on an asteroid, we can affirm that the main advantage of the Tau-guided trajectory 

consists on the adaptation to different initial velocities. If the initial velocity changes, the cubic polynomial planned 

trajectory will lead in non-zero landing velocity, which means that a hard impact may occur and due to the reduced-

gravity and airless environed, the spacecraft may bounce-up and reach scape velocity. While, the Tau-guided trajectory 

can achieve a soft landing even if the initial velocity changes.  
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4.  Conclusion 

We have demonstrated the feasibility of using the Tau theory for the generation of landing maneuvers on an 

asteroid. Tau theory can be used to design a trajectory both from hovering and after deorbiting. It was shown that 

introduced approach adapts better to variations in initial velocities than the cubic polynomial case.  In the near future, 

we will include the external disturbances causes for sun radiation and the gravitational potential.  
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ABSTRACT 

A wide range of inspection methods for large infrastructures including energy, transportation 

and defense sectors are available commercially. The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 

for aerial inspection, is one such technology that is growing popular due to its inherent ability 

to inspect inaccessible and hazardous locations safely and also cost effectively, reducing the 

downtime of system being inspected compared to traditional methods. Computer Aided 

Manufacturing (CAM) and Additive Manufacturing (AM) are popular manufacturing 

technologies that have significantly progressed in recent years. These methods differ in 

principal, one being subtractive and the other, additive. However, the tools that operate to 

manufacture the parts, go through the same set of coordinates, layer by layer, following a 

programmed path. In this paper, a novel method is introduced that uses a similar method to 

generate UAV trajectory for inspection of large structural components such as a powerplant, 

in GPS denied environment from a Computer Aided Design (CAD) model that is readily 

attainable. This is an offline trajectory generation method that will enable UAV operation in 

areas of poor or no signal, for both internal and external inspection. Proximity sensors and 

anti-collision mechanism will be used as a fail-safe aid that may not be accounted for in an 

available CAD model.  

 

1 Introduction 

The Powerplants are essential part of the energy sector. Therefore, its correct operation is 

highly critical. These powerplants often encompass components and facilities that are 

difficult to access and/or hazardous to humans. Conventional maintenance and inspection of 

certain parts also cause significant downtime of the plant and incurs economic costs.  

 

There have been a lot of measures and technologies developed so far for safe, efficient and 

economic inspection of powerplants. Due to the safety and accessibility issues, robotic 

technologies have also been developed and used to inspect them instead of manual 

maintenance. In United States, robot was used for remote monitoring of hazardous areas of 

powerplant [1]. Tokyo Electric Power in Japan used monorail-type compact inspection robots 

equipped for acoustic and thermal inspection of nuclear powerplant facilities [2].  Japan is also 

advancing in research and implementation of the use of humanoid robotic supervision of the 

power plant facilities [3]. However, such inspect systems are component specific. 

 

The use of aerial robotic inspection has been gaining popularity with its progressive research 

and development in hardware system. In most cases the drone is usually RC controlled and 
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must be operated in the field of view of the operator. A significant number of these UAVs are 

heavily dependent on GPS for navigation. In the successful demonstration of a coal-fired 

power plant boiler inspection, Nikolic et al. [4] uses two external cameras and highly depends 

on the sensing capabilities of the hardware to avoid contact with the structure. Although this 

approach handles the particulate deposition problem well, but it limits the inspection payload. 

In another approach developed by Shan et al. [5], the UAV compares its image to Google Map 

database to navigate to anywhere on earth, but at the same time it faces limitation as there is 

lack of information in the third dimension and that there could be inconsistency in the map 

database. 

 

CAM based trajectory methods have been proposed previously for other tasks eg robots in 

manufacturing etc. Cerit et al. [6] additively manufactured a small part using a CLS file to 

make a tool path for rapid prototyping. Zeng et al. [7] used coordinate from G code for 

grinding operation using KUKA robot path generator. Chen et al. [8] demonstrates the same 

for an automatic finishing operation of an offline path generation for an industrial robot based 

on data of cutter location. In this paper, a novel method is introduced that uses a similar 

technique to generate UAV trajectory for inspection of large installations in GPS denied 

environment. From Computer-Aided Design (CAD) of the model, CAD/AM toolpath is 

generated. The toolpath is converted to cartesian coordinates and then exported to MATLAB, 

where a time step is added for trajectory generation. The trajectory is validated Simulink via 

simulation. As it uses data-based navigation, thus payload decreases, resulting in better 

maneuverability and inspection precision. Systems with sensor and/or signal based navigation 

can also use this technique as there is no need of additional component installment. 
 

2 Main Idea 

Autonomous UAV systems have the great potential to reduce human participation in 

inspection and can also reduce system outage periods. A flying inspection system, although 

virtually universal, it faces several challenges such as strong GPS signal at all. But due the 

design of a powerplant, some areas may have poor or no GPS signal at all. This project 

presents an offline trajectory system for the UAV to fly in for inspection without using GPS.  

It is the first time in literature that a CAM system is used to generate UAV trajectory. Using a 

CAE software, the tool path data for the machining operation is obtained from the cutter 

nodal coordinates. The manufacturing path followed in CAM milling operation and a 3D 

printer (in AM) are essentially similar, one being subtractive, tool travelling in -Z axis (top to 

bottom) and the other being additive i.e. tool travels in +Z axis (bottom to top). Therefore, if 

the signs of the Z-coordinates in G code file for AM are reversed, it will yield a CAM 

operation path file. During both manufacturing operations, the tool moves layer by layer. 

These paths, with an appropriate offset, are similar to the flight path followed by an UAV, 

encompassing a structure to be inspected. Mentionable, this point cloud obtained caters for 

the camera field of view, to cover all inspection surfaces. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 CAD Model  

Computer Aided Design (CAD) software is heavily used worldwide. Some CAD software 

also provide integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) and Additive manufacturing 

features that directly sends manufacturing instructions to hardware such as CNC machines, 

3D printers etc. Such fully integrated system is advantageous for its trouble-free, 

instantaneous design iterations without the need to reupload and or export files for each 

design modification. This apparently trivial gain makes improves productivity. In this project, 

Fusion 360 have been used that has incorporates the above-mentioned integrated features.  

 

A critical part of this research is the CAD model of a power plant since the objective is to 

generate a trajectory from it to program a collision free UAV flight for effectively inspect. A 

CAD model of a powerplant was designed (Fig 01) for this project. The power plant model 

size is 218 x 130 x 170 (unit-mm, length x width x height). If the design of a facility or 

infrastructure of interest is already available, it can easily be imported to Fusion 360 in the 

“Model” environment.  
 

 
Fig.1. CAD model of coal-fired powerplant. 

 
 

Fig.2. Camera field of view measured 

horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
 

3.2 Toolpath Generation in Manufacture Environment   

In the “Manufacture” workspace of Fusion 360, the machining properties are setup i.e. setting 

up the appropriate operation type, defining work coordinate system, choosing apt stock 

offset, post processing setup etc. (Table 1). Boiler height commonly ranges between 12–30 

m. For this study, a 17 m high boiler is chosen, which is scaled down to 170 mm due to the 

tool size limitation. Model scale,  

 = 100:1     (1) 

Where, lp = Length of prototype, lm = Length of model. The angular field of view (α) is 

calculated from the chosen dimension (d), and effective focal length (f) as, 

      (2) 

The angular field of view of a typical Intel(R) R200 model stereo and color camera is 

nominally 60 x 45 x 70 and 70 x 43 x 77 (horizontal (αh) x vertical (αv) x diagonal (αd), 

degrees) respectively[9]. With 300 mm inspection offset distance (average camera focal length 
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30 mm) and considering a 30% overlap adjacent pictures (for a sharp and better image quality 

inspection profile), the real-life field of view is analytically calculated to be 170 x 250 mm2 

approximately (Fig. 2). Therefore, model scale yields field of view height 2.5 mm, hence this 

is the maximum step down/feed for CAM. No of parallel toolpath (slice) is 68.   
 

Table 01: Machining parameters 

Operation type Milling operation (single 

axis) 2D Contour  

Cutting tool φ2.5 mm ball end 

mill  

Maximum step down 2.5 mm Feed/Revolution 0.0667 mm/rev 

Machining Distance 71.03 m Stock offset 2 mm~5 mm 

Tolerance  0.01 (low) Surface speed 39.27 m/min 

Cutting feed rate 1000 mm/min Machining time 1:10:14 
 

In order to optimize the toolpath and thereby obtaining a proper drone flight trajectory, the 

toolpath needs to be uniformly distributed and well wrapped around the model (Fig 3). The 

endpoint of chosen tool machines out the part from the stock and a “toolpath” is obtained. 

Smooth transition and plunge in features were chosen to avoid sharp change in UAV heading.  

From the generated toolpath, a denser toolpath is observed near the circular, inclined and 

tapered areas. Also, additional noise is seen for the CNC tool safe retrievals/lead-ins/lead-

outs. Mentionable, that the blue path lines describe machining on stock while the yellow path 

lines describe tool travel path. 
 

3.3 Exporting Toolpath via Post Processor  

In the “Post Process” option, a g-code (numerical control programming language) is 

processed and sent to a machine to drive it. Here, using a post process add-on, the cartesian 

coordinates of the tool endpoints are exported as .csv file. Thus, the Path Planning is 

obtained. There are 234,048 number of points in this power plant setup. 

 
Fig.3. Tool path generated around the powerplant 

CAD model. 

 
Fig.4. Flight path generated in MATLAB (blue 

lines- surface mesh, red lines- flight path). 

 

3.4 Trajectory Generation, Simulation and Inspection 

The set of coordinates in csv format represent the tool end points in 3D space. In MATLAB, 

the coordinates are given timesteps and processed to generate trajectory of the UAV for 
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powerplant inspection (Fig. 4). Time step can be varied in accordance with the inspection 

image requirement. The projected trajectory is virtually validated in SIMULINK 

environment. The final step is to take inspection photos with the on board (IR and EO) 

cameras and generate a 3D inspection profile. For this, a grid-based analysis of the pictures 

and re-stitching of the pictures with 30% overlap will be used as stated earlier. Mentionable, 

there may be some discrepancies between the CAD model and the real setup. To avoid such 

deviation and avoid collision, the UAV will be equipped with an anti-collision mechanism 

with necessary sensor that are already available with the UAV. 

 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

This study developed a novel method to inspect powerplants with the use of CAD models and 

the system is completely free of the use of GPS. This approach saves a lot of time and 

reduces system downtime of the powerplant. One of the important aspects of this method is 

that it is software data based, therefore it does not need additional components to be installed 

in the UAV, thereby improves maneuverability and cost. UAV with GPS based flight 

methods can use this method without much cost, as a secondary method. 
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ABSTRACT 

The fabrication of intricate features such as those found in the human ear can be accomplished 
by using additive manufacturing (3D printing) technology. Customizable and individualized 
advanced hearing devices can be fabricated by 3D printed as the process allows for preservation 
of the ear’s geometry. The localization of sound can be captured by the outer human ear, also 
known as pinna. To study and fabricate an additive manufactured pinna, a pinna model from 
an anthropometric manikin for acoustic measurements was first attained. This pinna model was 
then 3D scanned to obtain a computer aided design (CAD) and the CAD file was fixed and 
converted into a Standard Tessellation Language (STL) file for 3D printing using material 
extrusion and vat polymerization technologies. Two fabrication processes were implemented 
to accommodate the 3D printed pinna onto the acoustic testing manikin. Dimensional accuracy 
measurements were compared between the manikin’s pinna and the 3D printed replica. The 
additively manufactured pinnae will be subjected to further acoustic testing to analyze spatial 
cues preservation. 

1 Introduction 

The additive manufacturing (AM) process, also known as 3D printing, consists of layer-by-
layer fabrication of an object with the usage of a computer aided design (CAD) file [1]. The 
CAD file is then transformed into a Standard Tessellation Language (STL) file for 3D printing. 
The selection of the 3D printing technology may be determined by many factors including 
mechanical performance, surface roughness, dimensional accuracy, among others. Although 
there are seven different AM technologies, two of the most well known polymers processes 
were used in this study; Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) for material extrusion and 
Stereolithography (SL) for vat polymerization. Material extrusion is the process where material 
is dispensed selectively through an orifice [2]. FDM consists of depositing molten plastic 
filament in a layer by layer fashion through a nozzle onto a build platform [1]. With this 
technology, the dimensional accuracy of the part is dependent on the CAD model, the gantry 
system of the printer, and the layer thickness at which the nozzle can print [3]. Vat 
photopolymerization consists of a light activated polymerization selectively curing 
photosensitive resin in a vat [2]. SL by 3D systems (Rock Hill, SC, USA) was one of the first 
AM technologies available on the market [4], as well as the most known for the vat 
photopolymerization process. SL machines can output a resolution up to 50 micrometers [5]. 
These technologies were selected for the dimensional accuracy that can be achieved for 
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additive manufacturing the ear geometry, also known as pinna, to preserve the human spatial 
cues the human pinna possesses. Many customizable applications, such as frequency-
controlled headphones, can be pursued by conserving sound location within AM ear pinnae, 
serving as an extension of the human body. This research work is being conducted via a 
collaboration between the W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation (Keck Center) and G.N. 
Advanced Science (G.N. Hearing, Glenview, IL, USA).  

2    Pinna model CAD reconstruction 

To fabricate the pinna, it is important to maintain the shape as accurately as possible to preserve 
the spatial cues the human pinna possesses. To validate the 3D printed pinna design, a KEMAR 
(G.R.A.S Sound & Vibration, Twinsburg, OH, USA) anthropometric manikin was used for 
acoustic research purposes. Specifically, the KEMAR small right pinna was used. An initial 
STL model was provided by G.N. Advanced Science, obtained through a 3D scan using a 
3Shape HD600 (3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark) which focused on capturing the ear geometry. 
This model was then adapted to fit the boundary of the KEMAR manikin system. The manikin 
head possesses a set of interfaces, allowing the pinna to properly fit in place as well as the 
addition of a microphone should the user desire to incorporate one for acoustic measurements. 
The KEMAR ear is made out of a soft and flexible silicone which allows for a tight fit to the 
KEMAR head. Measurements were taken using a caliper to obtain dimensions of the outer box 
of the pinna as well as matching of the interfaces. A CAD design was made using Fusion 360 
(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, USA) using the dimensions of the interfaces obtained from the 
KEMAR head. At the Keck Center, a 8-axis FARO ScanArm (FARO, Lake Mary, FL, USA) 
was used to 3D scan the outer perimeter of the KEMAR right pinna model to better match the 
interfaces on the CAD model with those of the KEMAR pinna. A STL model was achieved 
from the 3D scan after obtaining the scan cloud points with Geomagic Design X (3D systems, 
Rock Hill, SC, USA). The initial STL file was then brought into Fusion 360 for CAD modeling 
and reconstruction, along with the interfaces’ CAD and the pinna box scan STL. Fit test 
interfaces samples were 3D printed using polycarbonate (PC) material on a Fortus FDM 400mc 
(Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) to account for the correct pinna placement on the manikin 
system, shown in Fig.1.  



 

 

3     Design and fabrication process for 3D printed pinna 

Once the interfaces matched the KEMAR manikin head, two designs were made to fit in and 
seal the 3D printed pinna onto the KEMAR system. A sealant was required for both designs 
for purposes of sound frequency testing so that the manikin microphone could work properly 
within the simulated auditory canal. The first design consisted of placing a 3D printed KEMAR 
pinna into a silicone casing. The silicone casing design was used to emulate the original small 
right KEMAR ear. The right pinna CAD was split into two components; the right pinna and 
casing. The right pinna was fabricated using polycarbonate (PC) on the Fortus 400mc with a 
layer thickness of 0.005 inches. The pinna model was also 3D printed using Somos NeXt 
(DSM, Heerlen, Netherlands) material on the Viper SLA (3D systems, Rock Hill, SC, USA) 
with a layer thickness of 0.003 inches. As for the casing, a three-part mold CAD was designed 
in Fusion 360 to accommodate for the silicone deposited and subsequently cured. The mold 
was 3D printed on the Fortus 400mc using PC material using a 0.005 layer thickness. The three 
parts were sprayed with a boron nitride mold release to avoid adhesion between the silicone 
and plastic. The platinum-based silicone TC-5045 A/B (BJB Enterprises Inc., Tustin, CA, 
USA) with a 45 Shore A was cured in the mold for 12 hours. Once the silicone part was cured 
and removed from the mold, the 3D printed pinna was fit into the casing. A fit test specimen 
was placed on the manikin to validate the concept, shown in Fig 2.  
The second design consisted of a one-piece assembly where the KEMAR pinna CAD was 
3D printed with the surrounding casing. For the pinna component to be sealed in the manikin 
an o-ring was placed on the back side of the pinna model. The o-ring approach only required 
CAD modifications on the back interface. Channels were designed to accommodate for the o-
ring placement. The o-ring design was 3D printed using both Somos NeXt and PC materials. 
A silicone o-ring was attained and placed on the 3D printed pinnae by press fitting and using a 



polyurethane adhesive. After the proper matching of the additive manufactured pinnae and the 
o-ring layout, the pinna was placed on the manikin system to fit test. Fig. 3 shows the 
fabrication process for the second design. Both designs matched the KEMAR head interfaces. 
The silicone casing pinna bonded smoothly into the manikin system due to the bounding box 
being fabricated out of silicone. The o-ring pinna had a stiffer placement into the manikin 
compared to the KEMAR pinna and the silicone casing pinna because of the 3D printed hard 
casing.  

4     Dimensional accuracy measurements and future work 

To assess the validity of the additive manufactured pinnae models, measurements of each 
model were taken following the pinna measurement methodology from Algazi et al. (2001) [6]. 
Each dimension shown in Fig. 4 was captured three times using caliper readings. The 
measurements shown in Table 1 were gathered from the KEMAR small right ear. These 
readings were obtained to serve as a validation baseline for the 3D printed specimens. The 



 

 

Somos NeXt and PC pinnae measurements are shown in Tables 2 & 3, respectively. All three 
model dimensions were then recorded and plotted on scatter plot to further validate similarities 
and differences between each of the models, shown in Fig. 5. Results from dimensional analysis 
show that the 3D printed pinnae have been successfully replicated. The difference between the 
KEMAR right ear and both 3D printed materials lies on the thousandths of an inch spectrum. 
Which validates that the manufacturability of ear pinna is possible using AM. For further 
validation of the 3D printing process, the models fabricated were shipped to G.N. Advanced 
Science where acoustic testing will take place. Frequency recordings will be made to evaluate 
the 3D printed models and compare them to the original KEMAR pinnae. Both designs 
additively manufactured in FDM and SL technologies will then be analyzed for retention of 



spatial cues. Future work also involves 3D scanning and CT scanning of ear specimens for 
improved dimensional accuracy, exploring different equipment for additive manufacturing of 
pinnae, as well as embedding a 3D printed pinna specimen into a headset for research into 
advanced hearing protection devices.  

5     Conclusion 

In conclusion, additive manufacturing is being used in many different applications including 
anatomical modeling. The main goal of this project is to preserve spatial cues on the pinna by 
preserving dimensional accuracies that can be achieved through 3D printing. Two technology 
processes were selected, FDM and SL, to achieve the necessary dimensions required to 
fabricate complex features such as the KEMAR pinna. CAD modeling was used succesfully to 
model the assembly of the 3D printed pinna and the KEMAR manikin. Dimensional accuracy 
measurements proved the additive manufactured pinna to be on the range of the KEMAR ear. 
Pending acoustic testing will determine whether the 3D printed geometry and material can 
preserve spatial cues for further capabilities regarding hearing protected devices.  
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ABSTRACT 

The theta projection constitutive model excels at fitting the shape creep deformation curves. 
The most widely used method for calibrating the model constants to the data curve is through 
the use of numerical optimization, where a least square non-linear scheme is used. The 
scheme optimizes the constants in relation to one another to generate a fit to the data with 
respect to an error function. This results in excellent fits, however because the constants are 
dependent on one another, the interpolated/extrapolated constants are not always consistent 
when plotted against stress. The scatter present with constants calibrated using this process of 
numerical optimization makes accurate predictions of interpolated or extrapolated strain 
difficult to obtain. For this reason, an analytical approach is used to calibrate the model 
constants. The analytical method allows the strain curve to be deconstructed and analyzed by 
regime, relating the constants to the shape of their respective regimes. The analytical 
approach ensures model constants have physical realism relative to the experimental data 
from which they’re derived. This results in more consistent relationship between theta 
constants and stress. A trend is identified in the rupture times of test data as stress increases. 
To utilize this trend, an alternative interpolation/extrapolation function that relies on rupture 
time rather than temperature and stress is used to establish a relationship between the 
calibrated theta constants and rupture time. Simulations, interpolations and extrapolations are 
made using both the original interpolation function as well as the alternative prediction 
function and the results are compared qualitatively and quantitatively using the normalized 
mean square error (NMSE). It is found that the alternative function produces improved strain 
predictions.  
 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Theta model application  

The process for application of the theta model proposed by R. W. Evans requires the 
constants to be calibrated to experimental data using a least square non-linear scheme and an 
error function [1-3]. These calibrated constants are related to temperature and stress via an 
interpolation/extrapolation function so that strain predictions can be made at any temperature-
stress condition [1-3]. The theta projection model and interpolation function are as follows; 

 1 2 3 4(1 exp( )) (exp( ) 1)cr t t          (1) 

 exp( )i i i i ia b c T d T       (2) 
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where 1 , 2 , 3  and 4  are material constants. 

Scatter in numerically optimized theta constants results in somewhat unreliable predictions 
made using [Eq. (2)]. The nature of numerical optimization results in constants that may have 
no realistic trend which in turn results in scatter when related to temperature and stress. An 
analytical approach is used to calibrate theta constants to experimental data by separating the 
model by regime and relating the constants to the shape of each set of data used in 
calibration. This results in calibrated constants with a more consistent trend as the time till 
rupture changes with stress. The relationship of rupture time and each theta constant is used 
to make interpolated/extrapolated predictions of strain. This relationship is as follows; 

 ( ) iB
i i rA t   (3) 

where A and B are constants identified in calibration similar to the a, b, c, and d constants in 
[Eq. (2)]. This alternate method of calibration serves to further relate 1 , 2 , 3  and 4  to 
experimental data and establish a physically realistic trend in prediction. The rupture time 
used in [Eq. 3] is not the true rupture time of the experimental data, rather it is the last 
consistent time measurement recorded just before the material begins to fracture. 

2 Calibration Process 

2.1 Material and data information 

The material used in this study is alloy P91. The test data used in calibration was recorded at 
3 different stresses (10, 14 and 17 ksi) at a single isotherm of 1200⁰F. Analyzing multiple 
stresses at a single isotherm simplifies analysis. Data used in post-audit validation is 4 tests at 
9, 12, 15 and 19 ksi all at 1200⁰F. All data used in this study was collected by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory [4].   
 

2.2 Calibration  

Theta constants are calibrated to the experimental data using the analytical method. The 
calibrated fits are shown in Fig.1. Although the analytical fit underpredicts the full ductility 
of the experimental data, this conservative fit allows  1 , 2 , 3  and 4  to maintain a realistic 
trend as stress increases while fitting the data accurately.  
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Fig.1. Calibration of the theta model to experimental data. 
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2.3 Calibrated theta constants using Eq.  

The natural logarithm of calibrated theta values is plotted with respect to stress when applied to [Eq. 
2] and are plotted with respect to rupture time when applied to [Eq. 3]. The plots are shown in Fig.2 
and Fig.3. These plots serve to show the difference in prediction for interpolated and extrapolated 
values of theta. The impact of these two prediction functions becomes evident in section 3. 
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Fig.2. Calibrated theta values obtained using Eq. 2. 
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Fig.3. Calibrated theta values obtained using Eq. 3. 
 

3 Results 

3.1 Interpolations and Extrapolation 

Interpolation and extrapolation performed using [Eq. 2] and [Eq. 3] are plotted together 
against validation data and is shown in Fig.4. It is evident that using [Eq. 2] produces fits that 
vary drastically qualitatively. Prediction at 19 ksi is the best representation of prediction 
using [Eq. 2], modelling the curve well and depicting ductility similar to the validation data. 
Prediction at 12 ksi using [Eq. 2] severely underpredicts the behaviour of creep deformation 
when compared to validation data and prediction at 9 ksi greatly overpredicts creep 
deformation. This shifting consistency is due to the nature of the prediction equation. Small 
variances in theta values predicted using [Eq. 2] result in a large shift in the way the creep 
curve will behave. The predictions made using [Eq. 3] maintain consistent behaviour in every 
instance. A comparison of the NMSE is shown in Table 1. From this table, the improvement 



in prediction of [Eq. 3] over [Eq. 2] can be seen quantitatively. The NMSE equation is as 
follows; 

 2
, exp, exp,

1

1
[( ) / ]

n

sim i i i
i

NMSE X X X
n 

    (3) 

 
where n is the number of data points and X is the simulated or experimental data denoted by 
subscript. 
 
Table 1 – Normalized mean square error comparison of interpolated/extrapolated predictions 
using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 to validation data. 

 NMSE of predictions using NMSE of predictions using  
Stress exp( )i i i i ia b c T d T       ( ) iB

i i rA t   

19 ksi 0.232787 0.030612 
15 ksi 0.078304 0.070085 
12 ksi 0.372753 0.095080 
9 ksi 7.428862 0.190037 
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Fig.4. Interpolated and extrapolated strain predictions using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. 

4 Conclusions 

It is evident from Table 1 that the predictions made using [Eq. 3] are quantitatively better in 
every instance. Analyzing the prediction plots in Fig.4 and the calibrated trends in Fig.3, the 
following conclusions can be drawn. The more data used in calibration, a more consistent 
trend in 1 , 2 , 3  and 4  can be derived using [Eq. 2]. When limited data is used in 
calibration, the trends established in 1 , 2 , 3  and 4  do not allow for accurate strain 
predictions for all stress conditions at a single isotherm. When using [Eq. 3], it is apparent 
that the relationship of theta constants to rupture time allows for more consistent and accurate 
predictions to be made, even when limited data is used in calibration. It should be noted that 
when using the analytical approach to calibration with [Eq. 3], the predictions do not depict 
the full ductility of the validation data. This results in conservative predictions of strain with 
time which may be useful in design. 
 



 

5  

5 Future Work 

Due to [Eq. 3] relying on approximate rupture time rather than temperature and stress, it is necessary 
to predict the rupture time of a test specimen. The Wilshire model provides a means to predict the 
rupture time of a test [5]. Using the Wilshire model to predict rupture time with the alternative 
interpolation/extrapolation function used in this study and the analytical approach to calibration, a 
new method for applying the theta projection model may be developed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Accurate surface temperature measurement in additive manufacturing (AM) is preeminent as 

it enables process control, parameter development, measuring solidification rates, etc. 

Specifically in metal AM attaching a probe within the processing zone can compromise the 

purity and finish of the printed part. Hence, researchers are dependent on pyrometry – a non-

contact temperature measurement method. This study focuses on the use of a multiwavelength 

(MW) pyrometer with 250 different wavelengths in the range of 850 to 1650 nm. The accuracy 

of the pyrometer was validated using a K-type thermocouple probe in a controlled environment 

at different elevated temperatures. The patented algorithm of the multiwavelength pyrometer 

along with its reported emissivity are both elucidated. Emissivity measurements of Cu and Ti-

6Al-4V powders having different particle sizes and temperatures will be presented. The results 

show an increase in emissivity with the increasing temperature cycle and a constant emissivity 

during the cooling cycle. Behavior of the emissivity maps is discussed along with the issues 

encountered with the experimental setup for further improvement. 
 

1    Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing, popularly known as 3D printing is a manufacturing process where 

objects are built layer upon layer from a computer aided design, unlike traditional subtractive 

or formative manufacturing processes which deal with cutting, drilling, grinding, etc. [1].  The 

capability to produce complex work pieces which do not require tooling and mold 

modifications every time there is a change in the design, gives additive manufacturing 

superiority over traditional processes in the aerospace and automotive industries. While 

building an object in any AM technology, process control and parameter development is a 

crucial component. Specifically, in metal AM, obtaining accurate surface temperature 

measurements has always been a challenge to the researchers because of the instantaneous 

emissivity changes at different temperatures of the powder bed, phase changes due to high 

heating and cooling rates, the need to maintain pristine conditions of the processing zone, and 

complexity of in-situ measurement methods. Pyrometry- a noncontact based temperature 

measurement system, has been considered as the best possible solution for overcoming the 

challenges seen with other powder bed fusion temperature measurement techniques. 

Applications that have similarities with powder bed fusion process such as welding research 

with a high temperature gradient (1000K/cm) and small puddle physical size also makes 
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contact based temperature measurement impossible without affecting the temperature and 

velocity profile [2]. For this reason a noninvasive technique such as multiwavelength (MW) 

pyrometry can be the solution to this problem. Khan et al. studied a MW pyrometer algorithm 

for two different techniques- interpolation based pyrometry [2] and least squared based 

pyrometry [3].  

The practical MW pyrometer used in this study, the SpectroPyrometer FMPI (FAR Associates, 

OH, US) was developed by R. Felice [4].  This pyrometer was used to measure the accurate 

surface temperature of powder bed while at elevated temperatures. The intensity of the 

radiation detected along with the reported emissivity of the measurement at different 

temperatures is also illustrated for two different grades of powder. The goal of this research is 

to incorporate accurate surface temperature measurements in additive manufacturing along 

with emissivity maps for different powders for in-situ monitoring with IR thermography. The 

MW pyrometer studied in this experiments not only provides opportunity for accurate surface 

temperature measurements but also produces emissivity maps as a function of temperature and 

wavelength, which is key in an IR thermography monitoring system. 

2    Theory and Algorithm 

The MW pyrometer used in this study uses the plank’s radiation equation (1), which employs 

two distinct wavelengths for each calculation. After calculating the temperature, it uses the 

temperature value to measure emissivity substituting it back in the plank’s equation (2) at a 

specific wavelength and corresponding intensity value.  

 1 2
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1 1

ln 5 ln
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  (1) 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup 

Fig. 2 Temperature results from the 

MW pyrometer with the temperature 

results from MATLAB code.     
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In equation (1) and (2), T is the individual two wavelength temperature, 
1 and, 

2  represent 

the specific two wavelengths selected, R is ratio of the generated spectral intensity 
1 2

I I  ,   

is one of said distinct wavelengths at which radiation is quantified, H is the radiation 

quantified at wavelength  , h is Plank’s constant, c is speed of light, KB  is Boltzman’s constant. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Heating cycle temperature    Fig. 4 Cooling cycle temperature    

Fig. 5 Heating cycle temperature and 

emissivity vs. time curve for Cu powder    

Fig. 6 Cooling cycle temperature and 

emissivity vs. time curve for Cu powder    
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3    Experimental Procedure  

3.1 Experimental Setup 

To simulate the environment inside a powder bed fusion chamber, a dental furnace was 

modified for optical access with controlled flow of argon inside the chamber. The setup 

consisted of a slider to adjust the optics focal length position, an argon tank with a pressure 

regulator, a vacuum pump, a quartz crucible (part # 319T050, Quartz Sci. Inc., OH, USA), a 

quartz view port at the top of furnace chamber, the SpectroPyrometer console, and a computer 

with the pyrometer program. Ultra-high purity (UHP) argon i.e.  99.9995% pure argon, was 

introduced into the furnace at a pressure of 3 psi. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup used in 

this study. In addition, MATLAB code was developed to validate the measurements of the 

pyrometer, which are shown in Fig. 2. The code and the pyrometer measurements holds ±4°C 

accuracy. 

 

3.2 Materials Studied 

Two different powder materials were studied in this experiment, a Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy 

and unalloyed copper (Cu). To determine the size distribution of the powder the Camsizer X2 

(Retsch Technology GmbH, Retsch-Allee, Haan, Germany) particle size analyzer was used. 

For Cu powder the mean size distribution measured was 85.8 µm and for Ti-6Al-4V powder it 

was 53 µm. Both the powders were of electron beam powder bed fusion (EPBF) grade. To 

validate the measurement of the pyrometer, a K-type thermocouple probe developed by 

OMEGA Engineering (OMEGA Engineering Inc., Connecticut Ave., Norwalk, CT, USA) was 

introduced in very close proximity of the powder surface where the pyrometer lens was focused 

to take measurements. Samples of the Ti-6Al-4V and copper powders were collected and 

characterized using a variable pressure tabletop microscope from Hitachi (TM1000, Hitachi, 

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 

Fig. 7 Heating cycle temperature and 

emissivity vs. time curve for Ti-6Al-4V 

powder 

Fig. 8 Cooling cycle temperature and 

emissivity vs. time curve for Ti-6Al-4V 

powder    
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4    Results and Discussions 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the heating and cooling cycle temperature measured by the thermocouple 

and the pyrometer. The furnace was raised to 800°C and 1200°C for two hold stages and 

subsequently cooled down. The measurements show a ±6°C average accuracy between the 

pyrometer and the thermocouple.  

Fig. 5 shows the temperature and emissivity vs. time curves for Cu powders during the heating 

cycle. It can be seen that the emissivity of the Cu powder first decreases drastically from a 

value of 0.95 to 0.88 for a temperature rise from 600°C to 700°C and then continues to hold 

that value. The SEM images of the Cu powder studied in this experiment revealed high amounts 

of satellites and oxidation of the particles during the heating cycles. Oxidation and increased 

number of satellites which are an indication of high surface area, could both be the reasons 

behind higher emissivity values. Fig. 6 shows the temperature and emissivity vs. time curves 

for the same powder but for cooling cycle. In this scenario, the emissivity dropped slightly with 

the decreasing temperature and increases sharply to temperature below 550°C. This 

counterintuitive phenomenon could refer to physiochemical changes in Cu powder during the 

heating cycle and may have retained those changes as the powders cooled down to lower 

temperatures which dominates the intensity radiated over the temperature change. High 

emissivity at low temperatures were also reported by Sih et al. [5] who studied Iron powder 

with porosity of 0.56. In their experiment, the emissivity of the powder rose from 0.7 to 0.95 

for a temperature rise from 400°C to 1000°C.   

Fig 7. refers to the temperature and emissivity vs. time curves for Ti-6Al-4V powders during 

the heating cycle. There was a sharp increase of emissivity from 500°C to 600°C from a value 

of 0.1 to 0.7. This increase may be due to oxidation taking place during this heating process 

due to the moisture content trapped inside the furnace. Further increment in temperature 

increased the emissivity to 0.83 as the changes in emissivity slowed down to 900°C. Fig. 8 

shows the cooling cycle for the same powder and much like with Cu powder, the emissivity 

dropped slightly to a lower value of 0.81, then increases rapidly as soon as the powder cooled 

down below 600°C.  

 

5    Conclusions 

This experiment provided an in-sight as to how accurate surface temperature measurements in 

powder bed fusion additive manufacturing technology can be achieved using multiwavelength 

pyrometer for process control and parameter development. The measured temperature from the 

MW pyrometer used in this study is comparable to steady state contact based temperature 

measurement techniques giving the obtained measurements further validity. In addition, the 

emissivity measured at different temperatures using Plank’s law can be a vital tool as it works 

as an input parameter in IR thermography. The emissivity was measured at different 

temperatures for two different powder materials having different particle size. Increasing 

emissivity with the increment of temperature was seen, while it was almost constant during the 

cooling cycle. The sharp increase in emissivity values during the cooling cycle after 600°C can 

potentially be attributed to permanent physiochemical changes in powder particles. However, 

this hypothesis need further investigation. In addition, the moisture content present inside the 
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furnace may have caused the powder particles to oxidize creating a significant concern for the 

current experimental setup even when it was purged with argon gas. Further modifications may 

be required to produce emissivity maps of powders without oxidation.   
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ABSTRACT 

As new candidate materials for power generation are manufactured, scientists must subject these 

new alloys to physical experimentation to gather the necessary empirical evidence for material 

qualification of long-term creep. Conventional creep tests (CT) are traditional tests which produce 

full creep deformation curves; however, these tests may last up to 105 hours which is unrealistic 

when new alloys must be characterized. Due to the time dependency of CTs, Accelerated creep 

testing (ACT) are utilized. ACTs are a well-established method to reduce the time for material 

qualification; though, extensive research has only been conducted on carbon reinforced fibers. 

In this study, ACTs, Stepped Isostress Method (SSM) and Stress Relaxation Test (SRT), are 

applied to nickel-based super alloy Inconel 718 (IN718) at 650C to gather long-term creep 

behavior properties. Short-term conventional creep tests are conducted to validate the creep master 

curves generated from the ACTs. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to observe the stresses 

and deformations from both the short-term CT and ACTs. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

permits the comparison of material characterization between CTs and ACTs.  

Material scientists will be able to rapidly experiment on new candidate materials. This allows for 

the potential to reduce the time to implement new creep resistant alloys from decades to months. 

In addition, this knowledge can be integrated into the design procedure for the next generation of 

Fossil Energy power generation. 

 

1. STEPPED ISOSTRESS METHOD (SSM) 

The development of new alloys requires accelerated methods to reduce the time to characterize 

material behavior. Most of these methods are based on the time-temperature-stress-superposition-

principle (TTSSP) [1]. One such method, the time-stress superposition principle (TSSP) has been 

used to build creep master curves of viscoelastic materials [2]. In order to generate the creep master 

curves using TSSP, several specimens are tested at various stresses at a constant temperature. The 

data gathered from these experiments are then shifted based on a stress factor, T

 , and reference 

stress, 0 , to form a creep master curve as shown in Fig. 1. While the TSSP is able to produce 

creep master curves, the uncertainty of a materials creep behavior is not preserved. 
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Fig. 1. Generation of master curve using TSSP 

Based on the TSSP, a new accelerated creep test was developed. The stepped isostress method 

(SSM) takes a single specimen and subjects the specimen to several step-wise increases of stress 

while temperature is constant [4]. At each stress-step, a creep curve is obtained; these curves can 

then be adjusted to produce a master curve. In order to improve the current process for SSM, 

which is based on fitting different shifts to polynomials, a modified theta projection model is 

used to find the creep strain, cr , as shown in Eq. (1): 

 2 0 4 0( ) ( )

1 3(1 ) ( 1)
t t t t

cr e e
   − − −

= − + −   (1) 

where 1  scales the primary regime, 2  controls the exponential decay of the primary regime, 3  

scales the tertiary regime, 4  controls the exponential acceleration, t  is the real time, and 0t  is 

the virtual start time at each stress-step [5]. Taking the derivative of the equation above results in 

the creep strain rate, cr , as shown in Eq. (2). 

 
1 2 2 0 3 4 4 0exp( ( )) exp( ( ))cr t t t t      = − − + −   (2) 

Fitting the data to the theta projection model allows for real physical properties to describe the 

material rather than just fitting data to fit a creep curve. 

 

2. STRESS RELAXATION TEST (SRT) 

The Stress Relaxation Test (SRT) is an ACT that can predict up 105 hours of creep-strain-rate data 

within a 20-hour experiment [7]. SRT can build multiple isotherms of data on a single specimen, 

determine activation energies, and generate a master minimum creep rate curve [9].  

During SRT, the total strain is held constant, stress is recorded (over time) using a load cell, and 

temperature is held constant as observed in [Eq.(3)] 

 ( )
( )cr tot

t
t T

E


  = − −   (3) 

where 𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total strain, 𝜎(𝑡) is the stress data, E is Young’s modulus, 𝜀𝑐𝑟 is the creep strain, 

and 𝛼∆𝑇 accounts for the thermal expansion. While total strain and Young’s modulus are constant, 

as time passes the creep strain rises to account for the relaxation of stress. Using strain 
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decomposition, the stress-time data is converted to stress versus creep-strain-rate through 

regression analysis. Regression is performed on stress data, 𝜎(𝑡), to generate a function, 𝑓(𝑡), as 

shown below 

 ( ) ( )t f t =  (4) 

Creep-strain-rate is obtained by taking creep strain [Eq. (3)], replacing the stress data with the 

function [Eq. (4)], and differentiating with respect to time as follows 
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where an analytical solution exists. 

3. HIGH TEMPERATURE DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION 

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) can provide an accurate measurement of a specimen as it 

undergoes deformation. Accurate measurements can be taken at a point or an entire field 

containing strain gradients either at ambient temperature or elevated temperature. When 

conducting DIC at elevated temperature, however, precautions must be taken to ensure accurate 

measurements. The first is that heated air near the furnace window must be mixed with the 

surrounding area to ensure a constant index of refraction [6]. All glass in view of the DIC 

software must also be of high quality to ensure the images captured are not distorted [6]. 

It is important to use DIC when conducting accelerated creep testing in order to observe the 

strains and compare them with strains from conventional creep testing. The setup for this project 

consists of coating the specimen with a black and white random speckle pattern, a camera stand, 

a 2.0 Megapixel Digital Camera (1624 x 1224 @ 30 fps), a high temperature 450nm blue C-

Mount lens filter, a 450nm blue Light-Emitting Diode (LED) focused light source, a 3D printed 

mount for the LED light, Correlated Solutions Vic Snap 8 software, and Correlated Solutions 

VIC-3D digital image correlation system as shown in Fig. 2. Strain results in y-direction gathered 

from a Monotonic Tensile Test are observed in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. High temperature DIC setup showing the 2.0 Megapixel Digital Camera and the blue light emitting diode, 

directly aligned with the specimen through the view port of the split tube furnace. 
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Fig. 3. Results for a Monotonic Tensile Test for IN718 at 650℃ 

4. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is similar to light microscopy; however, SEM images are 

formed by detecting secondary and backscattered electrons that are emitted following collision 

with the specimen in a vacuum sealed chamber [11]. The vacuum chamber is required for SEM as 

it allows the electrons to travel from the source to the desired specimen while remaining 

unaffected.  With a beam of electrons reflected from a specimen, images of high resolution are 

created as shown in Fig. 4 [12]. These images will allow the use of material characterization and 

failure analysis for the CTs, SSM, and SRT methods.  

 

Fig. 4. High-Magnification SEM image showing IN718 microstructure 

To begin SEM on a specimen there are steps to follow to ensure high quality and usable images 
[10]. First, you begin by obtaining a section of your specimen using a diamond cutting saw with 

optimal cooling to ensure no further damage on the specimen. Second, the specimen is mounted 

into a resin mold. Third, using different grit sandpapers the surface is prepared for polishing. 

Fourth, the resin is polished with solution to eliminate damage introduced by the previous steps. 

Lastly, if the microstructure is needing to be analyzed the material is etched in a chemical solution. 

The process of SEM is categorized into five distinct steps: emission, attraction, direction, 

deflection, and detectors as shown in Fig. 5 [11]. First, electrons are generated and directly emitted 

towards the specimen placed on the stage. The electrons travel through an anode, a positively 

charged plate, that attracts the electrons to form a stable beam. Now that there is a stable beam of 

electrons a magnetic lens is utilized to direct the electrons towards the specimen into a scanning 

coil. The scanning coil uses a magnetic field to then deflect the beam of electrons about the 
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specimen to form the desired image. The electrons from the scanning coil reflect off the specimen 

and get drawn to the detectors, secondary and backscatter, to transfer information to the computer 

ultimately forming a readable image.  

 
Fig. 5. Schematic of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) machine components 

5. CONSLUSION 

As the demand for the implementation of new materials rise, ACTs are utilized. Digital Image 

Correlation (DIC) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) are methods that will increase 

efficiency and overall analysis of the Stepped Isostress Method (SSM) and Stress Relaxation 

Test (SRT).  
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Centennial Small-payload Launch Vehicle (CSpLV) - Concept 
James C Susen,1 and Peniel Rodriguez2 

University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas, 79902, United States 

The Centennial Small-payload Launch Vehicle (CSpLV) project addresses the need for an 
orbital launch vehicle for the emerging Low Earth Orbit (LEO) small-satellite market.  This 
report details the CSpLV as a viable operational Earth to orbit launch vehicle for the emerging 
small satellite market. The CSpLV will be a two and a half stage orbital launch vehicle with 
two Liquid Methane (LCH4)/ Liquid Oxygen (LOX) stages and four Solid Rocket Boosters 
(SRB). The CSpLV utilizes many state-of-the-art technologies including but not limited to 
carbon composites, LCH4/LOX propellants, additively manufactured components and a 
closed pressure fed engine cycle. The pressure fed engine cycle has the potential to be a game 
changing technology for the small-satellite space launch market by eliminating the need for 
expensive turbo machinery. The CSpLV project will provide the design of an affordable 
orbital launch vehicle capable of sending small payloads into orbit inexpensively, reliably, and 
often. Eliminating the need for pumps will significantly reduce the expense and complexity of 
small orbital launch vehicles. 

I. Nomenclature 
Isp = specific impulse 
ΔV = change in velocity 
Ve = exhaust velocity 
m0 =  initial mass 
mf = final mass 
F = thrust 
finert = inert mass fraction 
mpay = payload mass 

II. Introduction 
 
The CSpLV is a multistage to orbit launch vehicle consisting of an upper stage, core stage, and 4 solid rocket 

boosters. The CSpLV is an effort by the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) and the NASA MIRO Center for 
Space Exploration and Technology (cSETR) to bring innovating technology to the orbital launch vehicle market. 
Driven by the mission of sending small-payloads to orbit inexpensively, reliably and often. 

 
The space industry is expected to grow significantly over the next two decades. Currently the global space 

economy is $350 billion as reported by the Space Frontier Foundation. Goldman Sachs estimates the global space 
industry to reach $1 trillion by 2040 and Morgan Stanly estimates $1.1 trillion by 2040. That is relatively low 
compared to Bank of America Merrill Lynch report estimating the space industry to reach $2.7 trillion by 2040 [1]. 
The small-payload market is estimated to reach $69 Billion and an estimated 11,746 small-satellites by 2030 according 
to a forecast by Frost & Sullivan [2]. The number of large expensive Geostationary Earth Orbit, (GEO) satellite orders 
has been decreasing, while the number of LEO satellite orders have been increasing. The trend suggests that the future 
satellite growth is likely to be in the small satellite LEO market [3]. The need for competitive small-payload launch 
vehicles to meet this demand is critical for the United States to remain the leader in space technology and exploration. 

 
The need for a small payload launch vehicles began with the retirement of the Solid Controlled Orbital Utility Test 

(SCOUT) rocket in 1994 [4] [5]. The scout launch vehicle was a four to five stage  small payload orbital launch vehicle 
utilizing solid rocket motors for all stages. The SCOUT was used to launch small payloads into orbit starting in 1961 
and had its final launch in 1994. The need is beginning to fill with new innovative companies like Rocket Lab offering 
small-sat launch capabilities [6]. 
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In 2003 DARPA released a Phase 1 solicitation for a small launch vehicle concept. DARPA identified that a launch 
vehicle with a flyaway cost (including launch vehicle, range costs, consumables, payload integration and limited 
mission assurance activities) of $5 to $10 million could have a profound impact on small launch vehicles [7]. Although 
the Falcon 1 was retired the project can be considered a success with the Falcon 1 successor the Falcone 9 taking a 
large share of the orbital launch market [8]. However, with the retirement of the Falcone 1 rocket there is still a need 
for small payload orbital launch vehicles. 

III. Concept Development 
The research conducted by the Launch Vehicle team is intended to implement new technology and innovations to 

the orbital launch vehicle market. The CSpLV project is an effort to bring transformative technology to the space 
launch industry by bringing the orbital launch vehicle to the university level. Satellites previously the domain of 
governments and large corporations are now built and flown buy universities, individual crowd funders [9] and High 
Schools [10]. Thanks to recent technologic advances, such as additive manufacturing of super alloys, carbon 
composites materials compatible with cryogenics, and powerful miniaturized computers, launch vehicle technology 
has become more accessible on the university level.  Just as the cube satellite technology has spurred enormous growth 
in the small satellite market, the CSpLV project hopes to become the spark that starts the same groundbreaking 
innovation in small payload launch vehicles. 

IV. Pressure Fed Launch Vehicle 

A. Mission 
The mission is to place a 100 lbm payload into a 200-mile circular orbit with a flyaway cost of $1.5 million USD. 

The mission is derived from the NASA Technology Roadmaps TA 1: Launch Propulsion Systems [11]. The NASA 
Technology Roadmaps clearly define what technology NASA considers game changing. The CSpLV project is an 
attempt at creating this technology.  

B. Requirements 
The CSpLV project is designed to take advantage of key technology developed by the cSETR. The Center is 

currently working on LCH4/LOX combustion devices including spark igniters, 5 lbf reaction control and roll control 
thrusters, 500 lbf upper stage engine, and 2,000 lbf first stage engine. TMD Defense and Space LLC. has partnered 
with the cSETR, bringing with them thirty years of solid rocket motor experience. The combination of cSETR 
combustion research and technology and TMD Defense and Space solid rocket motor expertise brings the CSpLV 
concept into focus. The initial vehicle design will be a combination of solid rocket motors and LCH4/LOX engines, 
reaction control and roll control thrusters with electric spark igniters. 
  

Below is a list of vehicle requirements: 
1. The use of Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB) 
2. Upper stage utilizing the 500 lbf CROME LCH4/LOX engine 
3. Boost stage utilizing a combination of 2,000 lbf CROME‐X LCH4/LOX engines 
4. Roll control and reaction control systems utilizing the 5 lbf LCH4/LOX thrusters 
5. 2,000 lbf, 500 lbf engines and 5 lbf thrusters with electric spark ignition 
6. 100 lbm payload to a 200‐mile circular orbit 

C. Assumptions 
 
Several assumptions are made in the CSpLV concept feasibility study. A pressure fed Earth to orbit launch vehicle 

has not ever been successfully flown, therefore the launch vehicle team has conducted a feasibility study to determine 
if a pressure fed launch vehicle is possible. Several assumptions were made based on the requirements for the concept 
vehicle. Once the requirements were established a set of assumptions were established to simplify the problem enough 
to solve quickly and still get meaningful results. The Launch Vehicle team set up the assumptions to establish whether 
an Earth to orbit pressure fed launch vehicle is potentially possible. 
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The tool the Launch Vehicle team is using to validate the CSpLV concept is the ideal rocket equation. The ideal 
rocket equation is not a substitute for detailed models and simulations, but it is a powerful tool for determining if a 
mission is not possible with a few variables. The ideal rocket equation can be broken down into three main parts ΔV, 
Ve, and m0/mf. The ΔV represents the mission. In the case for the CSpLV the ΔV represents the velocity required to 
reach orbit. Ve represents the Isp of the CSpLV engines and motors. The Isp for the solid rocket motors is derived from 
other successful launch vehicles and the Isp for the engines is given to the Launch Vehicle team by the CROME and 
CROME-X team. The m0/mf portion of the ideal rocket equation represents the inert mass fraction of the CSpLV, The 
inert mass fraction comprises the majority of the calculations for the CSpLV feasibility study. 

 
The first assumption mad by the Launch Vehicle team is the ΔV required for orbit. The velocity required to stay 

in orbit is very well understood and predictable, however getting to orbit from the ground inherently has ΔV losses 
that are not as predictable. The losses include gravity, steering, drag and Earth rotational losses. Determining the ΔV 
losses without flying the rocket is difficult, so for this concept feasibility, the Launch Vehicle team is utilizing the ΔV 
loss from the Delta II rocket. The Delta II rocket has recently been retired and has a long history of successful launches 
[12]. The Delta II configuration is very close to what the Launch Vehicle team is proposing for the CSpLV. There are 
large contrasting differences between the two rockets. The size of the vehicles and payloads are different, the 
propellants and engine cycles are different, and the price per vehicle are different. However, the gravity, steering, 
drag, and Earth rotational losses will likely be very similar [13]. 

 
 ΔV loss from the Delta II 
 

 Gravity loss    = 3773 ft/s 

 Steering loss    = 108 ft/s 

 Drag loss      = 446 ft/s 

 Rotational loss  = ‐1138 ft/s 
 
 Combining the losses together with the orbital velocity we get an estimated ΔV = 30,200 ft/s. The research team 
compared the estimated ΔV to historical known ΔV of various rockets including orbital velocity, gravity loss, drag 
loss, steering loss, and rotational loss. It can be seen that correlating the estimated ΔV for the CSpLV to other orbital 
rockets,  the estimate is reasonable [14]. 
 
  Below is a list of the various rockets being compared to CSpLV: 
 

 Ariane A‐44L    =29,980 ft/s 

 Atlas I        =30,325 ft/s 

 Delta 7925     =28,917 ft/s 

 Space Shuttle    =29,810 ft/s 

 Saturn V      =30,404 ft/s 

 Titin IV/Centaur  =30,207 ft/s 
 
 The exhaust velocity (Ve) is directly proportional to the Isp of the engine. The CSpLV uses the CROME and 
CROME-X engines as defined by the launch vehicle design requirements along with solid rocket boosters for the zero 
stage. While solid rocket motors have been around for a long time and are well understood, LCH4/LOX rocket engines 
are new and at the time of this paper have never flown into space. However, the future of spaceflight is headed toward 
LCH4/LOX engines with Blue Origin building a factory for the LCH4/LOX BE-4 engine [15], Space-X developing 
the Raptor engine [16], and Aerojet Rocketdyne working on LCH4/LOX engines for commercial use and NASA [17]. 
 
 The CROME and CROME-X engines are still in development and the Isp for the engines can only be estimated. 
LCH4/LOX engines have not flown in space resulting in a lack of flight history as well. The Isp used for the CSpLV 
concept are based on estimates given by the CROME and CROME-X engine teams and are considered conservative 
for the first-generation engines. As the engines develop and the LCH4/LOX combustion process is better understood, 
the Isp will increase and the performance of the CSpLV will increase with it. The accepted Isp for the CROME engine 
is 290 seconds vacuum and the Isp for the CROME-X engine is 260 seconds. The CROME-X engines on the core stage 
of the CSpLV are going to launch from sea level and then rise through the atmosphere. The nozzle expansion ratio is 
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fixed and the Isp and thrust of the engines will change as the rocket ascends. For this concept vehicle study, the team 
is  assuming the thrust and Isp of the engines are constant making the Isp numbers averages for the length of the burn. 
Ideally,  the change in thrust and Isp would be taken into account, however for this concept feasibility, the team  will 
address the issue by using the conservative numbers above for the Isp and assume the thrust is a design decision.   
 
 The SRBs are ideally modeled with constant thrust and constant Isp for simplicity. SRBs have been used from the 
beginning of the U.S. space program and are very well understood, several orbital rockets have used solid rocket 
motors. Solid rocket motors have been used as strap on boosters, entire stages, and in some cases, they are used for 
every stage. For the CSpLV the strap on SRB will have an Isp of 240 seconds and an inert mass fraction of 0.13. The 
research team looked at solid rocket motors for launch vehicles that have successfully flown to verify that the team’s 
numbers are reasonable [14]. On inspection the heritage SRB numbers look consistent with the Launch Vehicle team 
numbers. 
 
  SRBs used for comparison: 
Isp 

 Shuttle RSRM      = 268 s Vacuum 
    = 241 s Sea Level 
 

 Shuttle ASRM     = 269 s Vacuum 
                  = 240 s Sea Level 
 

 Titan Titan IV      = 272 s Vacuum 
                  = 235 s Sea Level 
 

 Titan SRMU      = 283 s Vacuum 
                  = 242 s Sea Level 
 

 Delta II Castor IVA  = 267 s Vacuum 
                  = 238 s Sea Level 
 

 Delta II GEM      = 274 s Vacuum 
                  = 243 s Sea Level 
finert 

 Shuttle RSRM      = 11.7% 

 Shuttle ASRM     = 10.5% 

 Titan Titan IV      = 18.5% 

 Titan SRMU      = 9.8% 

 Delta II Castor IVA  = 12.9% 

 Delta II GEM      = 9.06% 
 
  The finert for the upper and core stages cannot be estimated or compared to successful launch vehicles from the 
past, because there have not been any successful Earth to orbit launch vehicles utilizing a pressure fed system [18]. 
The challenge of a pressure fed system is the mass of pressurant (Helium) requited and the mass of the pressurant 
tanks  and  propellant  tanks.  Traditionally  turbomachinery  is  used  to  pump  low  pressure  propellant  from  the 
propellant tanks to the engine. This greatly reduces the weight of the tanks because they can be kept at a relatively 
low pressure (30‐50psi). The CSpLV will utilize high pressure pressurant and propellant tanks. The tank walls need to 
be thick to accommodate the high pressure. The Launch vehicle team looked at three different materials appropriate 
for cryogenic use to determine the inert mass fraction of the CSpLV upper and core stages. The materials chosen 
were 316 stainless steel, 2090 Al‐Li alloy, and IM7/977‐2 Composites. An isentropic layup for the carbon composites 
was used for the analysis for simplification. 
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The mass of the liquid stages can only be estimated. The Launch Vehicle team is using the mass of the pressurant 
and propellant tanks and multiplying that number by a mass growth of 100%. That makes the  inert mass of  the 
rocket double the mass of the pressurant and propellant tanks including the helium. The tank pressure needed for 
the CROME and CROME‐X engines is 400 psi. The tanks are given an ultimate load factor of 1.65 as a margin of safety. 
NASA uses an ultimate load factor of 2.0 for space flight pressure vessels, however an ultimate load factor of 1.5 is 
given for U.S. FAA regulations. The 1.65 used for the CSpLV tanks is less than NASA standard for a space flight tank 
but is higher than required by the U.S. FAA [19]. The Launch vehicle team is also using a factor of safety of 1.5 for 
the vehicle based off of the factor of safety used for the ARIS I and ARES V composites tanks. 

D. Evaluation 

Upper stage 
 The finert for the upper stage is calculated using 1,200 lbm of LCH4/LOX propellants at a 2.7 mixture ratio. 
 

 IM7/977‐2 carbon composites tanks      finert = 17.0% 

 2090 aluminum lithium alloy tanks       finert = 30.1% 

 316 Stainless steel tanks            finert = 54.3% 
 

Core Stage 
 The finert for the core stage is calculated using 10,200 lbm of LCH4/LOX propellants at a 2.7 mixture ratio. 
 

 IM7/977‐2 carbon composites tanks       finert = 14.9% 

 2090 aluminum lithium alloy tanks       finert = 26.8% 

 316 Stainless steel tanks             finert = 50.6% 
 

V. Down selection 
After calculating the inert mass fractions for the upper and core stages it is clear that the liner less carbon 

composites tanks are the only viable option for a pressure fed launch vehicle. The aluminum alloy and stainless-steel 
tanks give a negative value for the rocket non-feasibility equation, which means a pressure fed rocket built out of 
either material would not produce the ΔV required for orbital insertion regardless of size. For juxtaposition, the ΔV 
for the three tank materials is given below. 

 
 IM7/977‐2 carbon composites tanks       ΔV = 30,300 ft/s 

 2090 aluminum lithium alloy tanks         ΔV = 22,800 ft/s 

 316 Stainless steel tanks              ΔV = 13,600 ft/s 
 
 The liner less carbon composites tanks are the only tanks capable of providing the specific strength necessary for 
a pressure fed orbital launch vehicle. The finert of any of the other materials will result in a ΔV too low to reach orbit 
assuming a ΔV range of the Delta II being the lowest at 28,800 ft/s and the highest ΔV at 30,400 ft/s. 

VI. Conclusion 
A pressure fed LCH4/LOX orbital launch vehicle is possible utilizing the latest in liner less carbon composites 

cryogenic tanks. The research in this paper illustrates why pressure fed earth to orbit launch vehicles have been 
unsuccessful in the past and why a pressure fed vehicle may be feasible today. Carbone composites materials capable 
of maintaining strength without micro cracking at cryogenic temperatures have only been around for the last decade 
and this is a key technology necessary for making a pressure fed vehicle possible. This study also shows that producing 
a pressure fed orbital launch vehicle without the use of carbon composites would likely result in a launch vehicle 
either not reaching orbit due to the vehicle being too heavy to produce the required ΔV or exploding along the way 
due to compromised strength to save weight. Now that carbon composites capable of maintaining strength at cryogenic 
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temperatures are readily available, a pressure fed Earth to LEO launch vehicle is possible and likely to produce a 
vehicle that can be used to launch payloads into orbit inexpensively, reliably and often. 
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ABSTRACT 

The production of nitrides oxides from the power generation industry are one of the major 

contributors to the depletion of the ozone layer. Therefore, the energy industry has a great 

interest in methods that can combine both clean and high energy release, such as pressurized 

oxy-combustion. This study presents the fluid injection profile of a pintle injection for a 

pressurized oxy-coal combustor. The injection and spray angles have been recorded through 

shadowgraph images. Two tips of different orifice sizes have been tested and compared in order 

to select a tip that provides a small spray angle and high atomization. A mixture of borosilicate 

glass beads and water at different concentrations by weight are included in the test matrix. It 

was found in this work that the spray angle decreases as the Total Momentum Ratio decreases. 

The 2 mm tip presents a low angle with high atomization. 

1 Introduction 

Oxy-fuel combustion refers to burning a fuel with oxygen resulting in the products carbon 

dioxide and water vapor [1-3], an approach to cleaner energy generation if applied to coal 

combustion. In addition, oxy-combustion provides similar or higher efficiencies of air fired 

systems despite additional parasitic loads of the air separation and carbon capture units [4]. The 

injector for this method has to properly deliver the oxidizer and fuel, while maintain a constant 

mixture. Additionally, the injector contributes to the combustion stability. The pintle injector 

has presented very effective atomization and ensured mixing propellants in rocket engines, 

associated with high performance in range of 96 − 99% [5]. Thus, this paper presents the fluid 

flow characterization of a pintle injector with enhanced performance capable of introducing a 

coal slurry up to 10 bar. 

2 Design Methodology 

2.1 Injector 

A key feature of the pintle injector design is its modularity. Figure 1 presents the schematic of 

pintle injector design developed in this work. It consists of total 5 components: main body, 

pintle post, pintle tip, distribution plate, and closing plate. The main body and the pintle post 

are welded at the top of the main body; the distribution plate is supported by the closing plate 

and fits into the pintle post. The closing plate threads into the main body. The design allows 

for the pintle tip and closing plate to be interchangeable. This means that they can be changed 

for others of different sizing to create a range of sprays, without having to manufacture a new 

body. 
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After defining the properties and mass flowrates for the nitrogen and slurry, and using Eqns 

(1)- (4) [6], from the design phase, Total Momentum Ratio and the angle of the spray can be 

mathematically obtained. Starting from an orifice diameter and number of orifices, the total 

area of the slurry is calculated from Eqn (1) 

𝐴𝑠𝑙 = 𝑁
𝜋

4
𝐷𝑜

2 (1) 

 

From the area and the mass flowrate, the velocity of the slurry is calculated, as shown in 

Eqn (6).  

𝑣𝑠𝑙 =
𝑚𝑠𝑙

.

𝐴𝑠𝑙  𝜌𝑠𝑙
 (2) 

From the mass flowrates of oxygen and oxygen area, the oxygen velocity can be 

calculated from Eqn (3) 

𝑣𝑜 =
𝑚𝑜

.

𝐴𝑜  𝜌0
  (3) 

The total momentum ratio between the oxygen and the slurry estimated by Eqn (4).  

𝑇𝑀𝑅 = tan 𝛼 =
𝑚𝑠𝑙

. 𝑣𝑠𝑙

𝑚𝑜̇ 𝑣𝑜

(4) 

4 Experimental Results 

The glass bead test was first conducted by starting the slurry mixture with high concentration 

in water content, going from 25% Glass Beads to 75% Water up to 65% Glass Beads to 35% 

Water. The test matrix was designed to collect data of the performance of the pintle and the 

system different concentrations of the mixture. This determined the addition of pintle tips with 

increased orifice size to adjust for the Total Momentum Ratio. Tips with orifices of 1mm, 2mm, 

3mm and 5mm were tested for this work. To date, this test has been completed and some results 

are presented in the next section. The second stage of cold-water test is with the powder coal 

to determine the exact conditions the fire test will be operated at to achieve the desired results. 

Figure 1 Pintle Injector Cross Section 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF A PINTLE INJECTOR FOR GAS-SLURRY 

COMBUSTION 

 

The results presented in this paper are for the 40 % Glass Beads: 60% Water mixture. The 

image presented in Error! Reference source not found. (for 2 mm orifice size tip) show the 

spray of the injector with a constant mass flow of the slurry and different mass flow for the 

nitrogen, creating a range of spray angles. The detailed test matrix for this work is presented in 

Table 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Test Matrix 

 

 

The experimental results are presented in Fig. 2, where the injection angle as a function of 

TMR for 2 mm tip. It is evident from the results that with a lower TMR, a lower spray angle 

can be achieved. Figure 3 also presents the comparison between the experimental and 

theoretical values for spray angle as a function of TMR. The discrepancy between the 

Tip 
(mm) 

Water Mass 
Flow (kg/s) Nitrogen Mass Flow (kg/s) TMR 

Theoretical 
Angle 

Experimental 
Angle 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

0.04322 
0.04322 
0.04322 
0.04322 
0.04322 
0.04322 

0 n/a 90 90 

0.0034 25.10 83 85 

0.0061 15.07 81 77 

0.0071 14.21 79 70 

0.0091 11.95 76 52 

0.0013 7.43 63 45 

Figure 2 The 2 mm Tip Injection 
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theoretical angle and the one measured through experimentation can be observed in both 

figures.  

It is believed that this is due to the fact that the theoretical angle only accounts for same-like 

phase reactants interacting with each other. The results of the spray angle are an important 

factor in order to recreate the injection without any impingement inside the combustor when 

the hot fire test start.  

 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In summary, this paper presents the slurry flow characterization of a pintle injection with 

enhanced performance. Pintle injector has been traditionally used for rockets and propellants 

in the same phase. This study characterizes the injection of a slurry of solid glass beads and 

liquid water, with gaseous nitrogen acting as the secondary reactant. The result of the tip of 2- 

in orifice size has been tested and reported. Through shadowgraph, the angle has been measured 

and compared to the TMR of different sprays to observe the lowest angle where atomization 

occurs. Future works includes cold water test with coal powder for injector characterization. 
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I. Abstract 

 The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the design and preparation for testing of a 500 lbf 

liquid oxygen/liquid methane rocket engine. The Centennial Restartable Oxygen Methane Engine (CROME) 

is a steady state engine with a throttleable thrust range of 500 to 125 lbf. The engine will be tested on a horizontal 

test stand located in Fabens, TX to validate operating conditions, characterize engine performance (i.e. thrust, 

c*, and ISP) at different thrust levels, and identify/understand the limitations of the engine. The design of said 

test facility and procedures will also be discussed within this paper.   

II. Nomenclature 

CROME   =   Centennial Restartable Oxygen Methane Engine  

cSETR      =   Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research 

EDM        =   Electron Discharge Machining  

FFC          =   Fuel Film Cooling 

IRSU        =   In-situ resource utilization 

LCH4 = Liquid Methane 

LOX = Liquid Oxygen 

PT = Pressure Transducer 

RCS         =    Reaction Control System 

TC = Thermocouple 

III. Introduction 

HE development of liquid oxygen/liquid methane (LOX/LCH4) propulsion systems has recently become a topic 

of interest ever since this particular propellant combination was determined to be a suitable candidate for use in 

space exploration. One of the main objectives for the center is to design and develop the first methane-fueled 

propulsion system fired in space. Daedalus, a suborbital demonstrator vehicle, aims to achieve this through utilizing 

CROME as its main propulsion system and an oxygen/methane reaction control system (RCS), both of which will be 

tested at the D1 horizontal test stand located in Fabens, TX. This test stand was designed and developed specifically 

to hot-fire test CROME, but has the capability to test engines that produce up to 5000 lbf.  

 

The D1 test stand is comprised of two trailers, which allow for the test stand to be towed out to the designated test site 

when testing and back to the hangar after testing for safe storage or maintenance. One trailer, commonly referred to 

as the propellant trailer, has two 100-gallon spherical run tanks, the pressurant bottles (i.e. 6 GN2 manifolded bottles 

per tank), and the fuel and oxidizer tanks for CROME’s ignition system. The second trailer or the engine trailer has 

the thrust stand to which the engine module is mounted on that contains the engine and all its manifolding. Flex hoses 

are used to connect the run lines, bleed lines, and igniter propellant lines between the two trailers.  

 

The engine will be developed in three stages: D1, D2, and D3. CROME is currently in the first stage of its development 

phase, D1, whose intent is to demonstrate successful and repeatable operation, validate operating conditions, and 

characterize engine performance (i.e. specific impulse and c* efficiency) through the hot-fire testing of CROME at 

the D1 test stand located at UTEP’s tRIAc test facility. During the D2 phase, CROME will be redesigned using the 

data and insight from prior testing and is intended to be a more flight-like configuration of the engine. D3, will be the 

flight-ready engine.  
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IV. Mission 

The mission of this project is to advance LOX/LCH4 propulsion technology. This propulsion system will be tested 

and developed as a sea-level engine but will be reconfigured for space flight. When flown in space, focal points of 

interest will be the evaluation of engine performance, system interaction, and the ability to restart in microgravity 

conditions. Obtaining this data will provide the aerospace community with a better understanding of how well a 

LOX/LCH4 propulsion system operates in space and give insight on where improvements can be made for future 

exploration missions.  

 

CROME also serves as a platform for students to gain knowledge, experience, and insight in the process of 

designing, developing, and soon testing of a LOX/LCH4 rocket engine. More specifically, engine preliminary design 

analysis, material selection, mechanical and thermal analysis of components, drafting blue prints for manufacturing 

hardware, test stand design and engine testing. 

 

V. Engine Overview 

CROME, a pressure-fed bi-propellant engine, will operate as a steady state engine with a thrust range of 125 to 

500 lbf. The engine features a fixed area pintle injector, a unique in house developed oxygen/methane torch igniter as 

the ignition source, and utilizes liquid methane film cooling. It also uses temperature and pressure sensors to verify 

hardware integrity and operating conditions. There are 27 thermocouples (TC) mounted radially and axially on the 

combustion chamber; these temperature measurements will be used to monitor the hot-wall temperature, assess the 

effectiveness of the fuel film cooling, and will be used as a cut-off to mitigate melting the chamber.  

 

Figure 5.1 depicts the main component engine assembly.  

 

Figure 5.2 depicts the engine module assembly, which as stated before, contains the engine assembly and all the 

manifolds leading to the engine, which are the propellant run-lines, the bleed lines, the engine purge line and all of its 

sensors/components in line.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 a) CROME component assembly cross section. b) Isometric view of CROME component assembly. 
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Figure 5.2 Engine module assembly.  

Figure 5.3 is an image of the D1 test facility taken within the tRIAc hangar.  

½” Cryogenic Bleed SV 

½” Main Engine Valves / Actuator 

Assm 

Fuel Line Assembly 

FFC Line Assembly 

¼” Engine Purge SV 

Engine Module 

½” Cryogenic Check Valve 

LOX Line Assembly 
Torch Igniter Assembly 

Figure 1. D1 horizontal test facility assembly. a) Isometric image of both trailers in its testing position. b) 

Image of the propellant trailer which show the run tanks, the pressurant k-bottles and the oxygen run line. 



VI.Engine Testing 

When hot-firing an engine, it is essential to operate safely and effectively. The easiest way of achieving that is by 

testing with approved procedures. The procedures currently being written/revised is the assembly and disassembly 

procedure, engine and facility leak check procedure, the cryoshock procedure, the cold flow procedure, the igniter 

check procedure, and the hot-fire test procedure. 

 

 The assembly and disassembly procedure ensure that sub-systems are assembled correctly after any maintenance; 

for example, changing out the face seals in the engine or assembling all the lines on the oxygen system when they 

return from being oxygen cleaned. It also specifies all interface requirements like bolt sizes, quantities and required 

preloads.  

 

It is important to leak check the propellant delivery system and the engine before commencing any testing to ensure 

that there aren’t any inappropriate flow communications or leaks out to ambient. This is achieved by pressurizing the 

system of interest up to a safe shop pressure (e.g. 50 psig) with a fluid, in this case gaseous nitrogen (GN2) and visually 

inspecting for leaks with snoop. After amending any leaks, a pressure decay test is conducted at the expected operating 

pressure. The engine throat will be plugged during these tests and will be leak checked independently from the facility. 

After successfully leak checking the facility and engine the appropriate lines will be insulated.  

 

Conducting a cryoshock procedure was recommended by engineers at NASA’s Johnson Space Center and by 

engineers from Blue Origin. A cryoshock test essentially qualifies the propellant delivery system to operate with 

cryogens by flowing a cryogen, in this case liquid nitrogen, through the system and allowing for all components to 

cool down and then being cycled. This ensures that all solenoid valves and hand valves operate at cryogenic 

temperatures and establishes confidence in the test facility before testing with the actual propellant: liquid oxygen and 

liquid methane.  

 

Cold flows also known as propellant blowdowns are typically conducted when changing mainstage conditions (i.e. 

a different thrust level) to validate mass flow rates and in doing so ensuring the required mixture ratio is achieved. 

Each propellant is flowed through the propellant delivery system and through the engine into atmosphere. This test 

also allows for the flow resistance to be measured from the tank to the main engine valves with its respective fluid, 

which is useful for selecting the appropriate tank pressure.      

 

The last procedure is the hot-fire test procedure. This procedure encompasses operations like purging the system 

and engine, filling the run tanks with its corresponding propellants, pressurizing the tanks, conditioning the run lines, 

setting the appropriate cut-offs/redlines, setting the appropriate auto sequence settings, operating the hot-fire test, 

specifying shutdown sequences, and establishing criteria to continue testing. An igniter check will be performed before 

hot-fire testing each test day to ensure successful and reliable ignition. Table 1 shows the initial simplified test matrix. 

 

 

Table 6.1 CROME Simplified Test Matrix 

 

 

 



VII.Future Work 

The D1 test stand is partially assembled. The oxygen side of the system is being dissasmbled and packed for shipping 

to Astro Pak for oxygen cleaning, which is when the methane side will be assembled. Once oxygen cleaning is 

completed and returned, all lines will be re-assembled in a clean room and transitioned to tRIAC where they will 

carefully be connected so as to not contaminate the system. Upon reassembly of all facility lines and being leak 

checked the the run lines and propellant tanks will be insulated with cryogel and insulation tape. Test procedures are 

being written, revised, and approved. An internall test readiness review (TRR) will be held early March and testing 

will commence mid March where leakchecks, a facility cryoshock, cold flows, an igniter check and hot-fire testing 

will take place. Following the completion of CROME’s initial test campaign, the test data will be used to design a 

more flight like engine.  
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Densification and Oxidation Behavior of  Spark 
plasma sintered Hafnium Diboride-Hafnium 
Carbide Composite   
Abstract 

The current study reports on Hafnium Diboride (HfB2) and Hafnium Carbide (HfC) based ultra-
high temperature ceramics and their oxidation behaviors. Pure Hafnium Diboride, Hafnium Carbide, and 
HfB2-50 vol.% HfC were consolidated using spark plasma sintering (SPS) without the use of sintering aids.  
HfB2-HfC composite displayed a high sintered density of 98% as compared to 87% density of pure HfB2.  
The increased density of the HfB2-HfC composite is attributed to the bimodal powder distribution which 
allowed for the smaller HfC particle to occupy the voids between the larger HfB2 particles resulting in 
improved packing efficiency and particle surface energy attributed to the smaller HfC particle being a large 
driving force in the sintering process. This improved density and particle packing efficiency of the HfB2HfC 
compact also allowed Oxidation studies of each material were carried out by exposing them to a high-speed 
plasma jet in a temperature exceeding 2700°C and by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) up to 1400°C. 
Results of these studies show an improved oxidation resistance of HfB2-50vol% HfC in comparison to HfB2 
and HfC, resulting in a thinner oxide scale and a slowed rate of mass gain than HfB2 and HfC during testing 
via plasma jet and TGA, respectively. This increase in oxidative is attributed to the increased density of the 
composite.  
 

Keywords: 

Hafnium Diboride, Hafnium Carbide, Spark Plasma Sintering, Oxidation, Surface Energy  
 

Introduction 
Ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs) including carbides, nitrides and diborides of early 

transition metals have been of increasing interest due to their extremely high melting point, high hardness, 
and  elastic moduli. These materials are of particular interest for applications such as the nose and leading 
wing edge of hypersonic vehicle applications. 1  Most UHTCs cannot be used solely densified without using 
sintering aids, forming composites, or solid solutions. 2,3,4,5,6,7The prime reasons for this situation is the low 
sinterability of the UHTCs due to the strong covalent bonds.  
Hafnium diboride (HfB2), among all the UHTCs, is recognized as one of the best oxidation resistant 
ultrahigh temperature ceramics. 8,9 Upon oxidation, it forms porous HfO2 which serves as scaffold filled with 
low melting point B2O3.12 Such combination results in dense oxidation layers that protect the underlying 
materials from further oxidation. However, B2O3 starts to evaporate around 1100oC, which leaves the 
underlying materials vulnerable to oxidation. 4 Additionally, the sinterability of HfB2 is considerably poor; 
the sintered samples are usually porous which provides extra pathway for oxygen penetration and lead to 
further oxidation. Silicon carbide (SiC) is added as sintering aid as well as reinforcement for oxidation 
resistance in HfB2.12 Although the role of SiC in aiding sintering is yet to be fully understood, it is believed 
that silicon based melts enable the liquid phase sintering which leads to higher densification in the final 
product. As for the oxidation resistance enhancement, the Si addition stabilizes the B2O3 by forming 



 

2 

amorphous borosilicate phase. 8-9 The latter phase is stable up to 1600 oC before it starts evaporating. 11 The 
drawbacks of the SiC addition are also glaring: the most studied HfB2-SiC composition is HfB2-20 vol. % 
SiC. Such large amount of SiC will not only alter the properties of the HfB2, but also introduce unnecessary 
complex secondary phases to the composites. Although SiC is able to stabilize the B2O3 during oxidation up 
to 1600 oC, this temperature is still relative low considering the application temperature for ultrahigh 
temperature ceramics is usually greater than 2700oC. 8,11 Thus HfB2-SiC is still not the ideal UHTC 
composites.  

Hafnium carbide (HfC) is another ultrahigh temperature ceramic that has superior oxidation 
resistance. Unlike HfB2 which forms liquid phase oxide to seal the pores in the oxide scales, HfC forms a 
dense, crack-free oxycarbide layer when exposed to the oxygen that prevents further oxidation. 3,5,12,13 The 
oxycarbide layer is a metastable phase obtained from the oxygen absorption into HfC and substitute carbon 
atoms. HfC can absorb up to 30% of oxygen without transforming into HfO2. Zhang et al. sintered pure 
HfC without any sintering aid addition by spark plasma sintering (SPS) and achieved 98% dense pellet. In 
this study, it was seen pure HfC, during oxidation testing by plasma jet, quickly oxidized and formed HfO2 
due to the sonic speed of the oxygen entering the sample being tested, and the oxycarbide layer formed was 
merely microns thick. Thus, leading to a thick oxide scale formation, of roughly 165 µm, on the surface of 
the sample. 5,6,7 

Experimental Method 
Material 
Powder Processing 
Spark Plasma Sintering 
Characterization 
Oxidation Testing 
Post-oxidation Characterization 

Results & Discussion 
Effect of Ball Milling 

For the fabrication of the binary HfB2-50 vol.% HfC composite for this study, seen in figure 1, ball 
milling in tungsten carbide milling media was used to break down the agglomerations and homogenously 
mix HfB2 and HfC for the HfB2-50 vol% HfC powder to be consolidated. From XRD done previous to and 
post ball milling period, it was seen there was no contamination of the tungsten carbide milling media 
Densification during SPS 

The binary HfB2-50vol% HfC composite, without the use of a sintering aid, fabricated achieved a 
final density of 98% of the theoretical value calculated by the rule of mixtures from the densities of HfB2 
and HfC. The addition of HfC aids in refinement of microstructure and the removal of surface oxides from 
HfB2 particles, thus aiding in the consolidation of HfB2. 9,10,13  However, in most of these studies, the 
addition of HfC is used as a sintering aid. 

The increased particle surface and planar surface energy within HfC leading, HfC to have an 
increased affinity for consolidation at a lower sintering temperature. Thus, HfC begins to consolidate before 
and around HfB2 particles within the composite. This can be seen in the back scattered FIB image of the 
cross section of HfB2HfC, where micropores can be seen at the grain boundaries and within the larger HfC 
grains seen in figure 5. This pointing to the diffusion of HfC particle into one another to lower their surface 
energies and forming these larger grains, thus also furthering the consolidation of the composite. 
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Oxidation Behaviors 
Oxidation testing was conducted via plasma gun, in standard atmospheric conditions, and 

thermogravimetric analysis. Testing conducted via plasma on each sample at a distance of 75mm from the 
sample to the gun face, allowing for ample airflow in front of the sample surface during testing. Testing 
conducted via thermogravimetric analysis was done on small portions of the sintered samples in standard 
atmospheric conditions at 5°C per minute up to 1400°C.After oxidation testing by plasma gun analysis of 
each compact revealed the mixed HfB2HfC composite shows an improved oxidation character in 
comparison to HfB2 and HfC samples produced, as can been seen in figure 7. This is believed to be due to 
the increased densification of the final composite, as well as the oxidation mechanisms of both HfB2 and 
HfC working in tandem to produce a semi-protective oxide layer on the surface of the HfB2HfC composite, 
as seen in figure 7. Thermogravimetric analysis conducted of each sample further supports the proposed 
mechanism of oxidation of HfB2HfC.  

Conclusion 
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ABSTRACT 

The article presents an exploration of design and prototyping of oxy-fuel injectors with 

integrated temperature sensing capabilities using powder bed fusion additive manufacturing 

(AM) technologies. A primary focus of this work was to design and fabricate a complex oxy-

methane injector with integrated temperature measuring capacity. The injector was then test 

fired in high-pressure conditions at different firing inputs (55- 275 kW). A combustion pressure 

of 16.4 bar was achieved for 275 kW firing input. Integrated thermocouples provided thermal 

soak back measurement of the injector. The maximum temperature reported was 198°C at 275 

kW firing input. Visual inspection and leak checks yielded in no defects observed. There were 

no significant difference in operation characteristics between AM and conventional machined 

injector.  

1 Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a new paradigm in manufacturing industry that provides 

fabrication of complex geometries impossible by conventional process. Over the past few 

years, AM has proven itself as a viable method to fabricate custom-designed metallic 

components rapidly. AM process is particularly attractive for manufacturing complex energy 

system due to lack of assembly requirement and unlimited geometrical flexibility. Powder bed 

fusion additive manufacturing processes have received considerable attention due to its high 

energy density and energy efficiency that allows full density metal components of comparable 

or even better quality than those produced by traditional methods[1,2]. Thus, the AM process is 

especially attractive for fabricating complex components such as fuel injectors for gas turbine 

combustors which require operation under extreme environments. 

The unique layer-by-layer fabrication technique allows the embedding of sensors within 

complex components without post-production component modifications[3,4]. Sensors can be 

embedded in powder bed fusion AM fabricated components through two distinct processes: 

Stop and Go of the fabrication process or Post-integration of sensors. Stop and Go of the 

fabrication process allows sensor placement within a cavity during fabrication where the 

process is allowed to continue upon sensor placement. This process requires an extremely 

accurate re-alignment of the powder-bed during the restart process. In addition, metallization 

and shorting of sensors due to a considerably high temperature of the process creates significant 

fabrication challenges and limit the types of sensors that can be embedded. Post-integration 

process provide embedding sensors in customized compartments selectively built within the 

part at the end of fabrication process. This is a practical alternative of Stop and Go process 

without requiring post-production component modifications. 
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The proposed effort was aimed at exploration of design and prototyping of a Low-NOx fuel 

injector with integrated temperature sensing capabilities using powder bed fusion techniques 

(EBM and SLM). Fuel injectors commonly used in turbine combustors have complex internal 

cavities and passages to ensure tailored mixing of air and fuel to achieve high performance.  

Since the current design methodology of these injectors is based on conventional fabrication 

techniques (e.g., multi-step machining and welding processes), a new paradigm of design 

methodology needs to be developed for their adaptation in the EBM fabrication process[5,6]. 

Following the fabrication the injector was tested at high pressure combustion conditions to 

check for operational 

2 Technical Methodology 

2.1 Injector 

A co-axial shear fuel injector was designed and fabricated for this work. The design of the fuel 

injector is provided in fig. 1(a). The fuel injector assembly has four injection ports, one in the 

center (primary injector) and the other three (secondary injectors) in a circular circumference 

around the primary injector. The injector was designed to provide a total firing input of 500 

kW during full injector operation. The total firing input was divided among the primary and 

secondary injectors; 55% to primary injector and 15% to each of the secondary injector. Several 

challenges were encountered for manufacturing the injector. The first challenge was fabrication 

of the nozzle shape to incorporate pressure drop and prevent flashback. Another challenge was 

to construct the airfoil-shaped support for the fuel lines. The airfoil shape is located inside the 

oxidizer line as shown in fig. 1(b). This design is impossible to produce by the conventional 

manufacturing process. Other challenges were the inclusion and removal of internal supports 

for the 90° angle of the auxiliary oxidizer lines. In addition, several external supports were 

required for fabrication. These supports were modified for easy removal. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Design of the AM manufactured injector (b) Air foil shaped support for fuel line inside 

the oxidizer line 

The injector was fabricated in the SLM 125HL machine using Inconel 718. Build preparation 

was done in Materialise Magics software. The design was modified for inclusion of a lattice 

(mesh) structure to support the fabrication of the angled fuel inlets (in the inlet orifice). 

Difficulties were encountered during removal of support material from internal channels. The 

high stiffness support required to overcome thermal stress during fabrication created challenge 

for removal. A sparse lattice was generated and merged into the injector STL design file using 

Magics Structures module. Easy removal external supports were included, and the design was 
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ready for printing. The injector was cut off the starting plate, and the supports were removed 

at the end of fabrication.  There were two types of deformation on the angled oxidizer lines 

after the fabrication. Lack of enough support near the orifice of the oxidizer line allowed the 

feature to warp during fabrication. Uneven powder layers implemented another deformation at 

the inlets. Dimensional measurements of the orifices were taken to quantify the deformation. 

A minimum error of 1.47% and a maximum error of 3.67% were measured. 

 

Figure 2. The fabricated injector before HIP process with test fit components (left), complete injector 

ready for test after HIP process and heat treatments (right) 

Table 1. Burner parameters 

 

Following the fabrication in SLM, compression fittings and thermocouples were test fit on the 

injector in preparation for testing fig. 2 (left). SLM machine had a smaller build plate which 

required separate fabrication of the flange. Flange and extension fittings were then welded on 

the injector and the oxidizer lines respectively. Compression fittings were placed on fuel and 

oxidizer inlets and thermocouple ports. Afterward, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) treatment was 

done on the injector. The HIP process closes small defects and pores commonly found in 3D 

printed parts. IN718, are hot isostatic pressed at 1140 ± 15°C and 100 MPa for 3 hours. An 

oxide film formation was observed due to excessive amount of moisture present during the 

process. Then the injector underwent a heat treatment cycle of 1065 ± 15 °C for 90 min. 

subsequently, the parts were solution treated and aged following AMS2774. This resulted in 

formation of proper microstructure to provide the high-temperature strength of Inconel 718. 

Additionally the process relieved residual stresses from the welding process. After the 

treatment K type thermocouples were integrated into the sensor ports and the injector was ready 

for testing. Figure 2 (right) shows the complete injector. The burner parameters are presented 

in table 1. 

2.2 High Pressure Combustion set up 

The primary injector was tested at high-pressure conditions to observe the fuel injector 

behavior during oxy-methane combustion. Figure 3 shows the high-pressure combustor system 

utilized for the test campaign. The detailed descriptions and design of the combustor can be 
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found in the work of Chowdhury et al.[7]. The major parts of the high-pressure combustor are 

main burner (fuel injector), metal window covers, igniter manifolds, end cap attachments, and 

optical access port. The end cap attachments at the exhaust end of the combustor choke the 

exhaust flow resulting in increased chamber pressure. Igniters were used to create a pilot flame 

to ignite to main burner flow. The igniter operates for a total of 3 seconds, which result in 2 

seconds overlap with the main flow. Once the main burner flow is ignited, the igniter shuts 

OFF. The main burner stays in operation for 15 seconds. Upon completion of main burner 

operation, A high pressure nitrogen purge is introduced in to combustor to get rid of any 

unburned fuel mixture. A 15 seconds delay is maintained between main burner operation and 

nitrogen purge to avoid NOX formation. The test matrix for the tests are presented in table 2. 

 

Figure 3. High-pressure combustor 

Table 2. Test matrix for primary injector hot fire test 

 

A high capacity feed system is used to deliver the fuel and the oxidizer to the test setup. The 

feed system consists of several control valves (electrically actuated and mechanically actuated) 

and monitoring systems (flow meters, pressure transducers, thermocouples, etc.). The high-

pressure combustion system is operated through a remotely accessible control system. National 

Instrument CDAQ and CRIO system are incorporated in the control system to remotely control 

all the devices to achieve proper fuel-oxidizer mixture in the combustion chamber. 

3 Experimental Results 

The primary injector was test fired following the test matrix provided in table 2. Figure 4(a) 

shows image of high pressure combustion test at 249 kW firing input. The operational stability 

of the injector was checked by comparing the experimentally obtained and analytical firing 
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input. Figure 4(b) is a plot displaying evaluations of operational characteristics of the primary 

injector firing input vs. tank pressure. A maximum of 12% difference was observed between 

the firing inputs. The maximum difference occurred for the second data point on the test matrix. 

It was also noticed that the injector was able to performed better at higher firing input. 

 

 

Figure 4. (a) High pressure combustion at 249 kW firing input (b) comparison of analytical and 

experimental obtained firing input 

 

Figure 5. (a) Temperature measurement of injector (b) chamber pressure at different firing input 

During the experiment, the pressure inside the chamber build up rapidly following the 

combustion. The choked exhaust path complemented the pressure increase and resulted in swift 

increase in temperature inside the chamber. The swirling motions and vortex formation inside 

the chamber exposed the injector to the exhaust gas, resulting in a temperature rise of the 

injector. The thermocouples embedded on the injector provided real time temperature of the 

injector during tests. A maximum temperature of 195 °C was noticed at 275 kW firing input. 

Figure 5(a) presents the temperature plots for different firing inputs. From the plot it is seen 

that the temperature increment continued even after the flame was extinguished. This was due 

to the hot gas contact and conduction from combustor wall. Once the purge sequence was 

activated the temperature decreased due to cold nitrogen exposure. This implies for more 

extended test periods to be possible, cooling capabilities need to be further researched. The 

maximum chamber pressure attained was 16.4 bar for 275 kW firing input. A continuous flame 

was observed during the tests, and the experiment was successful in demonstrating these 

parameters. Successive tests were conducted to check for repeatability for both pressurized and 
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atmospheric conditions. Figure 5(b) presents chamber pressure at different firing inputs. Visual 

inspection was performed on the injector after the pressurized test. No cracks or leaks were 

observed. A leak check was performed using nitrogen however resulted in no leaks found.  

5 Conclusion 

The current study reports a metal additive manufacturing process of complex injectors 

integrated with embedded temperature sensor. The fabricated injector was successfully tested 

at high-pressure combustion conditions. The maximum combustion pressure achieved was 16.4 

bar at 275 kW firing input. Thermal soak back measurements during the test were obtained by 

the integrated thermocouples in the injector. The injector temperature rapidly increased to 

198°C within the 15 seconds of ignition at a firing input of 275 kW. 

6 Future Work 

The corresponding injector will be fired for extended testing period. In addition, CO2 dilution 

can be investigated to check for the high-pressure combustion characteristics. Cooling systems 

can be looked in to for extensive testing.  
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ABSTRACT 

A combustor design is presented in this paper to operate up to 20bar pressure for an oxy-coal 
combustion cycle. The combustor is designed to accommodate different components necessary 
for the delivery for an oxy-coal combustion cycle. The combustor is made of stainless steel 
410.  The design has options for optical access for visual inspection and for laser diagnostics 
and also has provision for sensory ports to measure different parameters. The combustor design 
provides a general layout for the design of combustors to be used for similar combustion 
process with different design criteria. 

 

1 Introduction 
Energy Production from coal combustion has been used from the onset of civilization. 
However, the emissions from coal combustion pose a major threat to environment. The quest 
for cleaner energy has led to the introduction of many different alternatives including oxy-fuel 
combustion. Oxy-fuel combustion uses oxygen to burn with fuel. If the fuel is a hydrocarbon, 
the products are primarily carbon dioxide and water vapor. The water can be condensed from 
the product stream and the carbon dioxide can subsequently be sequestered. The process 
provides opportunities to capture as much as 100% carbon dioxide[1] and has potential to 
increase the efficiency of the entire cycle[2]. Pressurizing an oxy-combustion cycle may further 
enhance cycle efficiencies[3]. For pressurized oxy-coal combustion different configurations are 
proposed in literature[3-7]. A major layout for oxy-coal pressurized cycle is ENEL. This cycle 
operates at an elevated pressure of 10bar. One of the major challenges of testing this cycle is 
to have technology to support the cycles. There are limited guidelines or literature available 
about the construction of the combustion chamber for such combustion process. The key 
criteria for the design are to be able to deliver the coal slurry, ignite the coal towards the center 
of the combustor, have optical access as well as to operate at elevated pressure. Thus, this paper 
presents a design for a combustor to operate at up to 20bar pressure for oxy-coal combustion. 
 

2 Design Methodology 
The combustor and its different parts are made of Stainless Steel 410. The material was choosen 
for its yeild strength at high temperature. The combustor has been designed to be modular, 
composed of different sections joined by stainless steel flanges. Metal gaskets are put in 
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between the flanges to ensure a seal during combustion. The combustor is mounted vertically 
on a test stand using eye bolts. The combustor assembly is presented in Fig. 1.  
 
 

2.1 Powerhead 
The powerhead is designed to deliver the input materials for the combustion process. It is 
designed as a tapered cap at an angle of 45˚ . It houses a pintle injector, two pilot burners and 
two igniters. The pintle injector delivers the coal slurry and the oxidizer. It is placed centrally 
in the powerhead. The methane operated pilot burners are ignited by the igniters. All four of 
these components are placed equidistantly on the outer circumference of the powerhead as 

Fig. 2. Powerhead 

Fig. 1. Exploded view of combustor assembly 
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shown in Fig. 2. The components of the powerhead are each placed in windows of 2-inch 
diameter. The powerhead is tapered to move the collision point of the flames of the pilot 
burners towards the end of the powerhead. This would give clearance for the coal slurry to be 
heated and form the flame in the center of the combustor. This will also help in avoiding the 
pilot flames to directly impinge on the combustor wall. 

2.2 Main body 
The main body of the combustor consist of two cylindrical sections. Each of the 39.4inch long 
sections have an outer diameter of 18 inches and inner diameter of 11inches. The first part of 
the combustion chamber has three windows. The windows are placed at 0, 90 and 180 degrees 
to accommodate laser diagnostic tools, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Each window is a 2 inch bore through the chamber of the combustor wall and houses a quarts 
optical port, these port are used for imaging and visual investigations. When imaging is not 
required, sensory ports as shown in figure can be fitted into the port. Thermocouples and 
pressure transducers are attached in the sensory ports, as shown in Fig. 4, to measure the 
temperature and the pressure.  
 

Fig. 3. Exploded view of the sensory and optical ports on the combustor 

Pressure 
Transducer Thermocouple 

Quartz 

Fig. 4. Sensory and Optical ports 



The second section of the combustor will be identical in size to the first one. However, windows 
will not be present, as the operation of the combustor would cause the windows to be covered 
in soot.  

2.3 Exhaust System 
For coal combustion, slagging and fouling is a significant issue. The partially unburnt coal and 
ash accumulation in the combustor is called fouling. The key factors that affect ash deposition 
are particle trajectory and ash viscosity[8]. The exhaust system is conical in shape. The shape 
aids in concentrating the exhaust products to a narrow stream and to travel in a straight path. 
As the combustor is mounted vertically, gravity plays a part in directing the solid particles 
towards the exhaust. This section has pressurized water sprinklers attached to it. The water 
sprays cool the exhaust gases and help the ashes to settle down as slurry. The end part of the 
exhaust is a detachable cylinder. This part collects the ash and water. The ash cake is collected 
from this part in regular intervals. A needle valve is attached with a line in the exhaust section 
after the sprinklers. By choking the flow, pressure is built up in the system. The exhaust gases 
are collected through this line. Post processing is performed to separate carbon diode from the 
flue gas. The exhaust design with the cross-sectional view is presented in Fig. 5.  

 

3 Conclusion  
The design of an oxy-coal combustor is presented in this paper. The design is based on the 
specific requirements of the cycle. This study aims to provide a guideline for future designs 
with modifications to suit to specific coal and firing inputs. Future works include 
implementation of cooling system in the design and building and testing the combustor. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Additive Manufacturing (AM), commonly known as 3D Printing, has greatly 

contributed to the existing methods of manufacturing and prototyping as AM allows the 

designer to produce parts of high complexity in shorter lead times when compared to traditional 

manufacturing methods. Additionally, the implementation of multi-functionality on AM 

produced parts has been identified as an area of interest by the AM community. Previous AM 

systems have implemented methods to produce conductive traces, typically of solid copper 

wire or conductive inks, to generate circuitry within the AM fabricated parts. Furthermore, the 

integration of circuitry also increases the tensile strength of the printed part by creating a 

composite with a plastic matrix and a copper wire fiber. The goal of this study is to generate 

multi-functional parts using a modified Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) system to 

take advantage of its high material deposition rates and large printing volume when compared 

to medium size material extrusion AM systems. The BAAM system will include a multi-axis 

wire embedding tool which will create solid wire interconnections while at the same time 

providing structural reinforcement. A discussion of the design requirements, the mechanical 

design of the arm, and the development of the wire embedder tool were analyzed in this study.  

 

1    Introduction 

 AM processes have many advantages over traditional manufacturing methods as it 

allows for the creation of parts with high complexity. For example, to allow for fast heat 

dissipation on a part, the designer can manipulate the internal features with different composite 

plastic materials (blends) to cool the part at a faster rate without compromising the mechanical 

strength. Medical, automobile, and aerospace fields are interested on the capacities of AM [1]. 

The integration of multi-functionality allows for the implementation of extra features that well 

expand the capabilities of a AM fabricated part aside from simply structural.   

 This study was oriented to the use of conductive material to create electrical 

interconnections within the plastic part. The selected material is copper wire due its low 

resistivity when compared to conductive inks. In addition, conductive inks can be very 

expensive compared to copper wire. The heating method for embedding was chosen to be arc 

welding since other types of heating will consume large amounts of energy. In addition, arc 

heating is a method that uses a non-consumable tungsten electrode which is subjected to 

electrical current to heat up the wire while providing a shielding gas to avoid contamination 

and to produce plasma [2].  

The BAAM system was developed in 2015 by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 

in collaboration with Cincinnati Incorporated. The BAAM system can generate large parts with 

faster production rates when compared to medium thermoplastic material extrusion printers. 
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The printing volume of medium size 3D printers is in the range of 0.03m3 to 0.5m3 and allows 

for deposition rates of 0.015 kg/hr to 0.082 kg/hr. Additionally, the cost per kg of filament 

material ranges from $100 to $200. On the other hand, the BAAM system has a printing volume 

of 8m3 with material deposition rates up to 40 kg/hr. The cost the BAAM material ranges from 

$2 to $10 per kilogram [3]. The cost of the material and the fast deposition rate makes the 

BAAM system very attractable to implement different tooling for multifunctionality. In 

addition, Cincinnati Incorporated is offering support on the development of the wire embedding 

tool. This hybrid processes will be the first of its kind to be mounted on a large area AM system. 

The main objective of this paper is to show the mechanical design of the tool along with several 

design requirements taken to develop this technology.  
 

2 Process and Project Requirements  

To physically integrate the wire embedder to the Big Area additive manufacturing 

system (BAAM), a robotic arm was needed for embedding solid wire on the XZ and YZ planes. 

This implies that the robotic arm had be design with pivot axis A and B. Additionally, the arm 

was design to pivot about the same two axes. The robotic arm had be able to support the weight 

of the tool while maintaining precision, therefore DC motors with gearboxes and encoders 

where chosen . In addition, the length of the wire embedding tool had to be considered due to 

the possibility of  a collision between the tool and both the substrate and the extruder.  Figure 

1 shows a preliminary idea of steps that the wire embedding tool followed when embedding 

copper wire using the BAAM system. The process is as follows:  

 The machine pauses the print at a layer where embedding will occur, defined by 

the user. 

 The tool is positioned automatically to its homed location. 

 The wire embedder is positioned bellow the extruder to avoid any collision with 

the substrate (Figure 4A).  

 The wire embedding tool approaches the plastic surface until contact (Figure 

4B). 

 The motor and the welding torch are both activated to drive the copper wire and 

heat the wire for embedding (Figure 4C). 

 The roller pushes the wire against the substrate as the tool travels across the 

substrate (Figure 4D).  

 When the tool reaches its travel destination the arc and the motor will turn off 

(Figure 4E). 

 The copper wire was cut using a high amperage weld (Figure 4F) 

 Finally, the tool will translate up to avoid any collision between the wire 

embedder and the substrate (Figure 4G) 
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3 Wire embedding tool   

The wire embedding tool required different mechanisms and components to completely 

automate the wire embedding process. The main plate consisted of an aluminum plate which 

has a 45-degree angle to avoid collision between the substrate and the tool. This aluminum 

plate contains the components necessary to make the tool functional. The first mechanism is a 

spool holder. The spool holder had a spool of 14-gauge copper wire. The main part needed to 

make this mechanism was an L-aluminum bracket, 3in x 3in (L x H), to allow for free rotations 

without touching any surface. A double end threaded shaft attaches the L-bracket to the 

aluminum main plate where the spool is going to be mounted. The spool rotates along a shaft 

3½ in length with a thread size of 5/16"-18. Also, to avoid any movement other than rotation, 

a wing nut with the same thread as the threaded shaft was implemented. The second main 

mechanism is a V-grooved bearing that attached to the main plate to guide the wire to the 

straightener. A 80mm double threaded shaft was placed on the main plate and attached using 

M12 x 1.75 Nuts. The third mechanism is the wire straightener designed to maintain the copper 

wire straight until reaching the end of the tool. Three V-groove bearings were placed to 

straighten and pull the copper wire.  

A wire driving mechanism was implemented using a DC motor with an encoder that 

pinches the wire with the help of one of the V-groove bearings. The driving roller has grooves 

that, with the help of one of the V-grooved bearing, pinch the wire allowing different gauges 

of wire. An arc welder electrode was placed directly after the wire straightener. The arc is 

needed to create enough heat on the wire to deform the plastic and embed on the substrate and 

mechanically locking the wire. The roller mechanism is a tool what was attached to the wire 

embedding tool to press the copper wire against the plastic substrate to melt the polymer 

surrounding the wire, hence mechanically bonding the wire and the substrate once cooled. 

Springs attached to the roller helped maintain the roller’s surface parallel when having an 

uneven surface. A two inch diameter and 0.25 in wide roller was used to allow for embedding 

on rough and uneven surfaces. Figure 2 shows the assembled mechanisms of the wire 

embedding tool.  

 

 

Figure 1: Embedding process of BAAM wire embedder. A) Bring the wire embedder down. B) Move the wire 

embedder tool close to the substrate. C) Turn on the motor and the arc torch. D) Start the wire embedding 

Process. E) Turn Off the motor and the arc torch. F) Cut the Wire at the end of the process. G) Move the wire 

embedder up. 



 
To help with the finding of repeatable parameters for embedding, a pyrometer was 

included. In addition, a proximity sensor was also implemented to have the same offset between 

the tool and the substrate. On right end of the wire embedder a pyrometer sensor has been 

placed to read the temperature of the substrate before initiating with the embedding process as 

shown in Figure 3. The pyrometer was also held by a mount attached to the aluminum plate. 

Both pyrometer and a proximity sensor was placed on the left-end as shown in Figure 3. 

Additionally, a mount was attached on the right-end of the aluminum plate carrying a 

pyrometer (Figure 3).  

 

 

4 Robotic Arm  

A method to control the wire embedder around different planes inside the BAAM 

system was the main contributor of the robotic arm design. The robotic arm was mounted in 

front of the extruder to maintain the large printing volume of the BAAM system. In addition, 

an actuator translates the robotic arm up and down. Once the substrate is printed, the actuator 

is translated down well below the extruder and allow for space to embed and avoid possible 

collision with the extruder. Also, the tool had to embed in different directions, hence the 

addition of a motor that allows the tool to rotate about the Z axis. In addition, the tool needs to 

be able to embed at 90 degrees. This means that the tool had to be capable of placing the wire 

on the walls of the substrate. Therefore, a Rotary motor was implemented to rotate the tool 

about C-axis.  

The implementation of a separate PLC controller was used to control the wire 

embedder, actuations, and motors. The parker PAC controller was identified due to previous 

experience with using this controller. The preliminary design of the wire embedding tool 

includes four motors that move the tool in the Z-axis (up/down), rotation about A-axis, motion 

Figure 2: Components of the wire embedder tool assembled together 

Figure 3: Pyrometer and Proximity sensor mounted on the Wire embedder 
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of C-axis, rotation about C-axis, and a motor for driving wire. In addition, a slip ring was 

implemented to allow free rotations along the A-axis without the entanglement of the power 

and air lines of the embedding tool. The original connectors for the Parker motors will be used 

with additional slack to have the tool rotate along the C-axis. The tool rotating along the C-axis 

will have a set limit of rotations that the tool can achieve. Figure 4 shows the components 

needed to achieve the rotations around the A, B and C axis using yaskawa motors along with 

the slip ring and the actuator. The A-axis rotary motor required pulley system off-set the motor 

and help with wire routing from the slip ring. The wires and the air lines had to pass through 

the slip ring to achieve free rotations. The pulley system was connected to the motor using a 

flange. The motor flange was connected to a shaft using a coupler. At the bottom of the motor 

shaft there are two taper bearings that help with the rotations by making them smoother. Below 

the slip ring a 2 in diameter shaft using a flange and that mechanism was applied to translate 

the rotation along A-axis.  

 

 

 
Figure 5 shows the final design for the arm with the integration of wire embedder tool. 

 
 

5   Results  

 To have evidence the tool being able to embed, a CNC router was used. The wire 

embedder tool was mounted with a provisional mount on a CNC router to control the tool along 

the X, Y and Z-axis. The parameters used in the arc welding torch were 40 Amps and 20 Volts. 

This experiment proved that the concept for the wire embedder is functional with the use of arc 

Figure 4: Components of the Arm  

Figure 5: Design of the arm and the wire embedder attached to the BAAM extruder 



welding (Figure 4), however, a heat transfer model of wire embedding with arc welding is 

under development. 

 

 

After analyzing the needs of the tool, the manufacturing side took place to have the 

physical version of the design. The complete assembly of the tool had to be shipped to 

Cincinnati Incorporated where they are be testing every single component of the completed 

tool. Once the company is ready to ship back the tool, the company is going to make final 

adjustments in the BAAM system at the University of Texas at El Paso to mount the wire 

embedding tool and testing of the motors and actuation with a printed substrate will take place. 

This automated process will allow for the creation of  large area multi-functional 3D printed 

parts.  

 

6   Conclusion 

In conclusion, the addition of a wire embedding tool will allow the BAAM to be the first large 

scale wire embedder to produce multi-functional parts. This will help with the rapid production 

of large parts in remote areas where traditional fabrication of parts is not possible. These 

technologies together still have a lot of improvements that can be made. For instance, 

determining the temperature of the copper wire before and after embedding will provide a better 

understanding of what is happening while the embedding process happens. Also, the 

implementation of sensors will help with parameterizing the embedding process. Finally, the 

tool will be mounted to the BAAM system to begin testing the components in the real 

environment without human interaction to improve the design as necessary.  
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ABSTRACT 
The implementation of a quick response piezoelectric sensor in a compressor to predict 

surge and stall is desired. A piezoelectric sensor generates a voltage response due to stress acting 
on it. This response will be calibrated in a 2D analysis set-up to represent changes in pressure, and 
mass flow rate depending on the application. To effectively calibrate our test article, a 2-D set-up 
system will be created. A key concern about the implementation of this sensor is secure mounting, 
since detachment can lead to severe damage inside the compressor. 

Keywords: Flow sensor, Micro-cantilever, Air Velocity, PZT. 

1.Introduction 

 
 Nowadays, piezoelectric materials have opened so much interest in the area of research. In 
modern power systems, extreme fluctuations of parameters such as mass flow, pressure, or 
temperature can create surge and stall events that end up damaging critical system components. 
Many previous studies have demonstrated the successful application of MEMS techniques to the 
fabrication of a variety of flow sensors [1-4]. According to a previous study Yu-Hsiang et al. [1] 
has developed a MEMS-based air flow sensor featuring a free-standing micro-cantilever structure. 
In the sensing operation, the air flow velocity is detected by measuring the change in resistance of 
a piezoelectric layer deposited on a cantilever beam as the beam deforms under the effect of the 
passing air flow. Young et al. [2] proposed a self-resonant flow sensor based on a resonant 
frequency shift due to turbulence-induced vibrations. The response of the cantilever beam was 
modulated with its own resonant frequency. The flow drag force induced a mechanical strain on 
the cantilever beam, and then, the modulated frequency shifted. Huicong et al. [3] proposed a 
piezoelectric PZT microcantilever characterized in terms of flow sensing and energy harvesting 
capability. A self-sustained flow-sensing autonomous microsystem for applications in outdoor 
environment is possible by employing one PZT microcantilever for flow sensing and integrating 
an array of PZT microcantilevers for energy harvesting from wind-driven vibrations. Weinstein. 
[4]. Proposed a cantilevered piezoelectric beam in a heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) flow. The geometry consists of a fixed cylinder and a bilayer cantilever with one end 
clamped on the cylinder and the other end free. The fixed cylinder is used to generate vortex street. 
The positioning of small weights along the fin enables tuning of the energy harvester to operate at 
resonance for flow velocities from 2 to 5 m/s, which are characteristic of HVAC ducts. Power 
generation of 200 μW for a flow speed of 2.5 m/s and power generation of 3 mW for a flow speed 
of 5 m/s was achieved. These power outputs are sufficient to power a wireless sensor node for 
HVAC monitoring systems or other sensors for smart building technology.  



In this study, we suggest a simple method for the implementation of a high response 
piezoelectric sensor into the Hybrid Performance Project built by NETL to characterize and 
mitigate the probability of compressor surge and stall. Surge and stall occur when the flow 
separates from the blades and causes the compressor to stop rotating, creating a no increment in 
pressure. Hence, this situation leads to failure of the entire cycle that can be expensive and 
sometimes impossible to fix and making the industries to invest high amounts of money on this. 
A solution is to implement a high piezoelectric sensor to identify when surge and stall will occur 
and stop the process before a catastrophic situation happens. For this problem, the team suggested 
to create a 2D flow set up on which the piezoelectric sensor will generate a current when exposed 
to a temperature or pressure change. The current generated by the sensor will be calibrated to 
represent pressure change, this pressure change is obtained as a signal from the piezo that allows 
to monitor minimal changes and prevent surge and stall in the system.  

 
2. Modeling and Experimental Setup  

This set-up testing will be carried out in the Lockheed Martin Laboratory at The University 
of Texas at El Paso. The experimental set-up involves two flow inlets and one outlet open to the 
atmosphere. Two fans will be used as the source of the flow, each inlet will be connected to one 
DC axial fans capable to give 9500 RPMs. The flow produced by these sources will cause stress 
and bending on the piezoelectric sensor, and this will make the sensor to produce a voltage. The 
voltage readings and air flow velocity will be then calibrated to try to avoid surge and stall. Two 
reductions coupling that goes from 10.16 cm to 5.08 cm are attached to the axial fans, this is done 
in order to meet our velocity requirements due to the increase in velocity after the reduction 
coupling. The reduction couplings are connected to acrylic pipes with a cross-section of 5.08 cm. 
These acrylic pipes will lead to an acrylic box with dimensions of 10cmx10cmx10cm, where the 
test article will take place. Two ‘flow straightener’ placed in both inlets decreased turbulence in 
the approaching air flow.  

 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup assembly 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
The access and installation of the test article is easier having a removable top.  Once, 

lowered the top 8 pins are created in order to hold and keep it in place. Lowering the top creates a 
direct pressure applied to the piezoelectric. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Drop-down top with supports. 

Even though, the fan is capable of producing a 
maximum velocity of 68.09 m/s, the fan will be set to a 
maximum of 40 m/s. Chang et al. [1] utilized a 
piezoceramic sensor for the testing set up and a maximum 
velocity of 40 m/s for the flow was simulated since at a 
higher velocity, the sensor could suffer damage.  The 
sensor utilized for this testing process, has similarities with 
our desired design since it is a piezoceramic sensor. On that 
way, we can assume the same principle for the velocity of 
the flow and not exceed 40 m/s since this could cause 
damage to the testing part. Therefore, a maximum velocity 
limit will be set for the testing purposes.  
 

Table. 1. Fan requirements. Calculations before and after the      
reduction. Velocity increase due to the diameter reduction. 

Fan 

 Before 
Reduction 

After 
Reduction 

Velocity Max (m/s) 17.02 68.09 

Volumetric flow rate (m^3/s) 0.138 0.138 

Diameter (m) 0.102 0.051 

Area (m^2) 0.008 0.002 

 

Table. 2. Properties and calculation through 
the inlet pipe. Minimal pressure drop is 
obtained through the pipe line.   

Properties 

Air Density (kg/m^3) 1.184 

Air Viscosity (kg/m*s) 2E-05 

Gravity (m/s^2) 9.81 

KL (Loss coefficient) 0.04 

Friction factor 0.018 

Reynolds Number 2E+05 

Head loss minor (m) 0.591 

∆PL (minor) (Pa) 6.861 

∆PL (major) (Pa) 1048 

∆PL (Total) Pa 1055 

∆PL (Total) psi 0.173 

  

 



Also, a top cover with 3 different predetermined positions to place the piezoelectric mount 
with the use of screws was designed. It will allow testing at different distances from the inlet to 
observe changes within the wind velocity. 

 
Fig. 3. CAD model of top section with multiple positions for the piezoelectric. 

 

The mount of the piezoelectric sensor was designed to adjust in any of the three 
predetermined positions in the top of the acrylic box. Whenever the position of the mount is going 
to be changed, first the top of the box must be removed and then the mount can be separated from 
the top and then place it in another position. This will also be helpful in case the design of the 
sensor needs to be changed, as long as the top part of the mount remains the same, the shape and 
dimensions of the sensor can be change and the same setup can still be used. The mount will be 
made out of aluminum and there will be a layer behind the piezoelectric material to prevent it from 
failing. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Finally, a fan control system will be used to controlled fans speed by increasing or 
decreasing the RPMs. The fan control needs a power supply to operate and it will be connected to 
the fan by using a four pin Molex connector. 

 

 

 

When air flows over the cantilever 
structure, the beam is deflected in the downward 
direction causing a change in the cross-sectional 
area, and hence the PZT colored by the grey 
area. The fluid flow induces a mechanical 
oscillation of the cantilever beam creating 
periodic vortex streets generated behind the 
structure. Therefore, the vibration frequency of 
the structure is related to the stress generated on 
the piezoelectric creating voltage readings what 
will end up being used to measure the velocity 
flow. 

 
Fig. 4. CAD model of piezoelectric sensor mount. 



Summary 
 

Surge and stall are common problems in turbomachinery that affects the efficiency and 
effectiveness. With the objective of preventing these phenomena to happen, an experimental setup 
where a piezoelectric sensor can be implemented and tested is to be designed. The setup consists 
of a cubic box with two inlets, where the incoming air will be propelled by fans, and one outlet 
open to the atmosphere. The velocity of the wind will be manipulated with a fan controller. The 
purpose of having two inlets is to simulate a 2-dimensional flow to make a more realistic testing. 
The sensor will be placed on the top of the box, which will be removable and will have three 
different predetermined positions to place the sensor. When the sensor is subjected to stress, due 
to its properties, it will generate a voltage reading which will be used to determine the amount of 
stress caused by the wind. The magnitude of the stress will be helpful to know when surge or stall 
may occur. The purpose of changing the position of the sensor and the velocity of the flow is to 
test the accuracy of the sensor when subjected to different stresses.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
This articles focuses on the design of a high pressure pool boiling experimental test facility for 
engineered external tube surfaces. Several different tube materials including copper, stainless steel, 
Inconel, and titanium alloys have been selected as the reference heaters. Various micro, nano, and 
hierarchical structures have been selected as the engineered structures for increasing pool boiling 
heat transfer on external tubes using de-ionized water as the working fluid. A stainless steel 
pressure vessel has been designed consisting of tube heater array, viewports, internal condenser, 
thermocouples for liquid and gas temperature measurements, differential pressure transducer, 
pressure relief gage, and bath immersion heaters. This research aims to develop a high pressure 
(up to 10 bars) pool boiling test facility that will be used to characterize the critical heat flux and 
heat transfer coefficient of engineered structures. Thus, this novel work will allow to have a 
database as well as demonstrate the increasing heat transfer performance of engineered structures 
on external tubes and tube arrays, as well as provide the design compatibility of commercial heat 
exchanger using engineered micro- and nano-scale structures. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Developing efficient heat dissipation technologies is of critical importance towards the 

development and the commercialization of next-generation compact and high-performance 
electronic devices, cooling systems, power generation systems and chemical processing units, as 
well as retrofitting the existing thermal management schemes. As such, phase change heat transfer 
systems more specifically boiling heat transfer systems have attracted significant attention due to 
their ability to extract a large amount of latent energy stored within the fluid.  

Pool boiling is an efficient mode of phase change heat transfer process accompanied by 
bubble nucleation, growth, and departure from the heated surface in a stagnant liquid. Noticeably, 
boiling becomes vigorous and more effective at higher heat fluxes as vapor production increases 
with the increase in active bubble nucleation sites and so does the efficiency of heat transfer 
processes, also termed as heat transfer coefficient (HTC), by maintain low wall-superheat at the 
heat transfer surface. However, if the applied heat flux exceeds the upper governing limit of a heat 
transfer surface, which is also termed as the critical heat flux (CHF) limit, the insulating effect of 
stable vapor blanket covering the surface starts dominating the bubble agitation and thus, inhibits 
the effective heat transfer as well as results in a rapid inflation of surface temperature, often leading 
to burnout. It is therefore essential to design and develop advanced thermal management schemes 
to further increase the boiling efficiency through HTC as well as, most importantly, the CHF limits 
of heat transfer surfaces. 
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Motivated by these goals, numerous researches have been conducted in the past several 
decades to enhance the limits of boiling heat transfer. Specifically, in the last one decade, with the 
advancement in fabrication technologies significant improvements have been reported through 
integrating the micro- and nano-scale features to the boiling surfaces. Several engineered surfaces 
have been considered including additive features as well as subtractive features such as hydrophilic 
porous layers [1], nanowires [2-4], nanorods [5, 6], oxide nanostructures [7], micropillars [7-9], 
hoodoos [10], micro-ridges [11, 12], and hierarchical structures [7, 13-15]. As of today, these 
surfaces have been shown to increase the pool boiling CHF ranging from +30% to +240% as 
compared to the reference heaters. A representative pool boiling heat transfer enhancement using 
surface engineering has been shown in Fig. 1, reported by Rahman et al. [16]. Four different 
nanostructures and five different microchannel structures were incorporated on flat copper 
surfaces, and significant CHF and HTC enhancement has been demonstrated.  

 

 
 
Figure 1: Pool boiling heat transfer enhancement using engineered micro/nano hierarchical 
channel surfaces: (a) – (d): fabricated four different nanostructures, (e) – (f): nanostructures on 
micro-channel surfaces [16]. 
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Although significant heat transfer enhancement has been reported using engineered micro- 
and nano-scale structures, the results are limited to flat surfaces. Whereas, a vast majority of the 
industrial boiling heat transfer applications are associated with tube surfaces. For example, 
external tube boiling is very important to reduce energy consumption in the industrial, commercial 
and residential applications including air condition, power plant heat exchangers, desalination 
plants [17]. Air conditioning equipment represents close to a $100 billion, 100 million-unit per 
year global market, and accounts for 4.5 exajoules site energy consumption per year, comprising 
just over 4% of global building site-energy consumption [18]. The International Energy Agency 
projects that air conditioning energy consumption by 2050 will increase 4.5 times over 2010 levels 
for non-Organization of Economic Coordination and Development [18]. Thus it has become 
significantly important to characterize and demonstrate the heat transfer enhancement on complex 
geometries such as external tubes using engineered structures, more specifically on tube bundles. 

The aim of this work is to design a pool boiling heat transfer test facility capable of 
measuring the critical heat flux and the heat transfer coefficient on engineered external tube 
surfaces up to 10 bar pressure. Motivated by a previous pressurized boiling facility designed to 
test boiling performance of FK-649 at high pressure, a pressurized pool boiling test facility will be 
constructed to test saturated water up to 10 bar pressure conditions [19, 20]. This work will give a 
new perspective on understating of critical heat flux for tube bundle at high pressure conditions, 
as well as provide a guideline for designing the future generation engineered boiling heat 
exchanger surfaces. 

 
ENGINEERED SURFACES 

 
Several different commercial heat exchanger materials including copper, stainless steel, 

additively manufactured Inconel, and Titanium alloys will be considered to characterize the heat 
transfer performance of engineered external tubes during pool boiling up to 10 bar pressure. 
Among a wide variety of engineered structures such as nano-structures, micro-pillars, micro-
channels, and micro/nano hierarchical structures, this work has identified several potential 
structures based on the material compatibility as well as the reported enhancement in both CHF 
and HTC. Figure 2 shows the selected structures those will be fabricated on the external tube 
surfaces and tested in the pool boiling test facility reported in this article. 

 
Figure 2: Selected engineered structures for the high pressure external tube pool boiling: (a) CuO 
nanostructures [13], (b) ZnO nanowires [21], (c) TiO2 nanotubes [22], (d) porous layer-by-layer 
SiO2 surface [1], (e) channel geometries [23], (f) nanostructures on micro-channels [16], (g) 
nanostructures on micro-pillars [7], (h) mixed conductivity design [23]. 
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SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION 
 

Prior to boiling, the fabricated engineered structures will be characterized using scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). The surface roughness will be measured using atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). The surface wettability will be characterized using the sessile droplet contact 
angle measurement technique as shown in the Fig. 3(a). The surface wickability will be 
characterized using a custom-built capillary tube technique where the liquid volume flux will be 
determined based on volumetric flowrate of liquid within the structures, and the wetted area, as 
shown in Fig. 3(b). 
 

  

  
 
 
Figure 3: Surface wettability and wickability characterization: (a) surface contact angle 
measurement [4], (b) surface capillary wicking test setup schematic [25], and (c) capillary tube 
based wicked volume flux measurement [13]. 
 

 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 
The pressurized boiling facility has been designed to characterize the heat transfer 

performance of engineered external tube and tube bundles up to 10 bar pressure using water as the 
working fluid. The tubes will be tested up to the CHF limit. Both boiling on single tube and a 55 
tube array will be performed in this research. Metal tubes of various materials including copper, 
stainless steel, Inconel, Titanium alloys of 10-20 mm outer diameter and 10 mm long will be used 
in this work. The tubes will be resistively heated using insulated electric wire heaters inserted 
inside the tubes. Thermocouples will be inserted in various locations inside the tube to determine 
the surface temperature of at the tube outer surface. Ceramic insulation tubes will be place at the 
ends of the tubes to minimize heat loss as well as define the heater area of the tubes. Various 
engineered structures including nano-scale, micro-scale, and micro/nano hierarchical structures 
will be fabricated on the tubes using advanced micro- and nano-manufacturing technologies, as 
well as micro-machining techniques. A schematic of the designed both single external tube, as 
well as tube bundle is presented in Fig. 4.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4: Schematic of engineered external tube boiling surface design: (a) resistive heating of 
single engineered external tube, and (b) schematic of 55 boiling tube array. 
 

The pool boiling test rig has been designed to withstand high temperature and high pressure 
up to 20 bar. Stainless steel chamber has been selected to be the pool boiling chamber and pressure 
vessel. It consists two glass viewing windows, a differential pressure transducer, a pressure relief 
valve, condenser coil, one thermocouple for liquid temperature, one thermocouple for vapor 
temperature measurement, a degassing vent, a drain valve, and several bath heaters. A schematic 
of the boiling chamber with selected components is shown in Fig. 5.  

The support of the facility will be achieved with 4 high-strength steel threaded rods of 3/4"-
10 thread size, 2 feet long 316 stainless 
steel head screws. The height at which the 
facility is standing was designed taking 
into consideration a free space to remove 
the tube array bundle and change the 
specimen being tested in an efficient way. 
The facility will be attached to an optical 
table to avoid vibration and have a flat 
surface level in order to have accurate 
readings. 

The boiling facility is being 
designed by optimizing space in order to 
minimize the heating power of water bath 
to reach saturation temperature, 
especially at high pressures. The liquid 
bath will be heated by several immersion 
heaters placed along the bottom part of 
the facility. A DC power supply will be 
used to provide power to the immersion 
heaters. This facility requires 
components to regulate the pressure. A 
differential pressure transducer will be 
used to maintain the chamber pressure at 

 
Figure 5: Schematic of high pressure external tube 
pool boiling test facility 
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the saturation condition. A copper coil will be used as an internal condenser, which will be placed 
on the top of the facility. The coil will have two ends in order for the coolant to have an inlet and 
an outlet. A chiller will be used to circulate refrigerant through the condenser, and a valve will be 
used to control the refrigerant flow rate in order to maintain the saturation pressure with increasing 
given heat flux. Two type E thermocouples will be placed inside the pressurized facility to measure 
the fluid and the gas temperatures, this type of thermocouples was selected for this experiment 
because of its accuracy and strong signal than type k and type j thermocouples, as well as it can be 
used on temperatures up to 1000 °F. On the top of the facility there will be a top vent in order to 
degas the working fluid. At the bottom of the facility there will be a release mechanism in order to 
drain all the fluid after the experiments. The experiments will be conducted maintaining the water 
pressure up to 10 bar. The boiling phenomena will be visualized through viewports using a high 
speed camera. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The aim of this research is to design a high pressure (up to 10 bar) pool boiling test facility 
capable of measuring both critical heat flux and heat transfer coefficient on external tube surfaces. 
Several engineered micro- and nano-scale engineered structures have been selected for external 
tube boiling on various reference tubes incldinf copper, stainless steel, Inconel, and Titanium 
alloys. The pool boiling tube and tube bundle have been designed as well as the boiling vessel has 
been designed. The measurement equipment and materials have been selected in order to 
manufacture and test this boiling facility. Thus this work provides a platform in designing the high 
pressure pool test facility required for characterizing the heat transfer performance on engineered 
external tube surfaces for commercial heat exchangers. 
 

FUTURE WORK 
 

In order to determine the critical heat flux on tube boiling, the designed pressurized boiling 
facility will be manufactured. There is little understanding on tube boiling as heating mechanism 
and inexistent knowledge on high pressure conditions, by conducting this experiment new data 
will bring a different way to enhance critical heat flux. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hybrid manufacturing is an emerging field within additive manufacturing (AM) that combined 

complementary technologies with AM to fabricate geometrically complex parts that perform 

multiple functions. One example of a hybrid manufacturing system is the Foundry Multi3D 

system, which is the focus of this work. Since the Foundry Multi3D system consists of 

transporting a partially printed part through varying temperature regions, warping was an effect 

caused by temperature gradients. As a proposed solution, designs for a mobile and stationary 

high temperature environment (HTE) chamber were made whereby the mobile chamber served 

to shield the part from heat transfer losses when taken out of the printer. The stationary chamber 

decreased heat losses when the 3D printer platform was on the CNC router bed, which executes 

a complementary machining operation. The constant ambient temperature for the built part 

throughout the entire process minimized thermal contractions and warping.  

 

1 Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is the process in which an object is built layer-by-layer with the 

help of a Computer Aided Design (CAD) [1]. Hybrid manufacturing is the combination of two 

or more manufacturing processes (e.g. AM and machining)[2]. The Foundry Multi3D System 

is an example of a hybrid manufacturing system. This system combines AM, using two 

Stratasys’ Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) Fortus 400mc industrial printers, with several 

other manufacturing post-processes by utilizing a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) router 

and a six-axis robotic arm (Yaskawa Motoman MH-50) for part transportation between 

stations. Current efforts are being made to mitigate the effects of thermal gradients (between 

printer oven and ambient) while transporting build with the robot, while post-processing is 

being carried out in the CNC router, and for part removal.  

 

The Multi3D System faces challenges that directly deform the build’s geometry. As the recently 

printed part exits the printer’s oven, it is immediately exposed to a large temperature gradient 

due to the low ambient temperature. This temperature gradient creates thermal stresses within 
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the part. Alongside with thermal stresses, there are thermal displacements, which can shrink, 

enlarge, or warp the built part. These defects can lead to a malfunctioning part by changing its 

mechanical properties such as the tensile strength. In the case of the thermoplastic polyether 

ether ketone (PEEK) 150P, cooling rates affect its mechanical properties. A higher cooling rate 

produces a lower crystallinity which also leads to a lower tensile strength; and a slow cooling 

rate produces a higher crystallinity which leads to a higher tensile strength [4]. To have a 

repeatable set of experiments, a consistent set up must always be used to have the same 

conditions throughout the entire test.  

 

2 Proposed Solution 

To counteract the warping effects, two high temperature environments were designed. The first 

high temperature environment is a mobile unit that serves to shield the printed part from large 

temperature gradients while the build is being transported within the Multi3D System. This 

Fig 1.  Multi3D system CAD concept [3] 

 

Warped section 

Damaged section 

Fig 2.  Warped ULTEM 1010 sample 



 

 

unit’s heating system consists of two 400W AC ceramic finned heaters and a centrifugal fan to 

generate a flow through both heaters. This hot air will be circulating within the heated 

environment and maintain a constant temperature controlled with a PID controller with a 

thermocouple monitoring the envelope temperature. The second environment is adapted to the 

CNC router used for manufacturing post-processing. This environment consists of two 1250W 

AC ceramic finned heaters (installed in the back portion) with two AC fans pushing air through 

each heater towards the front section of the router (where the post-processing will be carried 

out). Previous literature review has shown how thermal and residual stresses begin to 

accumulate when the part’s temperature drops below the material’s glass transition temperature 

(Tg) [5][6]. Therefore, both high temperature environments are to be maintained at the printer’s 

oven temperature, which is close to the material’s Tg.  

 

 

3 Validation 

To validate the mitigation of warping effects, a 3D scanner (FARO Design ScanArm) will be 

used to scan a benchmark part with no high temperature environments used for part removal 

and then compare the obtained point cloud or standard tessellation (.STL) file with the part’s 

CAD file. After the benchmark comparison is made, the same parts will be manufactured 

with the use of both high temperature environments for part removal. The parts will undergo 

different cooling rates to characterize an optimal cooling rate for each FDM material 

available. These parts will then be 3D scanned and compared to the original part’s CAD file. 

4 Results 

The mobile high temperature environment was tested to reach a temperature of ~220oC. This 

target temperature was chosen due to ULTEM 1010’s high glass transition temperature 

(~210oC). The mobile environment did not reach the target temperature; however, efforts are 

being made to insulate the bottom portion of the environment to avoid heat losses towards the 

steel optical table it was sitting on. Two benchmark specimens were manufactured out of 

polycarbonate (PC) and ULTEM 1010. PC was selected due to its continuous use in projects 

and ULTEM 1010 was chosen due to its high printing temperature, which will exemplify the 

worst-case scenario. 3D scanning was done for both specimens. The first scans showed noise 

from the laser scanner due to the material’s reflectiveness; therefore, the specimens were 

Fig 3.  3D Scanning of ULTEM 1010 Benchmark specimen 

FARO Arm 3D scanner 

Benchmark specimen  



coated with powder to get an opaquer surface and eliminate the noise. The scan files obtained 

will need to be processed for comparison with the original CAD files. 

 

5 Future Work 

The scan data will be processed using Geomagic Design X to obtain a point-cloud and a final 

.STL file that will be compared to the original specimen’s .STL file. The use of the 3D 

scanner allows the scanning of complex geometries; however, to further validate this data, the 

coordinate measuring system (CMM) will obtain precise geometric measurements of the 

specimen’s features and defects. A comparison between the part’s original .STL file and the 

3D scanned .STL file will be carried out using GOM Inspect software. Finally, an optimal 

cooling rate will be obtained that will be used for part removal once the final work piece is 

finalized. These cooling rates will work for the mitigation of the part’s warping due to the 

final exposure to ambient temperature 
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I. Abstract 

Additive manufacturing (AM), or 3D printing, is becoming crucial for creating 

inexpensive, effective components for aerospace applications. AM allows for the creation of 

effective designs that cannot be fabricated using contemporary manufacturing. This process 

not only allows for more creative approaches, but also decreases manufacturing time and cost. 

Printed components need to withstand the harsh environments common in aerospace and 

rocket propulsion. Two metal powders currently being researched for AM of rocket 

propulsion components are Titanium Zirconium Molybdenum (TZM) and Tungsten. Both 

materials possess mechanical properties that can withstand the environments undergone in 

rocket propulsion. However, these properties are altered if the material is additively 

manufactured. In order to use 3D printed TZM and Tungsten components for rocket 

propulsion, an understanding of the altered mechanical properties needs to be attained. To 

accomplish this, multiple printed specimen will be manufactured to test material structure, 

tensile strength, thermal capabilities, and other variables. This paper covers the mechanical 

background of TZM and Tungsten used in AM and aerospace, as well as the necessary 

requirements for conducting preliminary experiments.  

II. Nomenclature 

AM = Additive Manufacturing  

PBF = Powder Bed Fusion 

TZM = Titanium Zirconium Molybdenum 

SLM = Selective Laser Melting 
EBM = Electron Beam Melting 

III. Introduction 

 The advancement of additive manufacturing technology has massively benefitted the aerospace industry. Since the 
early 2000s, new innovations in the fields of engineering and computer science have changed the capabilities of 

aerospace systems, such as the inclusion of carbon fiber, neural network computing, and advanced metal alloys. These 

innovations as well as a growing space market are an ideal scenario for continuing to grow the presence of mankind 

existing in space.  

 

AM is a process in which layers of material are selectively positioned and laminated together to form 3-

dimensional objects. This technology is beneficial for aerospace engineering because it allows for components to be 

designed and fabricated that wouldn’t normally be possible from conventional manufacturing. According to NASA’s 

presentation, “Additive Manufacturing of Aerospace Propulsion Components,” their rocket propulsion systems, 

utilizing AM, had greater cycle time, more complexion in design, and a significant reduction in fabrication time [1]. 

Systems designed for the NASA-Air Force-Aerojet Collaborative Effort had lead times estimated to be one year 
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decrease to only taking four months while implementing an AM process. Greater design complexity and reduced 

fabrication time are also made possible from shape-optimization software used by most AM industries.  

 

The Space Industry is rapidly becoming commercialized through privatized companies. According to a study 

conducted by SmarTech Publishing, AM will be a “cornerstone” in a developing $330 billion-dollar space market 
within the next ten years [2]. One of the greatest hurdles in space travel is the high cost per kilogram of getting vehicles 

and payloads into orbit. An interesting aspect AM has is that it naturally optimizes reduction of mass and has shorter 

development times [2]. This is possible because the process of AM is fundamentally layering material to build 

components instead of subtracting from a larger block. This has shown to be more cost effective, and less wasteful [2].  

 

 For printing metals, a process called Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) is commonly used. PBF takes particles of 

powdered metal (roughly 10 – 50 microns in diameter) and selectively sinters them together, via a plasma laser or 

electron beam [3]. (Fig. 1) [4]. This allows for designs to be fabricated without a large sum of steps for post-

processing.  

 

There are two main categories of PBF, Selective Laser Melting (SLM), and Electron Beam Melting (EBM) 
[3]. EBM fuses together metal particles or wire with an electron beam in an inert environment. Typically, EBM is a 

faster process than SLM, however the tradeoff is an increase in surface roughness seen in the printed parts. SLM 

uses a high-density laser to fuse/melt metal particles in the print bed together. This application is better suited for 

more complex geometries having thinner walls/channels. Although it has a slower build rate than EBM, due to the 

flexibility with geometry complexity and finer surface finishes typically seen, it will be the method of choice in this 

research.   

  

 Tungsten and TZM have melting temperatures that are suitable for the high temperature exhaust gases that a 
thruster will be subjected to. The thermal properties of TZM and Tungsten are maintained after being additively 

manufactured. However, the AM process does effect the mechanical structure of the piece. Due the lamination process 

in PBF, porous regions occur between the layers of material. These regions could lead to decreased tensile strength in 

a part [4]. 

 

To test these mechanical changes, multiple tensile specimen will be printed as a part of this research. The 

tensile strength of a specimen changes along different axes depending on how the layers were laminated together [5]. 

In order to investigate this further, tensile specimen will be printed and tested in different orientations. The 

combinations of initial literarute investiagtions as well as this preliminary printing/material strength testing will 

Figure 1: Image showing the general process of PBF AM 



ultimately result in the processes to develop small thrusters, injectors, CubeSat propellant tanks, and other aerospace 

components.  

IV. Additively Manufacturing Refractory Metals TZM and Tungsten 

TZM is a molybdenum alloy that contains trace amounts of titanium (0.5%), zirconium (0.08%), and carbon 

(0.02%). When compared to pure molybdenum, TZM has higher melting point and tensile strength. Stated in Ping 

Hu’s paper, TZM exhibits molybdenum characteristics, such as high melting point, elastic modulus, thermal and 

electrical conductivity, and temperature stability, along with low thermal expansion coefficient [5]. Due to solution and 

precipitation strengthening achieved by additive elements, TZM alloy has high hardness and creep resistance at 

extreme temperatures. TZM alloys have become desirable in astronautics, metallurgy, electronics and military 

applications [6]. 

 

Powdered TZM molybdenum is offered by most vendors in purity ranging from 99.0% to 99.999% purity. 

The differing purity has potential to affect the mechanical properties of prints, but not drastically. For this effort, 

powder will be selected with a purity ranging from 99.0% to 99.95%. Following is a table displaying the physical and 
mechanical properties of TZM.  

 

 
Figure 2: Properties of TZM 

 

Tungsten has the highest melting point of all known refractory metals, 3420 degrees Celsius [6]. Tungsten has 

a low thermal expansion, and can be made in ideal spherical powder sizes for PBF, ranging from twelve – twenty-two 
microns [6]. Printing conducted by Chaolin Tan and his team showed that it was even possible to achieve densities 

very close to the density of solid Tungsten (19.01 g/cm3 compared to 19.6 g/cm3) when using a laser linear energy of 

0.667 J/mm [6].  

 

Tungsten powder can be challenging to work with in AM, primarily because of its high melting point, thermal 

conductivity, and oxidation [7]. Typically, Tungsten require SLM style PBF printing methods coupled with spherical 

type powders. Another problem that can be encountered is that Tungsten has a tendency to crack. Formation of oxides 

contributes to cracking [8]. There has been work conducted focused on alloying Tungsten with Tantalum. This has 

shown promising results in that in some cases it has reduced cracking by up to eighty percent [8]. 

 

Tungsten is also prone to a phenomenon known in AM as “balling.” Balling occurs when large 
agglomerations or droplets solidify before they are completely melted [9]. This is the main cause for the high amount 



of surface roughness that is characteristic to printing with Tungsten. Another factor for surface roughness is the 

oxidation of Tungsten. It has been found that using a second laser, (usually a femtosecond laser) can re-melt the 

agglomerations and provide a smoother finish [9].  

 

Before attempts are made to print any major components, preliminary specimens will be printed using both 
powders. These will be used to hone in the print process. The specimens will be 0.5-inch cubes and tensile specimens 

sized to ASTM E8 standards. According to Dr. D. Faidel in his paper “Investigation of the Selective Laser Melting 

Process with Molybdenum Powder,” cube specimens are used to prime the printer, test print surface roughness, read 

print density, and understand specific print parameters. These parameters include maximum spot diameter, spot 

velocity, and laser power. For the tensile specimen, the ASTM E8 standards are being used because it has relative 

dimensions compared to components that will be printed in the future and because of ASTM’s extensive theory testing 

on similar designs.  

 

V.  Future Work for Additive Manufacturing Projects 

This section is to convey some of the future work that will be done using TZM and Tungsten powders. The 

overall scope of the work being done is to additively manufacture components that will be used in aerospace research. 

For the TZM research, currently it is desired to do some preliminary printing of tensile cubes and cylinders. These 
specimens will be subjected to various tests to encapsulate the properties of the printed TZM as well as perfect the 

printing process. Ultimately it is desired to print two thruster housings that will be pressure tested. Further study will 

be required before any print plans are made for using Tungsten. Following is a depiction of the preliminary test 

specimen.  

 

 
Figure 3: Tensile Specimen 

 After several preliminary prints have been conducted, and the process of using these metals is further 
understood, it is desired by cSETR to continue using AM to create a variety of aerospace components. These 

components include several small thrusters, propellant tanks for SmallSat Propulsion module, smart propellant 

injectors, and more. Following are depictions of the components that have been AM within the center or by 

collaborators before, or desired to be in the future.  

 



 
Figure 4: 5N Monopropellant Thrusters Printed with IN 718 

 
Figure 5: Smart Propellant Injector Printed with IN 718 

 

 
Figure 6: Depiction of SmallSat Propulsion Module 

VI. Conclusions 

With the continual growth of the space industry coupled with developments of new technologies, the need 

for AM components in aerospace is higher than ever. AM offers interesting solutions to creating components that have 

complex geometries and need to be made out of materials that can withstand harsh environments. cSETR has a strong 

desire to begin research in using two metal powders for printing aerospace components, Tungsten and TZM. TZM is 

a molybdenum-based powder that has the high melting point of molybdenum, but almost twice the tensile strength. 

Not much research has been conducted on using TZM, but there is beginning to be a demand to start using it in the 

industry, Tungsten has the highest melting point of all known refractory metals. However, complications with 

cracking, balling, and rough surface finishes requires there to be more in-depth research before using it in AM. This 



paper depicts the literature review that has been conducted on using these powders for a PBF type of printing, 

specifically for SLM. It is a strong desire for the center to now begin printing tensile specimen to experiment both 

with the printing parameters and after print testing. Future work will cumulate the results form this preliminary 

printing/testing to ultimately yield cost effective, functioning aerospace components integrated into other efforts of 

research. 
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Initialization and Troubleshooting of the MICIT System for 

LO2/LCH4 Engine Testing 

Corey Hansen1, Raymundo Rojo2, Jack Chessa3, and Ahsan Choudhuri4  

NASA MIRO Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) 

University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas, 79968-0521, USA 

 This article presents the design, buildup, and pre-test troubleshooting of the Mobile 

Instrumentation and Control Interface Trailer (MICIT) for LO2/LCH4 rocket engine 

testing. This system is designed to be a modular system control and data acquisition hub 

for any of the various LO2/LCH4 engine testing activities taking place at TRIAc park in 

Fabens, TX. It is a cRIO/cDAQ based system which interfaces with a command center 

computer running LabView. This connection is completed via a fiberoptic connection, 

enabling the MICIT to be relocated anywhere onsite without moving the command center 

computer. The MICIT features support for with capacity for expansion in the future. 

Terms 

cSETR – The Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research 

TRIAc park – Technology Research Innovation Acceleration park 

MICIT – Mobile Instrumentation and Control Interface Trailer 

PT – Pressure Transducer 

TC - Thermocouple 

SV – Solenoid Valve 

FM – Flow Meter 

TFM – Turbine Flow Meter 

VFM – Venturi Flow Meter 

Cryo – Cryogenic 

500lb – Colloquial reference to the 500lbf engine currently (as of 2019) in development 

Introduction 

 The use of liquid oxygen (LO2) and liquid methane (LCH4) in rocket engines are 

becoming more appealing in the space industry. The benefits of using LO2/LCH4 as a propellant 

combination in rocket engines include the fact that the fuel and oxidizer are considered a less 

toxic propellant combination compared to other propellant combinations, they allow for in-situ 

resource utilization (ISRU) capabilities, and that LCH4 has a relatively high energy density 

compared to other fuels such as LH2. In support of advancements in this field, the Center for 
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Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) at The University of Texas at El Paso has 

been in development of several LO2/LCH4 engines and the associated propellant feed systems, 

test stands, and control/data acquisition systems. The MICIT is the cSETR LO2/LCH4 team’s 

instrumentation and control interface trailer, which designed to support all planned an ongoing 

LO2/LCH4 engine system testing. The MICIT features support for 4 igniters, 64 solenoid valves, 

12 amplified cryogenic pressure transducers, 8 turbine flow meters, 4 venturi flow meters, 5 

banks of load cells, 4 differential pressure transducers, 22 standard pressure transducers, 4 

dynamic pressure transducers, 3 accelerometers, 32 K-type thermocouples, and 32 E-type 

thermocouples, with capacity for future expansion on both the instrumentation and control 

interface fronts. 

MICIT Subsystems 

The MICIT is broken into several closely related subsystems for ease of documentation. These 

subsystems are all housed in one of two server racks, designated MICIT-L and MICIT-R. Each 

subsystem’s designation is derived from the rack in which it resides followed by a number 

representing its location on the front switchboard panel. For example, the front panel of the 

subsystem which supports data acquisition from the venturi flow meters is located on the 3rd 

panel of the right-side server rack and is designated MICIT-R3, or R3 for short. Designations for 

individual components are further derived from the subsystem name. For example, the 24th E-

type TC connector on the front panel is designated MICIT-R7_24, or R7_24 for short. By 

following this naming convention, test directors for multiple LO2/LCH4 testbeds can call for 

connections to be made specifically for the test they manage, without causing confusion for any 

other team which may use the MICIT. Some panels, such as MICIT-L1, were designed with a 

certain test article in mind and as such will probably not be applicable to any other test articles.  

 

MICIT-L1 – Motor Valves 

The L1 panel supports the stepper motors which actuate the main valves on the 500lb test 

article. Each connector cluster is composed of 2 banana plugs and a Dsub-9 connector. The 

banana plugs provide power to the motor and the Dsub-9 provides a connection for a 

combination of digital and analogue inputs and outputs to the servo controller. 

Figure 1: MICIT-L2 Schematic 

MICIT-L2 – Igniters 

 The L2 panel supports the igniter subsystem. Each connector cluster is composed of 2 

banana plugs and a BNC connector. The banana plugs provide power to the igniter and the BNC 

connector provides a connection to the signal generator that controls the igniter spark timing.  

 

MICIT-L3 – 120V AC SV 

 The L3 panel supports part of the solenoid valve subsystem. Each connector cluster is 

composed of 2 banana plugs. Each of the 16 sets of banana plugs provides 120V AC power to a 

solenoid valve. The positive (red) side is switched by a relay in the first relay board. 
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MICIT-L4 – 12V DC SV 

 The L4 panel supports part of the solenoid valve subsystem. Each connector cluster is 

composed of 2 banana plugs. Each of the 16 sets of banana plugs provides 12V DC power to a 

solenoid valve. The positive (red) side is switched by a relay in the first relay board. 

 

MICIT-L5 – 12V DC SV contd. 

 The L5 panel supports part of the solenoid valve subsystem. Each connector cluster is 

composed of 2 banana plugs. Each of the 16 sets of banana plugs provides 12V DC power to a 

solenoid valve. The positive (red) side is switched by a relay in the first relay board.  

 

MICIT-L6 – 24V DC SV 

 The L6 panel supports part of the solenoid valve subsystem. Each connector cluster is 

composed of 2 banana plugs. Each of the 16 sets of banana plugs provides 24V DC power to a 

solenoid valve. The positive (red) side is switched by a relay in the first relay board. 

 

Figure 2:MICIT-L7 Schematic 

MICIT-L7 – Warning Lights 

 The L7 panel supports the test warning lights on the top of the trailer. These lights are 

controlled by relays in the third relay board and serve to inform on-site personnel about the state 

of testing operations. The MICIT will be near the test site for all testing activities and serves as 
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an easily identifiable landmark for test operation status. The schematic of L7 is shown in Figure 

7. 

 

Figure 3:MICIT-R1 Schematic 

MICIT-R1 – Cryo PTs and Turbine FMs 

 The R1 panel supports the Cryo PT and TFM subsystems. Each connector cluster in the 

Cryo PT subsystem consists of a single 4-pin speaker connector. The Cryo PT subsystem is set 

up to support any Omega PX1005 series cryo PT and uses Omega DP25B series amplifiers. The 

amplifiers are set up to provide 10V across +E and -E, read a 0-100mV differential signal 

between +S and -S, and output a 0-5V signal, proportional to the signal outputted by the PT, 
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across the Signal and RTN leads. The output from each amplifier is inputted to NI-9205_3 where 

the signal is measured. The pinout is shown in Table 1. The configured amplifier settings are 

shown in Table 2. The schematic of R1 is shown in Figure 8. 

Table 1:Cryo PT Pinout 

Pin Label Description (Color) 

1+ +S Positive leg of the signal provided by the PT. 

1- -S Negative leg of the signal provided by the PT. 

2+ +E Positive excitation voltage provided to PT. 

2- -E Negative excitation voltage provided to PT. 

 

Table 2: Cryo PT Amplifier Settings 

Category Subcategory Setting Description 

INPT N/A 100m 100mV input 

decp N/A FFFF Decimal place set to 

1000 

RDsO N/A N/A Reading point settings 

RDsO In1 0138 Signal from the PT 

@ambient pressure 

RDsO RD1 0014 Displayed pressure at In1 

signal 

RDsO In2 3320 Signal from PT @PT 

500psi 

RDsO RD2 500 Displayed pressure @ 

In2 signal 

RDcF R.1 N  

RDcF R.2 4  

RDcF R.3 F  

OTcF N/A N/A Output configuration 

settings 

OTcF 0.1 E  

OTcF 0.2 V  

OTsO N/A N/A Output point settings 

OTsO RD1 0000 Displayed pressure 

OTsO OUT1 0000 Output voltage @RD1 

OTsO RD2 500 Displayed pressure max 

OTsO OUT2 10 Output voltage @RD2  

LKcF N/A N/A Lockout Configuration 

LKcF RS E Reset button 

enable/disable 

 The RDsO, RDcF,OTcF, and OTsO settings groups control the linear interpolation points 

which the amplifiers use to display the input they receive from the sensor. The settings shown in 

Table 2 are an example configuration for a 0-500psi Omega PX1005 PT, calibrated using 

calculated loads. Another calibration method is to use known loads instead of calculated ones. 
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This requires the operator to apply a pressure to the sensor, and use the amplifier to measure that 

output in place of the calculated values in “IN1” and “IN2” in the RDsO menu. See the DP25B 

product manual for more information on scaling with known loads. 

 The TFM subsystem is set up to support COX LoFlo turbine flow meters. Each TFM 

connector provides 24V power and a signal input lead. The pinout is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3:TFM Pinout 

Pin Label Description (Color) 

1+ -E Negative leg of the excitation voltage supplied to TFM. 

1- N/A Not Used 

2+ +E Positive excitation voltage supplied to TFM. 

2- S Signal returned from TFM 

 Each TFM outputs a square wave signal, with a frequency corresponding to the flow rate 

it is measuring. This signal is inputted to NI-9361_1 where the frequency is measured. Instument 

calibration is handles in LabView. 

 

MICIT-R2 – Load Cells 

 The R2 panel supports the load cell subsystem. Each connector in this subsystem contains 

one Dsub-9 connector. This subsystem is set up to support either individual load cells or load cell 

summation boxes, which take the outputs from up to 4 individual load cells and sum their inputs, 

allowing them to be used in conjunction as a scale for larger components or thrust levels. The 

schematic is shown in Figure 9.  

Table 4:Load Cell Pinout 

Pin Label Description (Color) 

1 +E Positive leg of the excitation voltage supplied to load cell. 

2 +S Positive leg of the signal returned from the load cell 

3 -S Negative leg of the signal returned from the load cell 

4 -E Negative leg of the excitation voltage supplied to load cell 
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Figure 4:MICIT-R3 Schematic 

MICIT-R3 – Venturi Flow Meters 

 The R3 panel supports the venturi flow meter subsystem. Each connector cluster consists 

of an E-Type TC connector and two 4-wire speaker connectors. The E-Type connector is unused 

at this time, as the slot in the cDAQ to which they were connected has been reallocated to the 

TFM counter card. These connectors can be brought back into service at any time with the 

addition of a second cDAQ chassis, or an ethercat chassis connected to cDAQ-1. The 

firstspeaker connector in each cluster supports a differential PT and provides 24V DC power and 

two signal leads. The second speaker connector in each cluster provides support for a Cryo PT, 

with 10V DC power and two signal leads leading back to an amplifier in the same configuration 

as described in R1. 

 

MICIT-R4 – Single ended PT 

 The R4 panel supports the single ended PT subsystem. Speaker plug connectors provide 

24V power to the instrument, and a single signal return to cDAQ-1. 

Table 5 Single Ended PT Pinout 

Pin Label Description (Color) 

+1 - Negative leg of the excitation voltage supplied to the PT. 

-1 N/A N/A 

+2 + Positive leg of the excitation voltage supplied to the PT 

-2 S Signal Returned from the PT. 
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MICIT-R5 and R6 

 The R5 and R6 panels support high speed instrumentation such as dynamic PT’s and 

accelerometers. This subsystem uses BNC connectors to provide shielded connections to avoid 

noise in the signal returned from the instrument.  

 

MICIT R7 and R8 

 The R7 and R8 panels support K and E-Type thermocouples, respectively. There are 32 

connectors for each TC type, allowing for 64 independent temperature measurements to be taken 

with this subsystem. Schematics are shown in figures 5 and 6. 

 

Figure 5: K-Type TC Schematic 
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Figure 6: E Type TC Schematic 
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A launch vehicle can be used to transport objects into an orbital outside or within Earth’s atmosphere. 

This class of vehicles consists of engines, a core stage tank, an inner stage, an upper stage, a payload fairing 

among electrical and other fitting components. The Launch Vehicle Team at the Center for Space Exploration 

and Technology Research (cSETR) has a goal to design a launch vehicle that will take a 100 lb payload, to Low 

Earth Orbit (LEO). The project will consist of carbon composite components to reduce weight while 

maintaining efficiency.  This can provide a more affordable cost per launch of approximately 1.5 million 

dollars. The purpose of this document is to outline the challenges of designing a pressure fed system and list 

innovations like common bulkhead tanks, LOX methane engines, and carbon composite materials. 

 
I. Nomenclature 

ISP =   Specific Impulse 

L/D  = Length/Diameter 

 

II. Introduction 
 

The Center for Space Exploration and 

Technology Research team at University of Texas at El 

Paso has been working on different ways to innovate an 

orbital launch vehicle with additive manufacturing 

materials. Using such materials will drastically reduce 

the weight of the overall structure as well make the 

launch more affordable. When designing the launch 

vehicle, the team needed to take into consideration ISP 

in order to determine the size of the tanks. Designing the 

tanks have been a challenge because certain design 

criteria’s such as weight and dimensions have really 

limited how big the tank can be. With the sizing of the 

tanks also followed the sizing of theshroud and 

interstage design. Each time the tanks were redesigned, 

the shroud and interstage were redesigned as well to 

compensate for the new dimensions of the tanks.  

Currently, the overall length of the vehicle is 

approximately sixty-eight feet with different diameters 

for the second and core stage with the interstage 

connecting the two. Figure 1 shows the full assembly of 

the vehicle with updated parts and components. The 

following sections of this paper describe in detail aspects 

of each part such as the modeling, analysis, and 

assembly.  

 

Payload Shroud 

Second Stage 

Tanks 

Interstage 

Core Stage 

Tanks 

Thrust 

Structure 

Figure 1: 

Assembly of Launch 

Vehicle 



III. Second Stage 
In order to minimize aspects of failure in the design, the vehicle will use a pressure fed system. Pressure fed 

systems tend to increase the weight of the tanks due to the extra weight of pressurized gas. In order to compensate, 

the tanks will be carbon composite common-bulkhead tanks. This will result in the combination of helium, methane, 

and oxygen tanks into one body where they will share a common wall. Carbon composite, although not 3D printed, is 

a form of additive manufacturing, in which the carbon fiber is wrapped around a lining surface layer by layer.  

 

 

 

 

 

To begin, the size of the second stage tank is calculated based on its inert mass fraction. This was based off 

the Isp for the propellant, LOX-Methane, and distance for the desired orbit LEO. Once the amount of fuel and 

oxidizer needed were found, the tank volumes were determined. Each tank volume was increased when considering 

extra space needed for ullage, boiling, and trapped propellant. To find the volume of the helium tank the amount of 

helium needed to feed both fuel and oxidizer tanks was calculated.  

Figure 4: 

Second Stage Tanks 

Helium 

Oxidizer 

Fuel 

Figure 5: 

Tank Analysis 



The model, as shown in figure 4, was designed in three different sections to resemble the assembly process 

of the tanks. The helium tank is almost perfectly spherical except for a small cylindrical section for the oxidizer tank 

to slide into. The oxidizer and fuel tanks are very similar; the only difference is slight changes in length and 

diameter which allows these parts to slide into each other and have about a six-inch overlap where they will be 

attached to each other. The oxidizer tank will have an extra six inches extruding from the top to act as a shoulder to 

where the fairing will be attached. The bottom shoulder will be a ring attached separately and will slide in to connect 

to the bottom of the fuel tank. The carbon composite material the tanks will be made of is manufactured by 

wrapping the threads around the tank lining while it cures. Drilling holes into the threads will weaken the material 

and in order to avoid this, flanges will be included in the manufacturing so a hole can be manufactured then 

threaded. 

Modal and stress analysis on the tanks (figure 5) were performed using Altair Hypermesh. Each component 

was meshed individually then connected with rigids. The pressures and loads were then added, and the analysis was 

run for stresses. Using a design safety factor of 1.5, each individual component was optimized to a minimum 

thickness. Because of the way carbon composite is manufactured it was preferred to keep cylindrical parts at least 

two times thicker than the spherical components. For the helium spheres, although material could still be removed 

from the bottom half, they remained the same thickness because it would make manufacturing easier. The common-

bulkhead for the oxidizer tank experiences the same pressure on top and bottom and was made half its cylindrical 

section. For this reason, not all components are completely optimized, although more material could be removed it 

would complicate the manufacturing. 

IV. Interstage 
The interstage is a vital component of any launch vehicle during launch and stage separation. The basic idea 

for an interstage is to connect two important components together, in this case the second stage and the core stage 

tanks. The structure must be able to hold a specific amount of weight from the stages above without any moment, 

static, axial or buckling failures. The entire interstage for the Centennial Small Payload Launch Vehicle will be 

composed of carbon composite materials which will help economically as well as in overall weight. 

One major design criterion that was followed during this design was the NASA SP-8007 “Buckling of Thin-

Walled Circular Cylinders,” which states that any thin walled circular cylinder must have a breakdown factor of 0.65 

applied to the design. A major factor of safety that this interstage design must follow is, under general NASA 

guidelines, 1.25. Other design criteria that was followed while designing the interstage was applying static load of one 

thousand four hundred (1,400) lbs multiplied by six (6) G’s of force from flight and the total weight of the interstage 

needed to be under 40 lbs.  

During the design stage, there was a total of three different iterations of the interstage which included different 

materials and strucutral layouts. This gave the team options to decide which design was the most effective based on 

Figure 6: 

Interstage Blowup View  



each analysis. One iteration included a simple carbon composite shell with 

flanges on either end to connect to the other parts of the launch vehicle. The 

second iteration included an exterior carbon composite shell along with an 

interior carbon composite iso-grid structure design. The final iteration that 

was accepted and followed through with was a honeycomb sandwich 

design. This design included a carbon composite exterior shell, aluminum 

honeycomb core as well as a carbon composite interior shell as shown in 

figure 6. The honeycomb core will have increased rigidity versus an iso-

grid design and address buckling/moment failures. The team modeled their 

interstage based off the Atlas V rocket interstage design which includes an 

aluminum exterior shell and an aluminum honeycomb core. The main 

difference between current commercial or private company designs and this 

design is the use of additive manufacturing materials for the entire structure.  

Figure 7 on the right shows how the analysis of each iteration was 

approached. The overall static load of twelve thousand nine hundred and 

twenty-three pounds (12,923 lbs), which comes from multiplying the 

original static load of one thousand four hundred (1,400) lbs and six (6) G’s 

of force from flight divided by the buckling factor of 0.65; 

 

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =
1,400 𝑙𝑏𝑠 ∗ 6 𝐺′𝑠

0.65
= 12,923 𝑙𝑏𝑠 

 

 

was applied to the top of each iteration and constrained at the bottom to simulate no movement in any direction. After 

the analysis in Hypermesh Software was complete, it was determined that the honeycomb design would be, as 

predicted, the strongest. However, it weighed approximately 52 lbs, which is over the desired weight limit. The main 

item the team took into consideration was that it would be ideal to have a strong and slightly overweight interstage 

design than a weaker, lighter one.  

When the interstage is completely manufactured, all the components will be glued together by means of 

epoxy and the interstage itself will be epoxied to both the core and second stage tanks. During the design phase it was 

planned to use bolted and rivet connections for the top and bottom pieces of the interstage however after doing research 

on materials and how they react with one another, it was determined that the interstage would just be epoxied rather 

than bolted or riveted since steel does not react well with carbon composite. Also using epoxy makes the overall 

component weigh less which helps us reach the goal of using a system that is structurally strong and light weight. 

 

V. Core Stage 
Similarly, to the second stage tank, the core stage tank will be an 

assembly of three tanks. One designated for Helium, LOX, and methane, 

respectively. The core stage tank will be the biggest tank on this launch 

vehicle since it will require more propellant and fuel for takeoff. Boosters will 

be attached to this tank which will be separated after burning out. After this, 

the first stage engine will take over. The total amount of propellant that is 

required is 10120 lbs. Both the oxidizer and the fuel tanks must withstand 

pressures of 400 psi each. The helium tank, on the other hand, needs to be 

pressurized to 6000 psi. According to the literature review from NASA, a 

margin of safety of 1.63 and a safety factor of 1.5 is acceptable. These factors 

were also chosen mainly to meet the goal. If the rocket is too heavy overall, 

it clearly will not launch. In this case, the core tank assembly including 

fittings, tubing and electrical equipment cannot exceed (1,800 pounds). The 

oxygen to fuel ratio required for the mission is 2.7. Volume estimated for the 

helium tank is 30.69 cubic feet and 104 cubic feet for both the fuel and 

oxidizer tank. 

Tank assembly components will not be spherical. It will be an assembly of a cylinder with half spheres on 

both ends of the cylinder. To reduce the stress in the helium tank, the cylinder will be as short as possible. As 

Figure 7: 

Interstage Hypermesh 

Analysis 

Figure 8: 

Helium Tank 

45 in 

45 in 

1.6 in 

2.05 in 

1.5 in 



mentioned before, the assembly will consist of sliding each tank (helium, oxidizer, fuel) inside each other in that order 

and will then be secured with epoxy.  

The Helium tank (figure 8) is the only component that is composed by a cylinder and two semi-spheres on 

both ends. The cylinder has an inner diameter of 45 inches and an outer diameter of 49.1 inches. The upper semi-

sphere has an inner diameter of 45 inches and an outer diameter of 48.2 inches while the lower semi-sphere has an 

outer diameter of 48 inches. The image below shows how the helium tank will look. 

Unlike the Helium tank, the oxidizer tank (figure 9) is only composed of one cylindrical component with a 

semi-sphere attached at the bottom. The oxidizer tank has a length of 145.24 inches including the bulkhead and an 

inner diameter of 49.1 inches with a thickness of 0.19 inches. The common bulkhead radius is 24.55 and it has a 

thickness of 0.19. The oxidizer tank will have one inlet and one outlet. The inlet will connect to the helium tank and 

the outlet will connect to the engine. 

The interstage will be sitting on top of a 1-inch shoulder. The fuel tank has an inner diameter of 49.48 inches 

and a thickness of 0.19 inches. The common bulk head has a radius of 24.74 and a thickness of 0.23 inches. The fuel 

tank, as shown on figure 10, will have three openings for flanges: one inlet and two outlets. The inlet will be attached 

to the helium tank while one of the outlets will be from the fuel to the engine while the other one will be from a line 

going through the inside of the fuel tank that will be attached to the outlet from the oxidizer tank. This line must be 

secured before the oxidizer and fuel tanks are secured. Once the tank has been glued it will be difficult to reach the 

inside of the tanks. For stability and due to the tank’s height, stringers will be added to both the oxidizer and fuel tank. 

These hoops will be 1 inch thick and 1 inch wide.  

The tank was analyzed without the fittings, only the main components where considered. Each part of the 

core tank was meshed individually so that the thickness could be changed accordingly. In this case, the thickness had 

Figure 9: 

Oxidizer Tank 

Figure 10: 

Fuel Tank 

145.24 in 
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0.19 in 
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to be altered such as that the tank could withstand 1800-pound force at 6gs while maintaining a factor of safety of 1.5 

and margin of safety of 1.63. The analysis clearly showed us that the tanks are optimized to its full potential with 

given dimensions from previous figures. Next step is to manufacture the tanks, fittings and lines.  

 

VI. Conclusion 
After much design and consideration, an iteration was chosen for each part and component in this report 

based on the analysis results with each iteration fitting with one another. With the carbon composite design which 

gives us a light weight, ridged structure, the design proves to be revolutionary. Further tests need to be completed 

before such a launch is even attempted however with the proper steps taken, the launch vehicle may prove that such 

additive manufacturing and economic goals can be achieved. 
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ABSTRACT 

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) Additive Manufacturing (AM) has been recently gaining 
relevance in various industries for the production of metal parts. Even though LPBF technology 
has dramatically improved in recent years, the process is not yet fully understood, and it lacks 
process control. . Several OEMs of LPBF equipment have implemented different methods for 
monitoring the fabrication process to help researchers and industry increase their understanding 
and control of the process. In this work, the monitoring techniques for two commercially 
available LPBF systems were evaluated to determine the advantages and disadvantages of each 
system. The first monitoring system evaluated was the software suite of an EOS M290 machine 
consisting of the EOSTATE Meltpool Monitoring and EOSTATE OT applications. The second 
system evaluated was the in-line pyrometry and CMOS camera monitoring capabilities of an 
Aconity3D AconityONE LPBF system. The monitoring capabilities of the EOS M290 
describes the melt pool with intensities, showing either hot or cold spot defects in the process. 
The monitoring capabilities on the AconityONE system show the intensity of the scanning 
spot, in addition with a video of the scanning from where solidification rates can be obtained. 
Both monitoring systems can be correlated with failure and success of the builds; however, 
they will not show all the defects that may occur in the print.   
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Fig. 1. Image created by EOSTATE Meltpool monitoring software 



 

1 Introduction 

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is an additive manufacturing process that relies upon 
melting powdered material to form a part in a layer-by-layer basis. Although several companies 
have used LPBF technology to produce metal parts, the process is not yet fully controlled, as 
there have been a lack of methods to identify errors or defects in situ, and correct these in the 
process. The anomalies that are found in the building process are due to a number of variables 
that are innate to the powder and the process. When a thin, 30-50 µm, layer of powder is 

Hatch 

Powder 

Contour Laser 

Fig. 4. Aconity's inline sCMOS camera image 

Fig. 3. Image created by EOSTATE OT monitoring software 

Fig. 2. Repositioning system for in-line pyrometry on the AconityONE machine 
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distributed along the platform, it is not consistent from layer to layer. The powder is packed to 
different densities, thus particle distribution is never even across the reservoir. Cooling and 
heating rates also influence the occurrence of anomalies during the build process. The scan 
vector lengths change with the melt area geometry and in turn, alter the heating and cooling 
rates of individual features destabilizing the process and producing defects.  

In-situ process monitoring efforts have been pursued by researchers and industry to 
increase the confidence in LPBF technology in obtaining quality end use products [1]. In-situ 
monitoring methods will help in the identification of anomalies as they occur during the build 
and provide the user with adequate data to make a decision to continue, correct, or stop the 
build [2,3]. Several commercially available machines have already implemented monitoring 
methods to identify possible defects found throughout the build process. These include thermal 
radiation measurements at specific near infrared (NIR) wavelength ranges for intensity 
measurements, as well as coaxial high-speed cameras to watch the solidification of the metal. 

2 Methods 

To analyze the monitoring capabilities that companies are implementing, two machines 
were selected with different monitoring strategies. The first was an EOS M290 (EOS GmbH, 
Munich, Germany) machine with EOSTATE meltpool and optical tomography (OT) 
monitoring. The second machine analyzed was the AconityONE (Aconity3D GmbH, Aachen, 
Germany) with full monitoring capabilities consisting of two inline single wavelength 
pyrometers and an inline sCMOS camera with a frame rate of up to 8000hz. 

The EOSTATE Meltpool monitoring system consists of two photodiodes that record the 
intensity of light emitted at the range of 400-9000nm wavelengths when the system is scanning 
with the laser. One photodiode is located in-line with the laser scanner and the other one is 
located on the top of the chamber. The in-line photodiode is directed specifically to the point 
where scanning is taking place while the off-line photodiode is static at a specific location 
above the build chamber for reference measurements. The Meltpool monitoring system records 
both intensities and stores them with position values taken from the scanner, creating an 
intensity map with an image, as shown in Fig. 5. 

The EOSTATE OT monitoring system uses a sCMOS camera located over the build 
chamber and focused on the build platform. As the camera works recording intensity values 
and placing them in a grayscale image, the system records the intensity and uses the data to 
create a picture with intensity values in an RGB map [4]. The sCMOS camera is continually 
capturing images throughout the building process with exposure times of about 0.1 seconds.  
These images are then integrated into a single image to provide an intensity map that will show 
different characteristics of the layer such as cold or hot spots. Images of each layer are provided 
by the OT monitoring system, an example is shown in Fig. 6. 

Both EOSTATE monitoring systems, Meltpool monitoring and OT, analyze the layers to 
identify anomalies throughout the build and they are exported at the end of the build for an 
engineer to analyze and discern what anomalies are critical and produced defects, as well as 
which of these are non-detrimental. 

The AconityONE’s monitoring system relies upon two in-line pyrometers and an in-line 
sCMOS camera. Each pyrometer can be repositioned to obtain data at different positions 
relative to the laser spot while the powder is scanned and melted. Repositioning the pyrometers 
can be utilized to acquire the radiation intensity of different locations such as the melt pool, the 



cooling rate after laser melting, or to the side of the scanning vector to look at thermal 
conductivity and heat dissipation of the melting track.   
The sCMOS camera that is attached in-line on the scanning head takes video at >5000 fps to 
visually monitor the solidification of the metal. A still frame taken by the sCMOS camera is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

3 Results and Discussion 

Both machines have very different methods of monitoring and provide different types of 
data while in use during a build. The EOSTATE OT monitoring system shows anomalies 
throughout the build that may become detrimental defects. It will show an intensity map in a 
picture created by integrating all of the pictures taken during a single layer. This image shows 
the intensity recorded over the layer and detects spots where the intensity is higher or lower 
than the average intensity of the whole build. This process of identifying anomalies is repeated 
automatically throughout all of the layers and a report is output showing these anomalies. With 
this report, it is possible to understand the quality of the part without having to do any additional 
non-destructive testing on the part.  

The EOSTATE Meltpool analysis system records the intensity from both the in-line and 
the off-line photodiodes creating an image with intensity values by introducing these at 
specified coordinates based on the position of the mirrors inside the laser scanner. The software 
that the machine uses to analyze the data allows for the detection of anomalies by analyzing 
the signals themselves and comparing them to the other signals at the same layer. This 
monitoring system is commonly used for research as the parameters are more flexible 
compared to those of the EOSTATE OT system. 

The AconityONE’s monitoring system can record intensities with its dual pyrometer 
system which is in-line with the scanning head. Both pyrometers can be positioned as desired 
using the milimetric screws attached on the sides of the pyrometer inlet (Fig. 8), creating 
opportunity to measure intensities at different locations relative to the laser spot. With the data 
that this monitoring system outputs, it is possible to make an intensity map such as the one 
created by the EOSTATE Meltpool software. The system outputs a file with x-y locations and 
intensity values corresponding to each location, allowing the creation of this map.  

The sCMOS camera attached in-line with the scanning head allows the Aconity’s 
monitoring system to show a visual of the solidification of the melt pool. With the visual aid 
that the video provides, it is possible to calculate solidification rates by considering the 
framerate selected for the monitoring.  

Although the AconityONE’s software is not as advanced as the EOSTATE Meltpool 
software, the possibility that Aconity provides of creating different setups with the pyrometer 
positions makes it a great system for research and development. Both monitoring systems 
offered by EOS act in a similar manner, yielding a similar output, as the purpose of both 
systems is to find anomalies during the build. In comparison with the monitoring capabilities 
offered by Aconity, it appears that the Aconity’s monitoring system is more versatile but less 
refined than that from EOS. The monitoring system that the EOSTATE offers is more advanced 
and oriented to production manufacturing than the one provided by Aconity. However, the 
Aconity’s monitoring system may be best suited for research purposes as it allows for more 
modifications and research based monitoring than the EOSTATE monitoring system. 
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4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, both systems have advanced monitoring capabilities that can be used for 
different purposes. Each of them was created specifically for the individual machines. The 
AconityONE machine was created for research purposes as almost all parameters can be 
modified and it has an open architecture, which allows for even greater modifications.  As such, 
Aconity’s monitoring system is more inclined toward research activities. On the other hand, 
the EOS machine is for production as most or all of the parameters are restricted to what the 
manufacturer has provided. For this reason, the nature of the monitoring system is more 
oriented to production and correlating anomalies to defects. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study reports the investigation of flame evolution of a highly turbulent flow over a backward 

facing step, inside a windowed combustor. A CH-CX planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is 

used to investigate the effect of high turbulence on the flame dynamics and flame evolution. 

Reynolds number, Re = 15000 and equivalence ratio of 0.7 and 1.0 are considered for this study. 

It is found that the flame grows very fast at these turbulent conditions. The effect of different 

equivalence ratios does not influence the flame evolution since Re is the same. It was also observed 

that the width of the flame profiles increases as the flame progress downstream. A MATLAB based 

tool was developed and used to minimize the challenges encountered in experiments and post 

image processing. Finally a correlation is developed between the flow turbulence and the flame 

evolution at Re = 15000.  
 

1.0 Background 

The knowledge of flame structure at high turbulent conditions is very crucial to develop and 

optimize the next generation of rocket engines, ramjets, scramjets, diesel engines and turbines [1-

2]. The experimental investigation on flame fronts at high turbulent conditions remains limited [3-

6]. Laser diagnostics such as kHz level PLIF allows for an understanding of the flame evolution at 

high Reynolds number. The outcome results from this effort will provide an insight into the flame 

dynamics and help to validate the models used in combustion research [6-9]. 
 

There are many tracers that can trace the flame fronts during the combustion such as OH, CH, 

CH2O and Toluene. There is a large amount of information on OH PLIF imaging, however, little 

research has been done on CH PLIF imaging. More investigation needs to be carried out on CH 

PLIF. There is a correlation between the heat release and the CH signals [3], [10]-[11]. Therefore, 

methylidyne (CH) PLIF could be an effective marker in investigating the flamelet structures at Re 

= 15000 [7]-[9], [12]. However, capturing the CH PLIF signal in high speed and complex flow-fields 

is difficult as it has a low relative concentration in the flames [10]-[11], [13]-[14]. 
 

The CH-PLIF has mainly been conducted using the A-X and B-X bands [14]-[16]. These wavelengths 

cannot be reached using a common YAG pump-dye laser like the one available at the UTEP. Carter 

et al. [11], [14] revealed that the detection of the CH in hydrocarbon flames is possible using the KHz 

level CH PLIF at C-X ≅ 314nm. This band falls within the capacity of the YAG pump-dye laser 

like the one commonly used for OH detection [10], [12]-[13]. The CH bands had been first reported in 
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literature since the 1950s, however, because of their lower emission energy level and overlapping 

with the OH band, it has not been the choice among combustion researchers. 
 

Nonetheless, Carter’s group reported the detection of the CH in turbulent flame in a Busen burner 
[11], [14], [16]. However, the study was limited to open flame systems. In addition, the majority of 

research work has been conducted on 2D flame systems and/or on open flame systems [4], [12], [17]-

[19]. This research work presents an experimental methodology to characterize flame evolution of 

turbulent premixed mixture over a backward facing step, inside a windowed combustor, using the 

CH-CX PLIF. 

 

2.0 METHODOLOGY AND CHALLENGES 

A small-scale windowed combustor with a backward a facing step (Fig. 1) is used in this study [13], 

[20]. The backward facing step induced a low-speed recirculation zone at the edge of the step. The 

recirculation zone helped to stabilize the flame and hence prevented flame extinction. A grid 

(perforated plate) with 61% blockage ratio was placed at the inlet of the chamber. The grid induced 

uniform isotropic turbulence in the flow, which made the flow inside the chamber more turbulent. 

A pilot ignition system (hydrogen-air) is used to initiate the ignition of the combustible mixture 

inside of the chamber. Figure 2 shows the position of the grid and pilot flame. A solenoid-based 

feed system is used to control the main flow, pilot flow and the cooling system. 

                                     

Fig.1. The 3d view of combustor and its subsystems [20]         Fig.2. The pilot flame and grid position [13]
 

                                             

Fig.3. Schematic of the PLIF system [13]                  

 

A PLIF system (Fig. 3) consists of a pump laser, a dye laser and a high-speed camera and is used 

for flame characterization. The pump laser (Nd-YAG Edgewave IS series) pumps a 532nm laser 

beam through the frequency doubled dye laser (Radiant Dyes HighRep Dye laser). The dye laser 

tunes the wavelength of the system to CH excitation wavelength using the dyelaser oscillator and 

BBO crystal assembly. The DCM is used in the dye laser. The dye laser was operated at 3.5kHz 

because at this frequency the maximum energy output was attained. The pump laser could produce 

Fig. 4. Flame profiles with HSV colormap at  

Re = 15000 and with (a)  = 0.7 and (b)  = 1.0 
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a maximum of 20W at 10kHz i.e. 2 mJ/pulse of laser energy, whereas, the dye laser could produce 

a maximum of 0.2 mJ/pulse. A speed sense 9070 high frame rate CCD camera integrated with the 

intensifier unit (Hammatsu) was used to detect the laser fluorescence from the flame. A LabView 

program coupled with the data acquisition system was used to monitor and record the data during 

the combustion. To facilitate the detection, a Cerco 10mm f/2.8 lens was placed in the intensifier 

unit. A UG-5 colored glass was equipped with a lens to block the noises from visible light and 

allow the fluorescence to pass into the camera. This investigation was conducted at Re = 15000 at 

two different equivalence ratios. The experimental operating conditions are listed in table 1. 
 

Table 1. The test operating conditions         Table 2. Operating conditions for pump laser and intensifier unit 

       

In the experimental and post-experimental stages, many challenges were encountered. The initial 

challenge was to set the concentrated laser on the interrogation plane inside the combustor. The 

second challenge was to tune the wavelength for the CH C-X. A wavelength scan was performed 

and a wavelength of 314.415nm was found to be the optimum wavelength for the CH C-X band. 

However, the extraction of the CH C-X signal from the flames was very difficult. This happened 

because the bandwidth of the CH C-X signal overlaps with OH signal. This issue has been resolved 

by iterating several camera and intensifier parameters such as gate pulse width, exposure time, and 

gate delay. After several iterations, it was found that the OH signal reduces with the decrease in 

the gate time and the exposure time. A gate delay of 10 ns, gate pulse width of 70 μs, intensifier 

gain of 750, and gate exposure time of 15 μs were detected as the optimum conditions for CH-CX 

detection. Table 2 lists the operating parameters for the CH-CX PLIF system. 
 

An adaptive MATLAB based image processing code was developed. The code was adjusted to the 

flame image pixel matrix. During each run, the code abstracted the base image from the raw image. 

This allowed for minimal unwanted laser reflections, and background noise from the flame image.  

Moreover, the code automatically adjusted the interrogation area with the flames, thus eliminating 

the scaling errors in the flame frame. Afterwards, a separate code was developed for color-scale 

imaging of the flame profiles. The code allowed for investigations of the effect of color maps on 

the flame profiles. It was observed that the grayscale colormap has potential to trace the flame 

profile effectively. The flame profiles generated by grayscale color map had almost no background 

noise. Because of this, only the grayscale associated HSV colormap is reported in this paper. 
 

One of the goals of this study was to detect the flame edges. For this, a separate MATLAB code 

was developed. The code transformed the raw images to RGB images. After that, the RGB images 

were converted to binary images. Finally, the MATLAB edge detection command was used to 

generate the flame edges. 
 

3.0 Results and Discussions 

The flame profiles detected at Re = 15000 and with equivalence ratios () of 0.7 and 1.0 are 

presented in figure 4. The presence of the burned gases (represented by the white circle) and 

unburned gases (represented by the black circle) within the flame profile was also noticed. It was 
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observed that the flame profiles have some discontinuity. This discontinuity occurred because of 

the detachments and reattachments of the flamelets from the flames. The flame evolution profiles 

of turbulent premixed combustion inside the windowed combustor are shown in figure 5. It shows 

the effect of the turbulence (Re = 15000) and methane-air flow rates on the flame evolution. It was 

noticed that the flame evolution is greatly affected by the turbulence. The flame width increased 

as the flame progressed downstream. There is a formation wrinkle (loop of burned gases) in the 

flame profiles (see fig. 5(b)). The wrinkle formed because of the change in local pressure in the 

flame fronts. The pressure fluctuation caused the change in flow momentum. The change in flow 

momentum helped to form more wrinkles in the flame fronts (see fig 5(c)). The wrinkles 

continuously formed as the flame moved downstream. It was observed that the gap between the 

wrinkles reduced as the flame progressed downstream.  
 

The wrinkles began to break down from the flame core. This happened because part of the burned 

gases at the flame edges reached a very high thermal energy. In addition, the higher order 

turbulence and local pressure fluctuation were also responsible for this breakdown. This 

phenomenon is called pinch-off or break down event (see fig 5(d)). The detached burned gases 

reached a very high temperature and ultimately burnt out from the flame core. This event is called 

quick burn out of the burned gases (see fig 5(e)). It was also observed that the change in the 

equivalence ratio of 0.7 to 1.0 did not affect the flame evolution. Although methane and airflow 

rates are different, flame evolution was the same because the turbulence (i.e. Re) was the same in 

both cases. 

                       

 

 

(Where, a = Initial flame profile, b = Wrinkle formation, c = More wrinkle formation, d = Pinch Off (Break 

Up) from the reactant core, e = Quick burnout of the turned gases from the reactant core; data is presented 

at Re = 15000,  and with  = 0.7 (first column of each figure ) and  = 1.0 (second column of each figure)) 

 

The flame evolution could also be explained with the flame edge profiles (Fig 6). For this, a 

separate MATLAB code was developed. The flame edges clearly showed how the wrinkles initiate 

and continued to grow. (Fig. 6(b) and 6(c)). There is a rapid change in wrinkle shape in the flame 

fronts. This change is more noticeable as the flame moves downstream. This happened because of 

the turbulence induced by the grid. The turbulence increased along the flow path and made the 

wrinkles even more irregular in shape. It was also noticed that the flamelets became detacheded 

from the flame core. This happened because of the local pressure fluctuation in the flame fronts. 

This change in local pressure caused the discontinuity in the flamelets. In addition, the turbulence 

caused some portion of the flame to extinct. However, a backward facing step was used to stabilize 

the flame and prevent the flame extinction. Low-velocity recirculation zones were created on the 

onset of the step. This caused the formation of favourable eddies and vortices in the flow. This 

Fig.5. The flame evolution profiles (a→e) Fig.6. The flame edges (a→e) 
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helped to reattach the detached flamelets to the flame core. Consequently, the flame became 

stabilized and flame extinction was minimized.  

 

After the winkle’s growth, the flame began to breakdown from the flame fronts (see Fig. 6(d)). 

This happened because some part of the burned gases reached a very high pressure. This is called 

the pinch-off or breakdown event. Furthermore, it was noticed that the pinch-off event was more 

dominant downstream, near the wall. At the wall, there was a formation of small eddies that infused 

to the flame and caused the burned gases to breakdown from the flame fronts. Subsequently, some 

part of the burned gases reached a very high temperature and burnout from the flame core. This 

process is called the burnout of the burned gases (see Fig. 6(e)). It was found that the flame 

evolution is more visible and understandable with the flame edge profiles. The flame edge profiles 

also showed that there is no difference in flame evolution (a→e) at both  = 0.7 and 1.0. Since the 

same grid is used and the same bulk mixture flow rate is considered, the resultant turbulence was 

also the same. Although the equivalence ratio is different, the flame evolution, or flame dynamics, 

was the same. 
 

The flame profiles and flame edges together gave qualitative information on flame 

thermodynamics. There was a presence of the highest CH concentration gradient in the flame 

fronts. This indicated that the flame fronts have the highest thermal energy. This also indicated 

that the combustion at the flame fronts was complete. It is reported in the literature that the total 

energy released during the combustion is related to the area of the flame front structure [21]. Thus, 

if the total heat release is quantified, the area of the flame structure could also be measured or vice-

versa. There was an increase in combustion heat release at an equivalence ratio () of 1.0. This 

happened because, at  =1.0, the rate of methane flow was higher than what it was at  = 0.7. 

Therefore, better detection of the flame edges could bring a better understanding of flame 

thermodynamics.   

 

4.0 Conclusions 

This study introduced a complete scheme of detecting and processing the flame fronts of premixed 

turbulent combustion inside a windowed type combustor. The flame profile showed that the flame 

evolution was greatly influenced by flow physics, such as turbulence, local pressure, and 

temperature. There was no change in flame profile at equivalence ratios () of 0.7 and 1.0. This 

happened because the turbulence is the same in both cases. The flame edges provided sound 

information on flame evolution. It was found that the turbulence increased as flames progressed 

downstream. The infusion of some eddies to the flame core made pinch-off events more dominant 

on the bottom wall of the combustor. The backward facing step stabilized the flame by reattaching 

the detached flamelet to the flame core and hence prevented flame extinction. It was found that the 

heat released during the combustion increased with the increase in methane flow rate.  
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ABSTRACT 

Additive manufacturing (AM) has progressed beyond eye-catching lattice structures and 
showpieces into a full-fledged manufacturing industry. AM cuts across all engineering fields, 
relying heavily on materials science to develop the cause/effect relationship of numerous 
processing parameters and performance characteristics. It is not novel to develop material 
systems specifically for the manufacturing method, yet AM has only recently reached a 
maturity level to support focused material development. In recent years, metal AM has made 
huge strides by fielding many FDA and FAA qualified components using traditional alloys 
like Ti-6Al-4V and CoCr. This important success paves the way for the next milestone in 
AM, a qualified AM component made of a novel alloy.  The unique processing environment 
offered in AM will enable the creation of exotic materials by opening the door to a relatively 
unexplored realm in materials design. Although alloys designed for AM will push beyond 
current performance limitations, effectively designing and qualifying these materials requires 
a broad range of analytical and manufacturing equipment. In addition to having the right 
tools, it is imperative to have control over the entire workflow, from base material to 
processing parameters and materials characterization. With the major additive technologies 
and required analytical equipment under one roof, the W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation 
is positioned to become a leader in developing next generation materials. This paper will 
briefly review what specifically allows AM to target new materials and the required 
equipment to effectively develop these materials.  
 
 

1 Introduction  

1.1 Key Metal Additive Manufacturing Technologies 

Additive manufacturing (AM) creates design optimization opportunities and allows for rapid 
iterations of functional prototypes. These benefits are easily conceptualized but are not the 
only aspects of AM making it attractive. Additive processes create additionional 
opportunities due to the iterative layerwise process including conductive traces or embedded 
sensors [1]. Materials design for AM is another subset of the industry beginning to take shape 
that accounts for the unique processing conditions available through this production method. 
In fact, the Max-Planck Institute’s department for Microstructural Physics and Alloy Design  
established a research group called Alloys for Additive Manufacturing back in 2015.  In laser 
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powder bed fusion (L-PBF) the cooling rates have been reported to exceed 5x106 kelvin 
creating fine grain structures, access to metastable phases, and in many cases are adequate for 
printing metallic glasses with no critical radius limitations [2,3,4]. These extreme conditions are 
not entirely positive and can prevent many commonly used alloys such as Al 6061 and 
Al7075 from being easily adapted to L-PBF.  

There are five AM techniques available for metal part fabrication; powder bed fusion (PBF), 
directed energy deposition (DED), binder jetting, sheet lamination, and material jetting. The 
W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation (Keck Center) houses three L-PBF machines, EOS M-
290 (Krailing, Germany), SLM Solutions SLM 125HL (Lubeck, Germany), and Aconity3D 
AconityONE (Herzogenrath, Germany), two electron beam PBF machines, Arcam A2 and 
S12 (Molndal, Sweden), and two binder jetting machines, ExOne M-Flex and M-lab (North 
Huntingdon, Pa). These encompass the key metal AM technologies in the commercial sector 
from the state of the art in serial production AM (EOS) and research and development 
(Aconity3D) relevant to L-PBF. The AconityONE has sever unique features such as complete 
open access to all controls and a pre-heated bed capable of 1000oC allowing the user to print 
materials that fail from the extreme thermal stresses. L-PBF will be used in most examples 
throughout this overview but all claims can be adjusted for for materials development needs 
in other additive manufacturing systems. 

1.2 Currently Available Materials 

Alloys used in AM focus on higher end applications where the cost of AM can be justified. 
Typical PBF alloys include Ti-6Al-4V, Nickel-based superalloys 625 and 718, several 
stainless steels, Co-Cr, and some specialty steels. These alloys can be printed with high levels 
of control that meet the standard set by their traditionally manufactured counterpart.  
Although aluminum alloys are critical to the automotive and aerospace industries, most 
cannot be reliably made via L-PBF due to hot cracking [5]. AlSi10Mg can be easily 
manufactured via L-PBF and is the only one commonly used. This alloy overcomes cracking 
with the increase Si content and while it possesses good strength, it has low ductility and is 
not a good choice to replace alloys like Al6061. The lack of a quality aluminum alloy in AM 
that can perform at least as well as Al6061 is a great example of the need to design new 
alloys for AM. In order to develop a material for AM, hundreds of parameters and 
characteristics must be controlled through the process, from the raw material to the end 
product.  

2 Controlling the Process from Start to Finish 

2.1 Feedstock Materials   

Powder properties are a critical aspect of the metal AM industry and add additional 
variability to the process. Powder metal (PM) is a well-established industry and parts are 
commonly made via press and sinter, hot isostatic pressing, hot pressing, liquid phase 
sintering, metal injection molding, etc. Sadly, many of the techniques used to create 
feedstock for these consolidation methods do not work well for metal AM. All metal AM 
technologies require excellent flowability and loose pack densities. For this reason, the AM 
industry has created its own feedstock manufacturing subset that focuses on creating 
spherical powder. Spherical powder is typically produced via gas or plasma atomization. 
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Each of these processes are expensive when compared to other powder production methods 
that do not produce spherical powder, adding additional cost to an already expensive process.   

In order to properly develop new alloys and establish a reliable process, the material needs to 
fully characterized from the as-received powder state. This will include elemental analysis, 
particle size and shape distributions, flowability, and other characteristics specific to AM 
related to layer packing and spreading.  

Particle size distribution and morphology have significant effects on how the material 
behaves during the layering process. The optimal powders have near perfect spherical 
morphologies but optimal particle size is less straight forward [6]. Smaller particles result in 
improved surface finish but typically have higher oxygen content, flow poorly, and are more 
flammable. Accurate particle size and shape distribution is difficult to gather when a large 
number of particles need to be quantified. The Keck Center utilizes Retch Technologies 
Camsizer X2 (Haan, Germany), shown in Fig. 1, which conducts dynamic imaging of 
particles they fly-by cameras. The equipment takes millions of size and shape measurements 
in minutes, resulting in quantitative evaluation of powder characteristics. This instrument has 
an effect lower detection limit of approximatly 3µm and an upper limit in its current 
configuation of 3000µm.  

 
Fig 1. Retch Technologies Camsizer X2 particle analyzer 

Powders have high surface area per unit mass compared to a billet of the same material, and 
increased surface area allows for higher surface oxide content. It is well known that oxygen, 
nitrogen, and even hydrogen can have significant effects on performance and therefore need 
carful tracking and control throughout the AM process. Substantial work has been done to 
gather performance data of additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V but typically, the variables 
accounted for only include build direction, and postprocessing methods which can lead to 
misidentification of performance values [7]. The Keck Center will utilize its ELTRA (Haan, 
Germany) ONH-p elemental analyzer (Fig. 2) to quantify oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen 
content in powder and bulk printed parts to ensure performance values are properly 
understood.  



 
Fig 2. Eltra ONH-p elemental analyzer 

Along with ONH the remaining elemental composition of alloys must be quantified and 
verified frequently as powder gets recycled during the printing process. To obtain 
quantitative elemental composition inductively, coupled plasma optical emission 
spectroscopy or mass spectroscopy (ICP-OES, ICP-MS) are the methods of choice. For metal 
alloy composition, ICP-OES is ideal and can obtain results of most elements down to the 
parts per billion level. Tracking composition of alloys after printing is important due to 
evaporation of lower melting point elements. At this time, the Keck Center uses partner 
facilities to perform these analyses but is working toward adding this analytical capability to 
the lab.  

Finally, powder flowability must be characterized for the layering process. At this time, there 
is no dedicated flow standard pertaining to AM but the standard flow quantifying 
measurments, such as Hall flow and angle of repose, can be useful in quantifying flow 
behavior. In addition, new instruments such as the Mercury Scientific’s REVOLUTION 
dynamic avalanche angle analysis has shown great results in quantifying powder flow for 
AM. The Keck Center is also working on establishing in-house analysis of flowability as it 
relates to PBF that relates the powder size, morphology, moisture levels, and loose fill 
density to spreadability. The goal will be to establish an equation to relate common powder 
characteristics to spreadability instead of developing a new testing rig and standard. 

2.2 Building Components 

Developing materials for AM will require expert users of the technology and access to all 
aspects the equipment. Alloy development will primarily focus on the laser and electron 
beam powder bed fusion techniques as these technologies open new doors to material 
structural control. Achieving full density is a prerequisite to alloy development but is by no 
means the end of the story. Fig. 3 depicts a parameter development test matrix for single track 
contours and hatching solid cubes. This is the first printing step in the development process 
and is used to box in the parameters that affect properties of interest.  
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Fig 3. Ti6242 parameter development in AconityOne with platform preheat to 500oC to prevent cracking from 
high cooling rates in L-PBF. Solid cubes used to identify ideal hatching parameters while the hollow cube 
represent single line contours and help to identify meltpool characteristics.  
 
The powder bed fusion process creates extreme process conditions that can be controlled on a 
microscopic level. The key condition to control is cooling rates from melt as this has 
significant effects on the microstructure of the alloy. To control cooling rate many variables 
must be accounted for including spot size, scan speed, laser power, and bed preheat 
temperature. In addition, the user must account for part geometry as this has significant 
effects on cooling rate [3]. To properly design alloys for these production methods, it is 
important to have comprehensive knowledge of all the variables under user control in 
addition to a fundamental materials background.  
 
To help users develop parameters and a deeper understanding of the L-PBF process, the Keck 
Center has two machines with cutting edge in-situ monitoring technologies. The EOS M290 
has both the EOSTATE Exposure OT (Optical Tomography) and EOSTATE Meltpool in-situ 
monitoring technologies for in-beam and off-axis monitoring of the building process. The  
Exposure OT off-axis monitoring is used in serial production to identify possibly defects and 
acts as a quality assurance metric. An example of the details revealed by EOS on-axis Melt 
Pool can be seen in Fig. 4. The build was in IN718 using EOS performance parameters of a 
commonly printed rook. The selected slice of the first overhang layer near the top of the rook 
shows the stark difference between in-skin and down-skin parameters. The rook was 
subsequently sectioned for microstructural analysis to corollate meltpool data to 
microstructure. The AconityONE system has similar in-situ monitoring but within beam high 
speed video recording, not only melt pool monitoring. The High-Speed camera can record at 
5000 frames per second allowing the user to monitor the melt pool in detail.  This advanced 
technology can be used to better optimize processing parameters such as power, line speed, 
and spot size. The AconityONE’s dual in-line pyrometers can capture the intensity value of 
the melt to identify over-heating and under-heating of the components.  In addition to the 
monitoring system the AconityONE allows complete open access to all parameters and a pre-
heated bed capable of 1000oC. The high temperature pre-heat opens access to materials like 
titanium aluminides, tungsten, and other materials that are prone to cracking during rapid 
thermal cycling [8]. The deeper understanding of the process created by in-situ monitoring 
allows researchers to push beyond limitations faced when exclusively relying on post build 
analytics. 



 
Fig. 4. Left) On-axis meltpool data from EOS M-290 showing the lower intensity of down skin exposure. Right) 
Sectioned, vacuum impregnation mounted and polished rook from build with highlighted box representing the 
layer seen in meltpool data. 
 
In addition to scanning parameters the process chamber conditions include many impactful 
variables such as atmosphere composition, chamber pressure, and flow conditions over the 
powder bed. The oxygen content must be controlled and, in most cases, the goal is to have no 
oxygen increase in the material. Flow has also proven to be critically important in the process 
to remove splatter and smoke produced during the melt process. Splatter particles and smoke 
created during the laser melting process have been shown to have negative effects on quality 
[9]. It is critically important to understand these interactions and factor them into performance 
data post build.  
 
Once the build is complete, most L-PBF components must be stress relieved and possibly 
heat treated, allowing for further tailoring of properties that may affect part performance and 
increasing the number of variables one needs to account for.  
 

2.3 Quantifying Performance 

After building test articles, detailed characterization must be carried out to relate the process 
parameters to structure, properties, and performance. This characterization includes elemental 
analysis, microscopy (optical, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron 
microscopy), mechanical behavior, etc.  
 
Proper sample preparation is critical for all analysis techniques, and metallography is 
straightforward but not simplistic. When sectioning and polishing samples, it is important to 
minimize heat input to the specimen as the microstructure can be altered creating possibilities 
for mis-identification of physical attributes. To minimize this possibility the Keck Center 
uses an ATM GmbH (Mammelzen, Germany) precision sectioning saw seen in Fig. 5 with a 
pulsed cutting mode that allows cooling fluid to pass over the cutting surface. The sectioned, 
polished, and etched samples are then examined on an Olympus GX53 inverted microscope 
and a JEOL IT500lv scanning electron microscope equipped with back scattered electron 
(BSE), secondary electron (SE) and an EDAX brand energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 
detector for elemental analysis.  
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Fig. 5 ATM metallography sample preparation equipment featuring Brialliant 220 precision section saw, 
vacuum impregnation cold mount station, Opal 460 hot mounting press, and Saphir 530 automated polisher 
 
Mechanical performance of the printed materials must also be quantified with a variety of 
methods. Hardness, compression, and tensile properties are important but only reveal a small 
portion of the relevant performance criteria. Fatigue performance is critical in many 
applications and PBF components have historically performed poorly in this area [10] The 
Keck Center has multiple mechanical testing machines with capabilities to perform tests to 
100kN and the ability to perform fatigue testing up to 4hz.  
 
There are limitless characterization techniques, many of which are specific to the application.  
While it is not financially feasible to have all techniques in one lab, the Keck Center is well 
equipped to perform its own analysis in many areas and has partnerships with other labs in 
the university to expand its capabilities even further.  

3.3 Conclusion 

The W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation has built a multidisciplinary lab with broad 
capabilities in nearly all additive manufacturing fields. The difficulty in new alloys and 
composites is in reliable and repeatable data. There must be tight control over the 
experimental process in order to properly understand and evaluate properties. The experience 
the staff and students have in design, building, and characterizing AM components allows for 
a natural transition to materials design and development tailored to AM. There are thousands 
of papers published every year with respect to new metal alloys and composites, yet the 
alloys developed half a century ago still dominate the market. Often times the new research 
fails to be repeatable and this is critical if there is hope to commercialize a certain material. 
With all pieces in place, the Keck Center can overcome common pitfalls by reliably 
producing new materials with improved performance.     
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ABSTRACT 

Producing advanced materials through powder based exothermic reactions is a 

process that has been around for several decades. Mechanically activated self-propagating 

high-temperature synthesis (MASHS) is a short-term high energy ball milling process prior to 

self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS). There are multiple types of milling that 

can be performed. However, the main types of milling that will be focused on in this paper 

are wet grinding and dry grinding, which is performed by grinding with different media, such 

as balls and cylpeds. The advantages and disadvantages of MASHS will be discussed along 

with how to overcome some of these disadvantages, such as porosity, by using a method 

known as spark plasma sintering (SPS). 

 

Introduction 

Discovered in the 1960’s, self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) is a 

method of creating organic [1] and inorganic compounds through combustion reactions. 

MASHS is a self-sustaining reaction that takes place during high energy ball milling of the 

reaction media [2]. A type of SHS, it raises the exothermicity of mixtures, thus enabling an 

easier ignition and stable combustion. Today, MASHS is used mainly for its simple method 

of creating ceramic, composite, and intermetallic compounds. Mechanical activation (MA) is 

needed for several reasons, including: 

1) To modify the thermal parameters of the combustion front, such as the combustion 

front velocity and the thermal heating rate in order to produce the desired end 

products with expected microstructure 

2) To initiate a combustion front in the case of systems having a low exothermicity. 
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Powdered material, pressed into pellet form, is the most common form of conducting 

MASHS because it assists in the loading of the reactants and makes it simpler to regulate the 

porosity. There are sometimes inabilities for powder systems to undergo the processing of 

SHS such as low exothermicity, and in order to enhance this process, MA is utilized. This can 

be done through various types of MA such as powder ball milling, field activation, and 

microwave activation [3].  

There are several ways of performing powder ball milling, with wet or dry grinding. 

Planetary ball mills and overflow discharge mills are among several different powder ball 

milling mechanisms [4]. Different types of grinding media, such as balls and cylpeds are used 

to perform these different milling methods [5].  

The procedures that take place prior to the combustion include selecting powders and 

mixing them. Milling then takes place within a ball mill. The powder is then poured into a die 

and pressed into a pellet. Once pellet samples are ready, they are placed within a reaction 

chamber that is filled with an inert or reactive gas such as Ar, He, CO, or others alike. The 

pellets are then ignited using either a tungsten coil or laser [6]. With a tungsten coil, the 

combustion front starts from the top of the pellet and continues downward as shown in Figure 

1 below. The reaction heat that is produced from the surface combustion of the pellet would 

then transfer to the core of the pellet. Temperatures of the wave-front can reach as high as 

350-525 K for organic systems and 1500-4400 K for inorganic systems [1]; these 

temperatures are measured by a pyrometer or thermocouple that is embedded within the 

sample. 

 

Figure 1. The mode of combustion synthesis in MASHS [7]. 
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Grinding Media  

The purpose of grinding media during the milling process is to disrupt the binding 

forces of the particles within the mills, and during the collision, powders are subject to 

undergo stresses from 200 MPa to 2 GPA. There are three factors taken into consideration for 

size reduction: media mass, media surface area, and media size distribution [8]. Typically, 

there are two types of grinding media that are used in ball mills. These include balls, 

normally made of steel, zirconia, high-density ceramic, etc., or cylpebs, which are cylindrical 

metal bodies [5]. Cylpebs are cylindrical grinding media with edges that are rounded off. 

They have a greater surface area and higher bulk density than balls, which, is impractical, 

because it was indicated that cylpebs use up 21% more energy than balls [8]. Because of this, 

the increase of surface area also increases the power. 

A reduction in powder size can result in three different ways: abrasion, cleavage, and 

fracture. When the powder undergoes abrasion, there are low-intensity stresses that are 

applied to the initial particle, resulting in fine particles taken from the surface. Cleavage of 

the particles occurs when there are slow, but intense stresses applied, producing fragments of 

about 50-80 % of the size of the original particle. Fracture, on the other hand, is the result of 

rapid and intense stress being applied, making small fragments of multiple particle sizes 

occur. After the deformation of the powders from the impact of the grinding media, 

hardening, and fracture take place, as well as re-welding. Alloyed powders are generated as 

the result of repeating this process. Examples of each type of size reduction are shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Size reductions due to abrasion, cleavage, and fracture [5]. 

 



Milling 

 MA can be done through the most popular way which is powder ball milling. There 

are several different types of ball mills available for the process. A couple of powder ball 

milling that is known are the planetary ball mill and the overflow discharge mill [5]. These 

can be done by wet or dry grinding, where wet grinding uses a liquid during the milling 

process, and dry grinding uses air as a gas. 

A planetary ball mill is a type of dry grinding that uses high centrifugal forces, 

resulting in high pulverization energy. It is made up of a rotating sun disk with up to four 

grinding chambers (GC) located within the mill, as seen in Figure 3. While the sun disc is 

rotating in one direction, the grinding chambers will rotate in the opposite direction at high 

speeds to ensure high forces and a random motion and collision pattern of the grinding media, 

as displayed in Figure 4 [9]. There are also counterweights for balancing purposes within the 

planetary mill in order to avoid oscillations of the machine. 

  

 

Figure 3. Planetary ball mill with four grinding chambers rotating in the opposite direction to 

sun disc [9]. 
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Figure 4. Particles between colliding grinding media where 1) is the amount of dissipated 

energy, 2) is where breakage and deformation take place within the particle bed, and 3) is 

where each particle receives part of the stressing energy [9]. 

 There are essential parameters within each milling condition: rotation speed, or 

angular velocity of revolution (Ω), the speed of the disc, or angular velocity of rotation (ω), 

and the time of the milling process, or grinding time (∆t), etc. [10]. When changing these 

parameters during the milling process, they can affect things such as the grinding rate and the 

impact energy. Speed ratios also have an influence on how the grinding media moves within 

the grinding chambers. As the speed ratios within the chambers increase, the motion of the 

media goes from cascading, to cataracting or free-fly, followed by rolling [11] as shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Media motion during milling at different speed ratios: a) cascading, b) cataracting, 

and c) rolling [11]. 



The free-fly trajectories are preferred since that is when most of the collision occurs. 

This happens when the media detaches itself and collides with media or with the wall [12]. 

The grinding media’s motion is rolling when the speed ratio is too high due to the centrifugal 

force that is caused by the grinding chamber. This motion makes it ineffective during the 

grinding process since the collision of the media against each other or the wall is 

considerably reduced; reducing the specific impact energy ( ). 

Another type of powder ball milling is an overflow ball mill, or an overflow discharge 

mill, that is a type of wet grinding, other than a planetary ball mill that can also be used as 

wet grinding, where a high specific surface is wanted without any respect to the particle size. 

The water flow is what considers overflow ball milling wet grinding. This mill works by 

having a transmission device rotating the cylinder inside, and having materials fed through 

the inlet of the cylinder to be crushed by the grinding media inside. Since the material is 

continuously being fed, the pressure is what causes the ground material to be discharged from 

the outlet of the cylinder through water flow as shown in Figure 6. Backpitch impellers are 

located within the hollow shaft to return the grinding media to the mill.  

Overfilling a mill is essential for engineering in order to conduct circuit design and 

simulations; ball mill capacity is also something to keep track of for increasing productivity. 

The main parameters needed to take into consideration for overflow ball mill are slurry pool 

volume, mill feed rate, and mill power draw. Within this mill, the power draw data cannot be 

used as an indicator for overfilling [13]. Due to this, unrealistic simulations of the mill 

capacity are the result. In order to counteract this, a slurry time residence is used to identify 

the onset point of overfilling.  
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Figure 6. Depiction of overflow ball mill [14]. 

 Unlike other mills that are analyzed using mass-based residence time ( ), the 

residence time for overflow ball milling is calculated using volume-based residence time            

( ). Figure 7 below shows the most frequently used residence time in a survey to 

be 3-4 minutes. In this type of ball mill, the mill power draw is dominated by the volume for 

a given rotational speed. Increasing the mill feed rate will increase the slurry pool volume, 

but not increase the ball mill power draw. The reason for this is because the slurry pool 

counters the torque required to rotate the mill shell and lift the ball media, which in turn, 

leads to decreasing mill draw power [15]. 

 

Figure 7. Distribution pattern of volume-based residence time in overflow ball mills 

[13]. 



Advantages/Disadvantages 

 MA comes with many advantages, including, reducing ignition temperatures, 

producing nanostructured products, removing the need for an oxidizer for reaction 

(detonation wave), and increasing the combustion front velocity. The increase in the 

combustion front velocity is preferred so that the milled powder is easily activated without 

the need of any extra external sources. Along with the optimizations that come with MA, 

there are also complexities that can occur, such as the MA process step taking long periods of 

time opposed to non-mechanically activated materials, the potential for powder 

contamination during MA, and high levels of porosity in the final product [3].  

A significant problem for MASHS and SHS alike that has continued throughout the 

process is unwanted porosity of the finished product. This imperfection can occur by the 

sudden evaporation of low boiling point impurities, adsorbed moisture on the surfaces of the 

powder, or in some cases the atmosphere [3]. This can be avoided by carefully selecting the 

powder size, the environment in which the process is taking place, and in other cases, 

introducing spark plasma sintering (SPS) [16] [17]. 

SPS is a type of sintering, in which, the powder is placed within an electrically 

conducting die andF then sintered under uniaxial pressure. This can be considered a setup of 

hot pressing, but SPS has its heat generally provided by a direct pulsed electric current [3], 

while hot pressing is a high-pressure process which induces sintering at high temperatures 

[8]. As shown in a study done by Meri and Miyamoto [3], the temperature is the predominant 

process parameter for both SPS and hot pressing. 

 Planetary ball milling is quick and powerful enough to be able to grind the powder 

material to the nano-range without contamination, making this preferable in order to 

counteract this problem [18]. The user is able to control the speed and energy during long-

term trials for replicated results. A reaction that is worked on to be avoided during powder 

ball milling is mechanically induced self-propagating reaction (MSR). This is where the 

powder reactants transfer to products through an SHS type reaction inside the milling vial [3]. 

It is crucial to mill the powders to a lower time than what causes MSR to occur in order for 

the powders to remain in an elemental powder form with high reactivity and not cause a 

reaction to occur early. 
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Conclusion 

 Research of MASHS and the materials used in this method have become more 

prominent within both research and industrial use. With its ability to be used for the 

improvement of reaction needed in order to modify the microstructure for products and 

developing composites with a combination of unique properties, MASHS is slowly becoming 

a standard process. A higher level of strength and durability could be much more difficult to 

achieve by other technologies. 

MA has helped in increasing the combustion front velocity and reduce the problem of 

porosity, which can be viewed as the most troublesome challenges during combustion 

synthesis. A focus on the milling process shows that there is an increase in the contact surface 

between the reactants, improving the self-sustaining reaction compared to that of the normal 

SHS process. Control of all parameters is needed in order to prevent unwanted results as well 

as improving grinding performance.  
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ABSTRACT 

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies combined with micro-dispensing or wire 

embedding tools, enable the opportunity to create 3-dimensional multi-functional components 

in an accelerated time frame. Although it is possible to create products like an RF antenna and 

a CubeSat module, the embedding rate is limited to 10 mm/s. Newer AM systems with large 

build volumes (>20 m3), high material deposition rates (>40 kg/hr.) and fast printing speeds 

(>76 mm/s) have been developed in recent years to leverage the advantages of AM in large 

scale applications. A wire heating method within a custom wire embedding tool needs to be 

developed to create multi-functional components in a large-scale setting. The work presented 

in this paper focuses on the mechatronic design and controls implementation of a wire 

embedding tool into the Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) machine. This document 

will describe the design requirements and provide a brief introduction to the mechanical design. 

Finally, the control implementation, G-code customization and overall embedding process are 

going to be described.   

 

1 Introduction 

In traditional manufacturing, multi-functional components are created in a series of steps using 

several processes. When creating new products, time to market (TTM) is an important measure 

to quantify success and profitability [1]. The need for multiple steps, processes and specialized 

tooling reduces the TTM, which can result in less profit or a compromised opportunity. 

Similarly, when parts need to be created to perform as tooling for the manufacturing of more 

complex products, the production time needs to be optimal as not to slow manufacturing. 

Moreover, because traditional manufacturing requires the use of multiple processes, the parts 

need to be transferred across different groups within a single company. The use of 3D printing 

technology coupled with electrical interconnect placement can reduce production time and cost 

for low volume high-value applications. 

 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) also known as 3D printing, is a manufacturing process that 

builds 3-dimensional objects in a layer-by-layer form. Although this technology started as a 

prototyping method for single function parts, multi-functional parts are now being fabricated 

using AM. Modified stereolithography (SL) and fused deposition modeling (FDM) systems 
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integrated with micro-dispensing or wire embedding technology can create 3D parts with 

electrical interconnects and components [2,3,4,5,6]. Micro-dispensing is a technology similar to 

AM, but instead of depositing material on a plane, it deposits conductive material. The 

disadvantage of using this technology is that the conductive material within the part cannot be 

cured as it is traditionally done with PCB boards, because the thermoplastic is not able to 

withstand the required high curing temperatures. An in-situ laser curing system for silver-based 

conductive inks proved successful at curing less viscous inks [7]. Overall, the resistivity of those 

traces was very high, which did not allow for the creation of parts with higher power 

applications. Due to this, efforts were made to developed a system to place solid wire onto the 

printed part [8]. The wire placement technology, also called wire embedding technology, uses 

either thermal energy or ultrasonic energy to embed not only solid wires but also metal foil. 

Wire embedding has been used to create different parts including embedded RF antennas, 

CubeSat modules, and a microwave path antenna [9,10]. This technology was transferred into a 

system named Multi3D system which combines multi-material FDM 3D printing, micro-

machining, component placement, and wire embedding. The multi-process is enabled by the 

implementation of material handling robotics and a heated portable platform [11,12].  

 

As to leverage all of the advantages of AM in a large-scale environment by the creation of 

complex low volume parts, many organizations have started developing large scale 

thermoplastic 3D printers [13,14,15]. From all the variety of printers available in the market, three 

printers stand put from the rest due to their build volume and material deposition rate. The 

systems are the Large-Scale Additive manufacturing (LSAM, Thermwood Corp., Dale, IN US) 

machine, Wide and high Additive manufacturing (WHAM, Ingersoll machine tools, Rockford, 

IL US) machine and the Big Area Additive manufacturing (BAAM, Cincinnati Inc., Harrison, 

OH US) machine. 

 

The BAAM was developed by Oak Ridge National Labs (ORNL), and Cincinnati incorporated 

and when introduced (2015), it became the first ever large-scale material extrusion printer in 

the world [16]. This machine has a build volume of 6 x 2.3 x 1.8 meters (20’x 7.5’ x 6’) and can 

print up to 45 kg of thermoplastic material per hour traveling at speeds of >76 mm/s, which is 

about 250 times faster than other AM material extrusion system (e.g., FDM). To avoid slowing 

down the printing process (current embedding at 10 mm/s), a method for high deposition of 

wire is necessary. The objective of this research paper is to describe the mechatronic design 

and control implementation of a wire embedding tool into the Big Area Additive 

Manufacturing (BAAM) machine. The document starts with a brief description of the tool and 

heating method used to embed wire. The rest of the document will concentrate on machine 

communication and controls, G-code customization, and the overall embedding process 

control.  

   

2 Mechatronic design and control implementation of wire embedder tool 

2.1 Project overview and design requirements 

The project “Multi-Functional BAAM: Big Area Additive Manufacturing with multi-purpose 

wire embedding” was granted by America Makes, one of the institutes created by the national 

network for manufacturing innovation, which focuses in accelerating the development of 
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additive manufacturing (AM). Design requirements were defined to create a tool suitable for 

the BAAM system. The requirements were set as follows: 

1. Increase the throughput of the wire embedding technology  

2. Integrate wire embedding hardware with BAAM controller  

3. Mechanically integrate the wire embedding tool on the BAAM machine  

4. Identify CAM software for producing 5-axis, wire embedding G-code 

5. Develop a CAD/CAM post processor to prepare BAAM G-code specific to wire 

embedding 

 

The increase of throughput outlined in objective one is necessary because of the high printing 

speed that the BAAM possesses. Also, the diameter of the wire that can be embedded needs to 

be increased from previous tools to accommodate for high power applications (~1 mm 

diameter, 14-gauge wire). The speed of wire embedding used in smaller FDM systems is about 

10 mm/s, and it has to be increased to 100 mm/s. Objective 2 and 3 outlines the process of 

integrating the new components into the current firmware of the machine both in terms of 

controls and mechanics. A piece of software will have to be identified to create five-axis 

instructions for the machine. Finally, a G-code post processor will serve to integrate the wire 

embedding and printing instructions.  

 

2.2 Mechanical Design and Arc Welding  

Previous methods that were used to embed interconnects into FDM parts were based on 

ultrasonic energy or micro-dispensing of conductive material. Solid wire must be used to 

achieve low resistivity within those interconnects, which negates the use of micro-dispensing. 

The problem with using ultrasonic energy relies on that with the larger diameter wire and a 

faster speed; the process is not able to transfer energy fast enough to achieve the required 

temperature increase in the wire (~250 °C). The next idea was to use heated air to provide 

energy to the wire to increase its temperature before embedding it to the plastic. Experiments 

were performed, but this method was unable to provide the required energy to embed the wire. 

A method of heating the wire using a discharge arc was found to be successful by providing 

the required temperature increase with a low current consumption if compared to resistive 

heating (Fig. 1) [17]. The target material for the interconnects is copper (low resistivity),  whose 

Fig. 1: Embedded wire into a BAAM printed part 



resistivity value is low enough to render resistive heating ineffective for this application. The 

selected arc heating approach is very similar to inert tungsten gas (TIG) welding. In this 

process, a non-consumable electrode made of tungsten is used to create an arc towards the 

metal part being welded. Similarly, this process was studied and optimized to heat the wire 

(i.e., metal being welded) with the non-consumable electrode. Argon is used to shield the area 

to avoid contamination of the wire and electrode. Additionally, the gas also serves as a cooling 

agent for the torch. The wire arc heating system is comprised of different components including 

a power supply, torch (i.e., electrode), arc starter and a gas flow valve. From the control’s 

perspective, the power supply needs to be controlled in order to adjust voltage and amperage 

parameters prior to and during wire embedding operations. The arc starter, used to provide the 

initial energy to create the arc, needs to be actuated at the beginning of every path. Finally, the 

gas valve open starts the controlled flow of gas toward the torch.  

 

Up until this project, most of the efforts on wire embedding were centered on planar surfaces. 

For this project, the goal was to create a tool able to place the wire on multi-axis surfaces 

(contoured and planar). This would allow for the wire to be placed during or after the printing 

process in any side of a part. To achieve this, the tool needed to have three axes (A, B, C and 

wire driving) which complemented with the X, Y and Z of the BAAM creates a 6 degree of 

freedom (DOF) non-standard robotic arm. The tool has two major components, the embedding 

tool (Fig. 2-A) and the tool arm (Fig. 2-B). The embedding tool houses the wire driving motor, 

sensors, wire spool, torch and application roller. The tool arm houses the rest of the motors and 

an electrical panel.    

 

2.3 Controls  

Two strategies for controlling the tool and communicating with the BAAM system were 

devised. The first strategy was to have a separate programmable logic controller (PLC) that 

would control the tool axis based on commands sent by the BAAM’s PLC. Using this approach 

would result in possible problems with synchronization and timing making the tool follow an 

Fig. 2: Wire embedder tool (A) and tool arm (B) 

A B 

A-axis  

B-axis  

C-axis  
Wire 

driving axis  
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incorrect path. The second alternative was to integrate all the new components into the 

BAAM’s PLC (Fig. 2). This was the chosen alternative due to the simplified integration and 

because Cincinnati Inc. would support this effort. The equipment selection, process 

development and G-code development would be managed by UTEP, while Cincinnati Inc. 

would modify the machine’s firmware, create new electrical panel for components and perform 

initial testing.  

 

The first part of the control work is to understand all the different components and their control 

mode (table 1). The table provides the name, function and control mode for each component. 

 
All the devices need to be controlled using G-code, a method of controlling a gantry system 

based on positions for all the motors. Also, G-code can transfer information to the machine via 

M-codes to control the additional components (i.e. power supply). Although there are some 

standard M-codes across multiple platforms, many of the M-codes are created from scratch and 

 

System Device Control 
 

 

Embedder movement 

Pneumatic actuator M-code 

A-axis G-code 

B-axis G-code 

C-axis G-code 

Wire Driving Wire driving axis G-code 

 

Arc Welding 

Power Supply M-code/code 

Arc starter M-code 

Gas flow valve M-code 

 

Sensors 

Before embedder pyrometer M-code 

After embedder pyrometer  M-code 

Proximity sensor M-code 

 

Table 1: List of devices to be controlled 

Fig. 3: Control schematic for the wire embedding tool 



are custom to a specific system. For this project, many codes were created to control all the 

different devices mentioned before. For example, some codes are used to provide voltage and 

amperage information to the machine or to turn the pneumatic actuator on.  

 

3.4 G-code 

The process for the creation of multi-functional components starts by designing the circuit in 

Autodesk Eagle software (figure 4). The circuit is then exported from Eagle and imported into 

Fusion 360 using a modified and custom file developed during this project. The next step is for 

the user to design the component and move the components to the desired places. Then, the 

software is going to map the whole 2D surface where the wire needs to be placed and it will 

autoroute all connections. At this point, the information needs to be transferred to machine 

instructions for the manufacturing process to start.   

 
Autodesk Fusion 360 offers a computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) environment, where the 

user can create instructions for computer numerical control (CNC) manufacturing. Fusion 360 

supports different subtractive processes including but not limited to milling, turning and water 

jet cutting. The software can output information for machines with two, three, four and five 

axes. The CAM functionality can be modified to output machine instructions for wire 

placement through the use of a custom post. In a CAM software, a post adds all the specific 

commands needed to run a machine like the toolpaths, speeds and M-codes. A custom post was 

developed in partnership with Autodesk and Cincinnati Inc to obtain machine instructions for 

the BAAM tool. 

 

4 Wire embedding process 

As it was explained in the previous section, the wire embedding process starts by creating G-

code using Fusion 360. The code is then transferred into the BAAM system, where it read by 

the PLC. The process continues by starting the code using the BAAM, then the tools in the 

BAAM offset following G-code (Fig. 5-B). Once the wire embedder is at the correct height, 

then the machine can move to the starting position (Fig. 5-C). Then, the arc starts heating the 

wire while simultaneously beginning movement (Fig. 5-D, E). Once the wire trace is 

completed, the tools move up to leave some wire protruding (To connect the components). 

Then wire stops moving while the arc heats the wire to the point that it breaks (Fig. 5-F). The 

final step is to push wire out of the tool and reset all controls to start another trace. 

 

Figure 4: 3D routing software pipeline 
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Three sensors are placed on the tool: two pyrometers, and a proximity sensor. The pyrometers 

record information about the temperature of the plastic and wire before and after embedding. 

This is relevant information from a research perspective to make sure experimentation is 

always consistent. Similarly, the proximity sensor is used to record the distance away from the 

plastic that the tool is at. Because the roller in the tool has springs, the user could place the tool 

at different heights causing inconsistencies with experimentation. Currently, this tool has been 

fully implemented in a BAAM system at Cincinnati Inc headquarters and is awaiting further 

testing.     

Figure 5: Wire embedding process; 1) Printing process is interrupted, 2) Offset BAAM 

tool (Fig. 5-B), 3) move to starting position (Fig. 5-C), 4) Start wire arc (Fig. 5-D, E), 

and 5) Cut wire (Fig. 5-F). 
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5 Conclusions  

Although this work only presents a brief overview of the control mechanism for a large area 

3D printing wire embedder tool, it is easy to realize the expertise necessary to perform 

control work is broad. Not only is a vast knowledge of PLC control required, but familiarity 

with the management of electrical systems and understanding of mechanical concepts is 

necessary to ensure a robust control system. During the development of this tool, one of the 

biggest challenges was to make sure the mechanical worked well in conjunction with the 

control system of the tool. Multiple iterations of the design were created to attain at the final 

version presented in this work. Understanding the mechanical requirements, such as torque 

and maximum loading conditions in a multi-axial environment was challenging – a task that 

required the collaboration between different private and public entities to arrive at the work 

presented here. In addition, the development of an adequate G-code presented its challenges - 

because there is no current method of simulating the process, the code had to be manually 

analyzed line by line, while visualizing the physical implications of every instruction. 
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ABSTRACT 

Creep is a mechanism that occurs in materials that are used in conditions in which stress is 

constantly applied at elevated temperatures.  The elevated temperatures affect the materials 

operational life which results in a need for knowing when a part needs to be replaced in a 

system before it fails.  There are many models that can predict this failure but one of the first 

steps in using these models is knowing the minimum creep strain rate (MCR).  The minimum 

creep strain rate is present in creep prediction models as it is the base for creep mechanics, it 

is the slope of the secondary creep regime and is necessary for building a creep rupture curve.  

The MCR can be calculated with a multitude of models, and as a result, there is always an 

uncertainty as to which model is the best for any given material and situation.  A 

computational tool was developed to aid in the process.  The tool uses a “metamodel” and 

optimization processes to help find the best possible model for a set of data for a material.  A 

metamodel is a model that is derived by combining multiple base models, in this case, 9 

different models.  The benefits of metamodeling are the ability to rapidly regress into any of 

the base component models while leaving an opportunity for automatic regression and new 

model discoveries.  The metamodel and tool were used to find the best model for a set of data 

for 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb (ASTM P91) at varying temperatures.  Based on the available data, the 

metamodel found that the best base model was the Johnson-Henderson-Kahn model as it 

generated the best fits for the available data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A metamodel is generated by combining different base models through mathematical rules 

and setting constraints.  A metamodel should be able to revert into any of its base models by 

changing constants that are present within it, essentially turning “on/off” different sections of 

the model as needed. With a metamodel, calibration of the base models becomes consistent as 

all the models will go through the same process which results in simpler optimizations.  A 

metamodel can be used in a “constrained” and “pseudo-constrained” approach.  The 

constrained approach forces the metamodel to regress into any of its base models by forcibly 

setting the values of constants to 0 or 1.  This allows the model to change form into one of the 

9 MCR models that are shown in Table. 1. 
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Table 1. MCR models where  is stress, T  is temperature, R is global gas constant and 
*

1 2 0 1 2 2, , , , , , , , cA A n n c k v Q  are material constants 

 

The metamodel that was derived is represented in Eq. 10. 
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The metamodel generated combines all 9 models and has generated 3 more constants, 1 2, ,a a  

and 3a  . These constants are binary, meaning that they can only have 1 of 2 possible values at 

a time.  If the constant is to be used, it is assigned a value of 1, whereas if a constant is not 

needed, it is set to 0.  This metamodel was adapted from a model done in a previous study 

where the Nadai and Wilshire models were not included [9].  The temperature dependence was 

also not included in the previous study, allowing for a new optimization method to be 

explored in this study. 
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2 CALIBRATION 

The inclusion of temperature dependence requires the calibration of material constant Q  . 

This constant is known as the creep activation energy which varies from on a material basis.  

On a log-log scale, stress is plotted on the x-axis while A  , a modified MCR, is plotted on 

the y-axis. The value of A  is found trough Eq.11. 

min exp( )/A

Q

RT
 

−
=   (11) 

The value of the activation energy is found optimizing Q such that the points that are plotted 

on the graph are as close to each other as possible by maximizing the 
2R  given from an 

exponential trendline.  In Fig. 1, the best possible activation energy value that was found was 

that of 319kJ/mol. 
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Fig. 3. Calibration for activation energy[10-16] 

3 RESULTS 

All the models were optimized using a MATLAB script.  The MATLAB script uses the same 

process in the previous study, only differing in the constants that are generated as only one set 

of constants will be reported for the material [9].  The MATLAB code is also able to report the 

NMSE and the RSS, the normalized residual squared value.  The model that was able to fit the 

data used with the smallest amount of error was the JHK model.  In Fig. 2, the model fits for 

the JHK model are shown. 
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Fig. 2. JHK MCR simulated fits[10-16] 



 

The new material constants for the JHK model were found to be drastically different from the 

constants without temperature dependence.  The generated values differ by more than 200% 

than that of the previous study, demonstrating how temperature dependence affects the 

material constants for each model drastically. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper shows research gathered concerning piezoelectric materials, with an end goal using 

that information to create a sensor. In partnership with the Department of Energy, the goal is 

to create a sensor out of piezoelectric material for a turbine to be able to detect the pre-stages 

of surge and stall to be able to protect the turbomachinery. Surge and stall can be prevented by 

a feedback control that tries to provide data of high unsteady conditions and tries to indicate 

when cold air bypass goes through cycle configuration to avoid a turbomachinery catastrophe. 

It can also provoke a volume increment between the compressor and the turbine. When surge 

and stall occurs, airflow separates from the blades due to a sudden increase on the angle of 

attack. We are looking into using piezoelectric materials, PZT in particular to design a sensor 

capable of measuring a difference in pressure, temperature, or velocity, inside a compressor to 

avoid possible catastrophic failure due to surge or stall. Despite having advantageous 

sensitivity and monitoring features, their brittleness enables a limited use for directly impacted 

regions only. In a research study, flutter and active control of piezoelectric 

performance/actuation are analyzed. While there have been applications of PZT in turbines, an 

application focusing on mass flow rate has yet to be researched. 

1 Literature Review 

1.1 Piezoelectric Materials 

Piezoelectric materials have the property of converting mechanical energy to electrical 

energy. This property can be utilized to relate these electrical signals to other factors, including 

flow velocity. This has previously been researched before is by embedding a piezoelectric 

structure into a cantilever beam and recording the voltage output that occurs. Next, the different 

resonant frequencies of the voltage outputs caused by the vibrations of the wind hitting the 

beam are measured. A chart can be made relating several flow velocities and the resonant 

frequencies that those produced. These values can be affected by the geometry of the beam, so 

any changes to it have to be considered. 

 Piezoelectric materials have high strength, an easy manufacturing process, low maintenance, 

and superior compactness. Piezoelectric-based ceramics include properties such as high impact 

sensitivity and frequency signals and detection for locating impacts and vibrations. Lead 

zirconate titanate, or PZT material, was chosen for this experiment because of its highly 
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efficient piezoelectric properties. PZT-based ceramics exhibit convenient characteristics, such 

as shaping flexibility and high functioning temperature.   

When a piezoelectric is placed in an air flow system—whether to harvest energy or as 

a sensor—having laminar flow versus turbulent flow gives different readings. Because 

piezoelectric materials read an instantaneous measurement, when there is a laminar flow it only 

signals the first contact between air flow and the piezoelectric which in turn does not provide 

a reading over a time period. This scenario can be solved by placing a body in front of the 

sensor (most often a cylinder) to create vortices and therefore turbulent flow. The wind can 

then hit the sensor causing it to vibrate, allowing the sensor to work more efficiently. 

Not only is the geometry important in the readings, but also the placement of the beam 

itself. [3] A correlation has been made between the placement and orientation of the beam and 

the output signal of the piezoelectric material. Most of the studies have been conducted using 

only one wind direction at a time, but the results show which orientation provides the best 

clarity in the voltage outputs. 

 

2 Modeling 

 From the literature review, a design for a two-dimensional air flow system is presented. To 

measure the air flow a clear acrylic box was designed where the piezoelectric ceramics are 

placed. To ensure that the air flow versus voltage output correlation could accurately be 

defined, fans are placed at each inlet where the airspeed can be controlled. A honeycomb air 

filter is placed at the base of each inlet to ensure that the airflow going into the system is laminar 

flow. With the inlet being a laminar flow, we can manipulate the airflow hitting the 

piezoelectric ceramic without disrupting the entire stream. The experiment can model a small 

scale of the sensor then scale up to fit the turbomachines being used at the Department of 

Energy. 

  

 

Figure 1 Drawing of piezoelectric ceramic mount with piezoelectric attached 
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Figure 2 Drawing of experimental setup. 

 

Figure 3 Piezoelectric ceramic mount for a multi-dimensional flow 

 

3 Simulations 

As stated previously, our sensor design incorporates a obstruction in front of our PZT plate to 

create turbulence. By bringing our designs into 2D and 3D modeling and CFD 

(computational fluid dynamics), testing and adjustments to our sensor prior to our prototype 

may be done.  
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3.1 Obstruction Length  

One of our first tasks in simulations was to determine the dimensions of our obstruction in 

comparison to our PZT plate. Since the goal of the obstruction is to create turbulence in the 

flow hitting the PZT, the appropriate length must be determined to maximize this effect. To 

begin and simplify our simulations, we began with 2D one directional flow over a simplified 

version of our sensor. In order to get an idea of how the obstruction length will affect our 

results we maintain our boundary conditions and PZT geometry with only our obstruction 

varying in length. Through simulations we came to a decision to use a 50% proportional 

obstruction length to our PZT plate. Our reasoning behind this was that our 75% length was 

too close to the length of our PZT that we weren’t getting a large pressure difference in front 

of and behind the PZT. In a similar fashion, the 25% length was to small that its effects were 

nearly negligible. In conclusion we chose to have a 50% length to maximize the pressure 

difference and effectiveness of the obstruction.  

3.2 3D 1 Directional Flow Over v.1 Sensor  

Following the research on our obstruction length 3D simulations on a more detailed model of 

our design are under investigation. Our geometry was designed using Ansys software. 

Boundary conditions for flow analysis included inlet, outlet and walls. These results will be 

presented during the symposium. Simulations show that the highest-pressure regions exist 

along the midsection of our rectangular obstruction and PZT plate with a max pressure of 3.9 

kPa. In addition, we had flow disruption due to the obstruction as desired.  
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ABSTRACT 

There exists a challenge in predicting long-term (
510  hours) creep of materials where 11 

years or more of continuous testing is required to physically collect creep data. As an 

alternative to physical testing, constitutive models are calibrated to short-term data (
410  

hours) and employed to make extrapolative predictions of long-term creep behavior. The 

Wilshire model has been successful in extrapolating the stress-rupture and minimum-creep-

strain-rate behavior of materials. Recently, the time-to-creep-strain equation of Wilshire has 

been exploited to generate full creep deformation curves. The complexity of the time-to-

creep-strain calibration process and nonlinearity of the equation make the resulting creep 

deformation predictions difficult to obtain and of questionable reliability. In this study, a 

modified Wilshire model for creep deformation is developed. A database of alloy 91 data is 

gathered and calibrated to the new model. The modified Wilshire model is shown to maintain 

the accuracy of stress-rupture and minimum-creep-strain-rate predictions while simultaneous 

offering easy-to-obtain highly-accurate predictions of long-term creep deformation.  
 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Wilshire Model  

 

The Wilshire model was developed by Wilshire and Battenbough in the University of Wales 

Swansea. Wilshire determine that previous models such as Norton-power law and Monkman-

Grant equations have limitations predicting creep behaviors [1-3]. Wilshire proposed 

alternative rupture time, ft  and minimum-creep-strain-rate,  laws as follows  
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predictions take the same functional form and are distinguished by different coefficients 

( k
1
, k

2
) and exponents ( u , v ) [4-5]. The Wilshire law has been successful in extrapolating 

multi-batch short-term stress-rupture data out to 100,000 hours, as well as creep resistance in 
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material’s development stage, and the analytical process is accurate for different material 

forms [1-3, 6-9].  
 

1.2 Novel Model  

 

Wilshire introduced a third equation for predicting the time-to-creep-strain, t  as 

follows 
 *

3exp exp
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RT
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where 
3k  and w  are material constants at a constant creep strain, e [2-3, 6-7]. Abdallah and 

colleagues applied the calibration approach to model full creep deformation curves in the 

following manner [7]  
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were regression analysis is performed and material constants k
3
 and w are functionalized 

with respect to strain. Introducing [Eq. (4)-(5)] into [Eq. (3)] creates the following nonlinear 

function  
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where the time-to-creep-strain, t  and the creep strain,   exist together. This equation 

depends on the creation of a strain vector, depending on the desire stress and temperature, 

were the time vector, t  is later calculated and then the creep deformation curve is created. 

There is a great uncertanties on how to calculate the k
3
 and w and compared to first Wilshire 

models [Eq. (1)-(2)], these third equation does not have a clear analytical approach.  

 

 To create the novel Wilshire equation the framework from the Sin-Hyperbolic (Sinh) 

is considered [10-11]. The equation is based on continuum damage and has rupture time, ft  and 

minimum-creep-strain-rate, dependance. The equations are as follow  
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were constants are determined using numerical optimization.  

 

2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Modified Model  

 

To obtained the modified Wilshire model, consider [Eq. (1) and (2)] and isolate ft  and 

  resulting in the following equations 
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(12) 

which are then apply to the existing Sinh framework. Substituting [Eq. (10)] for [Eq. (11)] 

and then plugin to [Eq. (9)] gives the damage model that is then plug into [Eq. (7)].  Similarly, 

[Eq. (8)] for [Eq. (12)] and then plug it into equation [Eq. (7)] leads to the new modified 

model. The modified model is given in the following form  

 ( )3 2

min expcr  =  (13) 

were the remaining variables to solve are   which is solve using the minimum-creep-rate 

and the final rate and   which is solve using numerical optimization.  

 

 Constants 
*

cQ , 1k , u , 2k , and u  are obtained from previous studies considering the 

plate form [9]. Contants   and   are describe in Table 1 at a single temperature 600 C  and 

stresses 100, 110, 120, 140, 160 and 200 MPa .  

Stress, MPa  100 110 120 140 160 200 

  5.51 5.52 5.00 4.00 3.84 3.57 

  3.60 7.10 7.50 3.80 4.20 3.70 

Table 1. Material constants   and   for constant temperature 600 C at various loads.  
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Fig. 1. Modified Wilshire model for a single temperature 600 C at 100, 110, 120, 140, 160, and 200 MPa for 

Strain,   vs Time, hr .  

 

 The modified Wilshire [Eq. (13)] is plug using the material constants and is shown in 

Fig. 1 for the different loadings. As shown, the current model the ductility and the secondary 

and tertiary creep regimes. Using the Normalize-Mean-Square-Error (NMSE) the current 

error for the model is 6.51, 0.13, 4.54, 88.15, 1.29, and 0.01 for stresses of 100, 110, 120, 140, 

160 and 200 respectively.  

3 Conclusion 

 The modified model has proven to fit the long-term creep curve using the conventional 

Wilshire approach and the Sinh framework. The error given gives reliability for the 

prediction model. Future work is to implement a method to find   and   analytically as well.  
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ABSTRACT 

This research studied multifunctional sensing capabilities on nanocomposites composed of 

poly(vinylidene) fluoride (PVDF), BaTiO3 (BT), and multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

fabricated by fused-deposition modeling 3D printing. To improve the dielectric property 

within BT/PVDF composites, CNTs have been utilized to promote ultrahigh polarization 

density and local micro-capacitor among BT and polymer matrix. The 3D printing process 

provides homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles, alleviating agglomeration of 

nanoparticles, and reducing micro-crack/voids in matrix which can enhance their dielectric 

property. In this research, we demonstrated that by utilizing unique advantages of this 

material combination and a 3D printing technique, sensing capabilities for temperature and 

strain can be engineered with different content variations of included BT and CNTs. It is 

observed that the sensing capability for temperature change with respect to a 25–150C range 

can be improved as both BT and CNTs’ inclusions increase and is maximal with 1.7wt.% 

CNTs/60wt.%BT/PVDF nanocomposites, while the sensing capability for strain change in a 

0–20% range is maximal with 1wt.%CNTs/12wt.%BT/PVDF nanocomposites. In addition, it 

is found that the best combination for mechanical toughness is 1wt.%CNTs/12wt.% 

BT/PVDF with 24.2 MPa and 579% in ultimate tensile strength and failure strain, 

respectively. These results show the technique to 3D print multifunctional nanocomposites 

with temperature and strain sensing capabilities as well as increased mechanical property. 

Furthermore, this research demonstrated the feasibility for large-scale multifunctional sensor 

device manufacturing with freedom of design, low-cost, and an accelerated process. 

1 Introduction 

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and BaTiO3 (BT) are well-known smart materials used as 

piezo-/di-electric devices for sensor and energy storage due to their unique characteristics.[1–3] 

In order to improve the piezo-/di-electric performance as well as tensile strength, the 

introduction of organic fillers such as carbon fiber, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and carbon 

black have been extensively investigated by incorporating them in polymer composites.[4–8] 

Researchers investigated other areas of CNT-based strain sensors using their piezo-capacitive 

and resistive effects on highly stretchable elastomer substrate or in a polymer matrix for 

robotics, structural health monitoring, human skin, interactive electronics, smart clothing, and 
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strain gauge.[9–14] Strain sensing of polymer CNTs nanocomposites is based on the electrical 

property changes induced by external stresses, concepts of the destruction of the CNTs’ 

conductive networks, and alternation of resistance changes due to variation of the distance 

between CNTs.[11] These CNTs were used to act as stretchable electrodes or to mix with 

polymer materials tested within limited lower strain parameters. Recently, it is proved that 

processes of filament extrusion and fused-deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printing provide 

homogeneous dispersion of BT and possibly other additives in PVDF as well as alleviating 

agglomerates and removing voids and cracks.[15] The 3D printed piezo-/di-electric 

nanocomposites using FDM 3D printing technique was studied to improve both their 

electrical and mechanical performances by integrating polymer with piezo-/di-electric 

ceramics. By utilizing the characteristics of CNTs and BT nanoparticles in a PVDF matrix 

and unique property of FDM 3D printing technique, [16-18] other sensing capabilities can be 

explored in strain and temperature changes based on capacitance change in the distance 

variation of CNTs’ networks under strain change and in phase transformation of BT ceramics 

with local micro-capacitor of CNT electrodes under temperature change.  

2 Experimental Setup 

For the fabrication of filaments that harness a continuous CNTs/BT/PVDF nanocomposite 

needed for 3D printing, the following materials were used: PVDF powder, BT powder, multi-

wall carbon nanotubes (CNTs) powder, and N-Dimethylformamide solvent (DMF). With 

respect to varying BT nanoparticle sizes, BT powder with 700 nm nanoparticle size withholds 

its maximum capacitance at 1 kHz in greater loading systems.[19] Supplementary material and 

was used to mix CNTs/BT/PVDF uniformly. For this uniformly dispersed mixture of BT and 

CNTs in DMF solvent, the materials were sonicated for 30 min and had a 1:10 weight ratio of 

PVDF powder. The addition of PVDF powder was inputted after the sonication and the total 

mixture was placed in a water bath for 10–15 min, or until the PVDF powder visibly 

dissolved at 80°C. Ultra-sonication was applied to the solution for 15 min that allowed BT 

and CNTs clusters to be alleviated. Lastly, the nanocomposite solution was treated by 

evaporating DMF solvent once poured out into a glass substrate and placed to be heated on a 

hot plate for 12 h at 80°C. Dried solvent casted nanocomposites were heated up at 205°C and 

230°C for filament extrusion and 3D printing process, respectively.  

3 Results and Conclusion  

It was found that the capacitance property of the 3D printed nanocomposites can be utilized 

in sensing the changes of temperature and strain. The highest sensibility for temperature is 

observed in nanocomposites containing 1.7wt.%CNTs/60wt.%BT/PVDF which are the 

maximum loading for BT and CNTs percolation threshold. The highest sensibility for strain 

is observed in nanocomposites containing 1wt.%CNTs/12wt.%BT/PVDF. The 

nanocomposites above 1wt.%CNTs resulted in the degradation of the changing rate in the 

capacitance. This degradation was because the CNT cluster effectively destructs capacitance 

as the strain is induced. It is observed that the addition of more than 12wt.% of BT particles 

degrades the changing rate in the capacitance because Poisson’s ratio becomes lower as the 

BT content increases at a higher loading system. The combination between CNTs and BT 

inclusions contributes to a high changing rate in the capacitance when it comes to the 

temperature and strain changes. The superior mechanical performance is observed in 



 

3  

 

nanocomposites containing 1wt.%CNTs/12wt.%BT/PVDF showing 24.2MPa and 579% for 

mechanical stress and strain, respectively. These improved mechanical properties stem from 

CNTs and BT reinforcements. However, ultimate tensile strength starts decreasing after 1 

wt.%CNTs and 12wt.%BT and failure strain after 1wt.%CNTs and 40wt.%BT. This study 

demonstrated the feasibility of massive production for multifunctional sensing device 

manufacturing with freedom of design, low cost, and an accelerated process. 
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Abstract-Photovoltaic cells are an important device to 
produce electricity by direct sunlight. The most common cells 
that are produced are p-type cells, due to their stability and 
efficiency. They are usually doped with boron and use thermal 
SiO₂ and SiNₓ to passivate the n+ emitters[1]. P-type cells are, 
however, flawed. There is a direct correlation between their 
efficiency and their susceptibility to degradation due to light 
exposure. Alternatively, to p-type cells there are n-type cells 
that do not possess the same disadvantage of efficiency and 
light induced degradation.  The draw back from n-type cells 
are the unstable forms of passivating the p+ emitters. 
Through our research we attempted to produce an n-type 
device that is both, stable and efficient. To do so we used n-
type silicon and tried different methods of doping along with 
a various materials for the contacts on both the fingers and 
back side. 

 
Index Terms—Anneal, contacts, doping, n-type solar cells. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE MAJORITY of solar cells produced are p-type silicon 
solar cells. They are the most common cells because of 
their high efficiency and well-known ability to passivate 
the n+ emitters. The most common way to passivate the n+ 
emitter is by using a thermal SiO₂ and/or SiNₓ [1]. The 
downfall of these p-type solar cells is that it is susceptible 
to light-induced degradation. This issue is magnified as the 
efficiency of the cell increases, as there is a direct 
correlation between the efficiency of the cell and their 
vulnerability to light-induced degradation.   
 

As an alternative, n-type solar cells may be the solution 
for avoiding the problems associated with light-induced 
degradation and its correlation to deficiency. N-type silicon 
solar cells are not commonly used because passivating the 
p+ emitters has proven to be more difficult than the 
previously mentioned cells. There have been attempts to 
use a similar method, as seen in p-type cells; to passivate 
the p+ emitters such as thermal SiO₂ and/or SiNₓ. The 
results of this have shown the p+ emitters to be unstable 
and therefore, less desirable.  

 In this particular study we are attempting to create solar 
devices using n-type silicon wafers. We use boron to dope 

the silicon wafer and make various attempts to create a 
device that is efficient at producing voltage and current. 
Our study was conducted in a manner that followed a 
previous experiment that produced a n-type silicon solar 
cell with 20% efficiency. Through their study they were 
able to conclude that texturizing both sides and firing the 
device, they were able to create cells that had a low current 
density which would allow for voltage detection.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 

The solar cells that were created, started off as a silicon 
wafer that was cut into 4-cm² squares. The first step of the 
experiment was to create an etching on the surface of the 
silicon squares. Using a 5% hydrofluoric acid, we dipped 
each sample in the acid for 10 seconds, proceeded to rinse 
the sample using de-ionized water, and drying each sample 
using nitrogen gas. The second step was to create a textured 
surface that would create pyramid-like structures on the 
surface of the silicon; which can be seen in figure 1. These 
structures are useful in trapping light by keeping it in the 
valley of the pyramids [3]. This step was accomplished by 
using a 2% potassium hydroxide solution. We then placed 
the silicon squares in the 2% KOH bath and agitated them 
for thirty minutes. Then after agitation, they rested in the 
solution for ten minutes before being rinsed and dried. 
These first two steps were the same throughout the 
different experiments. After this step there were variations 
on the steps that follow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. SEM image of p+ emitter on a textured surface [1]. 



 

Fig. 2. Evolution from silicon wafer to device. From left to 
right. 1: silicon wafer. 2: Cut in 4 cm² squares.  

 
In step three we did an edge-isolation on the silicon cell 
and doped the wafer. For the first round, we only doped the 
front side of the device with boron. For the second round, 
we doped both the front and back side of the device. The 
front side was doped with boron and the backside was 
doped with phosphorus. This process of doping the silicon 
wafer was done through spinning the doping agent at a 
speed of 3k rpm for 10 seconds. After drying for one 
minute on a hot plate at 100°C, it was annealed at 950°C 
for 10 minutes. In step four, we did another etching by 
dipping each device in a Buffered-Oxide-Etching (BOE) 
solution for 10 seconds the first time and for three seconds 
the second time around.  

 
     In step five we added aluminum contacts to both sides 
of the device. For the front side we applied the aluminum 
using a toothpick and we applied a small layer on the 
backside; this method was used for the first round. In the 
following attempts, we used a physical vapor deposition 
system to make the contacts more uniform, even, and neat. 
The idea was that we would be making a device that was 
more precise and allowed for a higher voltage, current, and 
overall efficiency. In later trials, there were various anneals 
added to the process in the making of these devices. The 
first anneal added was 250°C for 30 minutes, then 400°C 
for twenty minutes, and lastly 750°C for one minute. The 
process of the steps can be seen in figure 2 from intrinsic 
wafer to a solar device.  
 

A. Challenges   
 
   Through these experiments, we found that doping both 

sides of the devices with both boron and phosphorus there 
was a greater amount of current collected. We also used 
several types of tape that had a weaker adhesive. This 
weaker adhesive allowed us to handle the silicon wafer 
with more care and less breakage. Breaking the devices 
was one of the biggest disadvantages we had as a group. 
The wafers are very thin and fragile; the only solution was 
to proceed with the utmost care and diligence. We also 
experienced some quality loss due to the phosphorous we 
were using. It was  
 
 
 
 

3: KOH agitation. 4: Edge isolation and spin on doping agent. 5: Anneal. 
6: Fingers and contacts. 

 
expired and had a gel-like consistency that did not allow 
for proper spin-on application. This was considered 
problematic during the first anneal, when the devices were 
fired at 950°C for ten minutes. It was at this stage that the 
devices visibly displayed noticeable loss to the phosphorus 
dopant. This will be corrected in future experiments, as the 
phosphorus’ proper physical state and potency should 
resolve these issues.  
 
    Another challenge that persisted throughout the study 
was the application of the contacts. This problem applied 
to both the fingers and the back contacts. We started the 
experiment using aluminum for both sides and then 
switched to using aluminum for the back contact and silver 
for the front contacts. We also switched the method of 
applying the contacts from manual application to using the 
physical vapor-deposition system. This system used a 
series of programs to turn the aluminum and silver 
materials from solid form to gas form. The program then 
dispositioned the vapor on the devices making the contacts 
an even layer and a specific thickness. We attempted to use 
tape as a form of “pattern making” for the front contacts. 
Frustratingly, this proved to be challenging because we 
could not make the fingers small enough and we often 
damaged the device in the process of removing the tape. 
We then moved onto using a mask that would prevent the 
damage due to the tape. However, this also had its own set 
of challenges, which forced us to use a mask that would 
prevent the 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. On the left we can see the manual mask made of tape and the 
damage that was caused. On the right we can see the mask method after 

an application. 
 
 
 
damage caused by tape. Again, this method presented some 



 

difficulties because the mask did not always lay flush. 
Additionally, the fingers and bus bar just became an 
indistinguishable marriage of metal. The different methods 
we attempted can be seen in figure 3.  We later discovered 
that the fingers and bus bar needed to be very thin and tall 
so that we could achieve the desired currents and voltages. 
After sorting the issues with the contact dimensions, we 
noticed that with additional anneals and heating cycles of 
varying degrees, we could passivate the p+ emitter. This 
result was desired because it would produce a current 
density low enough to produce a voltage.  

II. RESULTS  
 

Results were obtained by using the QEXL Solar Cell 
Quantum Efficiency Measurement System. Samples must 
have their area measured before placing it on the machine. 
Once the area is calculated, the sample can now be placed 
on top of a copper strip and place one of the contacts on top 
of the silver or aluminum finger/bus bar. The computer will 
use a I-V characteristics graph. After naming the file and 
selecting a save folder, the measurement is done. On the 
right side of the screen, the program will show important 
information such as open circuit voltage, short circuit 
current, current density, shunt resistance, fill factor and 
finally the efficiency of the sample. Below are the results 
of the samples along with a description of the different 
steps taken on each result. Only the best result will be 
shown for same batches of silicon samples. 

 
First batch consisted of the steps described on the 

fabrication process. Nothing was changed on the step 
procedure. On this n-type sample had an efficiency of 
0.05%, VOC of 0.255, and ISC of 1.27 mA as seen in Fig. [4]. 

 

Fig. 4: First batch results. 
 

For the second batch, the same procedure was followed. 
However, the back side of the sample n-type doping, 
phosphorous jelly, was applied to see if it can increase the 
sample performance. And the PVD machine was used to 
do both back and front side contacts. On this n-type sample 
had an efficiency of 0.001%, VOC of 0.308, and ISC of 
0.0109 mA, Fig. [5, 6]. 

 
Fig. 5:  Solar cells after initial anneal, prior to contacts. 

 
Fig. 6: Second batch results. 

 
Annealing the sample at 250ºC for 30 minutes on a 

hot plate after measurement proved to increase their 
performance by a little bit (Picture below). The sample 
had an efficiency of 0.009%, VOC of 0.399, and ISC of 
0.161 mA, Fig. [7]. 

 
Fig. 7: Final results after second anneal. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
Solar power is a clean way of harvesting energy, it can 

be considered an untapped source of everlasting energy. 
We all use electricity in our everyday lives whether it is for 
powering up our laptops, cell phones, or even our vehicles. 
Solar cells convert light into energy and with our unlimited 
need for energy there is demand for more efficient solar 
cells. These n-type cells are important because they are less 
susceptible to light degradation, will therefore last longer 
than p-type cells, and will in turn be more cost effective.  

While making these n-type silicon solar cells we came 
across many issues. Some that had an obvious solution and 
others that were more difficult to figure out. We quickly 
noticed the trend from doping one side to doping both 
sides. When we doped both sides we were able to get an 
overall more efficient device. Along with the n-type silicon 
solar cells, we were able to make some cells that were 
produced from a p-type silicon. Without, many trials we 
came up with great results the first time around, the results 
can be seen in Table II and can be compared to the results 
in Table I, that have the values of the n-type silicon. 

IV. DISCUSSION  
The solar cells produced would make a great impact on 

the cells that are in the market already. N-type solar cells 
would be more beneficial because they would last longer 
and would in turn be more cost efficient. Successfully 
making n-type silicon solar cells is important in the harvest 
of solar energy to be more affordable and more efficient.   
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In October 2019, Orbital Factory II (OF-II) team will be launching a CubeSat into a 
400 km Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Part of the OFII CubeSat mission includes photographing 
the Earth as well as photographing the experiment from inside the CubeSat. A 5-megapixel 
camera will be used for Earth observation, and a 0.3-megapixel camera was selected for 
photographing the experiment. For communication with cameras and data transmission it 
was decided to use a microcontroller. However, some experiments needed to take place in 
order to assess whether the cameras would be effective in space. After doing some vacuum 
chamber trials and arduous testing, the team concluded that these cameras would be 
effective for the work conducted in space. The experiment also needed to be driven with an 
embedded system, so an FPGA was implemented for its control. 

I. Introduction and Background 
The Communications and Electronics team was selected to develop a system that will be photographing on the 
CubeSat while in space. The system was put under an experiment to gather more information about the mission. To 
accomplish this task an embedded system was concluded to be the optimal choice for the experiment. The paper 
includes descriptions of several problems the team encountered and the most fiscally responsible ways of solving the 
problems. The paper has been constructed with solutions and scenarios in the order they occurred. The first part 
discusses the microcontroller that was chosen for the experiments. The next section presents the types of cameras 
chosen and protocol for communication that was employed as well as the experiments exercised. The third section 
of the paper focuses on the motor control and FPGA communication used during the experiment inside the cubic 
satellite. The fourth and final section describes the conclusion. 

 
II. Microcontroller Chosen 

The microcontroller that was purchased for the mission was a STM32F427IIT6, which uses an Arm Cortex-M4 
CPU. Since this microcontroller is not sold with a development board, the team decided to use an STM34F401RE, 
which is compatible with the same libraries that the STM32F427IIT6 uses. After conducting research, it was found 
that there is an easy way to program the microcontroller. An online Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 
called Mbed, where it is possible to program and compile programs to be uploaded to a microcontroller. After 
looking at some examples of how to do some data communication and GPIO the microcontroller was ready to 
communicate with cameras. 
 

III. Cameras and Communication  
The cameras necessary for this mission needed to be easy to program and use because the data was going to the 
transmitted via antennas. Some inexpensive but comparable cameras were selected from Spinel Electronics. The 
camera that was chosen to take photographs of the Earth was the SC50MPA model, which is a simple 5.0-megapixel 
camera. The experiment did not require a high resolution photograph, so the camera chosen for this part was a 
SC03MPA model. This camera has a resolution of 0.3-megapixels. Both cameras use a simple communication 
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protocol to take the photographs. A Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter is a digital communication mode 
that cameras use to transmit image data. The images are sent in hex code, so once the data is received it needs to be 
converted from hex to .jpeg to see the actual image. An important advantage of using UART is that there is no need 
to synchronize the microcontroller with the cameras, however both will need to work in the same baud rate, which is 
115200 by default. The algorithm to take pictures is presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1 Algorithm used to take photographs.  

It is important to know exactly how much data the microcontroller is going to be receiving. For instance, when the 
microcontroller sends “56 00 34 01 00” which is Read Image Data Length, the camera will answer “76 00 34 00 04 
00 00 XH XM XL”  where “XH XM XL” is the image data length. XH is the most significant bit and XL is the 
least significant bit. So in the next instruction “56 00 32 0C 00 0A 00 MM MM MM 00 KK KK KK 00 0A” which 
is Read Image Data, the microcontroller needs to specify data length from most significant bit to least significant bit 
in the “KK KK KK ” bytes. If the microcontroller sends the incorrect data, bytes “FF D9” will never be transmitted 
and the images that the microcontroller will be received corrupted. There is no image that will be processed after 
converting data from hex if these instructions are not sent correctly. 

One important consideration was if the cameras would be able to survive in space. There is always the possibility of 
the temperature becoming so high that the equipment overheats or problems with the images being processed in a 
vacuum. In order to test whether these off-the-shelf cameras would be able to survive space conditions, vacuum 
chamber testing was implemented. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 

 
The experiment consisted in putting the cameras inside of the vacuum chamber and taking 100 pictures one after the 
other without any breaks. Fig. 2 displays the setup of the experiment in the vacuum chamber. During the experiment 
all the data from the images was stored. Also, there were thermocouples connected to the cameras to track any 
temperature change. 
After taking 100 pictures and being two hours under zero atmospheric pressure, the cameras survived and no 
overheating was detected. Both cameras work optimally below 80 C degrees. During the vacuum chamber test the 
cameras’ temperature kept stabilized on 60 C degrees, even when pictures were taken. After processing data and 
checking the images the team concluded that these cameras would withstand the task without any problems. 
 
The images shown in Fig. 3, are pictures taken inside the vacuum chamber at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment. The only difference in these two images was caused by the light angle. 



 
Fig. 3 

 
IV. Motor and FPGA 

In order to move the printer in the experiment a stepper motor was needed. After some discussion the team decided 
to use an FPGA to move the stepper motor and do conductivity tests. The idea was to implement Inter Integrated 
Communication (I2C) between the microcontroller and the FPGA. Once communication was established, the 
microcontroller needed to send data to the FPGA. After the FPGA received the data, it processes it and sends it to 
different ports that will move the stepper motor and change the position of the printer. Also, the FPGA would turn 
on some LEDs, in order to provide lighting for better images. The algorithm for the experiment is presented in Fig. 
4.  
First, the microcontroller needs to establish communication with the FPGA via I2C. After communication is 
established, the microcontroller checks if the printer is in home position before starting the experiment. If the printer 
is not in home position it will be moved to home. Once the printer is in home position, the camera for experiment 
will be turned on. After that moment, the experiment is ready to start and it is documented by the camera. Once the 
experiment is completed the camera will be turned off and the stepper motor will be stopped.  

 

 
Fig. 4 



 
V. Conclusions 

Spinel Electronics cameras are a simple, inexpensive and a vacuum-proof option for photographing in space. The 
communication protocol is simple and easy to correct if there is any bug found. They do not cost more than $40 
USD; they are cost effective since they can work in a non-atmosphere area without overheating. An FPGA is also a 
good option to control multiple devices, as well as controlling stepper motor and for processing data. An FPGA can 
receive the bits and directly send them as inputs or outputs to turn on LEDs and they are good to check conductivity 
in different current points. 
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As additive manufacturing is becoming an established technology in space, new emerging 

strategies improve the efficiency of the printing processes. Orbital Factory II (OFII) is a small 

satellite—or CubeSat—being developed at the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) 

launching in low earth orbit (LEO) on December 2019. OFII is a 1U (10x10x10cm) CubeSat 

that will carry a one-axis 3D printer experiment as its primary payload. This printer is being 

developed and tested in-house. The experiment focuses on printing electrically conductive ink 

on a printing circuit board that verifies the conductivity on the trace once cured. This could 

potentially allow for the repairs of solar cells while in orbit. The printer assembly utilizes 

materials made from conventional additive manufacturing processes which are also space-

grade to comply with space regulations, and is housed inside the chassis with the other 

electronic modules. Several feedbacks will be implemented in the design, allowing to track the 

progress of the printing process during its different stages. This paper discusses the design 

and development of the 3D printer as well as the challenges and changes encountered 

throughout the process. 

 

I. Introduction 
Orbital Factory II is a CubeSat under development at the University of Texas at El Paso. The 1U structure carries as 

its primary payload a 3D printing experiment that aims to print a conductive trace while in orbit. This technology 

would allow for solar cell repairs by closing a circuit1. OFII would have initially launched in 2023 on GTO due to a 

school competition won through the United Launch Alliance. In an effort to get the satellite in space at an earlier date, 

changes were made to accommodate the near-launch date of October 2019. OFII will launch through NanoRacks, 

LLC to low earth orbit (LEO), where it will berth outside the ISS on a resupply mission. The satellite will remain 

aboard NanoRacks’ outside deployer before being released into orbit in December 2019. 

 

OFII will carry different payloads, with the printer being the primary mission objective. Inside the satellite there are 

four other modules, a UHF transceiver, an S-band transmitter, an Onboard Computer (OBC), and an Electrical Power 

System (EPS). The arrangement of the modules will follow the PC-104 architecture due to its simplicity to deal with 

the issues of limited weight and volume2. The space occupied by the printer is constrained by the empty volume within 

the confines of the CubeSat after assembling the other components, thus limiting the range of motion of the printer 

nozzle. Printer operation is carried through a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) which controls the motor through 

I2C communication. Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) serial communication will be used by the 

cameras which will be controlled by the OBC. The EPS will power all the systems utilized. The libraries used in the 

programming, the environmental testing, the PCB boards, and other components related to the printer are being 

developed by UTEP due to the nature of the project. Testing has revealed important information that has prompted 

design changes in the printer assembly, and it continues to be an important factor in moving forward with the 

experiment. Printer design and development will be discussed in this paper as well as the testing being conducted after 

a major redesign. 

 

II. Design Development 
OFII has seen a major design change of its printer, mainly due to the results after testing. Originally, OFII was  

set to fly in GTO (Geostationary Transfer Orbit) and the design of the CubeSat was a different configuration. In 

preparation for the high concentration of ionizing radiation in GTO3, the chassis structure was designed to completely 

enclose all the electronic modules inside solid walls of the chassis. The thickness of the walls was set to three 

millimeters after running an analysis that calculated a ratio of weight versus radiation protection to ensure that the 
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satellite would survive a minimum duration of five days. The first iteration of the CubeSat’s design consisted in having 

the printer assembly outside the thick-walled chassis, the decision mainly driven by the risk of having electrical 

conductive ink confined in a nozzle of inconsistent results. The design of the nozzle consisted of an intricate 

mechanism that was co-dependent of its own neighboring components.  

 

 
Figure 1: Design of first printer assembly4 

The nozzle body housed the conductive ink, a spring that would always be exerting pressure on a pusher behind the 

ink, and an end cap to hold the components inside of the nozzle body. A copper pin close to the tip would block the 

flow of the ink and contain the ink inside the nozzle. The spring-loaded pin was held together to the nozzle with the 

use of nylon monofilament. Type C Nichrome burn wire would be wrapped around the monofilament a couple of 

times to ensure contact. During the printing operation, the printer would first move to the right until reaching the 

homing mechanism (a switch that would activate once the nozzle assembly reached the rails), and subsequently, the 

pin would also touch the feedback system. Current would be passed through the burn wire, heating up the nylon 

eventually breaking it, causing the spring to decompress and force the pin out. This action allowed a small grove on 

the pin to align to the nozzle tip, permitting for the ink to start flowing. While the motor rotated in the opposite 

direction, a trace of ink was deposited onto the PCB board. Although the design proved to work from a mechanical 

point of view, testing with ink inside the nozzle proved to be difficult. All design decisions were made considering 

the allowable ranges stablished in NanoRacks Interface Control Document5.  

 

Testing the burn wire mechanism once the nozzle was loaded gave insight into some of the issues happening. Although 

the nozzle assembly was closed as seen in Fig. 2, there was leakage from the nozzle tip and from one of the sides of 

the pin. Several attempts were made to try and correct the issue including making the pin hole smaller to contain the  

Figure 2: Nozzle failure of previous design iteration 



 

ink. As the hole became smaller, it was observed that it was harder for the spring to be able to move the pin. The tight 

fit did improve the sealing of the nozzle as ink could not escape from the tip. However, the result of it was ‘backflow’ 

of the ink inside the nozzle body. No combination of pusher and pin hole was able to solve the issues. The problems 

encountered throughout the testing raised concerns of the ink not being properly sealed and able to deploy. Since the 

design itself was too intricate, a simpler solution was sought to ensure the printer assembly would survive the 

environment. This simpler solution also was easily repeatable for testing.  

 
While most of the components have virtually remained the same, the nozzle design has seen the most changes. The 

new nozzle design, although much simpler than its predecessor, has been successful at containing the ink. A change 

of orbit as well as the procurement of new modules prompted the first changes in the design of the current printer 

assembly. As the CubeSat will be deployed in LEO and the wall thickness was no longer of concern, more space could 

be utilized on all sides of the chassis. The printer was moved inside with the rest of the modules to simplify the chassis 

design by connecting it directly through the PC-104 header pins. The rails were modified to fit in the PC-104 

architecture. To reduce the risk of the modules becoming damaged should the ink not be contained while in orbit, the 

printer sits at one end of the CubeSat, with its PCB board facing the rest of the modules. A Kapton enclosure will also 

be utilized to isolate the printer assembly from the other components. 

 

The solution to keeping the ink enclosed in the nozzle was to add a wax seal at the nozzle tip, eliminating the intricate 

pin design of the previous assembly, greatly simplifying the design of the nozzle. The tip of the nozzle is dipped in 

wax and the rest of the components are added the same way as before (ink, pusher, spring, endcap). As before, the ink 

is always under pressure since the spring inside the nozzle body is compressed against the pusher/ink. Nichrome wire 

is still utilized as a burn wire and is placed close to the tip of the nozzle. When voltage is passed through the burn 

 

 
Figure 3: CAD of current nozzle design 

wire, it heats up, causing the wax to melt. Once the wax becomes soft it can no longer hold the pressure inside and ink 

begins to leak from the tip. When the wax melts, the motor starts turning to deposit the ink trace. The current design 

of the nozzle is seen in Fig. 3.  

 
A ridge around the nozzle tip was implemented to keep the burn wire in place, making sure it does not detach during 

launch due to the vibrations. The tip allows for easy maneuvering into the wax and so that the body does not get 

covered in the wax as well. A second slot was added to the nozzle to have a second point of contact in the threaded 

rod and eliminate play, which may cause misalignment.  
 

III. Current Design Assembly 
The overall current design of the printer did not change much from the original design seen in Figure 1. However, 

eliminating the pin from the nozzle removed the feedback system that would indicate when the pin had been moved 

out, which was key in knowing the ink was released. The home switch mechanism will still be implemented to know 

when the nozzles reaches that position. An inward facing camera will take continuous photos once the printer 

experiment is running to track the progress of the printing process which is expected to last less than a minute.  

 



The nozzle is guided through two metal rods that keep the nozzle in place. A threaded rod through the middle provides 

the structure which allows the nozzle to move with the use of a stepper motor connected through a coupling. While 

most of the components are made from metal which are compatible with space requirements, the main rails are 3D 

printed out of Ultem and the nozzle is 3D printed out of ProtoTherm, both of which have low outgassing. The substrate  

 

 
Figure 4: CAD of current printer assembly 

used to print is a silver-based ink which is conductive upon curing. Upon printing the ink trace on the printing PCB 

board, it will be tested for conductivity shortly after, via various test points in the board. If the ink were to deposited 

nonuniformly (i.e. there is a break in the print), the conductivity can still be measured at different points. Success will 

be determined by obtaining conductivity at any point of the print. A current design of the printer assembly is seen in 

Figure 4. An external camera also forms part of the printer assembly but will be used to take pictures of the Earth and 

Space and has no influence on the printer assembly. 

 

IV. Testing 
Different tests have been performed on the printer structure to ensure it will survive the launch as well as the vacuum 

environment in space. The first test that the printer will experience is the vibration environment at launch. NanoRacks 

as the satellite integrator provides testing launch loads to test that comply with NASA guidelines per random 

vibration6. Considering that the 3D printing experiment is the primary payload of the satellite and that no specific 

requirements exist for it, the testing requirements were derived from the ones already established. For the printer, this 

means that all the connections will stay connected, the threaded rod does not bend and prevents turning, the rails do 

not break, and finally that the nozzle keeps the ink contained. Afterwards, a functional testing will be performed in 

vacuum to assure all the components still function properly and are able to perform in space. In actuality, the CubeSat 

will remain in the docking service module outside the ISS for two months before being put in orbit. 

 
Several tests have been performed prior to check the functionality at different stages. To test the conductivity of the 

ink in vacuum, traces of ink were placed on a PCB board that would form a conductive path once cured. Positive and 

negative connections were attached to the board and connected to a voltage source outside the vacuum chamber. Even 

though the vacuum had not yet reached high vacuum (below -4 Torr), the ink started conducting shortly after being 

placed inside. Thus, the ink will cure rapidly while in vacuum.  

 

Static vacuum testing was performed after adding the wax seal to see the behavior of the nozzle assembly. Two nozzle 

assemblies holding ink were placed inside until reaching high vacuum. After leaving them in high vacuum for over 

an hour, the burn wire was activated, and ink was deposited. Since it was a static test, the ink congregated at the nozzle 



tip as seen in Fig. 5. The testing was successful, as the wax and burn wire mechanism worked as expected in high 

vacuum.  

 Figure 5: Nozzle assemblies with ink deployed in vacuum chamber 

Dynamic testing of the printer assembly confirmed that the motor can move back and forth to deposit a trace of ink 

onto the PCB test board. Ink was loaded in the nozzle and moved through the printer assembly, conducting the 

sequence as if it were in space. First, the program checks if it is in the homing position and moves to the right if it is 

not. Upon touching the homing switch, the motor stops. Power is then passed through the burn wire until the wax 

melts. The stepper motor then moves to the left as the ink is leaving, leaving a trail of ink on the board. Several passes 

of the nozzle are conducted (back and forth two times) to ensure a smooth deposition. The programming is still under 

development and the test was carried by physically manipulating buttons, but the movement of the printer remains 

unchanged. The conclusion from the test was that the motor can move from side to side as needed, leaving a clear 

print on the test board. Less ink should be utilized when printing since there was ink left inside the nozzle that started 

dripping once the printing sequence was finished. The ink trace on the PCB board can be appreciated in Fig. 6 below. 

 

 
Figure 6: Deposition of ink through a dynamic test of the printer 

 



Testing of the printer assembly will continue up until delivery. Conducting vibration testing followed by a functional 

test in the vacuum chamber will most closely resemble the environment to which the printer/satellite will be subjected. 

Multiple testing will ensure repeatability and a successful experiment of the OFII 3D printed in space. 

 

V. Conclusion 
Orbital Factory II is a CubeSat developed at the University of Texas at El Paso that will launch through NanoRacks, 

LLC on a resupply mission to the ISS. The satellite will remain outside of the ISS in NanoRacks’ deployer for two 

months before being released into low earth orbit two months later. The 1U CubeSat carries as its primary mission a 

one-axis printer that will deposit a conductive ink trace to simulate the repair of solar cells while in orbit. Design 

iterations and testing have been performed on the printer assembly to make sure that the experiment is successful and 

can survive the launch and environment conditions.  

 

A change of mission caused the first minor changes to the assembly to simplify the structure and design of the 

assembly. An intricate spring-loaded pin design in the nozzle was able to work mechanically but was unable to contain 

the ink inside. Following this problem, a major nozzle redesign was needed, resulting in a simpler design needing to 

be tested for reliability and repeatability. A wax seal contains the ink inside the nozzle until the burn wire melts the 

plug, allowing ink to flow out. Several tests have been conducted on the printer at different stages to test each 

subassembly. The wax sealing mechanism tested in vacuum and the motor dynamic test in the atmosphere, both 

successful, are positive indicators that the printer assembly is on its way to being successful. Further testing will be 

performed in the following months simulating the launch environment and performing a functional test on a fully 

integrated system to confirm that the experiment will be successful while in orbit. 
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Orbital Factory II (OF-II) is a 1U CubeSat project which will be launched in October 2019 
into Low Earth Orbit (LEO). OF-II will travel to the International Space Station (ISS) as part 
of a Cygnus resupply mission. Approximately three months later after Cygnus has completed 
its mission, OF-II will be deployed. OF-II will orbit the Earth every 90 minutes, and pass over 
El Paso approximately six to eight times per day. OF-II’s primary payload is an experiment 
to test repair of a device in orbit using additive manufacturing. OF-II’s secondary payload is 
a test of an experimental S-band patch antenna developed by Lockheed Martin Space Systems 
corporation. Lastly, OF-II will also attempt to take pictures of the Earth and test methods for 
attitude control using magnetorquers. A ground station will be built in El Paso, TX to receive 
downlink from OF-II. Several methodologies for attitude control using magnetorquers are 
under evaluation, which is important for pointing of the S-band patch antenna. 

I. Introduction and Background 

Orbital Factory II (OF-II) is a 1U CubeSat under development at The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP). OF-II’s 
primary payload is a test of a novel method of performing in-space electrical repairs using additive manufacturing. By 
dispensing a conductive paste, open circuits on satellites caused by physical damage could be repaired. OF-II will 
feature a printed circuit board that simulates a damaged electrical connection, which will be repaired. Additionally, 
OF-II will test an experimental S-band patch antenna manufactured by Lockheed Martin Space Systems using 
proprietary nanocopper, as well as an experimental S-band transmitter provided by EnduroSat. Design of OF-II began 
in 2016 when the project proposal was awarded first place in the inaugural United Launch Alliance (ULA) CubeCorp 
CubeSat competition. Through this competition, UTEP was awarded a launch opportunity on an Atlas V into a 
geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). However due to delays in the Atlas V GTO launch manifest, it was decided to 
launch the first iteration of OF-II into low earth orbit (LEO) through NanoRacks LLC. 

II. Launch Opportunity and Target Orbit 

OF-II is manifested to launch on the Cygnus NG-12 resupply mission to the International Space Station (ISS). OF-II 
will be integrated into the NanoRacks External CubeSat Deployer (ENRCSD) mounted on panel five of the Cygnus 
service module. The launch is scheduled to take place on October 1, 2019 from Wallops, VA aboard an Antares 
rocket. Approximately three days after launch Cygnus will berth with the space station, where the spacecraft will 
remain for two to three months. After the space station resupply mission is complete, the astronauts will unberth 
Cygnus, which will raise its orbit to approximately 455 km. Cygnus will remain at the space station’s 51.6-degree 
orbital inclination. 
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Fig. 1 Launch and deployment of OF-II. 

III. CubeSat Deployment and Concept of Operations 

Approximately three days after the orbit raise maneuver, OF-II—along with the other CubeSats flying on NG-12—
will be deployed. It is expected that there will be a deployment deltaV of approximately 0.5 to 2.2 m/s. Shortly after 
deployment, OF-II’s electrical power system (EPS) will activate and the mission will begin.  

OF-II’s mission has been scheduled into five phases. Each phase has a duration of approximately eight hours. In phase 
one the EPS built-in firmware will turn on and measure the battery voltage and temperature, as well as check the solar 
cell states. If all conditions are suitable then the system will turn on the power buses. Next the on-board computer 
(OBC) will boot. Then the UHF dipole antenna deployment. A system checkouts will be performed periodically, 
which contains data regarding OBC status, temperature, EPS state, and solar cell status.  

In phase two OF-II will acquire data and take pictures with both cameras. First UHF communication will be established 
in this phase. Also, the system will prepare itself for performing the printer activity. In phase three printing will be 
performed. Necessary data for printing will be acquired and stored in memory and will be transmitted over UHF 
during a suitable communication pass. In phase four, data will be transmitted through S-band which will be used to 
test performance of the patch antenna. In phase five, a tentative mission objective has been planned which includes a 
commemorative broadcast of a speech from UTEP President Diana Natalicio. After that the system will step into the 
extended mission phase. During this period, OF-II will be acquiring data from its sensors to downlink. Data received 
from the extended mission includes tumbling rate, temperature, and power consumption. which will be examined for 
educational purposes in the future. Additionally, it is planned to experiment with algorithms for using OF-II’s 
magnetorquers for attitude control. 

IV. Orbit Analysis 

In order to plan out the mission ConOps, the orbit had to be characterized. While the orbit altitude and inclination are 
approximately fixed, other orbital parameters such as the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) and the 
argument of perigee can vary based on the deployment epoch. This has a significant effect on when ground station 
passes will occur. Orbital state data for two previous ENRCSD deployments from mid-2018 were provided by 
NanoRacks. This included the cartesian position and velocity relative to the J2000 frame, as well as the deployment 
epoch and deployment deltaV vector. These states were then converted into Keplerian elements using Systems Toolkit 
(STK). The space station orbital elements at the same epochs were also noted. The difference between the CubeSat 
RAAN and argument of perigee and the space station RAAN and argument of perigee was calculated, and an average 
was taken for both deployments. This offset—along with a predicted space station orbit in December 2019—was then 
used to estimate the CubeSat deployment orbit for OF-II. Though variations in deployment time as well as other 
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factors—such as alterations of the Cygnus orbit—can cause significant changes in the orbit ground track, this method 
at least provides a realistic guess for the OF-II orbit for analysis. The resulting orbit has an orbital period of 
approximately 94 minutes. 

 

Fig. 2 Orbits for OF-II (purple) and the space station (white). 

Next, ground station access had to be calculated. Initially for the OF-II mission, it is planned to utilize only one ground 
station located at TMD Defense and Space LLC near El Paso, TX. It was found that for this ground station, 
approximately six to eight passes could be expected per day. Each pass could last a maximum of nine minutes.  

One of the biggest challenges of the OF-II mission is the pointing of the S-band patch antenna. While the UHF dipole 
antenna is omnidirectional, the patch antenna is expected to have a maximum field of view of sixty degrees. The 
ground station must be within this field of view for downlink to be possible. Otherwise the link budget cannot close. 
Using STK, the Earth magnetic field can also be modeled. This is being used to evaluate methods of attitude control 
for OF-II using magnetorquers. Magnetorquers function by creating a magnetic field vector, which will interface with 
the Earth’s magnetic field producing a torque. Several different methodologies of attitude control are currently under 
evaluation. These include passive control—where the magnetorquers will emulate a passive magnet with a fixed 
magnetic field vector; control via table lookup—where a lookup table of the ideal magnetic field vector direction over 
time will be calculated for each pass; or utilization of an active control algorithm—where sensing will be used by the 
satellite to autonomously calculate the ideal magnetic field vector to keep the patch antenna pointed nadir to the Earth. 
Due to time constraints, it is likely that methodology one or two will be selected, with methodology three potentially 
being used during OF-II’s extended mission via uplink of a new software package. 

Preliminary analysis of methodology one is promising, showing that on average approximately 3.7-minute access can 
be expected per pass if the CubeSat Z-axis is aligned with Earth’s magnetic field. However further analysis will have 
to be performed to characterize RF losses—such as atmospheric losses or dropoff—caused by the long distance and 
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shallow elevation angle as shown in figure 3. Currently the patch antenna and ground station are being modeled with 
STK’s RF toolbox to analyze this further. 

 

Fig. 3 S-band patch antenna field of view (purple) when the CubeSat Z-axis is passively aligned with the 
Earth magnetic field vector (red). 

V. CubeSat Payloads and Subsystems 
OF-II’s main payloads are one OBC, one UHF transceiver, one S-Band transceiver, one EPS, a custom payload board, 
printer module, two cameras, five solar panels, one UHF antenna with four deployable antenna rods and one S-Band 
antenna. Onboard computer is the brain of the satellite which will control rest of the modules establishing I2C 
communication using a shared PC104 bus connector. Cameras will be connected through UART with the OBC. 
Transceivers are used to process data instruction received from OBC using modulators and amplifiers which are 
further forwarded to the antennas. Antenna converts the electronic signals to Radio frequency and start propagating. 
Transmitted signal from the satellite is received by ground station antennas. Reconstructing the original signal satellite 
condition can be realized. Payload board consists of FPGA circuitry which will be used to control the printer motor, 
blinking LEDs, and to check continuity after the printing is complete. Electronic power system consists of a single 
cell battery which can provide 10.4 Whr of power through two power buses. Most of the devices are operated with 
3.3V bus however a 5V bus is available if high amount of power is required.  
 

       

                          Fig. 4 OF-II system schematic                                           Fig. 5 OF-II Hardware Integration  
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Orbital Factory II Subsystems and payloads: 

OF-II includes flowing subsystems and payloads: 

 Onboard computer 
 UHF Transceiver  
 S-Band Transceiver  
 Electrical Power Subsystem 
 Payload board & Printer experiment  
 Cameras 
 UHF Antenna  
 S-Band antenna  
 Structure subsystem  

OF-II incorporates a high-performance computing platform manufactured by EnduroSat which is fully compatible 
with the CubeSat standard. It is based on ARM Cortex M4 with frequency rate up to 180MHz. It comes with integrated 
double redundancy sensors: 3-Axis accelerometers and compass. PWM drivers for magnetorquers and inputs for sun 
sensors, temperature sensors and gyroscope allow the implementation of the attitude determination and control 
systems. A PC104 bus connector is used to establish communication among the Satellite payloads using I2C method. 

OF-II includes a UHF transceiver manufactured by EnduroSat which can be configured between 430-440MHz band. 
By default, the transceiver works in half-duplex mode with configurable data rate and modulation index. Maximum 
Data rate in the air is up to 100kbps. Radio has a configurable telemetry beacon broadcast option.  

OF-II’s one of the primary mission objectives is to test an experimental S-Band patch antenna. A Custom S-Band 
transceiver also made by Endurosat will be used with an approximate 2400 – 2500 MHz frequency range.  

OF-II’s EPS comes with integrated one or two Li-Po battery packs encapsulated inside the aluminum box. Capacity 
of one battery pack is 10.4 Watt-hour. The EPS manufactured by EnduroSat has three photovoltaic input channels for 
supplying the power from each axis of solar panels. Two latch up protectors are available to protect systems from 
overcurrent and overvoltage.  

OF-II uses five EnduroSat Solar Panels which are equipped with 2 CESI Solar cells CTJ30 with 29.5% efficiency. 
The wide effective cell area (the largest possible for solar panels suitable for 1U CubeSats) provides up to 2.4 Watts 
in LEO per panel. Solar power will be used for extended mission.  

OF-II’s primary mission objective is to study additive manufacturing in microgravity. This will be accomplished by 
using the small printer to deposit electrically conductive ink on a printing circuit which will verify the conductivity 
on the trace once cured. The experiment aims to simulate the repair of solar arrays by adding the conductive trace 
between a tear on a solar panel. The printer assembly has a stepper motor and a nozzle which contains the conductive 
ink. A compressed spring puts force on the pusher with O-rings (to prevent backflow) against the ink which is being 
contained by the wax seal at the tip of the nozzle. Once a burn wire is activated, it heats up and melts the wax, allowing 
for the spring to decompress and deposit ink on the printing board as it moves across it with the use of the stepper 
motor.  

OF-II contains two cameras one internal and one external camera. Purpose of the internal camera is to observe the 
printing status which is one of the primary mission objectives. External camera will be used to take pictures of the 
earth.  

UHF antenna has four monopole antenna rods designed for UHF band for amateur satellite communications 435 – 
438MHz. Antenna is manufactured by EnduroSat as well. Circularly polarized RF signal has a gain > 0dB. Burn wire 
mechanism available with feedback for deployment.  

OF-II’s S-Band antenna manufactured by Lockheed Martin Corporation is an experimental patch antenna which can 
be operated within 2400 – 2500 MHz frequency band. The aluminum chassis consists of a main body which houses 
all the modules inside and is covered with two plates at the top and bottom acting as lids to help contain the structure. 
Four threaded-rods inside the structure are positioned using the PC-104 architecture to stack up the modules which 
use PC-104 header connectors. Solar panels are mounted to the outside of the structure: three and a half panels around 
the main body –the half panel used on the same face where the outside camera is facing and the other panel in the top 
cover above the UHF antenna. S-band antenna is mounted at the bottom cover.  
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A scheduler outline is provided in the following section:  

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 

1. EPS built-in 
firmware turns on 

2. Measure battery 
voltage and 
temperature 

3. Check for solar 
cell state 

4. Turn on Power 
buses 

5. OBC boots 
process 

6. UHF antenna 
deployment 

7. System 
Checkout: OBC 
Status, Temperature, 
EPS State, Solar cell 

1. Take one picture 
with each camera 

2. Check battery 
status 

3. Turn on low 
power mode if 
required 

4. Get the battery 
fully charged 

5. Check for printer 
home position 

6. Return printer to 
home if not at home 

1. Burn printer wire 

2. Turn on stepper 
motor for 25 
seconds 

3. Take slideshow-
video with 0.5MP 
camera 

4. Wait for 5 
minutes  

5. Check 
conductivity via 
feedback circuit 

6. Take 3 pictures 
with internal camera 

7. Store data & 
image in memory 

1. Check battery 
status 

2. UHF 
transmission for 10 
minutes 

3. Activate S-Band 
module 

4. Process data 
packets with GMSK 
modulation  

5. Transmit the 
digital packets for 2 
minutes at every 
other 8 minutes for 1 
hour  

6. Check battery 
status 

1. Transmit speech 
for 10minutes 

Extended mission 

1. Read & store 
temperature data, 
Tumbling status, 
EPS status 

2. Take pictures 
with external camera 

3. UHF 
transmission  

VI. Conclusion 

Orbital Factory II (OF-II) is a 1U CubeSat project which will be launched in October 2019 from Wallops, VA into a 
455 km Low Earth Orbit (LEO). The launch integration will be handled by NanoRacks LLC, and the launch will be 
aboard an Antares rocket to the International Space Station (ISS) as part of a Cygnus resupply mission. Approximately 
three months later, OF-II will be deployed from the Cygnus spacecraft. OF-II will orbit the Earth every ninety minutes, 
and pass over El Paso approximately six to eight times per day. OF-II’s primary payload is an experiment to test repair 
of a device in orbit using additive manufacturing. OF-II’s secondary payload is a test of an experimental S-band patch 
antenna developed by Lockheed Martin Space Systems corporation. Lastly, OF-II will also attempt to take pictures of 
the Earth and test methods for attitude control using magnetorquers. Subsystems onboard OF-II include the Onboard 
Computer (OBC), the UHF transceiver, the S-Band transceiver, the Electronic Power System (EPS), a custom payload 
board, the printer experiment, two cameras, five solar panels, the UHF antenna with four deployable antenna rods, 
and the S-Band patch antenna. A ground station will be built in El Paso, TX to receive downlink from OF-II. Due to 
the small field of view of the S-band patch antenna, attitude control is critical to close the S-band link budget. 
Currently, different methodologies for attitude control via magnetorquer are under evaluation, including emulating a 
passive magnet, utilizing an uplinked lookup table, or using an active control algorithm and sensors. Due to time 
constraints a simple methodology will have to be selected, and the problem is under further evaluation.  
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Abstract 

There are several traditional methods (e.g. tape casting) to process BT ceramics but disadvantages such as 
difficult handing without shape deformation, demolding, complex geometric shapes, and expansive molds. 
A paste extrusion 3D printing technique for BT ceramics with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) was 
developed to overcome the traditional issues. PVDF solution plays multiple roles of binder, plasticizer, and 
dispersant for excellent manufacturability. It was found that the maximum binder ratio with good viscosity 
was 1:8.8, while the maximum BT content was 35.45 vol.% in order to achieve maximum density of 3.93 
g/cm3 for 3D printed BT ceramic. Among different sintering temperatures, it was observed that the sintered 
BT ceramic at 1400 °C had highest grain growth, which affected the piezoelectric and dielectric properties, 
200 pC/N and 4730 at 103 Hz respectively. This paste extrusion 3D printing technique for ceramic 
suspensions are expected to enable rapid massive production, customization, and design flexibility of 
piezoelectric devices.  

Keywords: Barium titanate, paste extrusion, additive manufacturing, bulk ceramic, piezoelectric, dielectric  

1. Introduction 

Functional ceramics have been essential for electronic industries (capacitor, sensor, etc.) for more than five 
decades [1]. Nowadays, it has been applied to various aspects of practical engineering areas such as energy 
harvesting, automobile, aircraft, and information storages, due to unique properties including but not limited 
to electrical, magnetic, and optical properties [2]. Among the electrical properties, ferroelectric materials 
have been widely used in modern technology aforementioned above. Studies on high-performance lead-
free ceramics have been reported due to the concern with environmental pollution caused by lead-based 
ceramics [3]. Barium titanate (BaTiO3, BT) is a well-known lead-free ferroelectric material [4]. BT ceramic 
has relatively low piezoelectric (d33: ~190 pC/N) [5] and dielectric (ε: ~1700) properties [6]. However, BT 
ceramics are more suitable for applications such as capacitors and energy storage devices [6]. There are 
several conventional methods used for processing bulk BT ceramics, which press BT powders in a mold 
and fire them at high temperature, such as slip casting, compaction, tape casting, filter pressing, drying 
casting, and injection molding [7]. They have disadvantages on demolding and subsequent handling without 
shape deformation during process and limitations to varying geometric [2, 7].  

Many research efforts have been made to combine functional devices such as piezoelectric sensor and 
energy storage with additive manufacturing (AM) [8]. Selective laser sintering and binder jetting techniques 
have been studied for printing BaFe12O19, PZT, and BaTiO3 [9-11]. Some researchers reported that printed 
structures are porous and not suitable for fabrication of dense structures [2]. Paste extrusion (PE) 3D 
printing (i.e. robocasting) has been widely studied due to its advantages such as flexibility and low cost 
equipment [12]. PE does not requires heating since the liquid to solid transition occurs by solvent 
evaporation [13]. The BT ceramic paste consisted of ceramic powder and various chemicals such as binder, 
plasticizer, and dispersant to help colloidal suspensions extrude smoothly out of small syringe tip and 
printed layers retain the shape [12].  

A simple method to prepare piezoelectric ceramic suspensions for fabrication of ceramics using 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) as a binder was develop. PVDF has been widely used in application of 
lithium-ion battery to lead to more cohesive particle network and proper viscosity that result in reducing 



capacity fading of cathodes during the battery cycling [14]. N-N Dimethylformamide (DMF) is used to 
dissolve PVDF, also has a property of plasticizer, which decreases viscosity of the material. Therefore, the 
combination of PDF and DMF solutions plays an important role on the paste formulation. 3D printed 
samples were studied for piezoelectric and dielectric properties.  

2. Experimental details 

2.1 Materials, synthesis, and fabrication 
BaTiO3 powder (500 nm; Inframat) was used for the fabrication by PE 3D printing. PVDF powder 
(MW~534,000; Sigma-Aldrich) and DMF solvent (OmniSolv) were used to bind BT powder for ceramic 
suspensions. To prepare the ceramic suspensions, PVDF powder was first dissolved in DMF under water 
bath at 80 °C for 15 min with a weight ratio of 1:8.8. BT powder was added to the solution and stirred for 
5 min. Additional DMF was added to the ceramic suspensions to meet the ratio of 1:8.8 since the some of 
DMF solvent evaporated during the water bath process. The suspensions were placed into syringe tube 
trying to avoid bubble airs inside. A nozzle of 600 μm orifice size was attached to the syringe. Samples 
were printed in using a Printrbot Simple metal, which was modified to extrude paste. The ceramic samples 
of dimension of 1 × 1 × 0.44 mm were printed with a speed of 1 mm/s and dried at 120 °C for 2 hrs.   

2.2 Post processes 

The green samples were sintered in an alumina crucible at temperatures of 1100, 1200, 1300, and, 1400 °C 
with following sintering schedule: 1) heating to 650 °C with a ramp rate of 5 °C/min and holding for 1 hr 
to allow binder burnout, 2) then heating to 1400 °C (varying with desired temperature) and dwelling for 3 
hrs. Table 1 shows the material composition used and changed in weight and volume percent before and 
after drying the DMF solvent. To test piezoelectric and dielectric properties, surfaces of the sintered samples 
were then polished with sandpaper (600 grit). Then, silver paint electrodes were applied to the top and 
bottom surfaces and dried at 60 °C for 2 hrs. After drying, thermal poling was applied on each sample in 
silicon oil (80 °C) under electric field of 0.66 MV/m for 15 hrs to align dipoles. 
Table 1. Weight and volume percent of BaTiO3, PVDF, and DMF in the prepared suspensions. 

 BaTiO3 PVDF DMF 

Wt. % (before/after drying DMF) 77.01 / 97.04 2.34 / 2.96 20.65 / 0 
Vol. % (before/after drying DMF) 35.45 / 90.66 3.65 / 9.34 60.89 / 0 

 

2.3 Structural, morphological, and functional characterizations 

The morphology of the 3D printed bulk ceramics was observed using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, 
TM-1000 Hitachi). X-ray diffraction was also performed (Bruker). The piezoelectric coefficient (d33) was 
measured using d33 meter (APC YE2730A). The dielectric constant and loss were analyzed using an LCR 
meter (1920 Precision, IET lab).  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Optimization for manufacturability  

Figure 2(a) shows part printed with different binder ratios of 1:14, 1:10, and 1:8.8. The suspensions at 1:14 
ratio experienced the separation of DMF solvent from suspensions. At 1:10 ratio, no DMF separation was 
observed and it retained the desired hexahedron geometry. However, it experienced clogging on syringe tip 
above 1:8.8 ratio, which was found as the maximum binder ratio with good viscosity and retention of 
desired geometry after printing.  

 

(a) 



 
Figure 1. (a) 3D printed samples at different ratios of PVDF-DMF (from left, 1:14 (triangle), 1:10 (hexahedron), 1:8.8 
(square)) (b) sintered samples (from left, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400 °C, and cross-sectional area of the sample sintered 
at 1400 °C) 

With a 1:8.8 ratio, the BT content can be increased by 35.45 vol.% which is printable without clogging. 
Dimensional accuracy of the 3D printed samples was measured on samples prepared at different BT vol.% 
of 35.45, 31.91, 28.66, 25.85 and found ± 12, 11, 9, 7 %, respectively compared with a CAD file. After 
sintering them at 1400 °C, their densities decreased from 3.93 to 3.20 g/cm3. The sample containing 35.45 
vol.%-BT was very rigid; however, the samples became brittle as decrease in BT content due to more 
porosities created inside from binder burnout. With found BT content (35.45 vol.%) and binder ratio (1:8.8), 
four different sintering temperatures (1100, 1200, 1300, 1400 °C) were applied to each sample. Figure 1(b) 
shows that as the sintering temperature increases their appearances are slightly turning from white to brown 
and the densities were gradually increased from 2.08 to 3.93 g/cm3.   

3.2 SEM and XRD analyses 

The morphology of the BT ceramics were analyzed using SEM to observe the grain growth and internal 
defects. Figure (a) shows microstructure of as-printed part that consisted of BT agglomerates and voids size 
(ø ≃ 1µm) after DMF evaporation. Sintering at 1100 ˚C seen in Figure (b) occurred grain (ø ≃ 2 µm) and 
voids growth. These void growths were attributed to a diffusion of BT particles as well as binder burnout. 
These voids continued but shrank and reduced at 1200 ˚C, meaning that it was densified. The average grain 
size of ø ≃ 2.5 µm was measured for the sample sintered at 1200 ˚C. Density was increased from 2.08 
(34.5 %) to 3.16 g/cm3 (52.5 %) at increasing sintering temperature from as-printed to 1200 ˚C. Density 
was calculated based on the theoretical value 6.02 g/cm3 of pure BT. After 1200 ˚C, few voids remain and 
significant grain growth occurred to averages of ø ≃ 10 and 40 µm sintered at 1300 and 1400 ˚C, 
respectively as shown in Figure (d-f).    

   
Figure 3. SEM images of samples (a) as-printed, (b) sintered at 1100 °C, (c) 1200 °C, (d) 1300 °C, (e-f) 1400 °C with 
high and low magnification. 

(b) 



Crystal structures of 3D printed BT ceramics sintered at various temperatures were examined by XRD 
analysis. The peaks were observed at 2θ = 22.0°, 31.3°, 38.7°, 45.1°, 50.7°, 55.9°, 65.8°, 70.7°, 74.6°, 75.0°, 
and 79.5° as shown in Figure 1, which indexed for tetragonal crystal structure of BT ceramic [15]. All of 
these diffraction peaks remain present at all of the sintering temperatures. As the sintered temperature 
increases, it was observed an increase of peak splitting into two peaks (002) and (200) around 2θ = 44 - 46° 
as well as peaks around 50.7°, 50.9°, and 75.0° [16]. This peak splitting was occurred because the sintering 
temperature above 950 °C led to phase transformation from cubic to tetragonal [16-18]. This tetragonality 
of BT ceramics increases as the sintering temperature increase as evidenced by an increase in extent of peak 
splitting [34], therefore highest tetragonality among XRD peaks can be seen in the sample sintered in 
1400 °C. In contrast, as-printed sample was observed no split of the diffraction peaks at these angles due to 
no sintering process applied. 

 
Figure 1. XRD in range from 2θ = 20 to 80 for as-printed sample and samples sintered at 1100, 1200, 1300, and 
1400 °C. 

3.3 Piezoelectric property 

Piezoelectric coefficients (d33) of the sintered samples at various temperature were measured using d33 meter. 
BT ceramic sintered at 1100 and 1200 °C resulted in 103 pC/N, which is lower than the samples sintered 
at 1300 and 1400 °C. It is assumed that these samples retain high number of voids (as shown in Figure ), 
which means relatively lower density so that it led to low piezoelectric coupling effect when induced by 
mechanical stress. However, the d33 was improved to 128 and 200 pC/N as the sintering temperature 
increases respectively to 1300 and 1400 °C. It is assumed that the significant increases of d33 stems from 
following reasons: increases in 1) density and grain size and 2) tetragonality that gives higher dipole 
moment to electrical changes [17]. 

3.4 Dielectric property 

The sintering temperature on the 3D printed BT ceramic increases the dielectric constant at 103 Hz from 
1580 to 4730 respectively at 1100 and 1400 °C. This high dielectric constant is correlated with its high 
tetragonality observed in range from 2θ = 44 - 46° in XRD peak [17]. The tetragonality of BT ceramics 
increased as the sintering temperature increased as evidenced by an increase in extent of peak splitting. 
Therefore, this increasing dielectric contents are a good agreement with increasing tetragonality. All of 
dielectric loss measured at 103 Hz result in lower than 0.033 as shown in Error! Reference source not 
found.(b), which is desired value for application because of low energy loss [18].  

4. Conclusions 

BT ceramics were fabricated by PE 3D printing technique and studied in terms of piezoelectric and 
dielectric properties. To achieve high-density of BT ceramics, the binder (PVDF + DMF) concentration 
plays an important role in the chemical formulation. The proper chemical interaction and network between 
BT surface and PVDF solution can be created by the aligned fluorine and hydrogen atoms bonded to BT 
surfaces through hydrogen bonding within empirical value of 1:10 (PVDF:DMF). To achieve maximum 



density of 3D printed BT ceramic, 1:8.8 was found for the maximum binder ratio with good viscosity and 
retention of desired geometry while holding the maximum BT content of 35.45 vol.%.  Highest density of 
3.93 g/cm3 (65.3% of theoretical value) was achieved by sintering at 1400 °C. A high piezoelectric and 
dielectric properties, 200 pC/N and 4730 at 103 Hz respectively were obtained. These results demonstrate 
the high feasibility in its commercial application for sensor and energy fields such as automobile, 
biomedical, aerospace, and defense etc. Utilization of the PE 3D printing and simple method of the 
suspension synthesis are expected to enable massive production, customization, geometrically complex 
shape of bulk piezoelectric and dielectric devices for next generation technology.  
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Pool Boling Heat Transfer 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Thermal Engineering has been a subject of extensive research over the last years. Different 

methods had been employed to augment heat transfer rates. This  Pool boiling setup is aiming to 

try a different approach by using a tube array. Other factor considered on this setup is the ability 

to withstand 20 bar pressure. This approach will provide new results on the pool boiling area as 

well as a new method to augment heat transfer rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nomenclature 

𝑡  = Time 

𝜌  = Density 

𝑣  = Volume 

𝐶𝑃  = Specific Heat in Constant Pressure 

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡  = Saturation Temperature at 10 bar 

𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚 = Room Temperature 

𝑃  = Power 
 

Chamber Development 

The setup requires a chamber design that is capable to withstand a 20 bar pressure. In order for the 

chamber to operate safely under high pressure conditions, 304 stainless steel was selected for the 

chamber. A 0.6-inch-thick tempered borosilate glass is going to be  used for visualization purposes 

[1]. The tightening mechanism used for the chamber is 18-8 Stainless Steel Extra-Wide Hex Head 

Screw, which is able to withstand high pressure and high temperature environment. 

Pool Boling Heat Transfer- Setup 

Mahamudur Rahman1 and Jaime Avendano2 

 

University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas, 79902, United States 

 

Fig.1. Shows the chamber designed to 

conduct pool boiling experiments. 

 



Pool Boling Heat Transfer 

The pool boiling experiment is going to be conducted using a tube bundle of 5x5 array. The tubes 

have a diameter of 20 mm and copper was the selected material. In order to maintain the water 

temperature at 180°,six heaters were placed in the bottom. In order to obtain accurate readings 

during the testing the heaters are placed 25mm away from the tube bundle. A representation of the 

parts discussed can be observed on figure 1. 

 

Calculations 

The chamber was designed with a viable small volume in order to avoid the demand of high 

power required to raise the temperature at 180°. The time to reach 180° can be calculated using 

the formula (1) 

                                                 𝑡 =
𝜌𝑣𝐶𝑃(𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡−𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚)

𝑃
                                                     (1) 

With the design measurements the time needed to reach the temperature is 0.52 hour with a power 

of 3000 watts. 
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ABSTRACT 

An important aspects to be considered in creep testing is repeatability; i.e. the variation in 
measurements observed in replicate tests. When the results of many replicate creep tests are 
aggregated together, the minimum-creep-strain-rate, stress-rupture, and creep deformation 
curves exhibit significant scatter band. Typically continuum damage mechanics (CDM) based 
constitutive models are applied deterministically where the uncertainty of experiments is not 
considered. This is also true for the Sine-hyperbolic (Sinh) CDM-based constitutive model 
where the model is calibrated to represent 50% reliability of creep data. There is a need to 
implement Sinh in a more stochastic manner. The objectives of this study is to incorporate the 
probabilistic feature in the Sinh creep damage model to reliably predict the minimum-creep-
strain-rate, stress-rupture and creep deformation. This will be achieved using Monte-Carlo 
methods. Creep deformation data for 304 Stainless Steel is collected from literature 
consisting of tests conducted at 300 and 320 MPa at 600°C with five replicates. The replicate 
tests exhibited substantial scatter in the minimum-creep-strain-rate, stress-rupture, and overall 
creep deformation. Subsequently, upon calibration using the Sinh model, the material 
constants among the replicates varied. The trends of uncertainty carried by each material 
onstant is studied. The interdependence of the material constants is evaluated to determine if 
the uncertainty carried by each material constant can be regressed using a co-dependence 
function. The uncertainty in the Sinh model is affected by stress variation in the operating 
condition. Pre-existing and sub-surface defects are evaluated numerically to feed into the 
uncertainty calculation. The Monte Carlo method was applied to determine the extent that the 
creep deformation curve varies taking into consideration the variability of the material 
constants, stress fluctuation and intrinsic defects. Monte Carlo simulations show that the 
predicted creep deformation persists within the bounds of the experimental data. In future 
work, this statistical method will be applied to the temperature dependency and inter-
dependence of the material constant to quantitatively establish the reliability of the Sinh 
model in simulating component-level creep deformation to rupture.  

1 Sine-Hyperbolic Creep Damage Model 
Sine Hyperbolic (Sinh) is CDM-based model has been developed to model the secondary and 
tertiary creep stages of a typical creep curve[1]. The Sinh model was developed by analyzing 
classic and contemporary CDM-based models to determine the optimal functional form. 
Recent studies show the Sinh model exhibits ease of calibration and improved accuracy in 
creep deformation, damage, and rupture predictions when compared to several constitutive 
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models[2-4]. The coupled Sinh creep damage constitutive model consists of a creep-strain-rate 
and damage evolution equation as follows 
 .
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where A , s ,  , M , , t , and   are material constants, stress,   is an external variable, and 
damage,   is an internal state variable that evolves from zero to unity. All the materials 
constants are calibrated based on the experimental data gathered from the literature[5]. A 
detailed monograph of the material constant calibration can be found in Hossain and 
Stewart[6]. 

2 Monte Carlo Method 
The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation method is integrated into the calibrated material constants 
of the Sinh model using a subroutine developed in MATLAB. The inputs of the subroutine 
are the applied stress and temperature and the calibrated average, maximum, and minimum 
value of each material constant. The amplitude and range for each of the material constant is 
calculated using the [Eq. (3)] and [Eq. (4)]. 
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where, ampX , maxX , minX , and R represent the amplitude, maximum, minimum and range of 
the each of the material constant. The calibrated amplitude and range is feed into the 
subroutine with a uniformly distributed random function that generates random number 
between -1 and 1. 
 ( )unc ampX X rand R    (5) 

 
where, uncX  represent the predicted uncertain material constant. For each Monte Carlo 
simulation, a unique set of uncertain material constant is provided. These material constants 
are feed into the Sinh model to produce unique minimum-creep-strain-rate, creep-rupture, 
and creep deformation predictions. The results of many simulations are needed to reliably 
draw a conclusion about the uncertainty of the creep predictions. In the current study, the 
minimum number of Monte Carlo simulations per creep curve, N  is set equal to the number 
of uncertain material constants squared. Uncertainty was introduced in 4 material constants of 
Sinh model, offset of the primary creep regime and the stress fluctuation that steered to 36 
Monte Carlo simulations for each creep tests. 

3 Result and Discussion 
3.1 Creep Deformation using Monte Carlo Method 
Monte Carlo simulation technique is applied to establish the creep deformation prediction for 
the Sinh model. Since the material constants of Sinh model carry the inherent randomness, 
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the uncertainty was introduced by the application of Monte Carlo method. As the uniformly 
distributed random number generator function is used for the uncertainty calculation, the 
predicted material constant always oscillates between the range of maximum and minimum 
of the calibrated value.  
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Fig. 1. Monte carlo simulated a) stress fluctuation and b) creep deformation curves at 600 °C subjected to 320 
MPa 
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Fig. 2. Reliability band for stress-rupture a) including pre-existing damage uncertainty and b) incorporating pre-
existing damage and material constant uncertainty  

The stress sensitivity is incorporated in the model at three steps. Stress fluctuation is 
calibrated at (+/-) 0.5, (+/-) 1, and (+/-) 2 MPa that is illustrated in the Fig. 1(a). The stress 
dependency is incorporated in the model along with the predicted material constant to 
generate the creep deformation curve. Fig. 1(b) shows that predicted creep deformation 
curves remain within the bounds of the experimental data. The width of the predicted curves 
have a tendency to over predict as the predicted material constants and stress fluctuations are 
interfering with each other.  
Pre-existing and sub-surface defect is considered for the probabilistic assessment of 304 SS. 
The experimental creep data shows significant scatter and one of the source of this 
randomness is the presence of pre-existing defect. The test data with the longest rupture time 
is taken as the base point and initial damage in this case is considered to be 0 i.e. o   . 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 



Taking the material constant of this test data as fixed, the rupture time for the test with the 
shortest rupture time is achieved with only varying the initial damage, o . For calibrating the 
rupture time, damage rate equation [Eq. (2)] is integrated within the limit from o  to 1, 
resulting in following equation.  
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Fig. 2(a) illustrates the reliability bands for the Sinh model with introducing the randomness 
only in the initial damage o  and fixing all the material constants. Fig. 2(b) represents the 
reliability bands taking into consideration of all the sources of randomness. The reliability 
bands show good agreement with the experimental results. 

3 Conclusion 
In this study the research objective was to integrate the probabilistic phenomenon in the Sinh 
creep-damage model. Sinh model has been applied successfully to describe the creep 
behavior deterministically. Addition of stochasticity in the Sinh model is going to better 
equip the model to encompass all the sources of randomness in the conventional creep test. 
Future work of this current research will include the temperature dependency in the Sinh 
model. As long-term creep test is a high temperature-stress experiment, so small variation in 
the temperature regime will affect the creep-rupture. Inclusion of the temperature dependency 
will be another source of uncertainty. Combining all these sources of uncertainty, final 
predicted master curves for the creep deformation will be generated. The reliability bands for 
the minimum-creep-strain-rate and stress-rupture will be established that will enable the 
application of the Sinh model to predict the creep behavior with more precision and accuracy. 
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Shock and Vibration Testing of the Orbital Factory II 

CubeSat  
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Orbital Factory II is a 1U CubeSat project intended to test the viability of an electronics 

repair platform and an experimental S-Band antenna.  The launch, deployment, and life 

environments are strongly characterized as part of this mission.  Launch will be supplied by 

the NG12 mission, a Northrop Grumman Antares rocket with the satellite aboard a Cygnus 

capsule. Deployment will be from the Japanese Experiment Module’s airlock aboard the 

International Space Station, into Low Earth Orbit, or as a part of the Cygnus capsule CubeSat 

launcher.  The purpose of this paper is to describe the various analysis and documentation 

performed as a part of the shock and vibe study done for the Orbital Factory II project.  Early 

stage testing shows that the new design developed for the printer apparatus survives the 

vibrational environment with appreciable margin. 

I. Nomenclature 

LEO = Low Earth Orbit 

OFII = Orbital Factory II 

TML = Total Mass Loss 

CVCM = Collected Vacuum-condensable Materials 

ASTM = American Society of Testing Standards 

NRCSD-E = NanoRacks External CubeSat Deployer 

Grms = G root mean square  

 

II. Introduction 

he Orbital Factory II (OFII) satellite is a 1U CubeSat which will perform a preliminary investigation 

into solar panel repair in a microgravity environment using additive manufacturing methods.  This 

experiment’s goal is to serve as a proof of concept test to verify the experimental viability of using a 

conductive silver paste to mend damaged electronic components in situ.  The secondary payload is an S-

band antenna manufactured using a novel method.  The antenna itself was provide by Lockheed Martin 

Space Systems Company, manufactured using a proprietary nanocopper surface embedding process.  In 

order for successful operation of the satellite, considerations must be made to account for the different 

environments that the CubeSat will be exposed to. The Orbital Factory II (OFII) CubeSat must survive both 

the shock and vibration inherent to the launch. In order to characterize these conditions, the mission’s flight 

provider Nanoracks has issued a document detailing the specific parameters of each environment. Specific 

strategies and preliminary testing of the Orbital Factory II components is found in this document.  

 Vibrational testing is mission critical for this satellite.  Though the components themselves are built and 

tested to a specialization by their individual manufacturer that ensure they will survive the launch 

environments, the primary concern inherent to the shock and vibe testing is the integrity of electrical 

harnesses and other components.  As identified in a comprehensive NASA study2 on modes of failure for 

CubeSats, shock and vibration presents a significant risk of Dead on Arrival failures for Cubesats. 
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III. Vibration and Shock Testing 

 

As part of the testing requirements, the OFII satellite must be able to withstand a dynamic flight 

environment of the mission applicable launch vehicle. For the OFII mission, an Antares rocket will be used 

to achieve Low Earth Orbit (LEO). In order to be qualified for launch as part of provider requirements, 

vibration testing must be conducted by integrating the CubeSat into the Nanoracks CubeSat External 

Deployer (NRCSD-E), or a mechanically equivalent test fixture. For testing purposes, a mechanically 

equivalent test pod will be manufactured in order to conduct the vibration tests.  Nanoracks has identified 

two (2) primary vibration profiles: In-Plane Random Vibration Test Profile and an Out-of-Plane Random 

Vibration Test Profile1. The data used to configure these vibration profiles are shown below: 

 

Table 1: In-plane Random Vibration Test Levels and Duration 

Frequency (Hz) ASD (g2/Hz) 

20 0.016 

30 0.025 

800 0.025 

2000 0.016 

Grms 6.55 

Duration 60 

 

 

 

Figure 1: In-Line Random Vibration Profile 

 

 

Table 2: Out-of-Plane Random Vibration test Levels and Duration 

Frequency (Hz) ASD (g2/Hz) 

20 0.016 

30 0.05 

800 0.05 

2000 0.016 
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Grms 8.45 

Duration 60 

 

 

Figure 2: Out-of-Plane Random Vibration Profile 

 

Vibration testing will occur inside the mechanical equivalent test pod with three (3) orientations to ensure that testing 

is conducted with vibration parallel to all three axis of the CubeSat. Once the test is completed for all three orientations, 

there will be an inspection of the CubeSat to determine if any damage occurred from the vibration. A post-vibration 

functionality test, as well as accelerometer response plots will be included in a final test report to Nanoracks for flight 

qualification.  

 

Figure 3 - Mechanically Equivalent 3U Test Pod Design 

Post-vibration test records must include evidence that all external components are properly installed and do not an 

pose an appreciable risk of module or fastener detachment becoming loose. To meet this criterion, all external fasteners 

will be marked with a straight line after installing them to their specified torque and applying a thread-locker 

compound. A coincident line will be traced on the OFII Exterior. Any loosening of the fasteners can be visually 

identified by verifying if the two lines remain coincident after vibration in all three orientations. Following is a figure 

depicting the fasteners.  
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Figure 4 - Illustration of Visual Inspection of Fasteners 

This visual inspection will ensure that there was no loosening of the fasteners after vibration; however, this does not 

out-rule the risk of loosening. The final torque of the fasteners may have been altered during vibration. If there is no 

visible movement of the fasteners, a first movement torque test will be done using a Tekton Model TRQ-21101 torque 

wrench. Pictures will be taken of the OFII CubeSat exterior after all vibration test scenarios have been successfully 

conducted. Individual pictures showing the coincident line between the CubeSat exterior and each fastener must be 

recorded at this point.  First, the fasteners will be checked to see if they can be loosened by hand. Next, a torque 

wrench will be set to a value 10 in-lb. lower than the specified torque used to install the fastener. The fasteners will 

then be attempted to be loosened with the torque wrench. If no movement occurs, the torque is increased by one (1) 

in-lb. increments until arriving at the initial torque value used to install the fastener. If no movement occurs at any 

torque value, it can be concluded that the fastener remains properly installed and there is no risk of loosening.  

 

IV.Preliminary Testing: Printer Nozzle 

 

Initial vibration testing of individual components has been planned to ensure that the components that have not been 

qualified by the manufacturer can withstand the dynamic flight environment. Static testing has been planned on the 

printer nozzle assembly to ensure that the conductive ink remains encapsulated during the entirety of the mission 

launch. During these preliminary tests, there was no working fluid inside the nozzle of printer. The test was focused 

on observing the integrity of the wax seal before and after vibration. Once the testing was completed, water was 

inserted into the printer nozzle to determine if the seal was compromised. The Accelerometer response data for all 

three test orientations is shown below:  
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Figure 5 - Accelerometer Response for Nozzle with 2.1 mm of Wax - Orientation #1 

 

 

Figure 6 - Accelerometer Response for Nozzle with 2.1 mm of Wax - Orientation #2 

 

Figure 7 - Accelerometer Response for Nozzle with 2.1mm of Wax - Orientation #3 
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Post-Vibration inspection of the nozzle determined that there was no damage to the wax seal during all three (3) test 

configurations. Future testing for the printer assembly will include a vibration test of the complete printer assembly 

as well as a post-vibration functionality test to prepare for the integrated CubeSat vibration test required by 

NanoRacks.  

 

The shock environment for the Antares launch has been characterized by Nanoracks. Individual components that are 

sensitive to shock must be identified and assessed on a case-by-case basis. The characterized shock environment is 

shown below:  

 

Table 3 - CubeSat Deployer Shock Spectrum 

Frequency (Hz) Protoflight Level (g) 

100 40 

500 494 

1000 989 

100000 989 

 

Since there is no verification for this, all efforts will be focused on meeting the random vibration requirements that 

are detailed above. Time constraints as well as limitations on equipment availability increase the complexity of 

creating a test scenario for this verification.  

V. Conclusion 

Environmental testing of the OFII CubeSat is critical to mission success. While many of the individual environmental 

requirements can be met by inspection or analysis, vibration testing of the integrated system in a test pod that is 

mechanically equivalent to the NRCSD-E is necessary to ensure proper flight qualification. Individual testing of 

CubeSat components has a given data set used to characterize the system response and mitigate any risk of failure in 

the final vibration qualification test or the overall mission. While the vibration testing deliverables necessary for the 

Nanoracks launch have not yet been met, the testing strategy and dynamic vibration environment have been 

characterized and detailed in this document, with the schedule for shock and vibe testing to proceed in the near future.  

The launch itself is scheduled for October/December, 2019, to be launched from Wallops, VA. 
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ABSTRACT 

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is the ability of mapping out an environment and 

being able to navigate within it. With an increase of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) or drones in 

society, it should only be reasonable to combine a SLAM algorithm with a UAV. Inevitably, there 

would be a need to create an autonomous solution that can greatly reduce risks when exploring 

unknown environments that contain harmful elements to a person. With the Robot Operating 

System (ROS) and open-source programs, these risks can be nullified as exploration can be done 

by a drone.  

 

Introduction 

Traversing through unknown environments can pose many potential risks to people. In order to 

mitigate these risks, a way to explore an area without sending out a person should be implemented. 

Simultaneous localization and mapping, otherwise known as SLAM, is used for creating a map of 

an environment and being able to navigate within it. By combining this technique with an 

autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), this eliminates any risks that a person may be 

exposed to in unknown environments. The drone of choice for this project is the Intel® Aero 

Ready-to-Fly (RTF) drone running the PX4 flight stack. It is equipped with the Intel® RealSenseTM 

R200 camera which has depth/infrared and RGB cameras [1].  

 

Fig. 1. Intel® Aero Ready-to-Fly Developer kit [2].  

With this drone, work on autonomous SLAM can be expedited due to not creating or building the 

drone itself. This project can be broken up into two separate problems. The first being to find a 

suitable algorithm to implement SLAM. As there are multiple solutions to the problem, it is most 

efficient to find the best suitable program first and foremost. The second problem being to program 

mailto:njlopez@miners.utep.edu


the UAV or drone to navigate independently of human interaction. This will be a difficult problem 

to solve because of needing object detection and thus object avoidance among many other issues. 

 

SLAM Algorithm 

Many SLAM algorithms can be found in use with the Robot Operating System (ROS). A benefit 

of working with ROS is that it is open-source, allowing users to modify most programs to their 

own accord. Multiple programs for SLAM exist in ROS, however the program of choice will be 

RTAB-Map, developed by Mathieu Labb´e and François Michaud. From their research, Labb’e 

and Michaud have programmed a unique solution for the SLAM problem. In figure 2 a comparison 

of multiple SLAM approaches is shown as researched by Labb’e and Michaud.  

 

Fig. 2. A comparison of multiple SLAM approaches as researched by Mathieu Labb´e and François Michaud [3]. 

As seen in figure 2, RTAB-Map can accept a variety of user inputs such as RGB-D, Stereo, and 

LIDAR to provide depth images. “RTAB-Map (Real Time Appearance-Based Mapping) is an 

RGB-D, Stereo and Lidar Graph-Based SLAM approach based on an incremental appearance-

based loop closure detector” [4]. Using their algorithm, it is possible to map an environment and 

display depth to the user. One problem with the Intel® RealSenseTM R200 camera is its limited 

range of nearly 3 meters. This greatly affects the effectiveness of RTAB-Maps SLAM approach. 

As this project progresses, the Intel® Aero will be upgraded to include more advanced camera’s 

such as the Intel® RealSenseTM D415 or D435, both with a maximum range of approximately 10 

meters [5]. At the moment, there are difficulties in getting RTAB-Map working correctly. There 

are times when it stops mapping due to either lack of features or too fast of movement. This is an 

issue and only with time and further research will this problem be solved. 

 

  

Fig.3. Intel® RealSenseTM D415 on left and Intel® RealSenseTM D435 on the right [5]. 



Autonomous Programming 

Autonomous programming is a very complex problem, as the SLAM algorithm would have been 

if not for ROS and open-source solutions. There are a lot of concerns when programming an 

autonomous vehicle. One must consider object detection and avoidance, as well as not being 

harmful or destructive to humans. There must be fail-safes involved that can override the UAV 

manually if a situation calls for it. In the case of not being able to manually take over the drone, 

one must have some sort of return-to-home function that will activate once it has gone past some 

distance from the user. One possible solution for programming is using MAVROS, which is a 

“MAVLink extendable communication node for ROS” [6]. This ROS node allows communication 

from a ground control station (GCS) to any autopilot that supports MAVLink. MAVLink, Micro 

Air Vehicle Communication Protocol, is the method of sending messages between drones/UAV’s  

and ground control stations and was released by Lorenz Meier [7]. By using MAVROS with python 

scrips, one can control MAVLink-enabled autopilots, such as arming the safety or even telling the 

drone to take off or land. Another approach would be to use Dronecode. Dronecode is the 

MAVLink library created for the PX4 flight stack specifically [8]. It is very similar to MAVROS, 

in that it can be used to arm/disarm and tell the drone to land or takeoff. It uses the same 

communication protocol, MAVLink, as well. In fact, it was Meier who created the Dronecode 

SDK. Dronecode should work well with the Intel® Aero as it runs on the PX4 flight stack.  

However, there has not been any tests of the two software, so there is yet experimentation to be 

done with the programming of an autonomous drone. 

 

Conclusion 

Using open-source software, it appears quite feasible to create an autonomous drone or UAV 

utilizing SLAM algorithms. RTAB-Map is proving to be very user-friendly and able to accomplish 

SLAM well. There is still the matter of tuning parameters in RTAB-Map to improve the 

performance of mapping out environments. The programming of the autonomous drone has not 

been tested as of this writing and will need further research into the matter. This stage is expected 

to prolong the completion of this project, as there must be extensive testing to ensure that it is safe 

and can be used without the destruction of property or the drone itself.  
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ABSTRACT 

The main goal of this project is to enhance existing, and well-developed technology to 

support autonomous UAS navigation, obstacle avoidance, and data-link capabilities for 

airborne inspection of power plants. Through the use of a GPS-denied Inspection System 

(UGIS), a small, unmanned quad copter is being integrated with autonomous navigation and 

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). This allows the quadcopter to not only build 

maps in real time, but also localize itself in these maps. Consequently, the quadcopter can 

gain the ability to navigate indoor, and eventually outdoor, spaces with machine vision in all 

directions. 

 

1 Overall Architecture 

1.1 Drone Selection  

The Intel aero Ready-to-Fly drone offers a low-budget system that is equipped with an Intel 

Compute Board. It also offers a full Intel RealSense system with prebuilt setup with an integrated 

flight controller, co-processor, and FPGA based peripheral bus. Additional components required 

for the drone were limited, allowing for an easy set-up process. This also meant fast track 

development on SLAM with autonomous navigation and flight-testing was capable right out of 

the box. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Drone Diagram 

 

1.2 Drone Architecture 

The drone was connected to a display monitor along with a keyboard and mouse for a fully 

functioning computer. Instead of a lithium polymer battery, a power source was created using 

a power supply and a XT60 connector. Currently, the quad copter is still being equipped for 

mapping. To do so, Ubuntu was installed to connect to the flight control software and mission 

planning software called QGroundControl through Wi-fi. 
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Fig.2. Final design architecture 

 

2 Software Development 

2.1 Camera Testing  

In order to have a functioning mapping software, the camera has to function as well. The first 

step to do this is to install the Robotic Operating System (ROS), which is a collection of 

software frameworks and tools that help build robot applications. Once completed, the 

camera nodes were launched and then tested to ensure that the mapping software functions 

properly. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Camera Output 

 

2.2 SLAM Algorithm 

The mapping software that was selected was the SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and 

Mapping) algorithm. This was chosen because it simultaneously maps the unknown 

environment as well as keeping track of the previously mapped locations. By combining the 

use of the RealSense camera within the drone and the SLAM algorithm, one cohesive 

solution for power plant inspection can be created. 

 

2.3 Dependency Installations  

Before SLAM could be installed, there were various dependencies that needed to be installed 

to ensure that SLAM will have full function. The installation of these programs is crucial and 

can require a great deal of time due to the size of the files. An outline of the dependencies is 

given below: 
 



 

 

RTAB-Map: Loop closure detector to ensure that the same area is not mapped to memory 

more than once. This allows for storage to be used more efficiently. RTAB-Map also ensures 

that if a repetition of mapping occurs, that there were no errors within the first mapping.  

 

Pangolin: Development library for managing display and interaction of video input. This 

helps to modularize 3D video streams without adding any complexity. Pangolin also helps 

with handling navigation through codes written for several platforms including Linux, which 

is the platform being used for this project.  

 

OpenCV: Open Source Computer Vision is a library written in C/C++ to be used for real-time 

applications. The library takes advantage of multi-core processing and takes advantage of the 

compute platform’s specific hardware.  

 

Eigen3: Template library for linear algebra—matrices, vectors, and related algorithms. This 

is useful for storage of what is being mapped by SLAM. 

 

2.3 Mapping using RTAB-Map 

RTAB-Map was first tested to make sure no area is mapped more than once. Before using 

SLAM, RTAB-Map was tested to ensure proper imaging. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. RTAB-Map output 

2.4 Mapping using SLAM  

The objective of the initial test is to make sure that certain features of the area are being 

detected, such as corners and structures. Additionally, the trajectory in which the drone is 

moved in is also recorded. In the following picture, the drone was only moved in the Z-

direction and the trajectory was recorded as such. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig.4. Trajectory 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Mapping image output 

 

3. Conclusion   

Power plant inspection is important for the health and safety of not only those who work at 

the power plant but also those who live around it. Human error is inevitable when it comes to 

manual inspection. By implementing an autonomous drone for inspection, errors can me 

minimized and therefore the power plant can be more efficient and safe for everyone 

involved. Through furthering the use of the SLAM algorithm along with future code 

development, an autonomous drone for this purpose can potentially be created successfully.  
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I. Abstract 

 The Technology Research and Innovation Acceleration Park (tRIAC) located at Fabens, Texas, was 

established for the ongoing development and testing of the cSETR’s liquid methane and liquid oxygen rocket 

engines. These engines range from a 5 lbf Reaction Control Engine (RCE) to the 500 lbf and 2000 lbf Centennial 

Restartable Oxygen Methane Engines, called CHROME and CHROME-X respectively. Alongside their 

development, a comprehensive control system managed with National Instrument’s LabVIEW software and 

hardware is used. A lot of care has gone in its design for the safe handling and reliable monitoring and 

acquisition of the variety of installed pressure transducers, thermocouples, and flowmeters. This control system 

is housed in the Modular Instrumentation and Control Interface Trailer (MICIT), with a modular software 

design that eases adaptation to current and future experimental setups. This document goes into further detail 

of the development of the software to meet the necessary design criteria. 

II. Nomenclature 

CROME    =   Centennial Restartable Oxygen Methane Engine  

cSETR      =   Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research 

FPGA      =   Field Programmable Gate Array 

LCH4 = Liquid Methane 

LOX = Liquid Oxygen 

MICIT  =  Modular Instrumentation and Control Interface Trailer 

PT = Pressure Transducer 

RCE          =    Reaction Control Engine 

TC = Thermocouple 

tRIAC =  Technology Research and Innovation Acceleration Park 

VI =  Virtual Instrument 

III. Introduction 

he development of a propulsion system is a thorough process that necessitates a unique infrastructure for 

experimental testing. The Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) under the University 

of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) established the Technology Research and Innovation Acceleration Park (tRIAC) to 

provide this infrastructure for the testing of current and future rocket engine designs that utilize a mixture of liquid 

oxygen and liquid methane.  

 

 Engine development can be generally broken down to four stages: component, integration, system, and finally, 

acceptance level testing in that order. Each step in this process is performed to ensure that the components of an engine 

operate and work together as intended. Alongside this process is a comprehensive and exhaustive review of 

experimental procedures to ensure the safety of the personnel and the equipment involved when the engines are in 

operation.  

 

 As of this writing, three designs are planned for: a 5 lbf Reaction Control Engine (RCE) to the 500 lbf and 2000 

lbf Centennial Restartable Oxygen Methane Engines, called CHROME and CHROME-X respectively for short. The 

risk of the substances used as propellants is only exacerbated by the high pressure and cryogenic state they will operate 

in. While the plumbing includes several safety mechanisms to protect from events such as over-pressurization and 

flow contamination, the software that controls the electronic valves in the engine offer an additional layer of defense 

along with recording a suite of test data. The tRIAC facility is constantly under development with new projects on the 

horizon, and an adaptable system was built to meet these ever-evolving demands.  

 

 T 



 Recording and monitoring all the sensors installed in any system is the Modular Instrumentation and Control 

Interface Trailer (MICIT). With the variety of anticipated experimental set-ups, and to reduce the time required to 

develop programs for new systems, the software is built with the same kind of modularity in its foundational structure.  

 

 First and foremost, the system must be safe and reliable. Every modification to the code undergoes QA testing to 

fix coding errors and to improve the user experience. From small details of making critical sensor readings easier to 

recognize in a front panel, to developing the logic that automatically initiates an emergency shutdown if necessary. 

The following sections explores these facets.  

 

 

Figure 1: (left) Outside view of the MICIT trailer (right) wired compactRIO and compactDAQ  

IV. Software overview 

The responsibilities of the MICIT is twofold: Data acquisition and electronic valve control. To accomplish this, 

the MICIT system is equipped with both a compact DAQ (model: cDAQ-9189) and compact RIO system (model: 

cRIO-9066) pictured above. The installed hardware is outlined in Initialization and Trouble Shooting of the MICIT 

system for LO2/LCH4 Engine Testing by Corey Hensen [2]. 

 

A. Data Acquisition 

The data acquisition side of the software was built using the continuous measurement and logging LabVIEW 

project template provided by National Instruments. This template sets the groundwork using an assortment of top-

level Virtual Instruments (VI)s and sub-level VIs organized into libraries. The collection provides the necessary state 

machine logic for program initialization, along with displaying and, when prompted, logging all the sensor readings 

that are installed in any given experimental set-up. The cDAQ comes with three internal sampling clocks and has 

several modules to interpret signals from thermocouples and voltage readings from both single ended and double 

ended sensors that include, pressure transducers, load cells, accelerometers, and flowmeters. [3] These modules then 

dictate the additions and modifications made to the template’s groundwork to take full advantage of the cDAQ.  

 

 Complementing these VIs and is detailed comments and explanations in both the front panel and underlying wire 

diagram that sets up the logic for a LabVIEW program.   

 

Processing all the raw data is a host computer using a Windows 7 operating system running on dual 6th Generation, 

4-core, 8-threated Xeon processors with 32 gigabytes of error-correcting code (ECC) random access memory. Each 

of these components were selected to promote overall system stability. 

 

Finally, during data logging, a TDMS binary file is created that stores the sensor readings and valve states. This 

file format highly memory efficient as it contains only the lightly processed binary data that can either be read using 

NI’s Diadem software, or further processed with other programs such as Matlab when CPU resources are more 

available.  



 

B. Valve control 

On the control side, the cRIO chassis system comes with a built in FPGA module used to dictate the states of the 

solenoid and motorized valves at any given time [1]. Its onboard 80 MHz clock allows for millisecond logic response 

times, thus limiting us to only the physical response times of any of the valves. Key thermocouple and pressure 

transducers have their signals split and shared between both the cDAQ from earlier and the cRIO. This allows the 

cRIO to directly receive feedback from those sensors and respond immediately and appropriately to any abnormalities 

even in the event of a loss of connection with the host computer. The advantage of using an FPGA in this configuration 

is for its ability to operate autonomously once it is active and can perform its function without the overhead of an 

operating system or program to interpret its readings.  

 

Programming the FPGA is an entirely new feature added to the template mentioned earlier. To use the FPGA 

hardware, a bitfile is compiled so that the module can adjust itself at a hardware level to complete its programming. It 

can perform dynamic functions, meaning that the user can adjust the FPGA’s variables in real time, such as manual 

valve control and/or perform its programmed functions that do not require any input from the user, such as an 

automated valve sequence or red-line response. [4]  

The flow chart below illustrates a simplified breakdown of the FPGA logic found in the system:  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Basic flow chart of the FPGA logic. 

V.User Interface 

The first of the three current designs that will be tested is the 5 lbf RCE engine. At the time of this writing, the 

software for this configuration is the most complete and will be previewed and discussed in this section. 

  



 The primary RCE VI program is what the lead experimenter will see that will enable the control of the valve states, 

while also providing real-time sensor readings. As this is the first, it also serves as a trial run and basis for the next 

VIs that will be tested at tRIAC that will improve upon this overall design.  

 

Figure 3: Front panel for the RCE testing. Allows for direct valve and automatic sequence control. Image shows 

simulated readings.  

One example of a safety feature includes an inability to manipulate any valve and boolean variables unless a 

physical switch is flipped inside of the trailer, ensuring that the experimenters are aware the system is armed. In 

addition, a two-step software confirmation is required before the activation of an automatic sequence, reducing the 

chances of human error better ensuring that the experimenters are aware and prepared.  

 

Figure 4: Secondary display that showcases a modified P&ID of the system plumbing and operating conditions. 

Intended for use in a large second monitor for a testing team to refer to.  

It is an invaluable benefit for an entire testing team to be able to see the state of the system and not have to crowd 

around a monitor. A secondary display that organizes the sensors in a more intuitive manner makes it much easier for 

others to observe the condition of system.  



VI.Future Work 

Any kind software development is perpetual. There are always new functionalities to add, more efficient coding 

methods to implement, and more elegant ways to display and organize the arrays of data to the experimenters. 

Uninteded bugs that follow coding changes are a fact of life, it requires constant validation to resolve them to validate 

that a program is test-ready. The entire process behind the development of the existing code is currently being 

organized into a document for cSETR researchers to educate them of how to operate the system and to also facilitate 

the development of their overall labview and programming abilties.  
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ABSTRACT 

Established with the goal of encouraging prospective engineers to pursue a career in the 
energy system field, the UTEP Consortium for Integrating Energy System in Engineering and 
Science Education (CIESESE) organizes outreach events for students in grade levels K-12. 
During the first year, the CIESESE program at UTEP had a number of over 180 students 
participate in the outreach program and 30% of those students found that they never had a 
classroom experience that integrated renewable energy concepts prior to this session. 
 
Currently the UTEP CIESESE program has five educational modules for both students and 
teachers that include PowerPoint presentations, exercise worksheets, in-class projects, and 
hands-on activities that educate the future workforce about energy. The modules and in-class 
exercises are adjusted based on the student’s grade level. New educational modules that are 
more cost-effective and available for local El Paso teachers to adopt in their school programs 
have been developed. These new activities include projects that emphasize concepts 
associated with recycling and reusing everyday items for generation of renewable energy. 
They also include topics of distribution of energy and work output produced by windmills, 
watermills, wind turbines, and solar cars and use of materials such as plastic bottle caps, 
Styrofoam cups, popsicle sticks, and DC motors. These modules are publicly available on the 
UTEP CIESESE website http://engineering.utep.edu/ciesese. 
 

1 Introduction 
The Consortium for Integrating Energy Systems in Engineering and Science Education 
(CIESESE) program at UTEP has the mission of embracing and preparing future generations 
in the field of engineering and science. The consortium was established to prepare and 
educate the future energy workforce by implementing educational modules that consist of 
presentations and interactive videos and by integrating project-based learning exercises in the 
classroom to help students from K-12 better understand energy-related concepts. Past 
modules consisted of pre-made LEGO and other lab based activities, thus requiring some 
hands-on assembly. These modules were too expensive for teachers to adopt in their 
classroom. Because of school limitations, alternative experiments for broader teacher 
adoption were developed. New modules are low-cost effective, transferable to classroom 
curriculum, and promote the usage of recycled materials. In-class projects covered topics 
such as solar energy, wind energy, fuel cells, and conservation of energy. 
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2 Recent Efforts Made Within the CIESESE 
During the past two years, the Consortium has integrated educational modules into K12 
classroom curriculum. These modules have consisted of interactive PowerPoint presentations, 
videos, and in-class projects that demonstrated concepts such as work output, generation of 
power, and conservation of energy. The current project works with the NASA MUREP 
Aerospace Academy (MAA) for the Southwest at UTEP to reach more students and 
maximize impact. We worked closely with the MAA and their network of teachers. Modules 
received feedback from Elementary and HS teachers. As part of this project, both student and 
teacher workshops were developed. Summer and fall sessions were co-hosted with the MAA 
outreach program. 
New modules include concepts on kinetic energy (work output by wind turbines), potential 
energy (work output by hydroelectric sources), solar energy, and fuel cells. These energy-
based projects utilize reusable materials such as plastic bottle caps, Styrofoam cups, and 
popsicle sticks. The activities are intended to help students effectively communicate as a team 
and creatively come up with methods and solutions to overcome challenging obstacles. 
Feedback is gathered from surveys completed by teachers and students. 
The modules were divided in categories corresponding to each respective grade level. The 
first module was developed for students in grade levels K-3rd. This individual project is 
designed for students to learn in a simple and interactive manner. During these activities, 
worksheets and instructions sets will be provided to the students so that they may build the 
windmill and record their observations.  

 
Figure 1: Paper and Plastic Cup Windmill for K-3rd Students 

The second module was developed for all grade levels. This project-based activity introduces 
the concepts from the PowerPoint presentations and videos on these hands-on experiments to 
the students. It mainly focuses on the power output generated by the DC motor for the wind 



 

 

turbine to spin. The students are divided into teams of five. The teams have to build the wind 
turbine on a time limit of 60 minutes. The materials of the activity will be placed on a table 
and one member from each team shall collect what they need. The teams will be given a set 
of instructions, which is meant to guide them through every step; however, they can 
creatively come up with alternative building methods. The students will also be given a 
worksheet with formulas to calculate the power generated by the wind turbine. A teacher and 
undergraduate student assistant will be present to help the students if there is any confusion.  

 
Figure 2: DC Motor-Powered Fan  

The third module was developed for students in grade levels 5th-12th. This activity helps 
students put their newly-acquired knowledge from the presentation and videos into practice 
through this hands-on project. The experiment covers concepts, such as potential and kinetic 
energy. The modules and activities cover the concepts in greater depth and a high level of 
understanding is required. The students will be divided into groups depending on the class 
size. Each student will be assigned a task. Throughout the project, a rotational system will be 
enforced by the teacher and students will switch roles on a given time frame. A set of 
instructions, a certain limit of necessary items, and worksheet will be provided for each team, 
thus there will be no guidance given by the teachers. After building the water wheel project, 
their observations and calculations are recorded. This activity is intended to help the students 
work in teams, experience different roles in the project, utilize their time and resources 
wisely, and rely on one another. The students are expected to follow the set of instructions; 
however, they can creatively come up with alternative building methods. After the teams 
finish the activity on the given time limit, students will have to present their project and 
results to the class.  



 
Figure 3: Homemade Water Wheel for Students in 5th-12th Grade  

The last module is designed for students in grade levels ranging from 6th-12th. The activity 
focuses on the concepts and applications regarding kinetic energy, solar energy, and power 
output. The concepts introduced in the presentation and videos are to be put into practice into 
this hands-on activity. The students will be divided into teams. Each group will be provided a 
set of instructions, worksheet with formulas, and a limited amount of required supplies. A 
time limit of 90 minutes will be given for the students to complete the experiment. Each 
student will be given an assigned task. Throughout the project, a rotational system will be 
enforced by the teacher and students will switch roles on a given time frame. If there are any 
questions or concerns, the students must rely on their knowledge and team discussion. The 
projects allow the students to develop creative solutions and alternative methods to build their 
projects. A teacher and students assistant will be present throughout the activity, but students 
will have to rely on their knowledge for the majority of the time. After completing the 
project, the teams must present their findings and demonstrate how their newly-built solar car 
works.  



 

 

 
Figure 4: Mini Solar Car 

Student and teacher workshops were held during the fall, spring, and summer semester. These 
sessions were co-hosted and held with the NASA MUREP Aerospace Academy (MAA). 
Feedback is gathered from surveys completed by their network of teachers from different 
school districts in the El Paso area. During the Summer 2017 in which the pre-made modules 
were implemented, a total number of 187 students participated in 1 day workshops. The new 
educational modules were integrated last summer. A total number of 58 students participated 
in the energy modules in Summer 2018. Throughout this past fall semester, a total of 252 
students also experienced the new modules during student sessions and demonstrations. 
Feedback gathered from both students and teachers included that activities were more 
interactive, student population was more engaged, more exercise problems to be implemented 
into modules, and challenging modules to be developed for advanced students.  

 

3     Summary 
The Consortium for Integrating Energy System in Engineering and Science Education 
(CIESESE) was established to prepare the future generations in engineering and science in 
pursuing a career in the energy workforce. The UTEP CIESESE program works alongside the 
NASA MUREP Aerospace Academy (MAA) to maximize impact and increase dissemination 
in the community. As part of this project, both teacher and student workshops were 
developed. Pre-made modules that were developed in 2017 were too expensive for teachers to 
adopt into their classroom curriculum. As a result, alternative experiments for broader teacher 
adoption were developed. These new modules are low-cost effective, easily attainable, and 
promote the usage of recycled materials. Materials used during summer and fall sessions are 
available on the CIESESE website http://engineering.utep.edu/ciesese.  
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ABSTRACT 

This work experimentally characterizes the effect of surface roughness on liquid methane 

(LCH4) boiling heat transfer performance of traditionally and additively manufactured rocket 

engine cooling channels. The high heat flux methane boiling tests were conducted using a system 

designed and developed to investigate the steady state heat transfer of cryogenic propellants at the 

NASA Micro Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research at the University of Texas 

at El Paso. For this specific study, total five samples were tested; four made of Inconel 625 and 

one made of copper. Square channels with a cross-section of 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm and various 

roughness values were fabricated using conventional milling and advanced 3D printing 

technologies.  

1 Introduction 

In this study there are five different test channels. All of these channels possess a square-cross 

section of 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm. The copper test section that will be used for comparison is made of 

copper C12800 with a surface finish of 0.8 μm. Three Inconel 625 test sections were traditionally 

manufactured and have roughened channels with surface finishes of 0.8, 3.2, and 6.4 μm. The final 

test section was also made of Inconel 625, although this section was additively manufactured by 

using the selective laser melting (SLM) process. This last test channel has a surface roughness of 

12.5 μm. The purpose of the selected test sections is to study the effects of surface roughness on 

cooling effectiveness.  

To conduct such experiments, the cSETR has developed and designed a high heat flux test 

facility (HHFTF), where all the test section cooling channels are heated using a conduction-based 

thermal concentrator. Once the desired temperature is achieved, liquid cryogenic propellant is 

flown through a single cooling channel. This allows for the simulation of one-dimensional 

asymmetric heat flow, which is experienced by the hot wall of a cooling channel in a regenerative 

cooled rocket engine.  This allows to characterize the heat transfer characteristics of any liquid 

cryogenic propellant. This permits to the design of a regenerative cooled rocket engine 

 

 

 



2 Experimental Set Up  

a. High Heat Flux Facility 

The high heat flux test facility is a conduction based thermal concentrator system that transfers 

heat onto a fluid by supplying a constant heat flux to a test section resembling a cooling channel. 

A unique characteristic of the high heat flux test facility is that it can asymmetrically heat the 

cooling channel from one side. Achieving a better simulated environment for the engine’s 

regenerative cooling system by providing a hot-wall and a cold-wall side. In this test facility, the 

heat supplied by the copper heating block simulates the heat generated by the combustion of 

propellants developed inside a rocket engine. Fluid conditions are monitored through the duration 

of the test through the use of temperature and pressure instrumentation placed around the cooling 

channel sample.  

The components that make up the HHFTF include an assembled 316L stainless steel test stand, 

a heating block made of C12200 copper with 17 fissures on its sides to accommodate cartridge 

heaters, a thin (0.2”) aluminum wafer sandwiched in between the heating block and cooling 

channel, a cradle made of 6061-Al, and test sections. Grooves were machined on top of the heating 

block and on the bottom of the test sections in order to accommodate thermocouples for real time 

temperature measurements across the wafer. Please note that the channels interface with the wafer 

and there is no direct contact with the thermal block. Figure 1 below shows the high heat flux 

facility test facility assembly. 

 

b. Methane Condensing Unit 

The high heat flux test facility is incorporated with a methane condensing subsystem 

known as the methane condensing unit (MCU) to achieve steady-state liquid methane (LCH4) data. 

Figure 2 shows the methane condensing unit. This is a 13-liter condensing system used to liquefy 

gaseous methane (GCH4) and provide the experiment with liquid methane. In order to liquify 

GCH4 several fluids were utilized such as liquid nitrogen (LN2), and gaseous helium.  

Stainless Steel Test Stand Copper Heating Block 

Aluminum Cradle Aluminum Wafer Test Section 

Figure 1: High Heat Flux Test Facility Assembly 



 

 

c. Cooling Channels 

Considering that typical cooling channels inside a regenerative cooled engine may vary in 

cross-sectional geometry throughout the engine’s contour, the HHFTF was developed such that 

different test section cooling channels can be simply substituted for testing without greatly 

affecting the experimental set up. The test section consists of a calculated entry length, a heated 

section and an exit length. The entry length was designed to allow the fluid to become fully 

turbulent before entering the heated section. Once the fluid enters the heated section, the 

temperature profile of the fluid is recorded. This is done by utilizing six axially placed type-E 

thermocouples on the test section. Note that these thermocouples are not in direct contact with the 

fluid, therefore there is no fluid disruption. Additionally, there exists a very small wall thickness 

(1.27mm) separating the tip of the thermocouples from the fluid.  Figure 3 illustrates the schematic 

of the test section design and thermocouple positions. 

 

 

3 Theorical Approach 

The key parameter considered in this study is the rate of heat transfer to the fluid. The total 

rate of heat transfer was calculated by using the basic heat transfer equation. This equation is based 

on the specific heat of the fluid Cp, mass flow rate ṁ, and the difference of temperature from the 

inlet to the outlet ΔT, as shown on Eq. (1) [7]. Heat flux, q’’, was obtained by using the test section 

channel wetted wall surface area Aw, and utilizing the rate of heat transfer obtained in Eq. (1) this 

is described in Eq. (2): 

 

𝑄 = �̇�𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛)                                                                        (1) 

 

Figure 2: Methane Condensing Unit 

Figure 3: Test section schematic. 



𝑞′′ =
𝑄

𝐴𝑤
                                                                                   (2) 

The mass flow rate of the fluid was recorded from the flow meter throughout the test 

duration. For this to be possible the needle valve located downstream of the channel needs to be at 

the appropriate position. Once the flow reaches a steady point by deviating only by ±0.0002 kg/s, 

it is deemed appropriate for flow measurements. The convection coefficient h was then calculated 

using Eq. (3) by using the resultant heat flux from Eq. (2), the average wall temperature Tw, and 

the average bulk temperature Tb = ½(Tin+Tout): 

 

ℎ =
𝑞′′

(𝑇𝑤−𝑇𝑏)
                                                                               (3) 

 

The measured results were used to develop a correlation between Nusselt and Reynolds 

numbers. Nusselt number, NuD, is defined as the ratio of the convection coefficient to the fluid 

conduction coefficient k at the specified hydraulic diameter of the testing channel Dhyd, as shown 

in Eq. (4). Reynolds number is defined by Eq. (5) using the fluid density ρ, fluid viscosity μ, 

hydraulic diameter of the test channel Dhyd, and bulk velocity υ obtained from the mass flow rate, 

pressure, and coolant channel cross-sectional area: 

𝑁𝑢𝐷 =
ℎ

𝑘
𝐷ℎ𝑦𝑑                                                                             (4) 

 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝜐𝐷ℎ𝑦𝑑

𝜇
                                                                                (5)  

Please note that: all state properties ρ, μ, Cp, and k, were calculated using REFPROP [8] at 

the average fluid pressure Pav, where Pav = ½(Pin+Pout), and Tb. 

 

4 Future Work and Conclusion 

The Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) is currently focusing on 

the implementation of additively manufactured test articles. The overall purpose of this test was to 

compare the performance of the typically manufactured channels versus the additively 

manufactured test channel. This was achieved by testing samples with different roughness. Testing 

on these channels is currently underway. Please not that data is still pending. Next efforts will 

consist on data filtering and comparison for each examined test article. Note that these samples 

have been previously tested with liquid nitrogen (LN2). Once the testing campaign is completed, 

a comparison between these two campaigns will be made to see if a correlation between the effects 

of surface roughness and the cryogenic used exists. Currently the cSETR is developing a new 

generation of cooling channels to be additively manufactured with Inconel 625 and copper alloys. 

Once those test articles are completed, they will undergo testing for validation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Oxy-coal combustion refers to burning coal in presence of pure oxygen instead of air. This type of 

combustion facilitates carbon capture by producing sequestration ready carbon dioxide, and 

running the combustion in a high-pressure environment increases the available heat to be extracted 

by power generation cycle. Due to all the advantages, high pressure oxy-coal combustion has 

emerged as an interesting method to study for power generation. This study focuses on analyzing 

the mechanical design of the vessel where the combustion will take place. The vessel will be 

designed for 1 MW firing input operating at 10 bar pressure. Several analytical calculations were 

done to ensure the safety of the vessel. Introduction 

Coal combustion is a technology that has been used to produce energy for a long time. Currently, 

30% [1-2] of the total energy production of electricity in the United States is derived from coal 

alone. The benefits of oxy-coal combustion are that higher temperatures theoretically allow for 

higher achievable efficiencies, and the exhaust products n theoretically will not contain NOx 

pollutants. Therefore, without the presence of nitride oxides, up to 100% of the carbon dioxide 

produced can be captured at the post-combustion stage [3,4,5] .The combustor will be operated at a 

pressure of 10 bar inside a cylindrical pressure vessel while oxy-water-coal slurry based 

combustion occurs within the vessel. Due to the high operating pressure and high temperatur 

generated from oxygen-based flame within the combustor, deformation of the chamber can occur 

and need to be prevented.  

 . A mechanical analysis must be performed to analyze and determine the temperature at which 

point the combustor would start to plastically deform. Additionally,   design decisions could be 

made based on this information on the temperature (with an appropriate safety factor) at which the 

cooling system should aim to reach at the combustor wall to ensure the continuity of the vessel 

service. 

 

1. Design Methodology 

 

1.1. Material Selection 

 

In order to find the material of the combustor, yield strength of different materials with temperature 

were compared to each other. The search was constricted to steel  because this kind of material is 

widely available, inexpensive and easy to manufacture comparing to other materials. The research 

group had an already built combustor with a methane burner  made with Stainless Steel 410 

previously used [6] at 232 kW and 16 bar where the wall reached at 325oC. This inherited combustor 
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is studied to find out if that can be retrofitted for the new project with different operating condition. 

The methane burner will act as a pilot burner. In Figure 1, steel of 300-series and carbon steel were 

compared to Stainless Steel 410. The difference in yield strengths between SS 410 and other 

materials is clearly visible. So, it was clear that SS 410 is the material with the highest temperature 

endurance than the other options. For this reason, it was decided that SS 410 would be the material 

that would be used for the combustor body, flanges (to avoid any mismatch referring to thermal 

expansion) and front and end caps. 

 
Figure 1:  Yield Strength vs Temperature for different Steel 

 

1.2. Thick wall Pressure vessel 

 

Since the high-pressure combustor is a cylindrical vessel that will be operated at a pressure of 

maximum 10 bar, it is analyzed using the thick-walled pressure vessel model. It was assumed that 

the pressure inside the combustor is uniform and positive while on the outside it is atmospheric 

pressure. The formula for thick walled hoop stress is, 
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Where, 𝑟𝑜is the outer diameter, 𝑟𝑖 is the inner diameter, 𝑃𝑜 is the outer pressure and 𝑃𝑖  is the inside 

pressure.  

The vessel will have a very high temperature on the inside and atmospheric temperature on the 

outside. This high temperature difference will cause a thermal stress on the combustor body  The 

thermal stress was calculated using the following equation : 
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Where, E is Young’s Modulus, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, q is the heat flux, t is the 

thickness, υ is Poisson’s ratio of the material and the k is the thermal conductivity. The formula 

for heat flux is, 

      𝑞 =
𝑘 (𝑇𝑤𝑔−𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑟)

𝑡
                                                                  [3] 

Where, 𝑇𝑤𝑔 is the temperature of the wall from the hot gas side and 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the temperature of the 

wall from the air side. By substituting [3] into [2], the resulting thermal stress equation becomes: 

      𝜎𝑡 =
𝐸𝛼 (𝑇𝑤𝑔−𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑟)

2(1−𝜗)
                                                                  [4] 

Change in the total thermal stresses varied with the thickness and radii of SS 410 was calculated. 

Figure 2 represents the total stresses at 325oC, the limiting temperature in which the pilot burner 

test was operated. At this temperature the Yield Strength of the steel is around 630 MPa. The 

objective is to select a thickness and radius that have a safety factor of 1.4. 

 
Figure 2: Total Stress at 325oC vs Thickness, for several Radii 

All of the conditions shown above satisfy the safety factor criteria  . Since the radius and the 

thickness of the inherited combustor also satisfied the requirement it was decided to keep that one 

to run the present project. That combustor has a radius of 5.5 inch and thickness of 3.5 inch. This 

decision was also supported by Figure 3 which showed that stress with increasing temperature 

doesn’t vary much if the thickness is varied. Selecting the thickness of the previously used 

combustor can also provide the option of lowering the safety factor for higher temperature 

operation and slowing down the heat transfer from the wall chamber to the outside wall which was 

attractive to the investigation. 
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Figure 3: Total Stress and Yield Stress vs Temperature at D=11 in at different thickness(in)  

1.3. Flange and Weld Selection 

In order to find the suitable flange for the combustor body analytical calculations were made. 

The stresses on the flanges were analyzed and based on that the pressure rating was chosen for 

the suitable flange class. The equation for the operating forces on the flange is, 

 𝐹𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = (𝑃 ∗ 𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) + 𝑃 ∗ 𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝐺𝐹𝑠                                                                  [5] 

 

Where, 𝑃 is the operating pressure, 𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 is the area of the flange,  𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the gasket effective 

area and 𝐺𝐹𝑠 is the gasket sealing force. High temperature-high pressure commercially available 

metallic gasket with graphite filler was selected for the flanges. Stainless Steel bolt with a tensile 

strength of 70,000 psi or 483 MPa was selected. The highest force the flanges will have to carry is 

found to be 1570 kN and the required bolt area is 5 in2. To meet the requirements 410 SS 300 class 

flange is selected. Flange of the same material as the combustor body was chosen to minimize the 

thermal mismatch.  . Also, for 410 SS working pressure at 400oC is 28.4 bar. And for 300 class, 

total bolt area is 36 in2. 

 

In order to attach the combustor cylinder with the flange welding will have to be done. The height 

and material of the weld should be chosen carefully so that it can withstand the stress due to the 

operating pressure and weight of the whole combustor. Since in this case the combustor cylinder 

and the flange are two metal body whose central axis are perpendicular to each other transverse 

fillet joint will the best choice for that. 
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Figure 4:Cross section of a transverse fillet weld 

Total allowable stress on the weld is, 

 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝜙𝑅n = 0.75 ∗ 𝑓𝑤 ∗ 0.707𝑎 ∗ 𝐿                                                                  [6] 

Where, 

fw = 𝑈𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 0.6 ∗ 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 

And the operating conditions are, 

Operating pressure = 10 bar  

Mass = 2.5 ton = 2268 kg 

Weight = 2268 kg* 9.8 m/s2 = 716 kN 

Operating stress = Weight+ Operating pressure = 393 MPa  

Material for the weld was chosen to be 410 ss. Material for both the metal body and weld were 

same to minimize thermal mismatch. Weld of 410 SS has a tensile strength of 80,000 psi or 552 

MPa. Now according to the equation stated above for a weld height of 0.05 in (a=0.05 in) allowable 

stress is  546 MPa which far above  393 MPa. So, considering the total operating stress and material 

strength it can be concluded that 0.05 in weld height should be enough to put between the flanges 

and the combustor body. 

2. Conclusion 

The study was done to do a structural analysis on the mechanical design of the pressure vessel to 

be used as a high-pressure, high-temperature combustor. SS 410 was chosen as the combustor 

material since it met all the physical requirements. Also, the inherited pressure vessel of SS 410 

from the previous project added the advantage of reducing cost. Flange, gasket, weld and other 

additional body parts were chosen carefully so that they also can withstand the extreme operating 

conditions with a safety factor. According to the stress analysis the design of the combustor should 

be effective under the extreme operating condition for the project.   As a future work, a transient 

FEA might be done on the whole combustor computationally integrating both thermal and 

mechanical stresses to check how the mechanical properties change with increasing temperature 

over time.  
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Abstract 

The field of energy harvesting has drawn an increased amount of interest due to the rapid development of 
wireless sensors and self-powered devices. Currently, there is limited information regarding the impact of 
coupling both thermal and mechanical excitations in a single material and its energy harvesting capabilities. 
This paper demonstrates the use of Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) as a coupled thermal and mechanical 
energy harvesting device. PZT ceramic was subject to different thermal and mechanical loading conditions. 
The sample consistently generated the least power when only subject to mechanical cycling, averaging a 
power output of less than 200 nW.  An increase in power output was observed under mechanical cycling 
and higher temperatures. A peak power of 500 nW was seen under thermal cycling, as well as under coupled 
thermal-mechanical cycling. This study demonstrated the feasibility to harvest different waste energies 
from a single device.   

1. Introduction 

Recently, demands for both efficient and environmentally benign power generation have increased in the 
fossil energy industry, generating extensive research interest for viable solutions such as energy harvesting 
systems in the form of wind turbines and solar power [1]. By burning 1.2 billion tons of coal per year 
globally, the current state of global energy generation points to coal becoming the world’s top source of 
energy by 2017, making substantial increases in CO2 emissions a topic of concern [2]. This energy is 
attainable through various mediums including body heat, solar energy, vibration energy [3-6]. Energy 
harvesting can also be performed at a smaller scale by harnessing energy that would normally be lost in the 
form of waste heat or vibrations that are generated as a byproduct of electrical power generation. The two 
most widely used methods to harvest waste thermal energy are through the thermoelectric and pyroelectric 
effects [7, 8]. Thermoelectric materials operate using the principles of the Seebeck effect and convert the 
heat flow to electrical power when subject to a temperature gradient [9]. Thermoelectric energy conversion 
is an irreversible thermodynamic process and therefore is not as efficient as energy conversion through the 
pyroelectric effect [9]. The pyroelectric effect occurs when temperature fluctuates through a material, 
resulting in electrical displacements, inducing charge separation, therefore forming an electrical current 
[10]. The charge flow generated can best be described with Eq. (1).   

𝑖 𝐴𝑝                                                                                  (1) 

where Q denotes the generated charge, p denotes the pyroelectric effect, A denotes the cross-sectional area 
on the electrode, and dT/dt denotes the rate of change of temperature with respect to time. Several efforts 
to harvest thermal energy utilizing the pyroelectric effect have been performed successfully in recent years 
[10-12]. Much like thermal energy harvesting, mechanical energy harvesting is a growing topic of interest 
in the realm of self-sufficient wireless energy sources. Piezoelectric materials are the most viable solution 
due to their high energy densities and are easily incorporated into systems subjected to dynamic energy 
[13]. The piezoelectric principle is best described as a material’s ability to generate an electrical charge in 
response to an applied mechanical stress. Equations (2) and (3) describe the standard piezoelectric 
constitutive law in strain charge form,  



S=sE*T+dt*E                                                                                     (2) 
D=d*T+εT*E                                                                                     (3) 

where S denotes material strain, T denotes material stress, D denotes charge density displacement, E denotes 
electric field, d denotes the matrix containing the piezoelectric coefficients of the material, and t stands for 
the transpose of the matrix. Efforts using different materials including polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), 
Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT), BaTiO3, and ZnO with different configurations including the use of bulk 
materials, as well as composites, nanowires, and nanofins [16, 17]. Although the aforementioned case 
studies describe instances where energy was successfully harvested from a variety of sources, harvesting 
energy from thermal and mechanical ubiquitous sources simultaneously is an area of interest that yields 
great potential. Both mechanical and thermal energy harvesting have shown independent success, however, 
it is important to realize that all pyroelectric materials are also piezoelectric, meaning that in addition to 
charge generation from temperature change, electrical power can also be generated through the application 
of mechanical energy [18]. Therefore, it is possible to simultaneously harvest thermal and mechanical 
energy from the same material. In a recent combined energy harvesting study, photovoltaic, thermoelectric, 
and piezoelectric energies were simultaneously harvested through a single inductor and energy conversion 
efficiency boosts as high as 83% were achieved [19]. Similarly, in a case study set towards achieving both 
energy harvesting and structural health monitoring from the same source, a PZT patch generates voltage 
and power up to 4.753 µJ when subjected to harmonic excitations [20].   
In this paper, the ability to harvest thermal and mechanical energy either separately or simultaneously from 
a commercial PZT 5H ceramic plate under a variety of applications of loading conditions and thermal cycles 
was demonstrated. A custom designed load frame fixture was used. The energy output from the sample was 
quantified through a varying electrical resistance due to the current. Various electrical resistances were used 
in order to determine the load that would generate peak power for each specific loading condition.  
2. Methods 

2.1 Sample. The sample used was a PZT-5A square plate with dimensions of 50 mm by 50 mm and a 
thickness of 1 mm. This ceramic wafer was electroded by the manufacturer and was supplied by Piezo 
Systems, Inc. Physical properties of the sample used are listed in Table 1.   
Table 1. Relevant material properties of the sample tested. 

Sample properties 

Name Lead-Zirconate Titanate 
Area (mm2) 2500 

Thickness (mm) 1.0 

Piezoelectric Coefficient [g33] (V-m/N) 25  x 10-3 
Curie Temperature (°C) 350 

Density (g/cm ) 7.8 

Heat Capacity (J/Kꞏmol) 89 

Capacitance (F) 4.040 x 10  
Resistance (Ω) 1.826 x 10  

2.2 Testing setup. Sample was tested using a custom designed load frame fixtures which were mounted to 
an INSTRON 8801 load frame and used to transfer compression-compression mechanical loads to the 
sample. Figure 1 shows a representation of the custom fixtures used. In order to characterize the response 
due to mechanical, thermal and combined loadings, five testing methods were utilized. These testing 
methods are described in Table 2.  
Table 2. Testing methods used to characterize the power output of the PZT plate. 

Test 
Initial Mechanical 

Conditions 
Initial Thermal 

Conditions 
Mechanical Cycling load Thermal Cycling Load 

Pure Mechanical 2500 N Compression Room Temperature 1000 N Amplitude at 0.05 Hz No Thermal Cycling 
Pure Thermal 2500 N Compression Room Temperature No Cycling Load Applied Temperature cycled at 50 to 60 °C 

Mechanical at 50 2500 N Compression 50 °C 1000 N Amplitude at 0.05 Hz Constant Temperature 
Mechanical at 60 2500 N Compression 60 °C 1000 N Amplitude at 0.05 Hz Constant Temperature 

Combined 2500 N Compression Room Temperature 1000 N Amplitude at 0.05 Hz Temperature cycled at 50 to 60 °C 



 

Figure 1. CAD assembly of the custom built testing fixtures. Figure 2. Schematic of circuit used to measure voltage 
across resistive load. 

2.3 Output measurements. The electrical power outputted by the sample under these different loads was 
characterized using a Keithley 2100 digital multimeter and a varying electrical resistance.  Voltage 
generated across the varying resistance due to the current created by the sample was measured and recorded 
to determine the electrical power that the sample was capable to output. Power generated by the sample 
was calculated using Eq. (4) [21],   

𝑃 𝑉 /𝑅                                                                             (4) 

where P is power, V is the measured voltage, and R is the applied resistance.   

A schematic of the measurement mechanism is found in Figure 2. RL is the applied electrical load, V is the 
multimeter device used to measure the voltage generated.  RL was varied throughout the tests to determine 
the optimum load that led to the most power.  In addition, the PZT wafer was directly connected to the 
multimeter when characterizing the open circuit voltage output of the sample. 

3. Results and Discussion  

Voltage output due to mechanical loading was characterized. This was done by measuring the open circuit 
voltage generated on the sample under pure mechanical loads, refer to Table 2. Figure 3 shows the voltage 
output (blue dashed) plotted with the corresponding load (red solid). A peak to peak voltage output of 15V 
under a peak to peak mechanical load of 2000N was obtained.  

 

Figure 3. Voltage response of the sample under pure 
mechanical load.  

Figure 4. Rectified voltage of the sample across different 
resistors under pure mechanical loads. 

Despite Figure 3 clearly showing that the voltage generated by the sample closely follows the stress applied, 
this does not give a good insight to the peak power generation capabilities of the sample. As a result, voltage 
measurements were carried out across different resistors to determine the optimum load to achieve peak 
power under the different loadings tested. In order to be able to harvest the most energy possible, negative 
voltages needed to be converted to positive values before passing them through the resistive load. This was 
done using a simple full bridge rectifying circuit. The voltage output of the sample under a pure mechanical 



test was recorded using a wide range of resistors. An increase in the voltage was observed as the resistive 
load was increased. The voltage output of the sample during this test is shown in Figure 4. 

  

Figure 5. Power output under pure mechanical loads using 
different electrical resistors.  

Figure 6. Voltage response of the sample under pure 
thermal load. 

Using the voltage generated by the sample under pure mechanical load across the different resistors, the power 
output was calculated. The power output across this varying resistance is shown in Figure 5. It was observed that 
although voltage increased as a function of electrical resistance, a peak in power was present at a resistance 10 MΩ. 
It was determined that the optimal resistance to obtain the maximum power out of the sample was between 1 MΩ 
and 100 MΩ. The electrical load in the 1 MΩ to 100 MΩ was then varied in smaller steps to further refine the testing 
range. Based on the results observed, a testing range of 10 MΩ to 60 MΩ was selected. The rectified voltage 
response across different resistors due to thermal stresses in the sample are shown in Figure 6. The sample was 
thermally cycled between 50 °C and 60 °C at different electrical loads. The voltage across each resistor was 
measured during five thermal cycles and then the electrical resistance was increased. The initial electrical resistance 
was 10 MΩ and was incremented by 10 MΩ until a 60 MΩ resistance was achieved. The same rectifying and 
changing load procedure was used for all the testing methods utilized. Power was calculated from the applied 
resistance and the measured voltage. 

Power generated by the sample across different resistive loads is shown in Figure 8. First, it can be seen that the 
sample generates the least power under pure mechanical load. Next, it was observed that the next lowest power was 
yielded when the sample was subject to mechanical stress at 50 °C. This was followed by the mechanical load at 60 
°C. Finally, peak power under pure thermal and combined loads was found to be practically the same. However, 
power under pure thermal loads generally outperformed the power generated due to combined loads. A summary 
of the highest and lowest power outputs observed under the different testing conditions is shown in Table 3.  

 
Figure 7. Power output of the sample under different testing conditions at varying electrical loads. 

Table 3. Summary of power outputs observed under the different testing methods. 

Test Peak power (nW) Load at peak power (MΩ) Lowest power (nW) Load at lowest power  (MΩ) 
Pure Mechanical 216 40 98.6 10 

Pure Thermal 501 30 319 10 
Mechanical at 50 320 50 108 30 



Mechanical at 60 458 20 103 10 
Combined 494 30 253 10 

Using the sample dimensions and peak power outputs obtained, power density calculations were performed. The 
highest power density observed was generated under pure thermal loads, with a value of 200.4 nW/cm3. This power 
density was closely followed by that obtained under combined loadings at of 197.6 nW/cm3. Next mechanical at 60 
°C and mechanical °C yielded power densities of 183.2 nW/cm3, and 128 nW/cm3 respectively. Finally, the lowest 
power density was observed under pure mechanical loads, at 86.4 nW/cm3. 

4. Conclusion 

Energy was successfully harvested from a piezoelectric material by applying either thermal or mechanical loads on 
the sample as well as combined loads. An increase of at least 48% in the peak power generated by the sample was 
observed when thermal loads were introduced. Further, a peak power density increase of 132% was observed when 
comparing pure mechanical to pure thermal loads. A small drop of 1.4% in power output was observed when 
mechanical and thermal loads were combined in comparison to pure thermal loads. This is believed to be caused by 
the internal counter strain due to the loads applied being out of phase with each other. The appearance of a second 
power peak due to the different frequencies of the loads applied was observed.  An increasing trend in the power 
generated as temperature increased was observed, with increments of 48% and 112% at 50 °C and 60 °C under 
mechanical loads was observed. This increase in power output is due to the sample being more compliant at higher 
temperatures, facilitating a higher mechanical strain under the same force. It is demonstrated that simultaneous 
mechanical and thermal energy harvesting from the same material is feasible.  Pure thermal loading resulted in the 
highest energy harvesting density and combined energy harvesting showed two distinct peak energy density due to 
frequency mismatch between mechanical and thermal loadings.   
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ABSTRACT 

 

Large area pellet extrusion additive manufacturing is an emerging technology created to 

increase the extrusion rates and printing speeds of thermoplastic 3D printers. This allows 

introducing all the advantages of AM in a large scale setting at a reduced cost if compared to 

fused deposition technologies. Because large scale systems use pellet feedstock (like the one 

used in injection molding) instead of filament, a vast number of materials are readily available 

for use. A method of determining printing parameters needs to be defined as to reduce the time 

that it takes for a printer to produce parts with new material. Thermal characterization by 

thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry allows the user to 

comprehend the molecular interaction from the polymeric compounds to develop best printing 

parameters. Therefore, thermal characterization can be used to determine the behavior that 

acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) has inside the different temperature’s zones located on a 

Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) Cincinnati’s machine single screw extruder. In 

addition, it allows an understanding of how the temperature profile influences the thermal 

properties of thermoplastic composites.  

 

1  

Introduction 

In past years, additive manufacturing (AM) has been of great interest as the result of the 

development of new technologies and materials. Consequently, the different potential 

candidates’ technologies must be evaluated in terms of user needs. Large area additive 

manufacturing offers faster printing rates and enables to create 3D printed prototypes aimed to 

accommodate more substantial projects. One of the machines developed using this technology 

is the Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM), with a feedstock cost of ($2-$10 kg/hr.) and 

material deposition capability up to (50 kg/hr.) and it provides the advantage of building 

structures approximate 10 larger than commercial systems. (Duty et al., 2017). In comparison, 

fused deposition modeling (FDM) is another additive manufacturing technique known for 

using filament feedstocks instead of pelletized feedstocks. FDM has the potential for minimal 

material wastage and material change. ABS, polycarbonate (PC), polylactide (PLA), 

polyamide (PA) are some filament feedstocks available for FDM. (Ning, Cong, Qiu, Wei, & 

Wang, 2015). A typical commercially available machine is a standalone system. The build 
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chamber in such a system measures 254 × 254 × 254 mm. The system costs around $100,000, 

deposits approximately 380 mm of material a second, produces layer thicknesses of 50–762 

mm and has an accuracy of ± 127 m. (Pham & Gault, 1998). 

The BAAM system can print both thermoplastics and reinforced thermoplastics, which allows 

improving the mechanical and thermal properties of the material. Thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is convenient to interpret the thermoplastic 

behavior if they are exposed to controlled temperatures and to inert/reactive atmospheres. The 

thermogravimetric analysis provides the decomposition onset temperature, percentage weight 

loss and residual mass. These are some of the advantages to compare the thermoplastic 

evolution with respect to a temperature profile. Differential scanning calorimetry studies 

conducted on an inert or reactive atmosphere enable to find the midpoint temperature glass 

transition of thermoplastic or report the peak integration if any reaction is observed. Glass is 

generally referred as a degree of freedom in the system caused by a change in temperature or 

pressure. For instance, the degree of freedom is reduced at low temperatures or high pressures. 

This fluctuation is difficult to identify in ordinary timescale measurements. Hence, the glass 

transition is the change of the moderate degree of freedom to a less or more abrupt degree of 

freedom. (Sivarajan et al., 2017). The purpose of thermal characterization by 

thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry will contribute to 

understanding the printing parameters on a BAAM machine and their effect into the molecular 

structure of the ABS. 

 

As the materials in 3D printing process experience a series of thermal events such as pelletizing, 

extrusion at high temperature, sudden cooling, and heating, etc., temperature-dependent 

thermophysical properties are also expected to change. The goal of this research is to 

investigate the process induced effects on the materials as well as to determine the effect of 

filler materials in thermal stability and decomposition throughout the thermogravimetric 

analysis and differential scanning calorimetry analysis. This research could be later 

implemented in studies for fused deposition modeling with high-temperature materials.  

2 Experimental 

2.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis  

The thermogravimetric analysis was conducted on a TGA 55 Discovery Series (TA 

Instruments, United States of America) in accordance with ASTM- E2550 – 17 (ASTM E2550 

- 07, 2007). The samples were not grinded nor received prior heat treatment before the 

experiments. The pellets were accommodated into the samples pans and cut homogenously in 

terms of weight. (ASTM E2550 - 07, 2007). recommends a mass specimen range between 1 

mg to 10 mg. The initial masses for all the samples were recorded. Three replicate experiments 

were performed for each of the materials.  A 50 µL platinum-HT sample pan was used as the 

material container. In terms of testing parameters, the thermoplastic samples were thermally 

decomposed in Nitrogen. Nitrogen as an inert atmosphere allowed to avoid unwanted material 

reactions if compared with Air. (Noah et al., 2016) The nitrogen flow rate was steadily purged 

with a balance flow of 40 mL/min and a sample flow of 60 mL/min for all the thermal analysis. 

The experimental procedure consisted of a heating rate of 10 °C/min within a controlled 
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temperature from room temperature to 800°C. The results were processed with the Trios 

software v.4.4.0 from TA Instruments where the decomposition onset temperatures, steps  

degradations, mass changes within mass the compositions steps, and the residual mass were 

reported. Mean values and standard deviation were examined as well. Table.1. lists the results 

for a thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermogravimetric analysis.  

2.2. Differential scanning calorimetry  

 

The differential scanning calorimetry analysis was performed with a DSC 250 Discovery Series 

(TA Instruments, United States of America) in accordance with ASTM E1356 – 08. (ASTM 

Standard E1356-08, 2008). It is necessary to clarify that the samples weights departed from the 

recommendation made in ASTM E1356 – 08.  The capacity if the containers that this machine 

uses (DSC 250), is smaller than what is recommended in the standard. Consequently, the 

reported weight sample measurements were below the 5 to 20 mg range. T-zero series 

aluminum samples pans and lids were selected to encapsulate the samples. This process was 

conducted using a DSC sample encapsulation press with a T-zero hermetic upper and lower 

die. The encapsulations had a cylindrical geometry. The experimental procedure for all the 

samples consisted of completing two replicate experiments for the target temperatures. A target 

temperature of 220 °C for ABS 20 wt.% CF and ABS 20 wt.% GF was studied. This 

temperature was chosen based on the thermogravimetric analysis for each independent 

material. As volatiles could contaminate the equipment, a temperature under the decomposition 

onset temperature was used. The experiments were initialized once a temperature of 25 °C was 

reached by the DSC instrument. Then, the samples were heated at a rate of 10 °C/min.  Lastly, 

the temperature was equilibrated to the target temperatures and proceeded to cool down the 

specimens with a scanning rate at 20 °C/min to 25 °C. An inert ultra-high purity nitrogen 

atmosphere was selected to purge the equipment with a recommended base purge flow of 300 

mL/min and 50 mL/min volumetric flow rate for the cell purge. The extrapolated onset 

temperature, the midpoint temperatures, the heat capacities, and peak integration enthalpies   

were reported from the Trios software v.4.4.0. 

 

3 Results 

3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis  

Thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal analysis for ABS 20 wt.% CF reflected 

one step degradation. This implicated a 74.51 % average weight loss and an average 

temperature peak at 414.58 °C. The average decomposition onset temperature (Tdot), referring 

to a 1 % weight loss of the total sample mass was recorded at 258.53 °C. Thermal degradation 

for ABS 20 wt.% GF showed one degradation step with a 75.45 % average weight loss, a 

temperature peak of 412.69 °C and Tdot of 260.24 °C.  



 

 

Material T decomposition (°C) Mean 
Value (T 

decom) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(T decom) 

W% loss T peak (°C) Residual 
(mg) 

Electrafil J-
1200/CF/20 3DP 

S1: 253.50 
S2: 260.49 
S3: 261.61 

258.53°C 4.394 S1: 73.81 
S2: 74.76 
S3: 74.97 

S1: 
414.58 
S2: 
416.16 
S3: 
416.49 

S1: .727 
S2: .756 
S3: .744 

TES 11412-HiFill J-
1200/20 3DP 

S1: 255.75 
S2: 264.32 
S3: 260.66 

260.24°C 4.300 S1: 75.89 
S2: 75.37 
S3: 75.10 

S1: 
413.09 
S2: 
412.38 
S3: 
412.60 

S1: .780 
S2: .924 
S3: .889 

 

Table.1. The decomposition onset temperatures attributed to 1 % weight loss under a 

nitrogen atmosphere for three replicate experiments. The mean and standard deviation 

results are listed as well. Weight residual masses were obtained at 750 °C where fixed mass 

losses were identified. 

 

Fig.1. Thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal analysis for ABS 20wt. 

% carbon fiber under a control temperature program with a nitrogen atmosphere. 
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3.1. Differential scanning calorimetry. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) under a nitrogen atmosphere for ABS 20 wt.% CF 

exhibited an average midpoint temperature glass transition (Tm) of 105.45 °C and an average 

extrapolated onset temperature of 102.06 °C. However, an average endothermic peak 

temperature under cooling scanning rates was observed at 139.04 °C. Similarly, the midpoint 

temperature (Tm) for ABS 20 wt.% GF was examined at 104.61 °C, extrapolated onset 

temperature of 102.27 °C, and an average endothermic peak observed at 138.28 °C. 

 

Fig.2. Thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal analysis for ABS 20 wt. % 

glass fibers under a control temperature program with a nitrogen atmosphere. 

 

Table.2. The midpoint temperature and extrapolated onset temperatures under a 

nitrogen atmosphere for ABS 20 wt. % CF and ABS 20 wt. % GF from differential 

scanning calorimetry   

 Material Tm (°C) Mean 
Value Tm 
(°C ) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(Tm) 

Tf (°C) 

Electrafil J-
1200/CF/20 3DP 

S1: 106.61 
S2: 106.62 
S3: 103.12 
 

105.45 °C 2.01 S1: 103.45 
S2: 102.73 
S3: 100.00 
 

TES 11412-HiFill J-
1200/20 3DP 

S1: 103.97 
S2: 105.34 
S3: 104.52 
 

104.655°C .6894 S1: 101.14 
S2: 103.75 
S2: 101.93 
 

 



 

 

4 Conclusion 

ABS 20 wt.% CF and ABS 20 wt.% GF were both examined by thermogravimetric analysis and 

differential scanning calorimetry. The thermal degradation of both materials on a nitrogen atmosphere 

exhibited one step transition. It was shown a slight improvement for ABS 20 wt.% CF with a 74.51 

% weight loss. The decomposition onset temperature was enhanced for ABS 20 wt.% GF with 

260.24 °C. Differential scanning calorimetry showed an improvement with a midpoint 

temperature glass transition for ABS 20 wt.% CF at 105.45 °C. Thermal characterization by 

thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry can be beneficial to 

determine the temperatures ranges where material is extrudable without degrading and 

compromising its structural integrity. (Ajinjeru et al., 2018). It allows to extend the knowledge 

beyond the mechanical properties of the material and combining the thermal characterization 

to produce more reliable 3D printed objects. 

 

 

Fig.5. Differential scanning calorimetry curves for ABS 20 wt. % CF under a control 

temperature program with a nitrogen atmosphere. 

 

Fig.6. Differential scanning calorimetry curves for ABS 20 wt. % GF under a control 

temperature program with a nitrogen atmosphere. 
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ABSTRACT 

In large area pellet extrusion additive manufacturing, the temperature of the substrate just prior 
to the deposition of a new subsequent layer has an effect on the overall structure of the part. 
Warping and cracking occur if the substrate temperature is below a specific threshold, and 
deformation and deposition adhesion failure occur if the substrate temperature is above a 
certain threshold just prior to deposition of a new layer. Currently, Big Area Additive 
Manufacturing (BAAM) machine users mitigate this problem by trial and error, which is costly 
and may result in mechanical property, monetary and time inefficiencies. Through thermal 
imaging, the range of temperatures present during the printing of a carbon fiber reinforced 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS-CF) single-bead wall via the BAAM machine was 
identified – more specifically the temperature range at which deformation occurs. Moreover, 
compression tests were performed to understand the compressive behavior behind this 
deformation at temperatures seen in a conventional printing environment. It was concluded that 
if the substrate is above a temperature of 200 °C, deformation will occur in a newly added layer 
– attributed to the experimentally obtained low compressive strength of ABS-CF at 
temperatures above 200 °C. A newly deposited layer will deform the underlying top layer of 
the substrate in such a way that the next deposited layer will be deposited to thin air, causing a 
subsequent cascade of deformation in the printed part.  
  

 
Fig. 1. The plastic deformation of the substrate in the printing direction just after deposition of layer 05. The first 
(i) frame shows layer 05 being deposited, and the second (ii) frame shows the substrate right after the deposition 
of layer 05. Notice the comparison between the substrate inside the circles in frames (i) and (ii). The third frame 
(iii) shows the finalized print, notice the failure in the top layers. 
 
 

(i) (ii) 

(iii) 
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Fig. 2. A single-bead wall printed with an added standby time between layer depositions such that the temperature 
of the substrate cooled down to approximately 197 °C prior to the deposition of a new layer. Notice the misaligned 
start of print, and how the deposition is corrected along the direction of deposition. 
 

 
Table 1. The printing temperature settings in the BAAM thermoplastic extruder machine.  

Material Melt Barrel 1 Barrel 2 Barrel 3 Barrel 4 Tip 1 Tip 2 
ABS-20CF 225 °C 200 °C 215 °C 240 °C 240 °C 230 °C 225 °C 

 
Table 2. The average compressive load and compressive stress to reach strain levels of 15, 30 and 60 percent at 
every temperature level. Notice the decline trend in load as the temperature increases and how the compressive 
stress levels remain constant at temperatures of 210 °C and above. 
 

Temperatur
e [°C] 

Compressiv
e Load [N] 
at ε = 15% 

Compressiv
e Stress 
[MPa] at ε = 
15% 

Compressiv
e Load [N] 
at ε = 30% 

Compressiv
e Stress 
[MPa] at ε = 
30% 

Compressiv
e Load [N] 
at ε = 60% 

Compressiv
e Stress 
[MPa] at ε = 
60% 

90 453.61 4.45 3017.89 29.61 6121.43 60.06 
110 28.81 0.28 257.88 2.52 1678.57 16.43 
130 9.08 0.09 42.11 0.42 193.95 1.91 
150 3.20 0.03 15.16 0.15 59.82 0.59 
170 0.71 0.01 4.73 0.05 24.76 0.24 
190 1.04 0.01 3.23 0.03 16.81 0.16 
210 0.86 0.01 1.86 0.02 8.07 0.08 
230 0.88 0.01 1.99 0.02 7.63 0.07 
250 0.89 0.01 2.09 0.02 7.53 0.07 

 
 
 

(i) 

(iii) 

(ii) 

Fig. 3. A single bead wall print with an added standby time between layer depositions such that the temperature of the 
substrate cooled down to approximately 220 °C prior to the deposition of a new layer. The initial failure occurred at 
the start of deposition of layer 7.  
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1. Introduction 
The introduction of Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) to the 3-D printing industry 

brought a wide range of new advantages to a field already full of innovation. However, while 
BAAM has a larger print envelope and a faster printing speed - as compared to conventional 
desktop material extrusion systems – it still has some considerable design and physical 
limitations [1]. A particular challenge that BAAM is facing today is the nearly erratic 
relationship between print quality and temperature distribution and history. Temperature 
control is important to ensure robust adhesion between layers, dimensional accuracy, and an 
overall successful print [1, 5].  

Recent works conducted by Compton et al. have demonstrated a strong correlation between 
print temperature and print quality [2]. In-situ infrared temperature analysis during printing of 
a thin-wall section concluded that the temperature of the top layer just prior to the deposition 
of a new layer has a significant impact on the structural integrity of a part. As a guideline, the 
top layer has to be at least above the glass transition temperature of the material to avoid 
warping and cracking defects in a printed part. Additionally, with the interest of predicting the 
temperatures to avoid these defects, a one-dimensional temperature model was developed to 
predict the temperature evolution in a printed thin wall as a function of layer time – the time 
before a new subsequent layer is deposited. Compton et al. (2017) found that the layer 
temperature should be at Tg or higher for a newly deposited bead to correctly adhere. In the 
other hand, Roschli et al. (2019) described problems with printing small parts or small features 
within a large part if the temperature of the previously deposited layer is too high. At those 
temperatures, the material is mechanically unstable and is not able to support the weight of a 
new layer. Problems regarding a lower temperature threshold of the substrate have been 
addressed, but no efforts have specifically addressed the failure present when the substrate 
temperature is above a certain threshold. Recent efforts have mentioned this issue, but no 
experimental work has been performed to determine a high threshold temperature [1,5,6]. 
Currently, BAAM users modify print parameters based on empirical data and user experience. 

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the relationship between high temperatures and 
mechanical properties that lead to the structural failure of a printed part.  This paper will 
analyze the failure mechanisms present during the continuous print of a single-bead, thin-wall 
section vis-à-vis recorded temperatures with an IR camera. In addition, the compressive 
mechanical properties of 20% by weight carbon fiber reinforced acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS) – a common BAAM printing material – will be investigated at varying temperatures 
present during a conventional print. These compressive stress-strain curves, in conjunction with 
the thermal imaging analysis, will provide an insight to the behavior of BAAM printed parts to 
ensure a successful print.  
 
2 Methods 
 
2.1 Material 

 
The material used for the experimental and analytical purposes of this paper was carbon 

reinforced (20% by weight) acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (Techmer Electrafil J-1200/CF/20 
3DP, Techmer PM, Clinton, TN, US), henceforth referred to as ABS-20CF. The material was 



dried for a period of 4 hours at 90 °C prior to printing. The several geometries performed for 
this paper – later described in detail - were printed using a BAAM-CI 100 (Cincinnati Inc., 
Harrison, OH, US) large scale thermoplastic extruder machine located at the University of 
Texas at El Paso (UTEP). The machine deposited the material at a rate of 100 mm/s over a 
heated bed set to 110 °C using a 7.62 mm (0.3”) nozzle. The printing temperature settings are 
shown in Table 1 above, depicting the temperatures along the extruder barrel.  
 
2.2 Single-layer Wall Print in situ Temperature Monitoring 

A single bead wall of ABS-20CF was printed with the BAAM-CI thermoplastic 
extruder machine. The slicer for the machine is not able to produce G-code for this geometry, 
so, a G-code file was modified to achieve this geometry. The wall was 500 mm (19.685 in) in 
length, 11.81 mm (.465 in) in width (a single bead width), and 62.23 mm (2.45 in) in height 
(14 layers). A total of fourteen layers were printed, but the last two failed to adhere to the 
substrate. Data was collected with a FLIR D695 infrared camera, and processed with the FLIR 
ThermaCAM Researcher Pro 2.10 software (FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR, USA). In 
addition to this, two more videos of the print were recorded with the purpose of visual analysis, 
one from the front of the wall, located across from the IR camera, and another from the side, 
perpendicular to the direction of print.  
 
2.3 Stress Deformation 

As previously mentioned, when printing with the BAAM machine, high temperatures 
present in the substrate at the time of deposition lead to unwanted deformation of the part. In 
order to simulate real life printing conditions, a single layer, single bead wall was printed. From 
this print, test specimens were obtained and used for compression testing under temperatures 
seen during a conventional BAAM print [1]. The purpose of this single bead print is to evaluate 
the deformation of a single layer of material as a consequence of the added weight of 
subsequent layer, at varying temperatures.  

The tests were performed per the standard ASTM D695-15: Standard Test Method for 
Compressive Properties of Plastics [7]. The compression tests were performed using an Instron 
5866 electromechanical testing machine used in conjunction with an Instron 3119-600 
temperature-controlled chamber (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA). The specimens were 
compressed per the ASTM D695-15 standard at a rate of 1.3 mm/min in the z-direction, until 
a strain level of 60% was achieved. A total of forty-five compression tests were performed 
under temperatures of 90, 110, 130, 150, 170, 190, 210, 230 and 250 C – five specimens tested 
at every temperature. It is important to notice that due to the current BAAM printing 
capabilities, a sample that adhered to the standard and showed fidelity to the BAAM printing 
conditions analyzed in this paper was not able to obtain, i.e. a piece with the recommended 
dimensions wouldn’t accurately represent the scenario this work tries to replicate due to defects 
in the print that come from the multiple layer stacking. Therefore, in order to perform this 
compression testing, the test specimens were cut from a single bead, with average dimensions 
of 9.48 mm (0.37 in) by 10.87 mm (0.43 in) by 4.33 mm (0.17 in). 
 
2.4 Final Print 
 Following the compression testing and results analysis, two more single-bead wall 
prints was performed using the same printing parameters previously described, except for a 
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newly introduced standby time between layer-depositions to control the temperature of the 
substrate just prior to deposition to be just below 200 °C in one print. The other print did not 
have any standby time; substrate temperatures were above 210 °C in this print. In order to 
obtain the waiting time between layer depositions, the 1-D thermal model developed by 
Compton et al. was modified by evaluating if the layer temperature was under a desired 
threshold before deposition. If this was not achieved, the layer time was adjusted accordingly 
[2]. The temperature of the substrate during the final print was monitored with an FLIR D695 
IR camera; processed with the ThermaCAM Researcher Pro 2.10 software.  
 
3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Single-Bead Wall In Situ Temperature Analysis 
 The print experienced adhesion failure after the deposition of layer 9 – the underlying 
layer deformed in the direction of the camera. As a consequence of this deformation, the 
subsequent layers, while adhering to the substrate, do not conform to the desired geometry. The 
deformation escalates in such a manner that the final layers do not adhere to the substrate – as 
they are deposited into thin air - and fall to the print bed. The temperature of the substrate 
remains above 210 °C after deposition of layer 3, and above 230 °C after the deposition of 
layer 4.  Although collapse and compressive failure is seen in layer 08 and subsequent layers, 
plastic deformation can be seen after the deposition of layer 4. This failure is attributed to 
compressive deformation caused by the load applied from the extruded material as well as the 
tamper mechanism.  
 
3.2 Compression Testing 
 Every compression curve obtained from testing followed a similar shape. However, the 
compression curves for the tests conducted at 90, 110, 130 and 150 °C all have an initial loading 
section, a linear elastic region, a plateau, and a final load bearing region, albeit at different 
displacement and loading conditions. The compressive behavior where the plateau is present 
is analogous to the compression behavior of foam and porous materials and attributed to the 
porosity of the printed part [3, 4, 7]. In the compression curves, an inverse relationship was found 
between the temperature of the specimen and the load withstood prior to deformation. 
Additionally, it is noticed that the tests conducted at a temperature of 170 °C and above, do not 
possess a plateau region. The average loads at which a strain levels of 15, 30, and 60 percent 
was reached for every temperature can be seen in Table 2 above.  
 The most significant observation is that at temperatures of 210 °C, 230 °C, and 250 °C, 
the compressive behavior is virtually the same at every strain level, as can be noticed in Table 
2 above. Any temperature above 250 °C would be higher than the conventional printing range 
for ABS [1, 2, 3, 5].  
 
3.3 Final Print 
 Twenty layers were printed on the single-bead wall printed where the temperature was 
controlled to be below 200 °C just prior to deposition of a new layer. The average temperature 
of the substrate prior to deposition of a new layer was 197 °C. No significant deformation was 
observed, except at the start of the print, as can be observed in Figure 2 above. This deformation 
at the start of the print attributed to the variability of a layer deposition, which in turn is due to 
leftover material at the nozzle exit, positioning error, and the tamper mechanism.  



 The single-bead wall where the temperature was above 210 °C had an average substrate 
temperature of 220 °C just prior to deposition. Twenty layers were printed in this part, but 
failure was observed during the initial deposition of layer 7. The deformation of layer 7 caused 
the subsequent layers to be poorly deposited, as can be seen in Figure 3 above. In both of these 
prints, deformation is seen at the start of the print, attributed to previously mentioned 
conditions. The difference between them is that in the part that did not fail, the substrate had 
enough compressive strength to resist deformation caused by the extruder depositing a new 
layer, despite initial misalignments in the print. In the failed part, the substrate deformed 
according to the initial misalignment of the print, causing a “zig-zag” effect in subsequent 
stacked layers, thus causing poor dimensional accuracy and leading to the final layers being 
deposited into thin air or not having enough surface contact area – which is essential for proper 
adhesion [8].  
 
3 Conclusion 
 

As discussed, the temperature of the substrate prior to the deposition of a subsequent layer 
has a significant impact in the overall structural stability of an ABS-20CF BAAM printed part. 
Efforts by Compton et al. concluded that the substrate should be above the Tg of a material to 
avoid warping and crack defects in a part [2]. In this paper, it is concluded that if the substrate 
temperature is above 200 °C, the compressive strength of the material is lower than the load 
exerted by the extruder depositing a new layer. If there is misalignment at the start of the print, 
the substrate will conform to this misalignment and deform accordingly such that subsequent 
layers will be deposited on an already deformed part.  Future research includes evaluating the 
adhesion strength between deposited layers at the recommended range of temperatures in this 
paper, as well as the effect of varying geometry on the structural integrity of a part.  
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ABSTRACT 

Material extrusion 3D printing is capable of extruding polymer materials with a variety of 

thermophysical properties. Thermal properties play an essential role to develop the printing 

process parameters such as extrusion temperature, pressure, environment temperature, 

deposition rate between others. In the case of a newly developed extrusion system, trial and 

error of the printing process are common to optimize the overall performance. While printing 

at relatively high temperature helps to achieve a superior bond strength by avoiding clogging 

in the nozzle, materials could be negatively affected at those processing conditions. This 

research studied the thermophysical properties of low-cost materials such as PLA and ABS to 

determine the temperature-depended strain effect on the polymer chain. Results of 

thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry showed that the printing process 

slightly affects PLA properties while having no effect on ABS.  

1. Introduction 

Material extrusion additive manufacturing (MEAM) is the method of melting and dispensing 

thermoplastic materials in a layer by layer fashion directly from CAD data. The three critical 

thermal events that occur with the material in  this extrusion-based AM are melting, 

deposition, and fusion[1]. Melting is required to control the rheology of the deposited 

material that ultimately helps to adhere to the previously deposited layer. Selective deposition 

of the material in MEAM is temperature dependent, and while relatively high temperature 

helps to deposit the material without nozzle clogging, an extremely high temperature can 

damage the material. Those excessive deposition temperatures can cause degradation and 

poor thermophysical and mechanical properties. After the deposition of the extruded material 

on top of a new layer, the temperature-dependent fusion process begins by developing a neck 

area between rasters. Authors in [2] demonstrated the overall mechanism of the neck growth 

process at elevated temperature by plastic sintering experiment. The key finding was that the 

neck growth is a temperature dependent property. Understanding neck growth requires 

knowledge of the thermophysical properties at a specified temperature to identify the polymer 

chain diffusion mechanism. Determining the thermal properties of thermoplastic materials at 

different temperatures is important to develop process parameters and design specification for 

MEAM machines. Thermal properties such as the glass transition, melting, heat deflection, 

and decomposition temperature can be used to predict the behavior of the material in different 

temperature and processing conditions. In MEAM, the printing process begins by producing 

filament from pellets, then that filament is used for printing. The next step is to apply surface 

finishing techniques and post-processing (in some cases). It is evident that before printing, 
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each material undergoes thermal processing. Authors in [3][4] showed the effect that 

processing conditions have on PLA and ABS materials during MEAM. This research paper 

focuses on PLA and ABS since they are the most common materials in MEAM due to the 

low cost and relatively easier processing window. The goal of this research paper is to 

identify the different thermophysical properties of materials before and after the printing 

process. It is anticipated that comparing those values could give an insight into the effect that 

processing of thermoplastic-based polymer has at different temperatures. 

2. Experiment 

Thermogravimetric and differential scanning calorimetry analysis were carried out to 

investigate the thermophysical properties of 3D printing materials.    

2.1 Materials 

In MEAM, the two most common materials are Poly-Lactic-Acid (PLA) and Acrylic-

Butadiene-Styrene (ABS). The reason for choosing these two materials are the low cost, 

relatively low processing temperature, and low printing temperature. 3 mm in diameter PLA 

filament was obtained from SunTop (Los Angeles, CA US). The glass transition temperature 

reported by the manufacturer was 62°C. ABS filament with 1.75 mm diameter was obtained 

from Stratasys (Eden Prairie, MN US). The glass transition temperature according to the 

manufacturer was 108°. 

 2.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of PLA and ABS was done using a Q550 TGA from TA 

Instruments (New Castle, DE, US). The goal was to determine the decomposition 

temperature of the materials. 2.18mg of PLA and 3.2 mg of ABS was collected from 3D 

printed parts. According to the ASTM E2550−17 standard [5], the heating rate chosen was 

10°C/min and the sample was heated to 800°C. The sample purge in the TGA was 40ml/min 

Figure 1. Thermogravimetric analysis of (a) PLA and (b) ABS materials. The cross 

mark on the red curve in each material is representing the 1% decomposition onset 

temperature. 
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(compressed air), and balance purge was 60 ml/min (ultra-high purity gas nitrogen).  

2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed in a DSC 250 from TA 

Instruments. (City, state US). Using ASTM D3418-15 standard, the samples were heated 

from 40°C to 200°C at a scanning rate of 10° C/min [6]. During the cooling phase, the 

scanning rate was 10°C/min from 200°C to 40°C. After the first run of heating and cooling, 

the second run was performed with a similar scanning rate. The goal was to determine the 

effect of process-induced changes in the thermophysical properties of the materials. DSC 

tests were conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere in order to diminish oxidation using a 

purge rate of 50ml/min. 

3. Results 

3.1 Thermogravimetric analysis 

The thermogravimetric analysis of PLA and ABS is shown in Figure 1. The degradation 

onset temperature (DOT) was chosen based on a 1% loss of weight. For PLA, the DOT was 

272°C as shown by a cross mark in Figure 1 (a). The 100% weight loss was found at 478°C. 

The dynamic TGA graph represents the peak of the temperature at which all the materials 

burn out. For ABS, the DOT was found to be 300°C which indicates that the thermal stability 

of ABS is higher than for PLA. The 100% weight loss was found at 500°C. Although the 

decomposition of the butadiene component in ABS materials occurs first, the sign of the 

degradation was not prominent in the TGA graph. The derivative weight loss of the ABS 

shows the total burn out temperature was 412°C. The maximum temperature used in the DSC 

analysis was chosen based on the DOT, as higher temperatures create volatiles which 

contaminates the instrument. 

Figure 2. DSC curve of (a) PLA and (b) ABS. In both of the graphs, solid lines are 

representing the 1st heating and cooling while the dotted lines are represnting the 2nd 

heating and cooling 
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3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry 

DSC tests were carried out by heating and cooling in two steps to determine the 

thermophysical properties of PLA and ABS material. In the first step heating, the PLA has a 

phase transition at 54°C which corresponds to the glass transition temperature. The 

endothermic peak observed at 168°C correspond to the melting process. During the cooling 

stage, no transitions were found. In the second heating, PLA showed a slight change in the 

glass transition temperature and the melting point. The shifting of the graph occurred due to 

the transition of the alpha phase during the first heating step. As the material went through a 

phase change during the first step heating, the exothermic peaks were shifted. This behavior 

was attributed to the process-induced thermal strain relief. For ABS, heating, and cooling in 

both steps followed a similar path. Although the melting point did not create a sharp point in 

the TGA graph due to the amorphous structure of the ABS, the glass transition temperature 

was 108°C. Note that, the processing temperatures of ABS did not affect the thermophysical 

properties like it was observed with PLA. Since both materials were tested after printing at 

relatively high temperatures, it was anticipated that the material crystallinity would transform 

while there were no notable changes found in second heating and cooling. Therefore, these 

materials do not change their structural properties; thus the respective thermophysical 

properties remain the same. 

4. Conclusion  

TGA and DSC tests were conducted to determine the thermophysical properties of commonly 

used materials. TGA tests result were used to determine the DOT which provided the 

temperature limit for the thermal stability of materials. By using the DOT, DSC test 

temperatures were determined. While PLA showed a slight difference in glass transition and 

phase transformation temperature between the two heating steps, ABS did not show any 

changes. Thermal events during the 3D printing of thermoplastic materials can cause a 

process induced strain effect, although the results in this paper only partially confirmed this 

hypothesis.   
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ABSTRACT 

Robotic technologies for inspection purposes have grown in interest. Such technologies are 

encouraged to reduce the risk human operators are involved in and to reduce costs due to 

downtime of equipment. High interest is placed on powerplant components where their correct 

operation is paramount. This work involves the use of a trajectory generation method from a 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) Model for Autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) 

in GPS denied environments. This method also has various applications in the environmental 

and defense sectors.  
 

1 Introduction  

Power plants are critical components in the energy sector and their proper maintenance and 

operation are of vital importance. To do so, the industry must constantly inspect the critical 

components such as the boiler systems in coal-fired power plants. Usually human operators 

must personally inspect the structures placing them in a very hazardous environment. That is 

the reason why the robotics community has made advancements in recent years to prevent 

injury to the operators thus saving time and money. Different robotics technology has been 

used to inspect these structures. Examples of inspection include robots that climb cables and 

multiple UAV systems [1][2]. 

Autonomous UAV navigation has gained interest recently due to advancement in the hardware 

of such systems. For GPS-denied environments, most of the research is based on hardware such 

as sensors and cameras used as the primary location system. Using two cameras, Nikolic et al. 
[3], demonstrated a successful approach for UAV navigation inside a coal-fired power plant 

boiler. Their research tackled the particulate deflection problem successfully but requires 

mounting of two external cameras to the UAV thus limiting the minimum payload requirement 

of the drone. The system relies heavily on the sensing capabilities of the hardware to avoid 

contact with the structure. 

Shan et al. [4] propose a system that compares the current image obtained by the UAV’s camera 

to the Google Maps database to obtain the current position of the UAV. Although their system 

employs an extensive database to use virtually anywhere in the world, it faces the problem that 

the database is not updated constantly so it may encounter inconsistencies. Another problem 

with the approach for our purposes is the fact that aerial images do not contain much 

information in the third dimension of the structures. Structure elements such as overhangs are 

not visible and therefore limit the application of the system for inspection purposes. 
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In the area of defense, great advancements have been made with Nano Air Vehicles (NAV) as 

explained by Zhang et al. [5], where they developed a Nano-scale quadrotor helicopter weighing 

less than 50 grams. Such research is supported by agencies such as the Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) for its great potential in the field. Their system uses on-

board vision to calculate its current location. This poses a challenge since repetitive structure 

features can easily confuse system. To eliminate this problem, they used Parallel Tracking and 

Mapping (PTAM) algorithm but it requires an initialization procedure to generate the required 

initial map. 

The system explained in this article tackles all those issues through the use of a CAD model of 

the structures in question. Since the trajectory is pre-programmed into the system, additional 

hardware is only based upon the type of inspection/mission the UAV will tackle. Close contact 

sensing can then be applied only as a fail-safe mechanism to prevent crashes due to structures 

not accounted for in the CAD model. Since a 3D model of the structure is present, the UAV 

can be accurately placed in all three dimensions not just latitude and longitude. Also because 

of the latest hardware size advancements, the system can be decreased to a Nano-scale since 

the positioning of the UAV is mostly based in the software. This would provide a means to 

conduct inspection in a wide array of locations with very low signal acquisition such as indoors 

and disaster zones. The areas of implementation include the energy, environmental, and defense 

sectors. Vehicles with this capability have the potential to minimize human interaction in 

hazardous environments and significantly reduce the time and cost requirements for such 

inspections. This system provides an alternative to expensive location equipment by utilizing 

CAD models of the inspection structures which are for the most part readily available. 

 

2 Methodology 

This system uses a CAD model to project a trajectory through the use of a MATLAB algorithm. 

The algorithm utilizes the slicer concept taken from the Additive Manufacturing field. Just like 

in AM, the CAD model must first be converted into a StereoLithography (STL) file which 

contains only the surface information of a model. The information is derived into a triangular 

mesh that defines the surface geometry of the model. The STL file also contains the normal 

vector information for each triangle in the mesh. Once the STL file has been created, it is then 

arranged into matrices within MATLAB for its further manipulation where it is first “sliced” 

and then the data acquired is calculated to become a trajectory. In AM, the idea of the slicer 

irises from the need of defining the layer thickness for the AM technology being employed. 

For inspection purposes, the layer thickness is not defined from material and extruder needs 

but from hardware parameters like camera view angle and overlap percentage needed to map 

the camera feed. Keeping this in mind, the system can be easily calibrated to different values 

by changing a few lines of code. Once the data of the slices is acquired, it is then processed to 

become a trajectory that the UAV can follow.  
 

2.1 CAD Model  

Because of the advantages that CAD software offers, it has now become a fundamental part of 

the design process in almost every field. A great amount of resources are destined by companies 

into the CAD models and that translates to models that are extremely accurate to the 
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manufactured components. This makes the CAD a perfect starting point for the trajectory 

generation needed for the UAV to complete its mission. 

For this research, a simple CAD model was created following literature and online resources 

since access to power plant components is limited and so is the access to their CAD models. 

Even though the model lacks detail, it is perfect for testing the algorithm and troubleshooting 

the code. Since a slicer method in our algorithm is employed, if more detail was provided in 

the CAD, it would only add more points of intersection per slice, producing an even better 

trajectory. It is important to note that CAD models exist in almost every engineering discipline 

including civil engineering meaning that our system is still a viable option of inspection not 

only on mechanical components but also structures in general. Once the CAD is available, it is 

converted to an STL that will then be transferred to MATLAB. 

 

  
Fig.1. CAD Model of Coal-Fired Powerplant.              Fig 2. STL File of CAD Model 

 

2.2 Slicer Algorithm  

Since the STL file provides a triangular mesh defining the surface of the model, all that is 

needed to do is create an imaginary x-y plane at a set height in the z direction and calculate the 

intersection points between this plane/slice and the triangular mesh. Only the triangles that 

intersect that particular slice are considered. The triangles that intersect the slice may do so at 

one or two points. These points are important since they will define the outline of the body. If 

the slice intersects at exactly one or two corners of the triangle, then the x and y values of those 

points are taken as outline, but if the slicer intersect the triangle at any other location, an extra 

calculation is required to obtain the x and y coordinates. In order to identify those points the 

linear interpolation equation is used. 

 

𝑥 =  
𝑥2− 𝑥1

𝑧2− 𝑧1
∗ (𝑧 − 𝑧1) + 𝑥1

                                               (1) 

 

In this equation, the known values include the slice height (z), and the point coordinates 

(𝑥1 ,  𝑥2 ,  𝑧1 ,and 𝑧2 ). This equation must be used to find both the x and y coordinates by 

substituting the y-coordinates for all the x-coordinates in the equation. This will yield the x and 

y-coordinate of the intersection point between the slice and a single side of the triangle. The 

process can then be repeated to find the other intersection point. Both points would share the z 

coordinate with the slice. This part of the process repeats the last step to all the triangles in that 
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slice and then to all the slices that make up the model. This data is stored as a matrix containing 

all the data points in their corresponding x, y, and z-coordinates. 

2.3 Trajectory from Slicer Data 

The data points obtained in the slicer are arranged in a single matrix. This matrix includes 

multiple repeated points that are eliminated in the sorting process that takes place to generate 

a trajectory. At this point, the number of points has significantly decreased, meaning that a 

CAD with extreme detail poses no issues for the algorithm and that this data is small enough 

to transfer to the UAV memory. The next step is to introduce a wall offset, which is a set 

distance we need from the wall to prevent collision and to be at the correct distance for image 

acquisition. This is achieved by expanding the outline with the center of the outline as a 

reference point.  

After that, the data must be sorted to generate the desired trajectory. If only a single outline is 

present, then the trajectory for that slice is simple as the data only needs to be sorted using the 

repeated values. If the data includes multiple outlines, the process to obtain the trajectory is 

more complex. In this step, multiple approaches have been studied but the one that shows the 

most potential is to separate the multiple outlines into separate matrices and analyze if the data 

points intersect or not. Results for this approach have not been achieved but the approach shows 

greats potential to allow the UAV to reach areas of interest with the trajectory.  

After the data has been correctly sorted, it can be called a trajectory. The trajectory obtained in 

this work is extremely similar to G-Code which is often used in other robotic systems like 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) and Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines. 

 

 
Fig 3. STL File of CAD Model 

 

2.4 Yaw Generation for Attitude Control 

 

The system uses a quadcopter as the UAV. This type of aircraft was chosen for its stability and 

compact size. Another advantage of using a quadcopter is the ability to maneuver without a 

difference in roll and pitch. For that reason, the only degree of freedom that requires calculation 

based on the trajectory points is the yaw. Since we are interested in inspection, the attitude of 
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the UAV is important. The system is equipped with infrared cameras that can be used both for 

data acquisition and for obstacle detection.  

The yaw was obtained by calculating the normal vectors of the trajectory by using the following 

formula. 

 

�⃑� = (
−∆𝑥

|�⃑� |
,
∆𝑦

|�⃑� |
)      (2) 

 

This formula contains the differences of the x and y-coordinates of two points which would 

give the vector notation of the line connecting the two points. The equation also incorporates a 

ratio by the magnitude of that vector to convert the vector to a unit vector instead. Lastly a sign 

change is applied to the x-coordinate to rotate the vector by 90 degrees making it a unit vector 

normal to the existing line. The sign change could be applied to either the x or the y coordinate 

since the vector does not need to have a specific direction for the yaw calculation. The 

calculation is repeated for every point in the trajectory. Finally, the yaw is calculated by finding 

the angle difference between each consecutive normal vector and is either added or subtracted 

from the previous yaw. 

 

Conclusion 

This method presents a means to inspect structures by using an existing CAD model with a 

UAV system that does not require GPS to complete its mission. A trajectory is successfully 

achieved from the STL file of the CAD model. Doing inspections using robotic technology 

allows workers to not be involved in hazardous environments while saving time and money 

thus being more efficient. Also, this system can be complemented with most of the existing 

developments for collision avoidance making it suitable for almost any mission thinkable 

ranging from energy to defense applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study presents the fabrication and mechanical characterization of functionalized Multi-

Walled Carbon Nanotubes (CNTF) reinforced photopolymer nanocomposites. CNT was used 

for its high electrical conductivity as well as its mechanical robustness. The fabrication of 

composites of this nature through additive manufacturing is a concept that has not been 

thoroughly explored. In this study, parametric studies were held to find settings that would 

allow the fabrication of functionalized CNT through stereolithography (SLA). In addition, the 

mechanical properties of functionalized composites under tensile stress were tested. An 

improvement of 77.4% and 64.0% in the Youngs modulus was observed over pristine resin 

from both random and aligned CNTF, while an improvement of 20.1% in the UTS was observed 

when aligning the CNTF. Demonstrating the tuning capabilities of this fabrication method.  
 

1 Intoduction 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted a great amount of attention from the scientific and 

engineering community since they were first synthesized over two decades ago.  This interest 

has been due to their exceptional thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties, and therefore 

potential applications.  Despite the amazing properties shown in individual form, these 

properties are not exhibited when used in bulk [1]. As a result, a great amount of work has been 

dedicated to the use of CNTs as reinforcements or fillers in different composite systems. CNT 

composites have been mostly fabricated using a polymer matrix to improve electrical and 

mechanical properties [2]. CNT-polymer composites have been mainly produced using 

traditional techniques such as solution processing [3], melt processing [4], in situ 

polymerization processing [5], among others. However, a very limited amount of research has 

been dedicated to the use of additive manufacturing techniques. Efforts to produce CNT 

polymers nanocomposites through additive manufacturing commonly use a low percentage of 

CNT due to the tendency of these to agglomerate and therefore become a point of failure for 

the composite instead of a reinforcement [6].  Therefore, methods to inhibit the agglomeration 

of CNTs in polymer solutions need to be implemented. One of the reported techniques to avoid 

the agglomeration of CNT-polymer composites is the application of an electric field to the 

CNT-polymer solution [7]. This technique is reported to not only disperse the CNT, but to also 

give the ability to control the alignment of these nanoparticles. This project presents the in situ 

dispersion of CNT through an electric field during the manufacture of CNT-photopolymer 

nanocomposites to tune its electrical and mechanical properties.  
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2 Methods 

2.1 Preparation of Resin  

Multi-Walled carbon nanotubes functionalized with nitric acid (CNTF) was mixed with 

Tethon’s Genesis Development Resin to prepare the solution for 3D printing. 1.0 weight 

percent (wt%) of CNTF was added into a centrifugal tube and was shaken until visible, even 

dispersion was acquired. The tube was then vortexed for 15 minutes before being dumped into 

the 3D printer’s resin tank. 

2.2 Printing  

A Formlabs Form 1 digital light processing (DLP) 3D printer was used for the fabrication of 

Type V ASTM standard dog bones. Formlabs uses its own software, PreForm, to prepare 

convert STL files into machine readable code. The printing parameters used in the PreForm 

software were those used for Castable resin uses the longest exposure time of the available 

parameters. The highest layer resolution of 25 µm was also used. Dog bones were printed in 

sets of five with 5 mm of space in-between them. The total print time for every set was 2 h 45 

min.  

2.3 Alignment of Carbon Nanotubes 

For alignment of CNTF in the Genesis resin, two electrodes with the length of the 3D printer’s 

build plate were placed at both ends of the resin tank as illustrated in Fig.1. An electric field 

was applied generated by an Agilent 33210A Function/ Arbitrary Waveform Generator 

amplified from 1 to 6000 by an Acopian P030HP2 high voltage regulator. Dog bone samples 

were printed and aligned using various electric fields including 300 V/cm at 10kHz with the 

dog bones being aligned in parallel to the electric field. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of alignment setup for printing of dog bone samples 
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3 Results 

Fig. 2 shows the results for tensile test of dog bone samples printed from pure Genesis resin, 

CNTF with Genesis resin, and CNTF with Genesis resin aligned in parallel. Tensile testing was 

done at a strain rate of 1 mm/min and was left running until the samples broke. As it can be 

observed from Fig. 2 and Table 1 both CNTF and CNTF aligned in parallel displayed a higher 

Young’s Modulus than pure Genesis resin. CNTF showed a 77.4% increase while aligned CNTF 

showed a 64.0% increase in Young’s Modulus from pure Genesis resin. While CNTF showed 

a decrease in ultimate tensile stress of 15.6%, aligned CNTF increased by 20.1%. Both CNTF 

samples saw a decrease in strain at break meaning the samples became more brittle; however, 

when comparing the strain at break between CNTF and aligned CNTF, the aligned dog bones 

showed an increase in strain at break.  

  

Table 1. Numerical results for tensile test 

Sample 
AverageYoung’s 

Modulus (Pa) 

Average 

UTS(Pa) 

Average Strain at 

Break (mm/mm) 

Genesis 695358634.4 35703413.72 0.064025459 

CNT No Alignment 1233346037 30150921.45 0.038206772 

CNT Parallel Alignment 1140557471 42882823.75 0.05027622 
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Figure 2. Results of tensile test for Genesis, Functionalized CNT, and Functionalized CNT 

aligned in parallel 
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The three different types of samples also displayed different points of fracture as shown in Fig. 3. While 

most pure Genesis samples broke in the center, CNTF and aligned CNTF samples broke above the central 

point with CNTF samples breaking higher above the central point than aligned CNTF. 

 

Figure 3. Dog bone samples from left to right Genesis, CNT Functionalized, CNT Functionalized 

Aligned 

4  Conclusion 

In conclusion, it was possible to observe the changes in mechanical properties in Genesis resin 

with the addition of functionalized Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (CNTF). As it was 

hypothesized, alignment of CNTF produced a composite with more favorable mechanical 

properties than pure Genesis. By increasing the dispersion of aligned CNTF, it was possible to 

retain the increase in Young’s modulus from pure Genesis resin of CNTF while increasing the 

ultimate tensile stress.   
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